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ABSTRACT 
Landu is one of the eighteen domains (nusak) in the old political system on Rote Island, 
Eastern Indonesia. In 1756 Landu suffered tragic destruction by the Dutch and as a 
consequence the people of Landu were taken into slavery and exiled to Batavia. The area 
became an almost empty land. Gradually over time, people from the neighboring domains 
migrated to Landu with most new settlers occupying the eastern and western parts of the 
domain. This study, based on fieldwork conducted in the three villages of Sotimori, 
Bolatena and Daiama, offers an ethnographic study of Landu, in which I discuss the 
dynamics of social relations and social change among the newcomers (lahenda manamai) 
in relation to those who claim to be original inhabitants (lahenda maulu). 
The study begins with an assessment of the historical data on the emptying of Landu and its 
re-settlement. Further analysis focuses on clans as the basis for the reproduction of the 
social identity in Landu. Many clans have parallel names with clans in neighbouring 
domains, especially for the people who live in the villages in the eastern and western parts 
of Landu. Contemporary patterns of settlement, clanship, language and livelihood are 
significant in marking the distinctiveness of social groups. For the newcomers, the 
construction of their identity is related to unequal power relations. The superior power of 
the centre of the domain and its traditional political structure generate the sentiment that 
differentiates between outsiders and the insiders. 
An analysis of the ritual language as spoken in Landu develops ideas of Rotenese 
cosmology. The importance of agriculture rituals and the myths which focus on the origin 
of millet (bete), have a special association with Landu, particularly with the coastal 
settlement of Maeoe in Daiama village because this is considered the sacred site where food 
first came to the earth. The life cycle rituals from pregnancy to death convey the idea of 
transition and incorporation. Together, these rituals have a significant position in shaping 
local patterns of social relations and figure prominently within the broader context of the 
life cycle of Landu as a domain. Christianity, or more specifically Protestantism, has been a 
unifying force in Landu, but following recent developments it has become an element that 
divides people of Landu into several denominations, thus further broadening social 
demarcation among the population. 
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NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY 
Ringgou dialect has five vowels: /af, /el, Iii, lo/, /u/ and twelve consonants: lb/, /di, /fl, /hi, 
/kl, Ill, /ml, In/, /pl, Ir/, Isl, /ti. Diphthongs are: /ae/, /ail, /ao/, /au/, lei/, lea!, /eo/, loaf, foe/, 
/iaf, /ui/, /uaf, loaf, foul. Diphthongs can also stand alone and form words such as: ae (climb) 
ai (fire, wood), ao (body, lime for chewing), au (I), ei (feet), oe (water), ua (I eat) and oa 
(clouds). Moreover, there are three conjugations in Ringgou dialect for drink (inu), eat (ua) 
and go (lao). 
/nu Ua Laolu 
inu~ I drink au ua: I eat au laolau u: I go 
minu: you drink na: he/she eat 
tinu: we drink. mai ta: we eat/ an invitation mai teu leo: let us go 
ami mia so: we eat/ask 
permission mu leo: you go 
ara ra: they eat. 
Variation of dialects in East Rote are recognized within the three nusakofRinggu/Landu, 
Bilba and Oepao. Some differences between them are shown in the Table below: 
Rin22ou and Landu Bilba Oepao Meaning 
Dara or ndara Lala Rara Horse 
Dindi Dini Diri Wall 
Hundi Huni Huri Banana 
Lafatende Lafatene Lafatere Cloth 
Lahenda Dahena Dahera Human 
Laka Langa Raka Head 
Ralu Lalu Laru Local beer 
Relu Lelu Leru To look 
Ri-na or ndi-na Li-lial li-na Ri-na Over there 
Tende Tene Tere Hip 
Unlike the rest of Landu, people at Daiama speak in Ringgou dialect. People of Sotimori 
told me that language differences prove that the people of Daiama are the newcomers, the 
outsiders. The primary difference is between consonant /RI for Daiama/Ringgou and IND/ 
for Sotimori and BolatenafLandu. Some examples of this difference are given in the Table 
below. 
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Landu Ringgou (Daiama) Meaning 
(Sotimori & Bolatena) 
Fandu Ru Stars 
Man do Maro Passing through 
Ndoto Ro to Arbila bean 
Ndina Rina There 
Ndai Rai Fishing scoop-net 
Ndui Rui Scoop 
In addition, there are some variations between the lexical items in the three villages in 
Landu. The variation applies to the same object or action such as: 
Landu Ringgou Meaning 
(Sotimori & Bolatena) (Daiama) 
Tudi Dope Knife 
Si/aka Bo'a Small basket 
Sada Ladi Palm tree tapping 
Tamute Bisu Abscess/wound 
Hapo Bauina Big 
Haru Epo tua Mix rice with palm sugar 
Kukute Ei dodole dui Shin bone/marrow 
Dimoko Ei buku Ankle 
Sidi Lafa tende Sarong 
Afe Foa Wakeup 
Sioa Oa Clouds 
Ko'u O'u Fishing spear 
Pua'as Puka Net 
Makiu Maiu Dark 
Dedefe Niru Flat basket to winnow 
Kani Ni Crab 
Ai ka Namahana Getangry 
Masisi Maoe Get wet 
A 'a ina Ina bau ina Older sister 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Landu, a divided domain 
This thesis is based on thirteen months' fieldwork (2004 to 2005) in the domain of Landu, 
within the of sub-district East Rote (Kecamatan Rote Timur) of the district (Kabupaten) 
Rote Ndao on Rote Island in eastern Indonesia (see Map 1). Traditionally, the island of 
Rote was divided into eighteen domains (nusak) which, under Dutch colonial rule, were 
self-governing 'kerajaan' .1 Under this former arrangement, Landu was one of the principal 
domains (nusak) on Rote. 
Nusak were and still are a central part of Rotenese identity. People recognize others' nusak 
of origin simply by knowing their family names or listening to the way they speak. Nusak 
are believed, or expected by the Rotenese, to form a cultural unity; thus, ideally each nusak 
has its own. language and cultural distinctiveness. With this general knowledge in mind, 
before going to the field, I considered that Landu domain would have a relatively 
homogenous culture. 
Before deciding on the village in which I would stay to initiate the field work, I began to 
learn that those members of Landu who live in the villages of Sotimori and Bolatena regard 
themselves as the 'true' Landu population. Some even describe themselves as 'insiders': 
literally 'those people who came earlier' (lahenda maulu). They commonly refer to those 
who live in the village of Daiama as people of Ringgou, later migrants (lahenda manamai) 
from the neighbouring domain of Ringgou. With this knowledge in mind, I started to learn 
that Daiama was seen as a peripheral area of Landu. So, I decided to study Landu from 
among those outsiders before moving on to study the insiders. From a spatial perspective, I 
moved from the periphery to the centre. A simple reason I had in mind was that to study the 
so-called true Landu population who had inherited deep cultural knowledge, I should start 
1 In this thesis, I use the term 'domain' to refer to these 'kerajaan' in recognition of traditional Rotenese 
social organization and its system of governance. 
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with the 'less knowledgeable' people, those on the periphery. Gradually I learned that this 
perception of 'true Landu' as the preservers of Landu cultural heritage was a false 
assumption. So, choosing to stay in Daiama at that time was in fact the right decision. 
As will become clear in the course of this thesis, many old agricultural rituals and life-cycle 
rituals are still observed by the people in Daiama. From this fact alone one could come to 
the conclusion that Landu, with its three villages, i.e. Sotimori, Bolatena and Daiama, is 
from an anthropological point of view, a divided domain. People of Sotimori and Bolatena, 
who claim themselves to be the true Landu population, maintain a history and lines of 
nobility without practising the rituals related to their status. By contrast, Daiama people, 
who are treated as outsiders and migrants, are those who live more closely in accord with 
an older cultural tradition. 
Another 'false assumption' I had before going to the field was that Landu constituted a 
homogeneous society in the sense that the people of Landu would speak the same language, 
observe the same cultural practices and, most of all, share a common livelihood associated 
with harvesting lontar palms, as do many other Rotenese. However, when I arrived in the 
field and deliberately chose to stay in Daiama village along the east coast of Rote, these 
assumptions also gradually changed. For the past d~ade, the majority of people in Daiama 
have stopped palm tapping. When I asked the reason behind this, I received a simple 
answer: 'We have no time to tap our palm trees. We are so busy with our rice fields, 
tending seaweed farms and occasionally going off-shore to fish'. In Daiama only two 
people still relied for their livelihood on palm tapping (mana/adi tua). 
In the course of my research, I realized that there were words and sentences that were 
unfamiliar to me. Although I understand Termanu and Korbaffo dialects of Rotenese, I 
struggled at times to understand Ringgou, a dialect spoken in Daiama but not spoken by the 
Sotimori or the Bolatena populations. On many occasions, people would relate themselves 
to the domain of Ringgou rather than to Sotimori or Bolatena. Their stories revealed that 
mention of new settlers (lahenda manamai, Ind. orang pendatang) was prevalent in 
Daiama. This kind of information led me to fill in the first pages of my field notes with an 
emphasis on the Daiama region as an ethnic enclave in Landu. 
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Six months later, I made my way to the other two villages in Landu: Sotimori and Bolatena. 
These two regions were not totally unfamiliar to me as I had visited the area during my pre-
fieldwork in 2003. With the knowledge that I gained during my stay in Daiama, I could 
easily note the differences between the social categories of people regarded as true Landu. 
The first village I visited was that of Sotimori. At my first meeting with the old manek, 'the 
ruler' of Landu (M. M. Johanis), I met his son Wim Johanis, who was the village headman 
of Sotimori at the time. Wim Johanis, as well as a few elders of the village, openly declared 
that they were the first settlers of Landu. Similarly, when I was in Bolatena, some people 
also claimed to be the original inhabitants (lahenda maulu, Ind. orang asli). 
Nevertheless, by looking at the clan names (leo) in Landu as a whole, one could easily 
conclude that many of these people (including the people of Sotimori and Bolatena) were 
actually migrants from various other domains of Rote. This information led me to an 
impression that Landu in fact did . not constitute a single cultural entity, although 
distinctions between native Landu and non-Landu were marked among the people across 
the three villages. The Daiama and Bolatena people acknowledged that their ancestors 
migrated from the domains of Ringgou or Korbaffo to find places for farming and fishing.2 
This led me to investigate further the cultural identity of the Landu, which has become a 
central issue in my thesis. Using phrases by the Landu people to identify themselves, this 
thesis focuses on local conceptions of who are the genuine people of Landu (lahenda 
manamai maulu) and who are newcomers (manamai mabui). 
The devastating history of Landu 
The cultural division of Landu, to which those who came first and those who came later is 
more or less related, has come about because of the tragic history· of Landu and, in 
particular, what happened in the year 1756.3 The focus of this section is not to write a 
2 Farming and fishing were the reason for migrating and then settling in Daiama. The story of the 
Anabako clan still recalls that their ancestor planted a banyan tree known as Ima e 'a (Ima' s banyan tree) 
at the spot of the original residence of the Anabako clan. 
3 In writing this historical note, I rely on two documents: the first is an essay published in the Tijdschrift 
voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 25:1-51(1879) under the title 'Kupang circa 1750'. This 
paper describes in detail the coming of 'the chief merchant, sjabandhar and the chief licensing officer at 
Batavia, J. A. Paravicini' (van der Chijs 2004: 1 ). This particular officer is wrongly entitled as Gubernur 
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history of Landu per se, but rather to present an account of events in 1756. This section 
provides the background from which to understand the eventual composition of Landu as a 
domain. 
The Portuguese established posts (feitorias) throughout eastern Indonesia to protect their 
trading and the people involved in it. They aligned with traditional rulers who engaged with 
them. However, this involvement did not go unchallenged for very long. Wherever the 
Portuguese set up their alliance, their rivals, the Dutch (and Makassarese) would challenge 
their existence. The Portuguese began their operations in the first half of the 17th century; 
the Dutch first challenged them in the Timor area in 1611. In 1654, the Dutch East India 
Company initiated a contract with some of the Rotenese rulers. In 1690, Landu signed its 
first contract with the Company and in 1700, its second contract. Thus, Landu was one of 
the first domains in Rote to affirm loyalty to the Dutch East India Company (Fox 1979a, 
2007).4 
Through much of the first half of the 18th century, the Dutch East India Company struggled 
to maintain its position on Timor and surrounding islands. In order to secure its position, in 
1756 the Governor-General, J. Mossel, commissioned a chief merchant officer called 
Johannes Andreas Paravicini 'to conclude fresh treaties with the principal chiefs of Timor, 
Roti, Solor and Sumba' (de Klerck 1938:318). His main mission was to establish new 
contracts with the native rulers on Timor and on the surrounding islands. The mission was 
regarded as important because of rumors in Batavia that, under the leadership of du Poivre, 
the French and the Portuguese were planning to attack the area and wanted to conclude 
trading contracts with the native rulers (van der Chijs 2004:1). In that year, on June 9th, the 
Jenderal of Kupang by a local historian (Anonim). Secondly, I have relied on a paper written by P.A 
Leupe under the title 'Consideration by the Supreme Government in Batavia Concerning the 
Commission of Paravicini to Timor 1756'. These two papers are significant because the first one 
uncovers the truth behind the description of Paravicini's mission, as originally n:ported by Paravicini, 
while the second paper explains how the Supreme Government in Batavia evaluated the Paravicini 
mission and the decisions they took concerning the Paravicini report. As mentioned by Leupe, his paper 
was based on the minutes of the Supreme Government meetings held on March, April and May 1757. 
An English version of these papers was translated by Bekema (2004 ). 
4 This first contract was signed by 'Toncquanan, coninck van Landu' a name that was almost identical 
to that of the ruler of Ringgou who was identified as 'Tonkanack, coning van Raccauw'; the second 
contract was signed by the Second Regent (Fetor), Banie Geok. However, according to Hagerdaal (n.d) 
Meno Balo was the ruler from 1673-1703, so he should have signed both contracts. 
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ruler of Landu, Geolima Balokama signed the 'Paravicini contract' as the third contract 
with the Dutch Company (Fox 2007:1). 
The coming of Paravicini was described by van der Chijs in a remarkably detailed 
description. After sailing for 26 days, Paravicini on board the Osdorp arrived at Kupang 
Bay, at the Fort Concordia harbour on the 14th of March 1756. He was then received in a 
formal elegant way (van der Chijs 2004:2). 
According to van der Chijs, Paravicini was received by the Chief Officer and Head of the 
Political Council. Soon after the handing over of the Commissioner:s credentials to the 
Chief Officer, a meeting was called. At that meeting, Paravicini discovered that the Chief 
Officer was unsuited to his post: 
Encountering heaps of difficulties in insignificant, childish matters; who all the time 
concerned himself with matters which belonged more to the spinning wheel than to 
the administration of an important business; always, no matter what business one 
speaks to him about, doing nothing else but rubbing his hands and raising his 
shoulders, so that he was held by the kings and other residents in such disdain that 
they considered him as a mere child (van der Chijs 2004:3). 
Beside childish behavior, the Chief Officer was also depicted as an offensive person. To 
show the officer's shamelessness, Paravicini noted that the Chief Officer used materials 
needed to construct the fort for his pleasure. Stones, timber and coolies delivered by the 
Raja of Kupang were used to construct a garden behind his house. When the Raja 
complained, the Chief Officer forced the Raj a to sign an agreement that the block of land 
allocated for his house be donated as his own private possession. In another case, when the 
king of Amakono was sent to jail in Kupang because he was proven to have offended the 
Company, the Chief Officer promised him his freedom if the king gave him his family 
treasure in gold valued at 12,000 guilders. When he had received this compensation, he sent 
the king to be imprisoned in Batavia and kept the gold for himself 
In this paper, van der Chijs also noted the irresponsibility of other officers. The Chief 
Public Health Officer was actually a coppersmith from the Netherlands who knew nothing 
about health. The Justice Officer was also as bad as his Chief Officer. In van der Chijs's 
words: 
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In the matter of justice and the police, it was a sad state of affairs at Kupang. 
Devoid of fixed ground rules of law and justice, justice was dispensed more with 
variable passion and the influence of swift temper than with fairness and in 
accordance with (legal) style and practice. Avarice offered justice for sale and the 
passing of an arbitrary· sentence was the subject of bidding and sale. And had only 
the person, who brought the most yellow plates, also won the plea (van der Chijs 
2004: 4). 
Neither Leupe nor van der Chijs mention where the first official meeting took place. But 
other documentation shows that there was a formal dinner prepared to honour the 
Commissioner. An artist has sketched a European dinner arrangement complete with 
trumpeters and an order of sitting as shown below (Plate 1.1 ). In this picture, the traditional 
Timorese kings are seated on outside rows in European dress. 
Plate 1.1 The formal reception of Paravicini at the Fort of Concordia, 1756 
(from Leo Nisnoni private archive) 
In regard to Landu, Paravicini received information that there were considerable 
disturbances in the domain. The brother of the deceased ruler had taken over the 
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government from the true successor to the throne, who was considered too young to rule. 
Opposing parties had their own supporters. To seek a solution, the acting ruler sent one of 
his supporters named Nai Laffa to the Chief Officer in Kupang. The Chief Officer simply 
gave the advice to be good and let him return to Rote. Immediately after his arrival an 
uprising started in full force. 
The uprising in Landu was one of Paravicini's concerns (van der Chjis 2004:7). From other 
information he came to the conclusion that the acting ruler was in the wrong. But Paravicini 
held this opinion because he did not want to entertain various other considerations as 
follows: firstly the Company had appointed the acting ruler; secondly, the true successor of 
the throne was still too young; thirdly, the Company wished to avoid hardening the resolve 
of the agitated tommagon (temukung) and his followers and inciting others by a bad 
example; fourthly, the 'the Honorable Company' did not like to see disputes among her 
subjects. 
Since the Landu situation was considered delicate, Paravicini did not want to take the risk 
of drawing his own conclusions. He then brought this matter to the main government 
assembly where the native rulers had seats. At that meeting, some Rotenese rulers pointed 
out that the acting ruler had the right to replace the deceased ruler. This opinion was 
strongly challenged by an opposing party. They claimed that the acting regent and his 
associates were individuals who only struggled for their own interest. Although Paravicini 
knew that the claim had some truth in it, to maintain peace and order, he would not make a 
decision because any decision he made would incite conflict. 
Astonishingly, instead of choosing between the two rivals who had legitimate claims, 
Paravicini appointed another person, Bani, to be the ruler. Bani did not have the confidence 
of the people to rule over Landu, so to guarantee the Company protection for the new ruler 
Paravicini ordered a full scale attack on Landu. Van der Chijs describes this as follows: 
Under the command of deputy merchant Ringholm and troop leader Wegener, he sent, 
with the vessel de Vrijheid5 and several other boats, 50 Europeans, 50 Balinese and all 
· Savonese, Rottinese and Solorese present in Kupang to Rotti, with orders to just raze 
and ruin everything in Lando, where already three "rebellions" had occurred, to take 
5 Translates as 'The Freedom.' 
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even the supporters of the regent as prisoners of war and then to send them hither; 
furthermore to divide their district among the remaining members of well-intentioned 
Rottinese alliance members, to ensure no Landonese would resettle there, even to 
prevent them living on the island of Rotti (van der Chijs 2004: 8). 
This order was a disaster for the Landu people and reduced its population significantly. In 
total 700 people surrendered, of whom 200 to 300 hundred people were later released, 
leaving at least 400 prisoners of war. They were then grouped together with other men, 
women and children to make 1, 145 detainees to be sent to Batavia as slaves. This action led 
to the dramatic decline of the Landu population. Fox estimates that in 1750 the population 
of Landu was 4,000, but some eighty years later, in 1831, there were only 1,500 people 
living in the domain (Fox 1977a:151, 1979a:25). 
Van der Chijs's described the mission of Paravicini as a 'striking example of the manner in 
which the Company dealt with its subject people' (van der Chijs 2004:7). On the other hand, 
we could say that Paravicini's mission to Landu was driven by an obsession for 
maintaining peace and order rather than justice and fairness. 
Van der Chijs account was further elaborated by P.A. Leupe (2004). The tragedy of Landu 
because of the Company's attack was scrutinized by the Supreme Government in Batavia 
chaired directly by Governor General Mossel himself. In general, the meeting concluded 
that Paravicini' s decision to attack Landu and take many to Batavia as slaves was the right 
judgment because Landu had taken up arms three times against the Company. For this 
reason, a pardon for Landu was considered inappropriate. Another decision regarding the 
Landu slaves was that their sale would provide benefits to the Company. Leupe also 
reported that Paravicini's request to have 300 slaves was refused by the Governor General 
simply because the Governor did not hear directly from Paravicini. So, the request was 
regarded as a rumoilr. Geolima, who was among the prisoners of war, was considered 'old 
and in a bad way', so he was not considered dangerous (Leupe 2004:3). 
Fox (1971b:64-65) gives another account based on Dutch reports of actions in Termanu 
which have a close relation to the tragic history of Landu. In these accounts, the devastation 
of Landu was triggered by the murder of J.A Meulenbeek, the Company's chief officer, 
who visited Termanu in 1747. The connection with the Landu story was that three village 
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elders (temukung) from Landu sought refuge inTermanu, but by Meulenbeek's command 
they were returned. As a replacement for these three escapees, the Lords of Rote assembled 
in Termanu and offered Meulenbeek compensation of one hundred slaves. This offer was 
refused by Meulenbeek, and he became more furious. Meulenbeek was shot at by the 
manek of Thie, who missed. Then, one of Meulenbeek's servants shot down the manek of 
Thie. They could not avoid an open fight. Meulenbeek and his troops were attacked by 
Rotenese, who 'massacred then burnt the bodies on the shore' (Fox 1979a:25). One 
European who escaped from this violence reported this incident to Kupang. However, 
Paravacini's revenge in 1756 for this massacre of Company troops merely targeted Landu 
and its population, not Termanu, Thie nor other domains. Nevertheless, the tragic event 
experienced by the Landu people was considered by the Company as appropriate because it 
was in response to their perceived wrongdoing. 
This was an inequitable action towards the people of Landu~ but Paravacini had the power . 
to devastate Landu. In other words, in the written version, the tragedy of Landu was not 
generated within Landu itself, even though, more broadly it was part of an involvement 
with Termanu. In addition, the event displays a certain degree of solidarity amongst the 
assembled Rotenese Lords with the people of Landu. However, only the people of Landu 
were punished by being sent as slaves to Batavia. As a consequence, Landu became an 
almost empty domain, which eventually attracted people from other domains to occupy the 
land and make their living. This historical background is an important factor to this day in 
the configuration of Landu. 
According to oral history as told to me by a former village elder (temukung), the exile of 
Landu people to Batavia was due to the cruelty and tyranny of the Sana Keolima.6 For 
instance, when he saw his people's livestock, Sana Keolima would ask his assistants to 
slaughter animals; he also forcibly took people's woven cloths and their gold and silver. 
People then complained to the Dutch through an ancestor of Johanis. Since this person was 
a school teacher, he wrote a letter of complaint to the Dutch, and as a result people were 
captured and deported to Batavia. They departed from Neker Mo, and were tied (heke) by 
6 Sama Keolima does not appear in the Landu dynastic genealogy. It probably refers to Dale Keolima 
(34), Keolima Nondi (36) or Bane Keolima (37) (see Appendix 1). 
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banyan tree (neke) roots. The local story also notes there were around 3000 men, not 
counting women and children. 7 
The relationship between domains and clans 
The effect of Landu's destruction was not only to devastate its population, but also its 
structure as a domain (nusak) and its coherence as a cultural entity. The power of the local 
ruler (manek) waned, and the local social organization was replaced by new arrangements. 
The domains of Rote are similar to each other, although each domain has its own traditional 
system of government. In a domain, the manek was accompanied by a fetor (second regent) 
forming a kind of dual sovereignty or diarchy with village chiefs (temukung) representing 
the clans (Fox 1980b:104). In addition, all domains have a Head of the Earth (dae 
langga/dae /aka) who stands, opposed to the manek, in maintaining ritual prerogatives over 
produce of the land. 
In Landu, however, the title of fetor is unclear.8 The position of Head of the Earth (dae 
/aka) in Landu is held by the Lelaama family, whose members reside in Oendui hamlet in 
Sotimori. In the period of the last ruler, Johanis, the area was divided into five temukung 
territories (wilayah ketemukungan): 1) Daiama (Hamlets: Soao-Naulaor), 2) Serea (Hamlets: 
Baulain-Nordale), 3) Suraamalai (Hamlets: Usu-Maeoe), 4) Kenamoen (Hamlets: 
Kenamoen-Sipou) and 5) Deurendale (Hamlets: Deurendale-Oendui-Modale-Oebafi). After 
the end of the period of self-governing territories (swaparaja) in 1969, Landu was 
compressed into three villages, each with a village head (kepala desa). Bolatena, which 
previously belonged to the former temukung Serea's area in the west, had Korlok as the 
centre of its village administration; Sotomori, which included temukung Kenamoen and 
Deurendale' s areas, had Deurendale as the centre of its village administration in the middle 
7 This information was confirmed by another cousin of the Landu ruler (manek). It seems that the story 
of the tyranny and despotism of the Surateik's manek, Keolima, was passed down by the Bateik clan 
over generations. The temukung' s interpretation of the Landu dynastic genealogy was also not denied by 
the manek. The only objection came from the manek's son, who was a head of the village. He stated that 
temukung was getting older, so he mixed up story and reality. But in fact, it seems that the oral version 
of history resembles the written version 
8 Based on Jackstein's (1864) report Landu had nofetor in 1863. However, according to other sources 
(Fox 2007; Hiigerdal n.d) somefetor appeared in Landu's history, such as in 1700, 1748, and 1775. 
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part of the domain; and Daiama, which consisted of temukung Daiama and Suraamalai's 
areas, had Soao as the centre of village administration in the east. 
Before the division of Landu into three villages, the terms, Sotimori and Bolatena were not 
used except as ritual place names. The centre of the nusak of Landu was known as 
Daeurendale, which was the place where the regent (manek) ruled his domain. The Head of 
the Earth, the dae /aka, settled in Oendui.9 The structure of Landu consisted of the ruler 
(manek), the manek's deputies (temukung), the head of hamlets (/aka and lasi), the hamlet 
elders (lasi koro) and the people of the domain (iku raun/laun). 
Peripher.y Centre Periphery 
Temukung Manek Temukung 
DaeLaka [Dae Arna] 
Laka Laka Laka 
Lasi Lasi · Lasi 
Lasi koro Lasi koro Lasi koro 
Jku raun Iku raun Jku raun 
Figure 1.1 Centre-periphery relationships in Landu 
In the division of Landu into three villages, two villages were given names based on the 
ritual name of Landu: Sotimori do Bolatena, while Daiama was maintained as in the 
temukung era, as an outsider community. The name Daiama itself has various 
inteipretations. According to one folk etymology, due to their position in the social 
landscape, the first settlers -- the Ledulu clan -- in this territory, assumed a function similar 
to that of the dae /aka (Head of the Earth) and became dae ama (the Father of the Earth), 
which was shortened and pronounced as Daiama. This designation is not found in other 
domains in Rote and would seem to be a readjustment of Rotenese social organization by 
9 People also recall roles such as lord of the field (mane raralmane mok), priest (mana soko/songo) and 
judge (mane e). The role and function of these people were similar to those in other domains in Rote. 
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outsiders. A second interpretation is that Daiama is derived from the name of the Dai-teik 
lineage that also migrated to the area from Ringgou. The first interpretation is more widely 
· accepted by the people in Daiama. Thus, the people of Daiama consider themselves and 
are considered by others as 'those who arrived later' (manamai mabui) in Landu. 
Clan affiliation is an essential element in Landu' s social configuration. Clans provide social 
orientation for individuals and groups within the domain. Whereas most residents of 
Daiama were regarded as the later arrivals (manamai mabui) and thus 'outsiders', there are 
two clans who claim to be original clans. They are Ledulu and Raipon. There are no 
reliable historical records on Landu clans, unlike the situation in nusak of Termanu and 
Thie (Fox 1980b:122) so it is hard to speculate about origin-clans and outsider-clans. 
According to de Clereq's (1863:297) account of clans and hamlets in Rote, there were only 
three clans, which he calls bobonggi, in Landu. These clans were Daiama, Raipon and 
Inggoeserik, and their members lived in twenty-four kampongs. One of the kampongs on de 
Clereq's list is Oesuti, which is located in Diu domain. This and other factors -- confusion 
between clan and kampong -- make his report questionable. 
By contrast, my current research indicates that there are forty-three clans in Landu, thirteen 
in Sotimori, fourteen in Bolatena and sixteen in Daiama. Out of the sixteen clans in Daiama, 
eight have names that are similar to clans in Ringgou. Of the eight remaining clans, six are 
also found in Sotimori (Ledulu and Raipon are the major clans in Daiama, whereas the 
other four are of minor importance), and two appear to be related to clans in Bilba (Mansea 
and Kedati). This provides evidence for the claim that Ringgou people occupied Landu 
territory in Daiama and then became permanent settlers. My informants even stated that the 
Ledulu clan came from Sotimori after the Anabako clan came from Ringgou. 10 Thus even 
though the Ledulu clan is from Sotimori, they are considered newcomers (manamai) in 
Daiama since they arrived later (mabui) and followed the 'first' settlers from Ringgou. 
10 I was told that 'the Mataras/Ledulu family came from Sotimori, they came later on. Ima E'a and 
Anabako are the people of Ringgou, but they came first and did not return' - Matara!Ledulu ra sono rai 
Sotimori dei, Matara ra nana manamai mabui ria. Ima E'a ma Anabako na lahenda Ringgou mesan, 
tehu lahenda sira reme ulu mai de ara tafalifa. 
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From the names of clans and lineages and their distribution throughout the three villages in 
Landu, it can be seen that the eastern parts of Landu attracted people from various places, 
particularly Ringgou, but also Bilba, Termanu and Ndao. The influence of Ringgou in 
Daiama is very strong; people in Daiama speak in Ringgou dialect and have clans similar to 
those in Ringgou. However, the traces of family ancestry for the Ndao population are 
blurred, and they cannot speak a word of Ndaonese. The rootlessness of the Ndao people 
and loss of ties to their place of origin have resulted in their intermingling with several 
clans such as Lamaluk, Urusama and Raipon, while some still maintain membership in 
their origin clan, Kedati, which comes from Ringgou. On the other hand, many of those 
who have come from Bilba keep family ties with their lineages in Bilba. 
In Sotimori, as the former centre of the domain, the division between noble clan and 
commoner clans is apparent. As in other domains, the noble clan in Landu possesses a 
distinctive genealogy, a feature which is uncommon for commoners. The genealogy has a 
long list of ancestors' names. A complete written genealogy was only found for the Johanis 
family, the last ruler of Landu. Bateik is the royal clan while Lelaama clan is the clan of 
the Dae Laka. Other clans in Sotimori are Suratein, Remiku, Landu i and Suraamalai. The 
Suratein claims a connection with lineages in Dengka, in west Rote. I I 
In the west part of Landu, Bolatena is close to Korbaffo. People from Korbaffo have also 
expanded into the Bolatena area. Certain clans and lineages in Bolatena are also found in 
Korbaffo. These clans include Ingusudi and Saniteik; the Todua, Tasi, Sodakain and 
Mengana family names are also found in Korbaffo. The expansion of people from Korbaffo 
to Bolatena goes back three or even four generations. The mixture of people has also 
resulted in a mixture of languages. The Korbaffo dialect has been maintained among those 
of Korbaffo origin in Bolatena, side by side with the Landu dialect. 
The clans in Bolatena can be seen as predominantly of Landu origin with the addition of 
migrants from Korbaffo, Ringgou and Bilba, and a small number of clans of Timorese 
origins. Members of Bateik of the line of the Johanis live in Bolatena as well. Beside the 
II These family names are from different clans in Dengka: Mbau Umbuk, Bala Oli, such as Henuk, 
Ndolu and Balukh 
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Saniteik and Ingusudi clans from Korbaffo, there are clans from outside Landu, apparently 
from Ringgou. Traces ofRinggou people in Bolatena can be found in a clan like the Ikuseri, 
which claims to be similar to the Apaseri clan in Ringgou. Ikuseri literarily means 'hamlets 
from across'. 12 
Ikuseri (Inggoeserik in de Clereq's account) is considered to be the biggest clan in terms of 
numbers. Family or 'Jam' names such as Rai, Rui, Bane, and Pelle also exist in Ringgou; 
they are found in the Ikuseri clan along with the Matasina from Landu and the Lette from 
Bilba. Despite the fact that clan Mali, which consists only of members named Fa' ah is also 
acknowledged to be from Ringgou, the movement of Ringgou people to Bolatena was not 
as substantial as it was to Daiama. Another difference from Daiama is that although both 
villages are close to the neighboring domains, Korbaffo people do not dominate Bolatena. 
Furthermore, although people from Ringgou live in Bolatena, the reverse does not occur. 
Migrants from Kobaffo are not found in Daiama nor do they constitute their own clan. 
Social boundaries between the original inhabitants and newcomers 
Although many of the present Landu people only vaguely understand the area's history as it 
is written in Dutch documents, some elders still remember how their ancestors were chased, 
tied up and sent into captivity. 13 The memory of those left behind or displaced is also still 
alive. It has shaped both individuals and groups in Landu society. But for the families of 
those left behind, the past history has been taking shape in a different conceptualization. 
History and the vivid memories of that history have become the basis for classifying people 
as the genuine Landu (lahenda maulu) or as newcomers (lahenda manamai). Thus, the 
12 The head of the Bolatena explained to me that Ikuseri meant that people from Ringgou had come 
across to live there. Although he claimed a relationship to the Apaseri clan in Ringgou, the Apaseri clan 
has its own story of origin. 
13 When I mentioned that according to the Dutch archives, many Landu people had been taken into 
captivity to Batavia, an old man informed me that in the 1950s, by chance, he came across a Matabi man 
(lahenda Matabi) in Ba' a. He was a street vendor and shoemaker who had migrated from Java. In their 
chat, the Matabi man said that he was a descendent of a Landu ancestor. When he was asked about his 
family name, he replied that he did not have a family name, like other Javanese people. This short story 
reveals that the exiled Landu people in the 18th century still pass on their history to succeeding 
generations, even though their Landu culture has been wiped out. 
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concept of maulu and manamai employed by the Landu could be analyzed using what Fox 
(1988c:8, 1995a:220) calls an 'origin structure'. In regards to Landu's devastating history, 
those who are regarded as original inhabitants are those who are directly related to the 
deportees. In contrast, those who are not related to the deportees are regarded as newcomers; 
in the same manner, people also use the concept of centre and periphery as a means of 
differentiating the maulu and the manamai. Thus, only those who live in Sotimori and part 
of Bolatena are considered lahenda maulu, and the rest are lahenda manamai. 
According to this oral history, tragic events happened particularly at the centre of Landu 
and areas toward the west. So the Sotimori and some of the Bolatena people claim that they 
suffered the most from the incident. The term 'genuine people', lahenda maulu, implies the 
sense of being the true Landu people, the owners of Landu, those who suffered most and 
are the insiders. As a result, they are entitled to be the rulers of Landu' s domain. At the 
same time, clans regarded as 'newcomers' to these two areas still acknowledge their outside 
origin, but consider that they have now been absorbed into Landu soCiety. 
The extent of insertion of new lineages among existing clans (leo) and the adoption of 
family names by both the new and earlier clans varies between clans and families. In 
general, families who moved into new communities allied themselves with existing 
families within a particular leo based on marriage alliances, work and settlement or land 
tenure. For example, Dai families who moved to Daiama from Sotimori were adopted by 
the Raipon clan. So, within the so-called lahenda maulu in the villages of Sotimori and 
Bolatena, there are also groups or lines of descent which were originally regarded as 
outsiders. 
The grouping of people in the villages of Daiama is even more complex than in Sotimori 
and Bolatena. In general, all of Daiama are regarded as outsiders. When Landu was re-
. structured following the 1756 devastation, Landu was supposedly left empty. The elders of 
Sotimori said that Daiama at that time was an empty region. Some Ringgou people came to 
work as fishermen or as dry-field farmers. To rule the area, the noble ruling clan of 
Sotimori sent people from the clans of Raipon, Ledulu and Anabako to be temukung clans 
in the Daiama territory. The last temukung and also a former village headman of Daiama, 0. 
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Matara, was a man from the clan Ledulu of Sotimori who resided in the hamlet of Soao for 
example. 
In a similar manner, other insider clans were sent by the manek to be temukung ruling clans 
in other areas within the Daiama territory. The clan of Raipon resides in the hamlet of Soao, 
while the clan of Anabako resides in the hamlets of Maeoe and Soao. Among the present 
Daiama people, these clans and families are regarded as the 'original inhabitants' (lahenda 
maulu) of Landu, while the rest of Daiama regard themselves as Ringgou people living in 
Landu. When I visited the former Raja ofRinggou, Bapak N. Daud, at his home at E'ahun, 
he mentioned that for a long time his subjects who lived in Daiama paid him homage by 
offering the first harvest to his court. In 1950, after Indonesian independence, his father 
asked the Ringgou people in the 'diaspora' to decide whether they would like to be subjects 
of the Landu domain or continue to be considered as a Ringgou population. The decision 
was that th~y would like to become part of the Landu. In spite of this decision, the people 
of Daiama continue to be seen by others outside Daiama as a Ringgou population in Landu. 
Among the Daiama people themselves, there are varying degrees of the fe~ling of 
'inclusiveness' within the society. This is illustrated by the Maeoe and the Pante Rote 
people. Maeoe is a remote hamlet of Daiama village. The only access to the hamlet is 
across the strait of Mulut Seribu. Using a boat with a 24 HP engine, it takes one and half to 
two hours to reach the hamlet from the central village of Soao. Strong currents and tides in 
this narrow strait mean that travel to the hamlet can be risky. Being located at the eastern 
tip of Daiama, the Maeoe people seldom visit the other Daiama hamlets. Instead, they 
frequently travel to either Pepela in Ringgou or Tablolong at the western tip of Timor 
Island. Consequently, the Maeoe population have more marriage relations with Tablolong 
or with Ringgou than they have internal marriages with hamlet members in Daiama. So, in 
terms of their self identity, the population ofMaeoe feel that they are definitely Ringgou. 
Compared to most of the Daiama people, their degree of attachment to being people of 
Landu is less than the rest of Daiama. 
For the people of Pante Rote, the categories of lahenda maulu and lahenda mabui differ 
from those in Daiama and from the rest of Landu. The local identity of the people of Pante 
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Rote has been developed through their origin myth. According to the myth, the Pante Rote 
people were the first settlers on the island of Rote. It is said that the first tiµJe the 
Portuguese came to Rote, they landed at Pante Rote, where they encountered Rotenese. 
To shorten the myth, my informant from Maeoe explained that their ancestor whose name 
was Rotenes14 was of Portuguese descent. There were three brothers, namely Anakai Rote, 
Anabako Rote and Lamaluk Rote. These three ancestors then multiplied and became three 
clans. Even elders in Sotimori said that they are the real Landu people. 
Taking these stories, ideas and clan associations into account, it is possible to apply the 
concept of precedence, as discussed in Fox's writings (Fox 1989, 1994:1). Again, to use 
Fox's term 'operator' to develop the argument, within the context of historical analysis, I 
have started with several social classifications: the original inhabitants (lahenda maulu) 
versus the newcomers (lahenda manamai); the first to come (manamai maulu) versus the 
last to come (manamai mabui); insider versus outsider, centre versus periphery; and the 
'most to suffer' versus the 'least to suffer'. Thus, these binary pairs can be regarded as the 
significant symbolic 'operators' in Landu. When I analyze ritual language use in myths, 
chants, marriage ceremonies and other agricultural rituals, I will use other operators to 
sketch the social groupings or classification of Landu people. But using historical 
documents and oral history as told by the people as the bases for my ethnographical 
analyses, the distinction between original inhabitants (lahenda maulu) and later arrivals 
(lahenda manamai mabui) and the related social classification built up from this sole 
operator are particularly apt in understanding the present population of Landu. 
The interrelation of Christianity and Rotenese culture 
Christianity has had a significant influence on the nature of social relations in Landu. Even 
though Christianity is the major religion on Rote, the population in Landu does not profess 
a single denomination. In the past, the people of Landu used to all be members of the 
14 People explained that Rotenes is a mythical ancestor of the people of Ringgou-Landu descent, whose 
three brothers are known as the three grandfathers of Rote Nes: Anakai Nes, Anabako Nes and Lamaluk 
Nes. Rote and Nes are used interchangeably to refer to those three descendants. On the other hand, 
people using Rote and Nes as a family name are included as Anabako clan members. 
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Protestant Evangelical Church in Timor ( Gereja Masehi Injili di Timor!GM1T), the 
mainstream denomination on the island. Thus, embracing a single denomination was an 
additional uniting force for the people in Landu. However, in recent decades after the 
appearance of other Christian denominations such as Pentecostal, Bethel, the Pilgrims 
(Musafir) and the Reformed -- especially for people of Sotimori and Bolatena --
Christianity ha:s become a divisive factor in Landu social relations. Members of different 
clans, kin and affines now belong to different church denominations. 
The growth of Christianity in Landu has been bound up with the spread of Christianity 
throughout the island. GMIT history informs us that since the Dutch era parts of Tim or and 
also Rote and Savu were united under one church denomination (Colley 1967; Webb 1986). 
However, new denominations have spread throughout the area and now exist side by side 
with GMIT congregations. The current situation of five denominations exemplifies how the 
people of Landu have been divided. Thus, in terms of religious life, Landu has experienced 
both a period of unification and a period of division, especially in the two villages Sotimori 
and Bolatena. On the other hand, the people of Daiama are overwhelmingly members of 
GMIT. 
Denominational splits not only permeate social relations among the people of Landu but 
also have influenced attitudes to traditional Rotenese culture. Among present 
denominations, only GMIT, to some degree, accommodates Rotenese culture in its church 
practices. During the Oud Hollandsche Zending (OHZ) era (1614-1819), local culture and 
tradition were considered as animist (kafir, halaik or dinitiu). 15 The people who respected 
their ancestors (nitu) were considered to be against Christianity. The church labeled the 
indigenous belief as a pagan religion (agama kafir). The word used for 'satan' in the 
translation of the Christian Bible was the Rotenese word for 'ancestor, spirit' (nitu). In 
conjunction with this labeling, traditional circle dancing, such as kebelai for the Rotenese 
and pado 'a for the Savunese, was forbidden. Furthermore, the traditional songs that 
accompanied this dancing were also forbidden. In consequence, during this era, efforts to 
use traditional culture as media to translate the Christian message were non-existent. 
15 Animism is categorized as a tribal religion (agama suku), and this term continues to be used by 
Indonesian Religious Affairs. Cooley {1976:326-327) notes that based on statistical reports for 1969, 13 
per cent ofNTT's population were considered animist. 
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However, later in the 19th century, during the Indische Kerk era (1860-1942), attention was 
given to the local culture and practice.16 This was the era when the growth of the Christian 
faith became a priority for the missionaries. Many church gatherings were held and the 
impulse to sing new hymns and to preach and translate the Bible into the local languages 
emerged. For example, in 1895, the Rev. J.J. Le Grand published the Gospel according to 
Luke in the Rotenese language (Cooley 1976:45). The awareness of the use of local culture 
to spread the Christian faith emerged for some Dutch pastors.17 
The coming of Christianity has thus nurtured local culture and vice versa. This dialectical 
relationship can be found in Rotenese ways of life and social practices. In Landu 
particularly, the dynamic relationship between the Christian faith and local tradition can be 
found, for instance, in the dynastic genealogy of the domain, as well as in agriculture and 
life cycle rituals, marriage negotiations and other daily activities. Similarly, Christian 
hymns, prayers, ideas of the Trinity, Creation, and the Redemption have been profoundly 
influenced by Rotenese concepts and worldview. Therefore, one of my objectives in this 
study has been to show this dialectical relationship and to indicate elements of Christian 
practice which have developed in terms of these cultural practices. I argue that although 
Landu may be divided into outsiders and insiders, Christianity has offered social cohesion 
and can unite the people of the domain. 
The interrelation of Christianity and local culture is recognized by two-way communication. 
If I were to define what Rotenese Christianity is, I should refer to the practice of the 
16 At the end of the OHZ era, the first missionary of the Nederlandse Zending Genootschap!NZG 
. (1814-1860) who came to Timor in 1819 was R. Le Bruyn. He served in Timor for ten years before he 
died, but his works were for a long time used by the Christians in Timor. This includes the translation of 
praise songs called Tahlil. These songs were translated from Dutch into the Malay language. As a Dutch 
civil servant, Le Bruyn would not dare to translate the Malay Tahlil into the vernacular, although he 
desired that everybody understand the message conveyed in the songs. In the NZG era, missionaries 
made efforts to learn the culture of the people. But the main aim of that period was to subdue the culture 
on behalf of Christian doctrines. · 
17 In Timor, Rev. P. Middelkoop translated the Old and New Testaments into the Timorese language 
and did some research on local culture and custom (Cooley 1976:46, Webb 1986:74). Efforts to translate 
the Bible and hymn books were initiated by the Rev. P. Middlekoop who worked in Timor from 1922 to 
1957. It was from the hands of Middlekoop and his translator, I. Toto, that the GMIT church inherited 
the Old and the New Testaments in Timorese language (Uab Meto). From the same hands came the 
hymn book called Sul Sit Knino Unu Ma Munin in Uab Meto language. This hymn book was translated 
from Mazmur and Nyanian Rohani in Indonesian. 
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Christian faith within a Rotenese milieu, characterized by an implementation of aspects of 
Rotenese culture. The primary ways in which Rotenese culture influences Christianity are 
through the employment of language and more specifically, the use of ritual language (bini) 
in its various forms and expressions. The use of ritual language can be detected in sermons, 
prayers, songs or other liturgical activities. 
GMIT members in Landu have a long-standing history of engagement with Rotenese 
culture, so they are familiar with the use of bini forms. For instance sermons, prayers and 
songs are delivered in ritual language, especially by local elders (penatua). Most of the 
older generations within the congregations are enthusiastic if bini are used to communicate 
the Bible. In this sense, the indigenous institutions and ideas will survive if the church 
adapts and inc01porates these ideas within Christian teaching. On the other hand, within the 
Pentecostal, Bethel, the Pilgrim and Reformed denominations, Rotenese culture has 
disappeared and church services are entirely based on the Indonesian language and use 
musical instruments such as guitar, ukulele and tambourine. GMIT is labelled by other 
denominations as an 'ethnic church' (gereja suku), whereas these denominations are 
identified as more 'progressive'. 
As a consequence, non-GMIT denominations perceive themselves as more modem and 
regional or rather global, 18 whilst the GMIT is considered more traditional and local. This 
typology fosters a division between people in the same village and also between villages in 
Landu. Thus, the Daiama people who cling to the GMIT, in some degree, are considered as 
traditionalists or non-progressives, while the other two villages with various denominations 
perceive themselves to be "modem' or 'progressive'. 19 However, given the fact that 
18 At a Sunday service of what is locally called the 'Reformed Church' (Gereja Reformasi) which I 
attended during my fieldwork in Bolatena~ the minister announced that the children who got letters from 
their sponsor parents in the USA, Canada, and Australia had to reply to the letters. After church I 
observed some parents coaching the children to write the letters. The Reformed Church synod has a 
long-standing relationship with the Reformed Church in Canada and the USA, so some ministers have 
obtained their degrees from theological schools in both those countries. 
19 Apart from church affiliation, the current village headman of Bolatena proudly mentioned to me that 
education is another factor that has driven people to be more developed. He asserted that 13 people from 
Nordale hamlet had finished university in Kupang. In addition, the former Bolatena headman, who is a 
member of the Reformed church, sent his two sons to the high school and a theological seminary run by 
the Reformed Church in Kupang. On the other hand, the former village headman of Sotimori made a 
different judgment on the education of the Daiama people. According to him, the Daiama people, who 
are mostly fishermen, are more focused on earning money than on educating their children. 
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Christianity for the Daiama people is a unifying force that unites the people as GMIT 
members, they still practice their faith within a Rotenese milieu. Thus the Daiama people, 
as outsiders, are the people with a single church affiliation and can thus maintain Rotenese 
culture, whereas people of Sotimori and Bolatena, as insiders, are divided into several 
denominations. 
Theoretical considerations 
Since 1965 the Rotenese have been studied anthropologically in detail by James J. Fox. His 
B. Litt. thesis at the University of Oxford was a literary analysis based on reports written by 
Dutch colonial government officers, missionary reports and other notices written by 
European travelers. His fieldwork in Termanu domain of central Rote was conducted in 
1965, and was the basis of his Ph.D. dissertation entitled- The Rotinese: a Study of the 
Social Organization of the Eastern Indonesia People (Fox 1968). Based on a continuation 
of research in 1972-1973 on Rote, another book was published under the title Harvest of the 
Palm: Ecological Change in Eastern Indonesia (Fox 1977a).20 As regards issues discussed 
by many Austronesian specialists, Fox edited a book The Flow of Life: Essay on Eastern 
Indonesia (Fox 1980b) which has been quoted by many writers. The notions of 'house', 
'origin', 'precedence', 'alliance' and 'dual social classification' have been explored in 
many of his publications (Fox 197la, 1980c, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1997a). I particularly note 
these issues because they are key concepts in the study of Austronesian societies. 
Many Ph.D. studies, especially those produced at the Department of Anthropology at the 
Australian National University on eastern Indonesian societies in particular, trace their 
intellectual genealogy to the inaugural address of J.P.B. de Josselin de Jong for the Chair in 
Anthropology at the University of Leiden and the public lecture offered by Fox (1988c) 
fifty-three years afterward at the same university. Among these studies are Lewis (1988), 
McWilliam (1989), Graham (1991), Vischer (1992), Grimes (1993), Molnar (2000), and 
Therik (2004). 
20 This book has been translated into Indonesian with the title Panen Lontar: Perubahan Ekologi dalam 
Kehidupan Masyarakat Pu/au Rote dan Sawu (Fox 1996). 
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In his public lecture at Leiden University in 1988, Fox presented a concept that marks the 
beginning of a new direction in studying eastern Indonesian societies in particular and the 
Austronesian societies in general. Instead of developing a study based on predefined 
models of a clan system and the exclusive cross-cousin marriage, Fox promoted a 
comparative approach based on the understanding of social categories as expressed by the 
people in their own languages. With this approach, the emphasis on learning the people's 
language is of prime importance in understanding their culture. By learning the language, 
Fox meant mastering the high elevated language which consists of lines of parallelism and 
dyadic sets which are expressed in oral poetic narratives and songs. Social categories 
narrated or chanted by the people constituted 'metaphors for living' as termed by Fox 
(1980c:333). Fox (1980c, 1988c) suggests that the study of social organization of the 
Austronesian societies could start with examination of the concepts of origin and 
precedence which are expressed by the people in relation to various forms of life 
experiences. The context of the narration or story telling can be related to agricultural 
issues, life cycle rituals, origin myths, house construction or simple everyday conversations. 
The dyadic pairs or lines expressed by the people become social categories that are useful 
as analytical devices for the study of the social organization in the society. 
This kind of approach has been implemented by many of Fox's students who conduct field 
research in Indonesia, particularly in eastern Indonesia. Each study has produced new 
insight and perspectives for the study of Indonesian societies. The resulting theses have 
considered different ways Austronesian societies express the notion of origin, most often 
using botanical idioms. The difference of one society from the other is, among others based 
on the use of symbolic 'operators' such as inside//outside, tip//trunk, younger//elder, 
male//female, east//west, upstream//downstream. This body of Ph.D. theses produced at 
The Australian National University has contributed to the stockpile of information on the 
Austronesian-speaking population of eastern Indonesia. 
A focus of study which is continually part of Fox's interest is ritual language (Fox 1971c, 
1982, 1988a, 1988b). Such study requires a researcher to combine linguistic and 
anthropological frameworks. Ritual language in Rote (and in other societies) is a form of 
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oral poetry which is expressed in dyadic pairs, phrases and lines of verses. It has provided 
the 'metaphors for living' which are useful to the study of identity. 
I situate my present thesis in this anthropological stream that seeks to understand the 
'metaphors for living' in Landu society. These metaphors are taken from various contexts; 
history, kinship, ritual language, rites of agricultural and life-cycle transitions. In doing so, I 
aim to understand the key elements which are constitutive of Landu society and an integral 
part of their cultural identity. Another aim is to understand the current Landu population 
who are adherents of Protestantism by focusing on various religious words and phrases as 
expressed in ritual chanting of Biblical stories and in religious songs. 
This study attempts to understand the identity of the Landu people both as Rotenese and 
Christians. By saying this I agree with Tambiah (1990:4), who characterized religion as a 
'total phenomenon' in keeping with Durkheim (1961), who regarded religion as symbolic 
expressions of social reality. So, in this thesis, the cultural elements and religious 
expressions of the Landu people become the sources of Landu cultural identity. 
In conclusion, I would argue that the boundaries between conceptions of being Landu and 
conceptions of being non-Landu lie in the historical formation of the domain (see Meadows 
1976:61-62; Barth 1970:15). An 'empty' domain was repopulated by its neighboring 
domains. The status of insider or outsider reflects historical and social experiences. Daiama 
people's identity is quite ambiguous. Geographically and administratively, they are treated 
as part of one entity, as people of Landu, but socially and culturally they are basically 
Ringgou people. For example, people in Daiama speak Ringgou dialect and they have 
strong clan affiliations with Ringgou. On the other hand, from the Ringgou point of view, 
people in Daiama are not Ringgou nor Landu, but Daiama people. In addition, Daiama 
people never refer to themselves as people of Landu, as do people in Sotimori and 
Bolatena.21 The degree of attachment to or detachment from the centre of Landu permeates 
the notion of cohesion and separation which pushes people apart and binds them together 
21 When people of Sotimori and Bolatena are in other domains and want to return to their village, they 
state 'I want go back to Landu'. By contrast, Daiama people refer to themselves as 'people ofDaiama, or 
Soao, Bakarolean or Maeoe' (hamlets in Daiama). The degree of being Landu is not as strong for the 
people of Daiama as for Sotimori and Bolatena. 
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(Meadows 1976:62). Also, the livelihood of Daiama people relates to the sea rather than to 
the land or to a combination of the two, as in the case for Sotimori people. The differences 
between Daiama and the rest of Landu are more prevalent than the similarities if such 
factors are taken as variables for identity. There are strong differences in language, 
livelihoods, origin myths, and clan affiliation that form the bases for a distinctive identity. 
Outline of Thesis Chapters 
Chapter two discusses Landu's physical setting and the social boundary between the 
original inhabitants (lahenda maulu) and later arrivals (lahenda manamai mabui). This 
chapter examines the contemporary patterns of settlements and the livelihoods of the people 
whose lives are closely related to the environment physically and socially. 
Chapter three provides a description of the clans in Landu in relation to their myths of 
origin and the reproduction of the social groups that make Landu a divided domain. The 
affiliation of clans in Landu is related closely to other neighboring domains, especially for 
those in Daiama village. The concept of precedence is significant in analyzing these social 
relations in Landu. 
Chapter four examines the importance of alliance and exchange. Conceptually, elements of 
alliance and exchange might be seen as a means to unite the divided domain of Landu. 
However, marriage alliance is, for the most part, narrowly confined to clans within the 
same village. Intermarriage between people of the three villages is limited. 
Chapter five focuses on ritual.language as the means to articulate Rotenese cosmology. In 
Landu, it is the people of Daiama, though considered as outsiders, who are the genuine 
preservers of rituals in the domain. In addition to dialect differences, some implications 
pertaining to social relations among the original inhabitants and newcomers are also 
explored. 
Chapter six considers the significance of agriculture rituals, especially the millet (bete) 
ritual, which also has -- or has had until recently -- a close connection to livelihoods and to 
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maintaining Landu tradition. The ritual knowledge and practices preserved by the people of 
Daiama can no longer be found in Sotimori or Bolatena, and I explore reasons for this loss. 
Chapter seven examines a series of life-cycle rituals which continue to be practiced by the 
people of Daiama. In Sotimori and Bolatena not all these rituals continue to be practiced. 
Some rituals such as teeth filing (fora nisi), escorting the bride to the groom's house 
(popora), calling back the spirit (/ape sumane) are practiced in all three villages in Landu. 
However the patterns of teeth filing are different between Daiama and Sotimori, and these 
differences have become another mark of the outsider-insider dichotomy in Landu. 
In Chapter eight I discuss the encounter between Christianity and Rotenese culture. This 
chapter focuses on an examination of Christian songs and the Biblical narrative of origin 
story of Genesis 1-3 in the form of ritual language (bini). This chapter also provides an 
example of the way that Landu is divided in terms of religious affiliations. 
Chapter nine, as a concluding chapter, adopts a comparative perspective on Landu and its 
relationship to other neighboring domains in eastern Rote. Landu's history has undeniably 
shaped its social configuration. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SETTING 
Introduction 
This chapter examines the ethnographic region and portrays some features of the 
social division between the original inhabitants (lahenda maulu) and new settlers 
(lahenda manamai) in relation to their settlement patterns and livelihood in Landu. 
As background, I wish to introduce the island of Rote, and consider Landu as one 
particular domain (nusak) within the island. I then focus on the demise of Landu's 
population, its subsequent repopulation and the contemporary distribution of its 
population within three villages, focusing in particular on Daiama village as an 
'enclave' in the domain. Finally, I examine the settlement patterns and livelihoods of 
Landu's three villages and how they contribute to differences between the original 
inhabitants and new settlers. 
The island of Rote 
The island of Rote is located to the southwest ofTimor in East Nusa Tenggara. Since 
the year 2002, Rote has been granted administrative status as an autonomous district 
under the name of Kabupaten Rote-Ndao (known as Undang-Undang RI No 9, Tahun 
2002). This name also refers to a group of adjacent islands, which are situated off the 
western end of the island. 
Administratively, the District of Rote-Ndao consists of six sub-districts, namely: 
Rote Timur, Pante Barn, Rote Tengah, Lobalain, Rote Barat Laut and Rote Barat 
Daya (see Map 2). As an aut011omous district since 2001, Rote has the right to have 
its own legislative body (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah/DPRD), its own 
development budget and to elect its own District Head (Bupati). Since 2002, there 
has been a significant number of new infrastructure developments such as roads, 
bridges, schools and telecommunication. 
Map 2 Rote-Ndao sub-districts 
Rote is about 60 km long and 10 km wide, with a total area of 1,280 sq km. The 
population in 2005 was 105,715. Rote is located in the non-volcanic outer arc of the 
Indonesia archipelago, which includes the islands of Timor, Sumba, Savu and Semau. 
The island is generally flat, but some hilly areas can be found around Keka, Loleh, 
Diu, Bilba and Landu: 
Rote's climate is tropical with two monsoonal seasons; the west monsoon goes from 
November to April and east monsoon from May to October. This monsoonal climatic 
pattern regularly produces a dry period that extends for seven to eight months. The 
eastern part of Rote suffers the most from the expanding of the dry season. Rote is 
one of the driest islands in the Indonesian archipelago. The flora in Rote include 
palms, coconut (no), gebang (tu/a), kapok trees (dene), tamarind (niniru), lac trees 
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(ule), mangrove (boa) and savannah scrub grass (nau). The fauna in Rote consist of 
some cattle (sapi) (Bali and Ongole), buffaloes (apa), horses (ndara), pigs (bafi,), 
goats (bibi), deer (rusa), dogs (busa) and chickens (manu). Buffalo, goats and pigs 
play an important part in rituals and ceremonies, while horses are used as means of 
transportation in some areas. Birds in Rote are reported to number 119 species; 
however, many of these birds are migratory shorebirds and water birds (Mahirta 2003-: 
13). 
Rote has been known as Nusa Lontar or Lontar Palm Island. The lontar palm has 
contributed to the livelihood and the cultural identity of the Rotenese. People heavily 
exploit the tree for daily needs. Leaves, stalks and the fruits of the tree are used for 
house construction, making sandals and, musical instruments (sasando ), while the 
tree provides daily meals. The Dutch referred to the Rotenese as a 'non-eating' 
people because drinking lontar juice is so prominent in daily life that it could provide 
a carbohydrate staple (Fox 1977a). Rotenese also earn their livelihood from 
agriculture. In some areas such as Ba'a, Termanu, Korbaffo and Bilba wet-rice 
cultivation is present; there are many areas with rain-fed cultivation. Dry field 
swidden cultivation is practiced in some areas where people grow maize, millet, 
sorghum, peanuts, beans and mung beans. Those who live along the coast make their 
livelihood as in-shore fishers and seaweed cultivators. 
In the past, Rote was divided into eighteen traditional domains called nusak. From 
the east to west these nusak were: Landu, Ringgou, Oepao, Bilba, Diu, Lelenuk, 
Bokai, Korbaffo, Termanu, Keka, Talae, Loleh, Ba'a, Lelain, Thie, Dengka, Oenale, 
and Delha. 1 Each nusak had its own traditional system of government. The people of 
Rote identify themselves with the domain (nusak) to which they belong. Asking a 
Rotinese about the diversity of language and culture in the area, he or she will 
eventually explain that each domain has its own culture and language. So, people 
from the domain of Thie, for example, will claim that they have their own culture and 
1 All these names derive from the Dutch colonial times; and are still used except for Dioe, which 
has become Diu ( oe = u). 
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language that needs to be respected as an autonomous unit. A small difference in a 
variety of words or even pronunciation in each language group can be used as proof 
that the other languages are unintelligible to them. Therefore, when Christianity 
spread throughout the island, Malay was used as the instructional language. 
There is no conclusive study on the variety of languages spoken in Rote. According 
to a Dutch linguist, J.C.G. Jonker, there are nine distinctive 'languages' or dialects on 
the island (Fox 1977a:81). However, based on phonological data and intelligibility, 
Grimes et al. (1995:611) note that there are at least eight related language groups 
spoken in the 18 domains, namely: 1. Ringgou: Ringgou, Landu and Oepao; 2. Bilba: 
Bilba, Diu and Lelenuk; 3.Termanu: Termanu, Talae, Keka; 4. Korbaffo: Korbaffo, 
Bokai; 5. Ba'a: Ba'a and Loleh; 6. Thie: Thie; 7. Dengka: Dengka, Lelain; and 
8.0enale: Oenale-Delha. 
Map 3. The eighteen domains (nusak) of Rote 
These language differences are not only linguistically important; they have social 
implications and therefore need to be carefully studied by anthropologists. Fox has 
contributed many studies on the role of language in social life, such as the use of 
language in poetry (Fox 1988a); in sermons (Fox 1982) and in expressing identity 
(Fox 1971c, 1979a, 1980b, 1989). A Rotenese man is also recognized through his 
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ability to win a court case using meticulous language. For example, the word dede'a 
in Rotenese means daily conversation and friendly chatting. But the same word also 
means 'to dispute', 'to argue' or to be involved in a court case. The importance of 
dede'a in court cases has brought the people of Rote another label: 'persons who are 
fond of creating disputes'. These disputes were then raised in the local court system. 
When Dutch officials visited the island, everywhere they were confronted by people 
involved in court cases. Therefore, they were warned by their chiefs in Kupang not to 
become involved in the 'interminable squabbles of the Rotenese' (Fox 1977a:82). 
This study is centered on the people of Landu, who are concentrated in the north-
eastern part of Rote. Administratively, settlements in Landu are spread among three 
villages i.e. Daiama, Sotimori and Bolatena, which are divided among original 
inhabitants (lahenda maulu) and later arrivals (lahenda manamai). 
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Landu, a Rotenese domain 
Landu is situated at the north-eastern tip of Rote and is part of Rote Timur Sub-
district. Rote Timur Sub-district comprises four domains (nusak): Landu, Bilba, 
Oepao and Ringgou. People describe the eastern tip as the head (dulu) of a sleeping 
crocodile and the western end is known as the tail (muri) (Fox 1997a:94). People 
from the east are called 'people of the head land' (lahenda dae du/u) while in the 
west they are recognized correspondingly as 'people of the tail land' (lahenda dae 
muri). 
Geographically, the domain of Landu is the largest in area within the East Rote Sub-
district; Landu's neighboring domains are Bilba2, Ringgou 3 and Oepao4 (see Map 4). 
Landu is around 194 square krns, compared to Bilba which is 54.56 square krns, 
Ringgou 33.37 square krns, and Oepao, the smallest, with only 23.01 square krns. 
Landu consists of dry and rocky soil in some parts and forest in other parts. This 
forest is designated by the national government as protected forest and productive 
forest. The land cultivated for agricultural purposes is just 160 ha and consists mainly 
of dry land cultivation for maize, millet, sorghum, peanuts and beans. Only in some 
parts of the domain, villagers can cultivate rain-fed rice of the gora variety. Despite 
the name given to Rote as Nusa Lontar, Landu appears to be significantly different. 
Palm trees are scarce; everywhere one can see only lac trees (kusambi), kula and 
eucalyptus trees (gelang). Landu's ritual name is Pia Heu do Faka Rolo/ndoro which 
means 'stone walls and rocky channels'. Some people, however, prefer another name 
which represents Landu's geographical position better; namely, the 'friend from the 
east and companion at the tip' (Tia Du/u do Sena Laka). This second name is now 
applied only to Daiama village in eastern Landu. 
Geographically, Landu is attached to the mainland of Rote. However, during high 
tides, this area becomes an island. The only access to the 'island' of Landu during 
2 Bilba is divided into three villages: Lakamola, Mukekuku and Matasio. 
3 Ringgou is divided into three villages: Londalusi, Serubeba and Hundihopo. 
4 Oepao Consists of only one village, Faifua. 
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low tide is a narrow path located in the central-southern part of Landu. People who 
live in the central area commonly use this road for access. Those who live in the 
southern and northern parts of the domain interact with outsiders through two main 
ports, namely Pepela harbor in Ringgou domain and Pante Baru harbor in Korbaffo 
domain of the Pante Baru Sub-District. Through these two main ports people of 
Daiama and Bolatena villages can interact with people from other domains in 
activities such as trading at the weekly market, visiting families, pursuing education, 
and attending social ceremonies, such as weddings and funerals. People in Landu are 
familiar with crossing the strait by canoe and small motor boat (bodi) but they also 
have to cope with harsh waves, especially during the east and west monsoon. 
Currently, motor ojek have become a trend in the village and an easy form of 
transport for people in and out of Landu. The geographical isolation and long history 
of social detachment from the rest of the Rotenese make other people look down 
upon the people of Landu. The people of Termanu and Korbaffo have an expression 
'nok Lanu' (literally, 'just like people of Landu') for anyone who is considered 
impolite or rude. 
Administratively, Landu is divided into three villages: Bolatena with Bolatena as the 
village centre, Sotimori with Daeurendale as its centre, and Daiama with Soao as its 
administrative centre (see Map 4). The village in which I spent the most time during 
my 12 months of field work was Daiama, a peripheral region in terms of the cultural 
politics of Landu. From the beginning of my field work I sought to understand Landu 
by moving from the periphery to the centre where the manek of Landu resides. I 
believed that this approach would enable me to understand more about Landu as a 
whole rather than concentrating on Daeurendale. As well as concentrating on 
Daiama, I also spent considerable time in the village of Sotimori, staying in the 
manek Johannis' house where I was inundated with its dynastic history. In the self-
governing territories era (swapraja), the entire area was under the Landu ruler based 
in Daeurendale in Sotimori village. While in Bolatena, I stayed at the house of 
Bolatena's village headman and the local GMIT pastor's house, whose wife is 
considered my relative in the Surateik clan. 
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The sea around Landu is rich with fish, sea cucumbers (trepang) and other marine 
life. Every two weeks, people -- mostly women and children -- gather food from the 
sea (makan meting), including various sea shells such as rorolek (Stombus Luhuamus. 
L) sisik(Nerita Maxima), bule pek (Colubraria Muricata), apa (Lambis Lambis),fuli 
fula (Ovula Ovum), sietu soroae (Stombus Gibberulus) and hahande (Stombus 
Suniatus), natural seaweed (latu, eka do), and sea worms (hara). I was involved in 
some makan meting activities and I got the impression that this activity belongs to the 
poor (ina falu//ana ma). Elite village women never go for makan meting. Another 
fish-catching technique used by women is a sort of net-fishing (rai) with two wooden 
sticks to hold the net. This equipment is used for a fishing activity (pele) during low 
tide as well as at night.5 On the other hand, men fish using nets (dala) and spears 
(kow). The results of this gathering and fishing activity are for family consumption, 
but if there is some surplus, then they preserve it with salt. This dried, salted fish is 
then sold at the weekly market. Some people who own boats use fish traps (bagan, 
lampara) to make a living. Landu is famous for its dried fish and shellfish products, 
especially from Korlok hamlet in Bolatena and the Maeoe, Pante Rote, and Soao 
hamlets of Daiama. 
In addition to its geographical isolation from the rest of Rote, Landu's distinctive 
history has also marked it as a cultural enclave. The encounters with the Portuguese 
in the 16th century and the Dutch during the 17th and 18th centuries have created 
cultural differences even within Landu. 
Historically, there are not many written records of Landu. Officially, the only records 
are the reports of Dutch colonial officers. Some of these are concerned with the 
destruction of Landu by Paravicini in 1756 (See Fox's account in 'A Tale of Two 
Rotinese States', 1979a:25-26). As noted in Chapter One, Landu was devastated in 
1756 and its people were exiled to Batavia. Thereafter, Landu was known as an 
almost empty area. The population in 1750 was estimated at 4000 inhabitants, with a 
5 Pele is a Rotenese term for fish-catching using a torch or a kerosene lamp (lampu strong king), 
as well as a fishing net (rai) and spear (kow). 
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density of 23 people per square km. Two and a half centuries later there has been no 
significant change in population numbers. According to the 2004 census, there are 
4128 inhabitants, consisting of 895 households in Landu. Population density is 
roughly 20 people per square km or about 3 households per square km. This is the 
lowest population density in East Rote sub-district.6 The low population density in 
Landu region is the result both of the history of Landu during the colonial period and 
also its harsh terrain and living environment. 
Table 2.1 Population of Landu 2004 
Villages Males Females Households Total AreaDensity Total 
in square 
kms 
Sotimori 500 534 298 66.06 16 1034 
Bolatena 770 753 312 31.26 49 1523 
Daiama 806 765 395 99.78 16 1571 
Total 2076 2052 1095 197.10 20 4128 
Source: Rote Timur Dalam Angka 2004. 
The population of Landu over time 
Landu's devastation in 1756 reduced its population dramatically. However, there is 
neither demographic record of Landu population at the time nor following the period 
of the exile. The only complete figures of the total population of Rote are provided 
by Fox (Fox 1977a:151) based on his analysis of the situation in 1831, seventy five 
6 Faifua village is also considered to have a low population density in East Rote. Faifua's 
population is 706 and its density is 30 people per km square. Faifua is the only village of the 
Oepao domain 
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years after the depopulation of Landu (see Table 2.2). 7 These data show Landu's 
population growth from 1831-2003: 
Table 2. 2 Population of Landu over time 
Year Total population 
1831 1,500 
1863 1,670 
1885 1,478 
1921 1,481 
1954 2,476 
1957 2,550 
1961 2,745 
1972 1,623 8 
2001 3,880 
2003 3,914 
2004 4,128 
Based on Fox's estimate that in 1750 the Landu population was around 4,000 and 
was considered to be one of the most densely inhabited domains of Rote (Fox 
1979a:25), the figures suggest that in 17 5 6 more than half of the population had been 
lost from Landu. Ethnic 'genocide' was part of a Dutch strategy to overcome the 
local resistance. 
After the depopulation in the eighteenth century, there was no particularly rapid 
population growth in Landu. The reason for this, according to Fox, is not related to 
ecological issues but rather to political aspects provoked by the Dutch involvement 
(Fox 1979b:25). Nevertheless, after Indonesian independence the population of 
Landu climbed gradually, but has never reached much beyond 4,000. Data from Rote 
Timur Dalam Angka 2004 gives the number of Landu inhabitants as 4128. Landu's 
repopulation after independence has been shaped not only by internal increases, but 
also by local migration from neighbouring nusak such as Ringgou and Bilba to the 
east and Korbaffo to the west. In addition to these prominent sources, migrants from 
7 I have added some information from 2001-2003 to Fox's original data. It seems that in 1972 the 
population dropped dramatically. It is possible that these figures for 1972 are incorrect or are a 
tentative numbers. 
8 Data from NIT province 1971. 
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other domains such as Termanu, Thie, Dengka and Nado have also moved to Landu 
to make a living. 
The main attraction for outsiders was that the environment was suitable for millet 
(betek) cultivation and the fishing was good. As a consequence, Landu has gradually 
become more populous. The first settlers made their living principally from dry land 
cultivation and fishing. Millet (bete) was the staple food for Landu people. Even 
though people from Daiama village have recently, around the 1990s, added rice to 
their diet, millet is still a favoured cultivar because it thrives in the low rainfall 
conditions of Landu. Rice is expensive for ordinary people, and previously only 
'noble' families had rice fields. 
The government introduced a new system of rain-fed rice field cultivation throughout 
Landu in the 1980s. However, the number of fields has not expanded significantly. 
People still have to clear the land by slash-and-bum methods, which require 
substantial manual labour, though not as much as preparing a rice field. Landu lacks 
sufficient people of working age to clear the new fields. One reason for the migration 
from other domains was to help the locals to open up new fields. This was a 
voluntary migration, without government enforcement. Attracted to fishing 
opportunities, people from other domains have tended to settle along the shore and 
have gradually made this their own area. A majority of the people from Ndao and 
Ringgou live on the coastal areas of Landu, especially in Daiama village. 
The Outsiders and insiders relationship in Landu 
The impact of the devastation of Landu in 1756 not only decreased its population, but 
also changed Landu as a unified domain (nusak). As a domain, Landu should have a 
similar social organization to that of other domains. However, this 'empty' domain 
attracted people from neighboring domains to settle. As a consequence, Landu is 'a 
domain united, a domain divided'. A stream of new settlers came and resided along 
the coastal area with the most significant number of new settlers in Daiama village 
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and with a lesser number in Bolatena. The new settlers in Daiama mainly came from 
Ringgou, whereas in Bolatena they came from Korbaffo and Ringgou with some 
families from Thie and Dengka; small numbers of families from Termanu reside in 
Sotimori and Bolatena. · 
The nature of social relations between the newcomers and the local inhabitants has 
marked Landu as a domain divided. For instance, in Daiama a head of the Ledulu 
clan, who was appointed to oversee Daiama in the past, has taken on the role of 
quasi-Head of the Earth (dae /aka) and now claims to be dae ama, 'Father of the 
Land', instead of using the term dae /aka. His earlier position as temukung and his 
later position as the new village headman provided an opportunity for him to propose 
the name of the new village to become Daiama at the end of the swapraja era. This 
'reinvented' notion of the role of the head of the earth, dae /aka, should be seen as an 
attempt by a titled figure who possessed a long standing close connection to the ruler 
(manek) of Landu to maintain a semblance of the social structure of the past and 
apply it to an independent village under the new regulations (Undang-Undang 
Pemerintahan Desa No V /1979). However, the claim to the right to create this new 
form of dae /aka occurred without consent from the people and was criticized by the 
majority of the new settlers, who did not feel attached to a Landu identity. Daiama 
people's reluctance to be identified as Landu people creates a distance between the 
original inhabitants and new settlers. A strong sentiment of difference between 
lahenda mau/u and lahenda manamai is openly espoused by people in the village. 
The opposition between insiders and outsiders has defined social interaction in 
Landu.9 One example is that of the clan lkuseri, whose name portrays its 'outsider 
status'. The name refers to a hamlet in Ringgou and bears a similarity to the Apaseri 
clan of Ringgou. Intermarriage between lahenda mau/u and lahenda manamai is 
rather low. For instance, out of a sample of 426 marriages in Daiam~ there were only 
9 Barth (1970:15) argues that ethnic boundaries channel social life, which entails a complex 
organization of behavior and social relations. Wessing's (1974) study of a West Java settlement 
provide an example of social demarcation and cultural boundaries. 
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17% marriages between the people of Daiama and those of Sotimori. Most marriages 
tend to occur between clans within the same village. 10 
The outsiders in Sotimori regard themselves as 'people who have come in' (lahenda 
manamai) who differ from the land-owning first settlers (lahenda manusa manamo, 
'people who own land and shore', ma nu oe dae, 'who own water and land', ma nu 
tine, 'who own field/garden', and ma nu tua hu 'who own palm trees'). Possession of 
land, water, gardens and lontar palm trees is an indicator that someone is likely to be 
a first settler, while new inhabitants had to ask consent to occupy the land from the 
ruler (manek), since he was the land owner. For example, people from Ringgou who 
settled in Oebafi acquired land with the manek's approval, so their existence in the 
new domain is· considered legal by traditional consensus. Therefore, it can be 
insulting if someone says that a new settler is a manaboke mai (literally, 'someone 
who trespasses') instead of manamai ('someone who has come'), which is perceived 
as more polite. The term manaboke mai implies a notion of a fugitive or a criminal 
who moves to a new environment. Some fines have been levied by customary courts 
on people who use this term. 
Daiama people regard themselves having closer clan ties or even direct clan ties with 
clans in the neighbouring Ringgou domain. Out of thirteen named clans in Daiama, 
ten of them are precisely the same as those in Ringgou, while two are similar to those 
in Bilba and only one clan, Ledulu, is identical to one found in Sotimori. As new 
settlers, the people of Daiama came from commoner clans, whereas in Sotimori and 
Bolatena noble clans of Landu predominate: Bateik and Surateik. 
Language is the most overt means of marking the differences between Daiama and 
Sotimori/Bolatena. Even though linguistically Landu dialect is considered closely 
related to the dialect of Ringgou (Fox 1977a), people of Sotimori and Bolatena speak 
a variant that is slightly different from that of Ringgou. New settlers in Daiama 
10 This is further elaborated in Chapter III. 
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maintain a proper Ringgou dialect while some new settlers in Bolatena maintain their 
own dialects from Korbaffo, Thie and Dengk:a within their households. 
Language differences in the three villages in Landu are a consequence of the gradual 
migration of people from different domains into Landu. Ringgou's influence in 
Daiama is strongly retained through language, even though people acknowledge 
various origin places. The Korbaffo dialect is not only evident in the speech of some 
Korbaffo descent groups but also among the rest of Bolatena residents. In Sotimori, 
there is no evidence of language or dialect transformation, even though some 
Ringgou people have settled there. People of Sotimori and Bolatena assert that they 
speak the real Landu dialect. The major difference between Ringgou and Landu is the 
use of consonant Ir/ in Ringgou, which is rendered /nd/ in Landu. Each dialect's 
rhythm is also different. The Ringgou dialect is spoken faster than the Landu dialect. 
By means of language, people in Sotimori and Bolatena declare themselves to be 
'true Landu' and see others as outsiders. 
In terms of spatial division, the new settlers occupy areas in eastern and western 
Landu, mainly in coastal settlements, while the original inhabitants of the domain 
live inland, far from the coast line. This pattern of settlement also influences people's 
livelihood. The new settlers on the coast earn their livelihood as fishers and combine 
this with subsistence farming. The insiders make their living mainly as farmers. The 
insiders reside in the centre of the domain, while the outsiders have their place in the 
periphery. The dependence on the sea as a source of livelihood is one of the 
differences marking new settlers from the original inhabitants. For instance, for some 
time, people in Daiama, have served as skippers and crew members on boats (perahu) 
that sail into Australian waters. The close connections to the sea for the Daiama 
people is expressed in many ways: 'a woman can dive like a man and is smart in 
canoeing, children can swim across the strait if there is no canoe to go to school, we 
came from across the sea' or 'we sell our lives and buy death (Ind. kita menjual hidup, 
membeli mati) in Australian waters'. A few new settlers from Ringgou who have 
settled in Oebafi hamlet in Sotimori earn their living by fishing with fish traps 
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(serollide), a traditional way of catching fish. They use gebang cord to make a kind 
of fence strung out along the shore. During low tide, groups of people come to the 
'pond' and catch the fish using fishing nets (ndai). Each group has its own leader 
(kepala sero). 
The village of Sotimori 
Before the division of Landu into three villages, the name Sotimori did not exist. 
Instead, Daeurendale was known as the center of Landu, and the place from where 
the regent (manek, Ind. raja) ruled his domain. As the centre of the domain, Sotimori 
represents the domain. The manek settled in Daeurendale. The folk etymology of the 
term, Daeurendale, derives from dae 'earth', uren 'terracotta cooking pot' and dale 
'inside/within'. This could indicate that Landu was famous for earthenware pot 
making. My interpretation, however, is related to geography; Daeurendale is in a kind 
of valley with rocky hills surrounding it, which gives the impression of being like the 
inside of an earthenware pot. 
In Sotimori, the division between noble and commoner clans is apparent. As in other 
domains, the noble clan in Landu has a distinctive genealogy which is uncommon for 
commoners. The genealogy consists of a long list of ancestral names. A complete 
written genealogy can only be found for the Johanis family, the previous Landu ruler. 
Before proceeding further, it is essential to elaborate more on Landu's social 
organization, especially in relation to Sotimori as the center of the domain in the past. 
Even though a modem system of village organization has been introduced under 
regulation Undang-Undang Pemerintahan Desa No V/1979, the position and the 
charisma of the manek are still recognizable, especially in relation to the ownership 
of land, plants and animals throughout the three villages and the social relations 
among people throughout the three villages. 
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Landu social organization 
In Landu -- as in other domains (nusak) -- the manek has the highest rank, but in 
Landu, the manek is not accompanied by a fetor as in other domains. 11 In the 
neighboring nusak of Ringgou, for example, the lineage Tupu is recognized as 
Ringgou'sfetor (see van Wouden 1968:62-67). However, as Fox has noted, not all 
the diversity and variation among nusak was discussed by van Wouden (Fox 
1980a:99), and it seems that Landu's lack of afetor was overlooked. 
The lack of a fetor to stand in a complementary position to the manek in Landu is 
closely connected with Landu's dynastic genealogy and its associated narrative 
which has no place for other parties or subdivisions within the line of the manek. Fox 
suggests that 'genealogical time is used to deny the possibility of any common 
structural pattern to the institution' (Fox 1980a:100). It is also interesting to note that 
Landu dynastic genealogy was not well rece~ve~ by the Suratein clan, who claim that 
their ancestor was the first manek. Long-standing historical disputes among manek 
and temukung permeate the current power structure within the domain. 
On the other hand, the position of the dae /aka (Head of the Earth) does exist in 
Landu. Lelaama is known as the lineage of the dae /aka. The dae /aka owns land 
which is close to the Johanis lineage in Oendui. According to the Suratein, the dae 
/aka acquired one of the three old fortresses in Landu at Landulain. 12 In Landu, 
especially in Sotimori, the position of dae /aka does not necessarily make him 
automatically a temukung, though he can be a /aka (head). 
In Landu, the temukung are known as the manek's assistants in certain territories. For 
example in Daiama, during the time of the last manek, five temukung divided five 
areas between them: Daiama, Usu, Maeoe, Pante Rote and Naulaor. And in Sotimori, 
11 As shown in Jackstein's (1864) letter, Landu and Delha were the two domains that lacked a 
fetor. There is no evidence on whether Landu subsequently installed a new fetor. 
12 The three fortresses in Landu are Landu Lain, lku Taka, and Sana Keon, which are owned by 
the Daelaka, Remiku and Suretein clans respectively. Landu Lain is similar to Landu Leko in the 
narrative of the Landu dynastic genealogy. 
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there were four temukung in Kenamoen, Inalo, Oendui and Sipou. The numbers of 
temukung varied depending on the size of the area. Other positions after that of 
temukung were the heads of hamlets (!aka), followed by the elders (lasi/lasi koro), 
then the villagers (iku laun/raun ). These positions were common throughout the three 
villages of Landu. Now !aka and lasi koro are similar to the current system of 
Kepala Dusun and Ketua RTIRW. 
Each leo has its maneleo, even though he is not necessarily regarded as a manasoko 
(one who makes offerings, sacrificies for the leo ). A manasoko is in charge of 
agriculture rites but also performs rituals regarding illness and can call the spirit of a 
dying person (!ape simane). 13 But in Daiama, there is only one manasoko who still 
performs rituals in his rara (field) in Oeinalain. 14 Even so, he cannot perform the 
!ape simane ritual. Only a person who is considered a lada (ritual healer) can do this. 
On the other hand, in the Oemasi hamlet in Bolatena village, the person who 
conducted the !ape simane for E. Meno, who was dying in July 2005, was called a 
manasoko but not a lada. 15 
The current maneleo in every village, according to several informants, were chosen 
by the government. 16 The re-establishment of the maneleo structure began when the 
district autonomy laws become part of government policies in the recent era of 
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reforms. The roles of maneleo mainly relate to marriage arrangements, family 
13 This ritual will be examined in the section on the life cycle's section in Chapter VII. Lape 
simane is performed if someone is very sick and dying. The family members can invite a ritual 
healer (lada, manasonggo) to perform the ritual of calling the dying person's spirit to come back 
to his/her body. If the invited spirit is eager to come, the person will be healed; conversely the 
person will die if the spirit is prevented from coming back. A local pastor in Oemasi refused such 
practices even for his father-in-law. He stated that the /ape simane is an animist practice and 
should be avoided by Christians. I experienced two /ape simane performances, one in Daiama for 
the village head's daughter and one in Oemasi for an old man of the Meno family. Both 
individuals are still alive. 
14 The head of a field or garden complex is called a manerara or manemok. 
15 From the explanations offered by the people and by the person himself, I assume that a lada 
deals with illness and uses traditional herbs as a cure. His position has a positive connotation in 
contrast to a manateik (literally meaning 'the intestine eater' or suanggi 'witch, sorcerer'), whose 
riosition has a negative image. 
6 In fact, even though recent maneleo are different from maneleo in the past, their roles in public 
such as, for example, being an elder in the church, offer the possibility for a person to be chosen, 
not by the government but by the members of his clan. 
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disputes, mortuary rituals and other social matters. For example, the heads of villages 
in Daiama often consult with maneleo when dealing with violent and criminal 
matters or even some village development planning issues. 
The village of Bolatena 
Bolatena is situated in the western part of Landu and borders the ferry harbour of 
Pante Barn in Korbaffo domain. The people of Bolatena have taken advantage of this 
circumstance and have become traders at Pante Barn's weekly market every Tuesday. 
Bolatena is famous for its sea products such as dried fish and octopus, as well as 
beans, peanuts and millet. These products have become a sort of 'trademark' for 
Landu traders. Boat owners can make a good living by transporting people in and out 
of Bolatena. Crossing the waters only takes ten minutes from the ferry harbour to the 
nearest Bolatena port at Dolanamon; to Nordale and Korlok it takes fifteen or twenty 
minutes. The easy access to Pante Barn also influences people's mobility to and from 
the provincial capital, Kupang, for business activities. For instance, local traders in 
Bolatena buy kerosene and petrol in bulk in Kupang, and then retail it locally. 
Women also do business, dealing mostly in household goods and groceries. A local 
pastor's wife, who makes a living from a small business, has to travel to Ku pang 
twice a month for her grocery stocks. 
People in Bolatena are concentrated in five major hamlets: Oemasi, Nordale, Korlok, 
Karfao and Seleai. Korlok is more populous than the other hamlets, is situated next to 
the shore and has direct road access t-0 Sotimori. It has become the centre of the 
village. This easy access to outside villages has had some obvious impacts, such as 
the building of many churches. In Bolatena at least five Christian denominations are 
represented, including the Protestant Evangelical Church ( Gereja Masehi Injili di 
Timor/GMIT), which is the mainstream church, the Pentecostal Church ( Gereja 
Pentakosta di Indonesia/GPdI), the Reformed Church ( Gereja Reformasi 
Calvinis/GRC), the Bethel Church ( Gereja Bethel Indonesia/GB I) and The Pilgrims 
Church ( Gereja Masehi Musafir Indonesia/GMMI). 
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In addition to the economic advantages of the geographical landscape, people from 
Korbaff o have expanded into the Bolatena area. Certain clans and lineages in 
Bolatena are also found in Korbaffo. These clans include Ingusudi and Saniteik, and 
lineages with names such as Todua, Tasi, Sodakain and Mengana, all of which are 
origin lineage names in Korbaffo. The expansion of people from Korbaffo to 
Bolatena goes back three or even four generations. The mixture of people has also 
resulted in a mixture of language. The Korbaffo dialect has been maintained among 
those of Korbaffo origin in Bolatena, side by side with Landu dialect. 
The village of Daiama 
Physically, the geography ofDaiama appears to be the same as the rest of Landu. The 
ritual name of Landu is pia heu do faka rololndoro ('stone walls and rocky 
channels'), and this name gives a picture of Daiama. What makes the village of 
Daiama slightly different is the presence of a narrow strait that separates Daiama 
from a small island called Usu. This strait is known as Mulut Seribu (a thousand 
mouths) because it has many curves and junctions. A new sailor who does not know 
the area will easily get lost in the middle of Mulut Seribu. This channel brings 
nutrients from the sea that attracts various kinds of marine life. At present, the strait 
is literally covered with long lines of seaweed. However, the strait has strong currents 
during high tide and low tide that constantly endanger sailors. Accidents have 
happened here that have claimed many lives. 
It is remarkable that almost every curve of Mulut Seribu has a name. Some exposed 
rocks in the middle of the strait are also named, these being based on the history of 
the coming of the Portuguese to the area, or linked to neighboring domains. Thus, 
one particular 'rock island' whose owner is the descendent of a Ringgou ruler is 
called Batu Beluba. 
Like many other coastal areas, nutrients brought in from the Puku Afu Strait by both 
the westerly and easterly monsoons give daily 'food' and income to the people of 
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Daiama. During low tide, the majority of women and children gather shellfish and 
various kinds of natural seaweed, which is eaten like a salad. Unlike the people of 
Savu who make detailed calculations based on the lunar calendar, the Daiama only 
calculate the low tide period using the phases of the moon. 17 
In addition to foreshore gathering, dry land cultivation also forms an integral part of 
people's lives. Because they live in the driest place in Landu, the Daiama people are 
known as dry-land farmers. Since the beginning of the settlement they have grown 
foxtail millet (bete) because this plant does not need careful intervention. They 
simply sow the seeds in the fields at the beginning of the wet season, and the crop 
needs no further care until harvest. Just like dry land farming elsewhere, however, 
people never rely on only one type of crop. They also grow maize (pela), sorghum 
(pela dae), peanuts ifufue ina), various kinds of beans ifufue), pumpkins (kelas) and 
watermelons (pateka). Melons can only be planted if the area has enough moisture. 
Since the early 1990s, rain-fed rice cultivation has also been introduced. Thus, 
fishing and farming are part of the Daiama people's lives. 
A motor boat offers the main public transport around Daiama; it operates once a 
week for the market in Bilba domain. There are significant numbers of small boat 
owners in Maeoe, Pante Rote, Usu, Soao and Bakarolean, and forty-three boats in all 
throughout Daiama. Mostly, they operate locally for fishing and market activity. In 
August 2005 four boats sailed into Australian waters, one from Soao and three from 
Bakarolean. These boats have made regular incursions into Australian waters to 
access richer fishing areas. Since the 1990s, there has also been a tendency to change 
from traditional fishing to commercial fishing. 
17 My frequent involvement in these sea gathering activities gave me some knowledge of the type 
of shellfish and seaweed and other marine biota worth eating. The most commonly collected 
items during low tide around the coast of Soao, Lea Bafa and Bo Nisi are rorolek (Stombus 
Luhuamus. L), sisik (Nerita Maxima), bule pek (Colubraria Muricata), apa (Lambis Lambis),fuli 
fula (Ovula Ovum), sietu soroae (Stombus Gibberulus), hahande (/Stombus Suniatus), natural 
seaweed (latu, eka do), and sea worms (hara). 
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Daiama as an 'enclave' in Landu territory 
The ongoing tension between 'true Landu' people (landu maulu) and the newcomers 
(manamai) -- between insiders and outsiders -- permeates both social relations and 
social structure in Landu. The people of Sotimori and Bolatena always claim to be 
the genuine inhabitants of Landu (manamai maulu) and refer to the Daiama as 
newcomers (manamai mabui). These labels establish what Meadows (1967) 
describes as the social and ethnic boundaries within communities that create the 
sense of inclusion· and exclusion, belonging and non-belonging. In the Landu case, I 
would add that topographical conditions that have hindered people's movements for 
many years have contributed to the development of separate identities among the 
people who are living in this same region. The feeling of being different is expressed 
m many ways. 
I experienced a variety of 'tensions' between the village heads of Daiama and 
Sotimori regarding marriage payments, animal raids, family disputes and plans to 
establish a sub-district centre. This last issue represented a contestation of identity. 
Following the recent development of the region in which Rote-Ndao became an 
district within Indonesia, there was a plan to develop Landu as a single sub-district. 
There was a rumour that the sub-district would be named Landu Leko after Landu 
Leko, 18 the ancestor of Lelaama clan, the head of the earth (dae !aka) clan in Landu. 
The Daiama village head objected. He said: 
We will strongly reject that the name of the sub-district be Landu Leko. We are 
not the descendents of Landu Leko. If Sotimori and Bolatena insist on using 
that name, we choose to separate from Landu and join Ringgou. We prefer to 
use a neutral name, such as Kecamatan Rote Timur Laut (The North-East sub-
district), as the western people use Kecamatan Rote Barat Laut' (The North-
West sub-district). 
18 Later I discovered from a manahelo of Bolatena that if Landu Leko was insisted upon as the 
name of this new sub district, it would be humiliation for the manek, given the fact that Bateik 
ancestors were persuaded (leko) by the Lelaama's ancestors to settle in Landu domain. The first 
ancestor of Bateik is believed to have been an outsider from Savu. Landu's dynastic genealogy 
will be elaborated in Chapter III. 
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The Daiama village head's statement can be seen as an illustration of Daiama 
people's feeling that they do not share a Landu identity. This resistance arises from 
their feeling of otherness. The Daiama villagers are attached more to Ringgou than to 
Landu. The opposition of people in Daiama is not related to the idea of the sub-
district's autonomy, but more to identity issues. 
Another political spat arose because the people in Daiama suspected that the village 
head of Sotimori had lobbied in the district centers of E'ahun and Baa19 to make 
Daeurendale the centre of the proposed sub-district of Landu. Daeurendale is located 
in Sotimori. According to Daiama, the plan to locate the administrative centre at 
Sotimori has been developed over several years. As an example, the Daiama village 
headman noted that in 2004 a secondary high school was built in Sotimori and the 
road to Bolatena was built to pass through Sotimori. Further, in 2005 - 2006, a local 
health centre (Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat - PUSKESMAS) was constructed in 
Daeurendale as well. For the Daiama, these new constructions are indicators that the 
people of Sotimori village have made plans to centralize the new sub-district in their 
village. Sotimori is located right in the middle of Landu, which means 
communication with the other two villages is not a big issue. Daeurendale in 
Sotimori is now located along the new road that links Landu to the rest of Rote island. 
The idea to upgrade Landu to a new sub-district, according to many people, will help 
to break Landu's isolation. The Daiama villagers, however, feel marginalized by this 
development. 
19 E'ahun and Ba' a are the locations of the Head of East Rote sub-district (Camat) and the Head 
of Rote district (Bupati) respectively. 
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All the people of Landu were historically under the authority of the manek of Landu 
(located in Daeurendale) until the reorganization of local government by the National 
Government in 1979. Political tensions have arisen in the pursuit of modem 
bureaucratic politics. The manek is still alive, but he has no political authority. The 
tension between ideal and practical notions of Landu' s development becomes a 
sensitive matter when it is concerned with identity. As Ringgou speakers, the Daiama 
communities feel more attached to Ringgou. In addition, people in Daiama are 
economically more prosperous than people in Sotimori, and fishing activities are 
more lucrative than agriculture, especially for the people in Maeoe and Pante Rote 
hamlets (see Map 5). According to an informant, people go fishing to buy rice since it 
is easier than trying to grow rice on poor agricultural land. Out of 35 households in 
Maeoe, 18 own motor boats either for fishing or transporting activities. The two 
hamlets Maeoe and Pante Rote are the most prosperous hamlets in Daiama village. 
A certain degree of competition also surrounds the idea of Landu identity. The head 
of Sotimori was outraged when he found out that people in Maeoe had stolen natural 
seaweed from his territory. He complained to the Bupati, and the person concerned 
had to pay compensation for his action. On the other hand, the accused stated that the 
seaweed was growing naturally, so he did not have to ask permission from the 
Sotimori village head. He had already made a deal with Fishery officers· in Ba'a, the 
capital of Rote, and paid an annual fee of Rp. 7,500,000 (A$1,095) for the right to 
gather seaweed. The case was eventually mediated by the head of the sub-district 
(Camat). This case indicates that the people of Daiama do not feel any obligation to 
subjugate themselves to Sotimori at the centre of the domain. 
Contemporary patterns of settlement 
As noted previously Landu' s unique history and physical conditions have had a direct 
impact on its social configuration. As an almost empty land, people from other 
domains moved there. Some went to find agricultural land, while others went to 
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coastal areas attracted by marine resources. These landless people, however, became 
landowners and settled permanently in Landu. The transition from landlessness to 
landownership enabled the outsiders to gradually become part of the local community 
(Breman 1988:15). The outsiders mostly occupied the eastern and western parts of 
Landu, were scattered in four cluster hamlets in Daiama village and were 
predominantly Ringgou-speaking. In contrast, in Bolatena, where people are also 
mixed and dispersed in an area along the coastline they are disposed to accept a 
Landu identity. The option to become 'Landu people' was offered by the Landu ruler 
(manek) after Indonesian indep~dence in 1950. Some Ringgou people moved back 
to Ringgou, but most chose to stay in Landu. Daiama is thus a Ringgou enclave in 
Landu land. 
Table 2.3 Recent settlement clusters in Landu 
Villa2e Hamlets Households Label 
Sotimori Modale 43 Mix of new settlers and 
original inhabitants 
Oebafi 15 New settlers 
Daeurendale 45 Original inhabitants 
Nusaparalain 13 Original inhabitants 
Oendui 36 Original inhabitants 
Kenamoen-Pisalen 37 Original inhabitants 
Inalo 56 Original inhabitants 
Bolatena Oemasi 77 Original inhabitants 
Korlok - Seleai 121 Mostly new settlers 
Nordale 110 Mostly original 
inhabitants 
Karf ao 109 Mostly original 
inhabitants 
Daiama Naulaor-Nisita 67 New settlers 
Soao- Bakarolean 215 Mix of new settlers and 
original inhabitants 
Usu 62 New settlers 
Maeoe- Pante Rote 82 New settlers 
Daiama's population of 1546, consisting of 426 households settled in four hamlets -
Soao (Soao-Bakarolean-Airani), Naoulaor (Naulaor-Nisita), Maeoe. (Maeoe-Pante 
Rote) and Usu - lives within a total area of 100 about sq km. This means it has 
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roughly the same density of population as Sotimori - only 16 inhabitants per sq km. 
This is considered a low density compared with Bolatena village, whose density is 49 
per square km. 
In addition, Daiama is the only village in East Rote sub-district with one hundred 
percent of its population belonging to the Protestant Evangelical Church (GMIT), the 
mainstream church in NTT. During my stay in Daiama and among the settlers from 
Ringgou in Bolatena, I recorded almost forty old Christian songs, which were an 
indication of a capacity to preserve the 'old faith' traditions.20 
Table 2. 4 Households in Daiama 
Hamlets Households Females Males 
Soao (Soao, Bakorolean 215 356 380 
and Airani) 
Naulaor (Naulaor, Nisita) 67 118 135 
Usu 62 122 124 
Maeoe (Maeoe, Pante 82 156 155 
Rote) 
Total 426 752 794 
Source: Data Profil Desa 2004 at the Daiama village office. 
Based on Landu's ecology and soil conditions, Landu may not be as populous as 
other domains because of a lack of wet agriculture and palm trees as a source of food. 
Fox (1977a:45) indicates the significant correlation between palm (lontar) economy 
and the high population density in Rote. 
Administratively, Daiama is part of Landu, but culturally, in terms of language, clan 
systems and marriage patterns, the villagers are more closely attached to the 
20 This inheritance is slowly dying out since the hymn book used in the GMIT church has 
changed over time. Meanwhile, in the Pentecostal church, traditional and local songs are 
considered to have a 'non-Christian' character and are thus no longer worth singing in church 
services. 
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neighbouring domain of Ringgou than to the centre of Landu at Sotimori (Landu 
nusadale). In the past, Ringgou people traveled to Landu in the north for slash-and-
bum cultivation (tao tine) and for fishing. The first settlement in Landu, according to 
local accounts, was just to earn a living (saka soda). Most of the migrants then settled 
and raised their families there. Only a few families went back to Ringgou after 
Indonesian independence in the 1950s. This has created competition between the 
Landu ruler (manek) and Ringgou ruler. The Landu ruler asked the people who were 
still loyal to the Ringgou ruler to be expelled from Landu, while Ringgou people still 
paid homage to Ringgou's ruler at that time (1950's).21 
In the early 1900s, people migrated to Landu for survival reasons. The legends and 
historical accounts of this migration describe this process in a similar way to the tales 
of other coastal populations in eastern Indonesia.22 The story told in Daiama was that 
a fisher from Ringgou came, built a hut and planted a banyan tree (e'a) on the shore; 
then he married a local woman and settled there. The man's family name was Ima 
from the Anabako clan, and his tree was known as Ima's banyan tree (Ima e'a). 
Every hamlet has its origin story. 
Due to its harsh condition, Landu soil is mainly suitable for growing foxtail millet 
(bete) since it does not need extra care, fertilizer or even water. It grows in fields 
(rara) with other crops, such as maize, sorghum, peanuts, water melon, com, and red 
bean. The variety of these crops in one field is known as the nine staple foods (nana 
anan sio or pule sio ). 23 Millet for a long time was the staple food for people in Landu. 
Daiama people only just started to consume rice in the 1990s. 
21 This homage payment was made from people's harvest. 
22 McKinnon (1991:55) describes catastrophes such as flood, plague and epidemic illness that 
lead to migration. Barnes (1974:35, 1996:61) notes that based on the story in Leuwajang, the 
ancestors of that village used to live close to the top of the mountain, near the hok of an octopus, 
the Oba. The children of the village were disappearing and in fact were eaten by Oba. People then 
killed the octopus by pouring hot water on it. Thus the creature of the sea found in the village 
creates a confusion which leads to a disaster and then to dispersal and the present distribution of 
the people throughout the region. 
23 This practice is derived from the myth of the Pule Sio (Nine Seeds), which is discussed in 
Chapter VI. 
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In the beginning, people in Daiama were known as the landless. workers (peladang-
penggarap) Now these landless workers have become landowners (ma nu dae). All 
persons can have their own land, as long as they can pay the government land tax.24 
Thus, Ringgou people who have settled there for some generations have managed to 
obtain land. The land is then inherited and heirs can retain it as long as they pay their 
land tax. There have been no objections from Sotimori people or the manek 
personally to newcomers owning land since the border between insiders-outsider has 
been settled. Moreover, the manek of Landu was pleased since the newcomers could 
oversee his property, livestock or cultivate his paddy fields. 
Another reason for the migration to Landu, according to an account by the former 
manek of Ringgou, was due to the fact that some parts of Landu in the past were 
under the control of manek of Ringgou. This led to a border dispute between Landu 
and Ringgou, but provided an easy way for Ringgou people to move in to Landu. 
Accordingly, this dispute was solved by a contest: the manek of both parties had to 
swim across the small strait to Usu Island. Manek of Landu was the winner of this 
contest through help from a shark, and so the island was named after him. (Thus by 
folk etymology, Usu is the contraction of Jusuf Johanis' name). Once the border 
dispute was resolved, all of Daiama has been repossessed by manek of Landu. 
However, some Ringgou people who have settled there continue to consider 
themselves subject to manek of Ringgou and even paid homage to him in E'ahun 
rather than to the manek in Sotimori. This sentiment can be seen as rivalry over the 
'empty' area which attracted people to move in and pursue their livelihood. 
Livelihoods 
Landu's geography and landscape are important factors in shaping the ways in which 
people make a living. The livelihoods of people in Daiama and Bolatena are closely 
24 In one case, during Land Register activities in Daiama in 2005, a man had to give up his land 
because he could not afford to pay the necessary payment, which was around Rp. 3,000,000 per 
year. 
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related to fishing and marine activities, such as seaweed cultivation. As a result of 
these fishing activities, the numbers of canoes and small boats (bodi) are slightly 
higher than in Sotimori. These boats are also used for public transportation to the 
markets in Rote or Kupang. For example, bodi from Soao, Bakarolean, Maeoe, Pante 
Rote and Usu in Daiama village are used to transport passengers to market and social 
activities. To move between the land areas covered by Daiama, with its myriad of 
islands and islets, often the only alternative is to travel by sea. In addition, for some 
time people in Daiama have become notorious as 'illegal fishers' who travel to 
Australian waters, whereas people in Sotimori and Bolatena are not involved in this 
activity. 
In Daiama, people still farm, but farming is becoming less prominent as a livelihood 
strategy. For a long time, Landu was famous for millet (bete) cultivation, which is 
Landu's main staple food. The dry field or rara system is still maintained by people 
in all three villages, but for the younger generation, engaging in fishing is more 
rewarding. The reason for this changing behavior is economic. A young man stated, 
"For fanning we need one year's labour, such as preparing and clearing the land, 
fencing, planting and harvesting, but the harvest is insufficient for the whole year. If 
we go fishing in Australian waters, with a short preparation, in one or two weeks the 
earnings can be utilized for a year". This statement seems somewhat exaggerated, but 
among young people in Daiama, to be a crew member in a bodi or sailing boat 
(lambo) which sails for one or two months at a time is more exciting and challenging 
than farming. 
Palm tree tapping 
In addition to fishing and dry land cultivation, Daiama people continue palm tree 
tapping. As mentioned previously, the Rotenese are known as a non-eating people 
(Fox 1977a). Drinking palm juice and syrup are enough for them. This habit has not 
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changed; even though they can now afford two meals a day, they still drink palm 
syrup after a meal. 25 
The pattern of sharing the palm juice is different for 'palm tree owners' (tou manu 
tua hu ma manaladi Ind. penyadap pemilik) and 'palm tree tappers' (tou manaladi 
Ind. penyadap penggarap ). The palm tree owner has to share the juice and syrup with 
the tapper. This share alternates, one day for the owner and one day for the tapper. 
However, if the syrup cooker (ina mananasu, Ind. pemasak gula)26 is the tapper's 
wife or relative, the tapper can have a share for two days and the owner for one day. 
This means that a month's share of syrup can be divided: twenty days for the tapper's 
family and ten days for the owner's family. The syrup is then stored in jars (bou tua). 
One household should have 10-20 jars to guarantee that they will survive throughout 
the year. Some people sell the syrup in the weekly market for Rp.10,000 per five 
litres. During the 'hunger season' (bulan las Ind. musim lapar) in February-March, 
the price will jump to Rp.15,000-Rp. 25, 0001 litres. The reason for selling the syrup 
in the market is to buy rice, especially for families with small children. There is a 
market demand for syrup to feed. pigs. Pigs are fed twice a day with a mixture of 
palm syrup and water.27 People from Daiama also go to the weekly market in Bilba 
for their palm syrup supply. Compared to Landu, the Bilba domain has a surplus of 
palm juice production, especially from Mukekuku village. 
25 When I stayed at the house of the head of the village during my fieldwork, I noticed that he 
almost never ate without drinking palm syrup. He said he felt fuller than just eating rice. 
Sometimes he or his wife just drank palm syrup, not because the rice was not enough for four of 
us in that household, but simply because he was full. 
26 Based on a gendered division of labour, palm syrup cookers are mostly women. They can be a 
wife, a grandmother or a daughter. This type of labour is expressed in a saying and a song: tou 
mana ladi onda ae-onda ae, ina mana nasu neu mai-neu mai: 'the man who taps climbs up and 
down, up and down; the woman who cooks goes back and forth, back and forth'. 
27 The three pigs owned by my host family were fed six buckets of watery palm syrup per day. 
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Table 2. 5 Seasonal calendar in Landu 
Months Seasons/activities 
August - September Clearing the fields (dede kai) 
End of October- first of November Fencing the fields (heu lalai/oka) 
November, December - January Planting season (sele kari), starting 
J 
with millet (betek), finishing with 
cow peas (turis) 
December - January Weeding (tete na osa) 
February - March Guarding the fields from the birds 
(nanea banda manupui) 
February and March are known as 
the 'hunger season' (bu/an las, bulan 
karisis) 
April-May Harvesting season ( e 'etu for millet -
o 'oru for rice, seki for maize) 
June Harvesting cow peas (seu turis) 
April -June East moonson tapping (ladi timu) 
July - August Opening new fields (namatine, buka 
oka bebeu) 
October - November F anuk or west moonson tapping 
ifanuk) time for cooking palm sugar 
This seasonal calendar is based on dry land cultivation activities and palm tree 
tapping, the dominant seasonal activities before people became engaged with 
seaweed and rain-fed rice cultivation. The hunger season occurs in February and 
March. People describe February as the 'crisis' month (bulan karisis, Kupang-Malay 
language of krisis) because the rainy season continues, but there is still no harvest, 
while March is also a critical month because the lontar is not ready yet for tapping. 
Palm syrup is needed to feed both humans and animals. During this season, people 
chew the piper-betel leaves instead of its fruits, and for the past several years, there 
has been a trend for young men to serve as crews on boats sailing into Australian 
waters. 
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Seaweed cultivation 
The fanning of seaweed (in Daiama, boe-ana, and in Sotimori-Bolatena ai-do, the 
same word used, to refer to vegetables; Ind. rumput laut) has become a major source 
of income. The initial trial planting of seaweed in Daiama was initiated by a 
Rotenese general from Jakarta. 28 Seaweed was introduced for a second time in 1999 
by the Bupati of Kupang. 29 
The pilot project in Rote Timur was in Daiama. At first not many people were 
interested in the idea. Nevertheless, the village headman managed to form 16 groups 
in Soao, and two groups each in Usu and Maeoe. People were uncertain, even 
skeptical about this project. On August 25, 2000, the Bupati came to witness the first 
harvest. The village headman recalled that the Bupati was so impressed with the 
result that he jumped into the water in his uniform. After the first successful harvest, 
people quickly learned that planting seaweed provided quick cash income. So people 
started to make an effort to the point that now sea weed fanning has become one of 
28 This retired anny general, Henuhili, was born outside the Province ofNTT and had never been 
to Rote. But his love of his island brought him to the island with an ambition to develop the 
people's economy. In the early 1980s, accompanied by Colonel J. N. Manafe, a Rotenese who 
was the head of the people's representative assembly of NTT, he made a visit to Rote. After a 
while both men decided to farm seaweed. The chosen site was a narrow strait of Mulut Seribu, in 
front of the Daiama and Airane coasts. Soon afterwards, as told by Manafe, the General managed 
to send the seedlings 'just like sending the troops to the battle field'. Henuhili bought the 
seedlings from Bali, hiring an army Hercules aircraft to transport them. In Kupang, Manafe had 
prepared a truck to load them. At Tenau, the Kupang harbour, a boat had been waiting to 
transport them immediately to Pepela. At Pepela, Haji Hassan Lamusa had been waiting to 
relocate them to Daiama. In no time, a few semi-rafts of bamboos had been constructed to plant 
the seedlings. A semi-raft consisted of two parallel bamboo poles with lines of plastic cord tied 
between them to create a frame of strings. Seedlings were then planted on each line of plastic 
cord. This is the first time the Daiama people learned about seaweed farming. Although the 
seaweed business collapsed after one year's trial due to the lack of a market, the Daiama people 
recognized the economic value of the seaweed project, as they called it. The harvest was good but 
there were no buyers from Bali, as promised. The dried seaweed was dumped into the sea. Soon 
afterwards, the General passed away, and no one continued his pioneering work. 
29 The second introduction of seaweed was promoted by I.A Medah, the Bupati of Kupang, in 
1999 in every coastal village in his district. At this time Rote was still part of the district of 
Kupang. Under his instruction, seaweed was brought from Savu Island and distributed freely 
through the Department of Fisheries to those who were interested in seaweed farming. Besides 
seedlings, anchors, bamboo and cord were part of the Bupati's assistance package 
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their main sources of income. Bupati Medah' s reaction is still mentioned by the 
people who recall the beginnings of seaweed cultivation in Daiama. 
Seaweed cultivation requires relatively simple techniques. A line of 80 to 100 metres 
of cord is stretched on the surface of the sea. To keep the line afloat, plastic bottles 
are tied along the line. The distance between the bottles is about 3 to 4 meters. 
Seaweed seedlings are then tied on the line. Each seedling weighs about 200 to 250 
grams. The distance between each seedling is about 20 cm. This method is known as 
the long-line technique. This simple technique, coupled with the ease with which 
seaweed grows and provides a promising income for families, has encouraged people 
to change their livelihood. Palm tappers now only focus on juice production for their 
household needs. Those who used to tap up to 30 palm trees each day now tap only 
two or three trees. Some people have left their trees untapped. Many fishermen who 
sailed to Australian waters have reduced their frequent sailings to almost none. The 
former village head, Anakai, has anchored his sailing boat at Bakorolean beach and 
proudly explained that seaweed farming is a more lucrative business with low risks. 
Daily activities show the change in livelihoods. Each day farmers (husband, wife and 
school-age children) go to the sea to tend their seaweed seedlings. During low tide, 
wild algae, sea grasses and other wastes become suspended on the lines. This 
condition slows the growth of the seedlings. Therefore owners come to clean their 
lines every day. When the seaweed is close to harvest, they build huts by the seaside. 
These huts provide temporary storage for the dried seaweed before it is transported to 
the settlement. 
Some seedlings can grow to 3 .5 kg in 45 days, but with the mass planting of seaweed, 
the average weight of the harvest reduces to 2 to 2.5 kg. Theoretically, a family of 6 
could manage a seaweed farm of 20 lines. After 45 days, they could harvest up to 9 
tons of seaweed or 1.4 tons of dried seaweed. With a price of Rp. 5,500/kg30 for dried 
30 The price in September 2007 ranged from Rp. 5, 4000 - Rp 5,700. Competition between local 
traders (Ind. pengumpul hasil) in Landu also determines the price. 
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seaweed sold at the beach, a family income could be Rp. 7,700,000. This is a good 
cash income for villagers. 
The organization involved in working dry farm gardens has been transferred to the 
farming of seaweed. In tilling their gardens, people always 'work together' (mad(!ne). 
So, in planting the seedlings of seaweed, 4 to 5 families work together in the 
preparation of lines, the tying of seedlings on the lines and the placing of bottle floats 
on the sea. During this work, the owner of the lines prepares meals for the workers. 
Usually each group manages to set 3 to 4 plastic cords in two days. On the third day, 
the cooperative group moves to work on the lines of another member of the group, 
and so on. During those days meals are also prepared for the workers. After 8 to 10 
days, the first member of the group is able to tend his/her lines. By this time sea grass 
and waste materials have covered the new growing seedlings. In some cases, a person 
couldjoin more than one group. This means that the working days for his/her own 
farm are significantly reduced. This habit of madene can ease the work load, but does 
not contribute much economically. Not many people are able to plant 20 lines at 
once. With the madene system, a person can postpone the planting of other lines until 
the first lines are harvested. Some of the money received from the selling of seaweed 
is used for daily consumption; the rest is used to put up more lines. This kind of 
working arrangement makes up for a lack of capital and labour too. 
For the villagers, the money obtained from seaweed farming is significant. Many new 
permanent houses have been constructed from the proceeds. One good example of 
the positive impact of seaweed farming can be seen in the hamlet of Maeoe. This 
hamlet is located at the end of Cape Mondo. The only access to the hamlet is by boat. 
Yet 35 of the about 42 houses there are constructed of brick with tin roofs. The 
hamlet itself is fenced with stone bricks (batu bata). Another aspect of the cultivation 
of seaweed is that illegal fishing to Australian waters has reduced significantly from 
2000-2002, which were the golden years for the seaweed farmers. One household 
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could take home Rp. 3,000,000-Rp. 6,000,000 for one seasonal harvest. 31 
Unfortunately, in 2003-2004 a fungal disease (ais-ais) attacked the seaweed, which 
decreased the harvest drastically. In that year, voyages to Australian waters increased 
in numbers, types of boats and fishing techniques. During 2005 the seaweed 
conditions improved, and people were enthusiastic about growing seaweed again. 
During the August 2005 harvest, a man from Bakarolean hamlets received 
Rp.4,000,000 from his eighty long lines. Sailing inside the strait of Mulut Seribu, 
people literally travel through lines of seaweed. 
The ais-ais disease almost ruined the seaweed business. Following the direction of 
ANU scholars working in the area, the village headman of Daiama issued a 'village 
regulation' (Ind. Peraturan Desa!Perdes) in 2005. The regulation stated that if an 
area was hit by ais-ais, all the lines in the area had to be taken out of the water. The 
reason given for this rule was that this disease was seasonal. It occurs during the 
change in weather when the sea gets rough. Taking lines from the water allows 
greater recovery. Unfortunately this regulation was not thoroughly implemented. 
Objections were based on the fact that the sea is common property. If one takes out 
any lines, others will put theirs in. Even people from neighbouring village, Pepela of 
Ringgou domain, came and started planting seaweed in Mulut Seribu. This became a 
potential source of conflict over resources in Rote Timur sub-district, especially 
among Daiama, Sotimori, Hundihopo and Faifua villages.32 
When I revisited Landu in 2006 and 2007, seaweed farming was being taken 
seriously as the main income source, especially in Daiama and Bolatena. Almost 
31 The price at that time was Rp. 3,500 /kg. The price in 2005 jwnped to Rp 4,800-Rp.5,000/kg, 
so the harvest from ten long lines came to 73 kg of dried seaweed and was valued at Rp. 328,000. 
32 Areas suitable for seaweed farming are growing smaller as more villagers try to use the shore 
space. To solve the pressure for seaweed cultivation, the ANU project tried another technique 
involving a raft-system with vertical planting. For this trial, several rafts were constructed. Some 
rafts were located in the Daiama village area, such as Maeoe and Mulut Seribu. As an ANU 
researcher I was also involved in this activity. Eight metre square bamboo rafts were planted with 
almost 4000 meters of lines. Unfortunately, these trials did not show the results as expected. More 
work is still needed to solve the problem of competition for shore space as currently experienced 
by most Rote cultivators. 
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ninety-nine percent of the Daiama population depended for their livelihood on 
seaweed, especially after increased apprehension reduced sailing to Australian waters. 
Currently, many former skippers and crews are involved totally in seaweed farming. 
The best locations for growing seaweed are in Duli, Motea on the border of Daiama 
and Sotimori village, and also in Pante Rote. Many people from Soao and Maeoe 
have moved there and built temporary huts (mai ofu) for a six to seven month 
working period. These huts also function for storage of dried seaweed. In these areas 
a household can manage to plant 30 - 40 lines. A former crew member said that in 
August 2007, he earned 50-60 million rupiah from seaweed. Competition over how 
many million rupiah people earn in Daiama has become a part of daily conversation. 
The same success has also spread to Sotimori and Bolatena, whereas in 2005 people 
were not enthusiastic about seaweed farming as a source of income. Recently, people 
of Sotimori [especially from Oebafi, Kenamoen, and Oendui hamlets] have become 
involved in seaweed farming along the Namohena, Duli-Motea, Masilain, and 
Namoina coastline. People of Bolatena, mainly from Oemasi and Korlok hamlets, 
have begun planting seaweed along the Seleai and Korlok coastline. Compared to the 
people in Daiama, only thirty five to forty percent of the population of Sotimori and 
Bolatena are involved in seaweed farming. 
Fishing activities 
Sotimori and Bolatena people perceive people of Daiama as hard-working. The 
Daiama residents have in fact developed their self-identity around economic 
activities. They are notable as fishermen (nelayan pulau) who have, in the past, been 
successful in obtaining a living from Australian waters. As a result they have built 
permanent houses from their earnings. Sailing with traditional boats (lambo) is more 
common for Daiama fishermen than with modem boats. 
People from Daiama have had a long-term connection with people from Pepela for 
fishing activities in Australian waters. Most of them were previously crew members 
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(matros or ABK) on Pepela boats.33 Nowadays several skippers from Daiama are 
still working for Pepela people. There are ten skippers of traditional boats (lambo) 
from Soao and eight from Bakorolean. The crews from these hamlets number around 
98. This number would increase if seaweed cultivation in Pante Rote34 fails again. 
Pante Rote is a small cluster hamlet on the north side of the island. It is situated just 
next to the Puku Afu strait. People from other domains in Daiama and also from 
neighboring villages, such as from Diu-Oeledo and Ringgou-Manuoen, have been 
active in seaweed cultivation there since 2004. 
Besides the Pepe la bosses, there is a Chinese business owner from Ba' a who runs a 
branch office in Pepela. 35 His office is managed by two men from Soao. It was 
started in May 2004. This Chinese boss is well known throughout Rote as a major 
dealer (toke/tengkulak) who trades in many goods, such as palm syrup, peanuts, rice, 
watermelon and sea products like seaweed, sea cucumber (tripang), trochus shells 
(Iola) and shark fins. His office in Pepela focuses on collecting sea products. The 
following tables provide an idea of the quantities of sea products purchased through 
this Chinese-entrepreneur office in Pepela. Table 2.6 shows that more than one 
billion rupiah were distributed around East Rote sub-district, and half of this went to 
people in Daiama. 
33 These two terms refer to a crew. In the olden days they were called matros. I noticed that my 
older informants (aged in their 70s) used this term, while the younger generation was more 
familiar with the term ABK (anak buah kapal), although in fact they are anak buah perahu. 
34 Pante Rote, according to its origin story, is the place when the first Europeans first met a local 
and asked his name. Due to miscommunication, the local man thought that they were asking the 
name of the place, so he replied Rote (Lote in Termanu). Since then the island has been named 
Rote. Pante Rote to the locals is known as Rote Dale. 
35 This Chinese businessman's father-in-law used to live in Pepela. He then moved to Ba'a and 
set up a new business there. 
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Table 2. 6 Products purchased from May 2004 to December 2005 
Types Product Price per Kg Total price RP 
Trochus shells 11 tons Rp. 25,000 275,000,000 
Sea cucumber 3 tons Different prices 75,000,000 
for 10 types 
Seaweed 150 tons Rp.4, 600 690,000,000 
Total 1, 040,000,000 
Source: Branch office in Pepela, August 2005 
Table 2. 7 Products purchased from January 2005 to August 2005 
Types Product Price per Kg Total price in Rp 
Trochus shells 10 tons 30,000 300,000,000 
Sea cucumber 1 tons 80,000 80,000,000 
Seaweed 50 tons 5,000 250,000,000 
Shark fins 1500 pieces 17,500 26,250,000 
Total 656,250,000 
Source: Branch office in Pepela, August 2005 
Seaweed products mostly came from Daiama. The price that this trader offered for 
seaweed in 2004 was Rp. 4,600, which was considered the lowest price among the 
collectors (pengumpul hasil). Some collectors bought seaweed for Rp. 4, 700 - Rp. 
4,900 per kg in Daiama. Nevertheless, seaweed competes with trochus shells, which 
are gathered from Australian waters. 
The system requires that each skipper has to 'sell' (tai)36 the products he has gathered 
to the owner of the boat. The bosses thus can control the prices. Some bosses let a 
skipper sell to other traders. In this case, the only choice is to sell to the Chinese 
entrepreneur. Since January 2005, this Chinese trader has developed his business by 
36 People commonly use the Rotenese term, tai (Ind. timbang1 'to weigh', rather than the term, 
jual (to sell). The result people earned on the day's 'weighing' (tai) then spreads out quickly 
around the village. 
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buying several boats (lambo ). He invited ten skippers from Soao to Ba' a and 
proposed that they work for him. The deal required that the entire product had to be 
sold (tai) at his office. He equips some of his merchant fleet with engines. As shown 
in Table 2.7 shark fins were one of the products that he is seeking. Although he 
bought no shark fin in 2004, he bought a good deal in 2005. 
Before I left the village, in Bakarolean there were three small motorized boats (bodi) 
owned by local skippers and with local crew that regularly sailed to Australian waters. 
This was one recent change in fishing activity in Daiama. These boats were used only 
for shark fishing, which is illegal if motorized vessels are used. Although this number 
is small compared to the boats from Pepela and Tanjung Pasir, it can be considered a 
big step for Daiama's people. By using these boats, it is possible to earn more than by 
sailing lambo. Bodi sailing trips take only three to four days and the risk of being 
caught by Australian Naval or Customs patrols is minimal as long they sail to the 
area surrounding the oil company rigs known as perusahaan. 
Conclusion 
A nusak, is conceived of as a traditional unity by the Rotenese. However, due to its 
distinct historical background, Landu cannot be considered as a united domain. 
People from neighboring domains came to settle on Landu land searching for a 
livelihood. Some of them left, but others decided to reside in Landu. People from 
Ringgou mostly occupied the eastern part and people from Kobaffo took up residence 
in the western part of Landu. 
After the swaparja era, Landu was divided into three villages: Sotimori, Bolatena and 
Daiama. The differences between the original inhabitants and new settlers became 
marked by a range of differences. People of Daiama, who are mostly from Ringgou, 
speak in the Ringgou dialect in contrast to the people of Sotimori and Bolatena who 
speak in Landu dialect. In terms of livelihood, in Daiama, besides swidden 
cultivation, most people depend on fishing and seaweed farming. People of Sotimori 
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proposed that they work for him. The deal required that the entire product had to be 
sold (tai) at his office. He equips some of his merchant fleet with engines. As shown 
in Table 2.7 shark fins were one of the products that he is seeking. Although he 
bought no shark fin in 2004, he bought a good deal in 2005. 
Before I left the village, in Bakarolean there were three small motorized boats (bodi) 
owned by local skippers and with local crew that regularly sailed to Australian waters. 
This was one recent change in fishing activity in Daiama. These boats were used only 
for shark fishing, which is illegal if motorized vessels are used. Although this number 
is small compared to the boats from Pepela and Tanjung Pasir, it can be considered a 
big step for Daiama' s people. By using these boats, it is possible to earn more than by 
sailing lambo. Bodi sailing trips take only three to four days and the risk of being 
caught by Australian Naval or Customs patrols is minimal as long they sail to the 
area surrounding the oil company rigs known as perusahaan. 
Conclusion 
A nusak, is conceived of as a traditional unity by the Rotenese. However, due to its 
distinct historical background, Landu cannot be considered as a united domain. 
People from neighboring domains came to settle on Landu land searching for a 
livelihood. Some of them left, but others decided to reside in Landu. People from 
Ringgou mostly occupied the eastern part and people from Kobaffo took up residence 
in the western part of Landu. 
After the swaparja era, Landu was divided into three villages: Sotimori, Bolatena and 
Daiama. The differences between the original inhabitants and new settlers became 
marked by a range of differences. People of Daiama, who are mostly from Ringgou, 
speak in the Ringgou dialect in contrast to the people of Sotimori and Bolatena who 
speak in Landu dialect. In terms of livelihood, in Daiama, besides swidden 
cultivation, most people depend on fishing and seaweed farming. People of Sotimori 
and Bolatena are more engaged with padi gora cultivation and palm tapping, 
although some of them are now becoming orientated to seaweed farming. 
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Plate 2.1 Women ofDaiama buying lontar syrup in the market. 
Plate 2.2 Planting seaweed in Daiama. 
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Plate 2.3 Women drying seaweed in Bakarolean hamlet. 
Plate 2.4 A seaweed raft of the ANU's livelihood project. 
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Plate 2.5 Drying seaweed at Seleai hamlet. 
Plate 2.6 A pastor's wife with her seaweed. 
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Plate 2.7 A fisherman from Seleai hamlet, Bolatena. 
Plate 2.8 A fisherman's wife repairing fishing net in Pante Rote. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
CLANS AND CLANSHIP: MYTHS OF ORIGIN AND THE 
REPRODUCTION OF GROUPS 
Introduction 
Each Rotenese belongs to a kin group known as a leo (clan). Conceptually, the leo is a 
social group whose membership is defined and framed by male-ordered descent. Each 
group has an origin myth which explains how it was founded. Many leo are exogamous, but 
some may be internally endogamous. As an inclusive descent group, leo can adopt new 
members who may give rise to separate lineages of the clan. People who settle in the area 
can request the head of a clan (maneleo) to be incoiporated into that clan. The first choice 
in joining a future clan is based upon a relationship to a mother's brother (to 'o hu). If there 
is no such relationship, in a new place, people mostly join the largest clan, since this clan 
can provide the strongest support and protection. 
In this chapter I examine the clans of Landu and the impact of the devastation of Landu in 
1756. Waves of migrants from neighbouring domains have created a discourse around 'the 
original inhabitants (lahenda maulu) versus 'newcomers' (lahenda manamai). Although 
both groups of people include migrants to the area, those who arrived first consider 
themselves as 'original inhabitants', while later arrivals are categorized as lahenda 
manamai, which literally means 'people who have just come in'. To begin with, I discuss a 
local inteipretation of the social formation of Landu and the origin myth. In order to 
evaluate the dichotomy between insiders-outsiders, I examine the names of the prisoners 
sent to Batavia in 1756 based on the Paravicini report. In doing this, I try to identify 
possible names that are still prevalent in Landu at present. 
In terms of social reproduction, Landu is not structured like other domains because of its 
history. Thus, for example, clans in Daiama apparently are similar to clans in Ringgou; 
while in clans in Sotimori are the original clans of Landu. In Sotiniori only a few families 
(currently fifteen households) have come from Ringgou and settled in Oebafi hamlet, but 
then have joined existing clans. In Bolatena there are some origin clans of Landu plus 
migrants from Ringgou, Korbaffo, Dengka and other domains who have married locally 
and have joined the clans of their wives. However, some clans, such as Lulu from Dengka, 
Saniteik and Ingusudi from Korbaff o, have retained their former clan names. 
The local interpretation of the formation of Landu 
The historical account examined in Chapter One offers an indication that Landu's social 
configuration has a unique characteristic that differs from other domains. Current social 
relationships reflect the effects of Landu's history since events in 1756. Clans, family 
names and to some extent the physical features of Landu have provided a foundation for 
people to perceive themselves differently. Compared to the other two villages, people of 
Sotimori claim to have preserved knowledge of people's deportation to Batavia in the past 
and are more aware of their status as autochthonous. The stories of the origins of the clans 
in Landu, as well as the dynastic genealogy of the domain, are told by the clan elders as the 
basis to evaluate status as an insider or outsider. 
Thus, for example, on a preliminary visit to the manek of Landu in 2004, the manek was 
accompanied by a former temukung of Kenamoen from the Remiku clan. After the 
conversation had continued for an hour, the manek was joined by his younger son and one 
of his cousins. By chance, I had met a woman with Caucasian features in the market before 
I went to the manek' s place. Her name was Tabitha Rote. At that time she was selling fried 
sweet cakes (kokis solo). I wondered about this woman's features, which are uncommon in 
the area, and why she had Rote as her family name. A quick reaction came from the 
temukung, who said "Oh the Rote family name is not original; they are outsiders of 
Portuguese blood" (Oh, Rote ria ta Jam asli Landu, sira lahenda manamai, pendatang 
neme Portugis). The temukung then started to tell me his own version of the first ancestor 
in Landu (ami boboki masosa a), who was from Surateik, manek Sopa Sura. 
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According to the temukung, Sopa Sura was the 'first ancestor' (ami ba 'i masosa), the 
second ancestor was Ndu Adi and Johanis was the third ancestor. This information was 
confirmed by the manek. The clan Surateik settled at Kenamoen, near the Sopa Lean in a 
cave. In that cave at Seleai, a small hamlet in Bolatena, people can find an old anchor, stone 
table and chair, and some 'Portuguese script' on the wall. 1 The temukung also said that in 
the Dutch era, the skebe2 asked people to burn wood in order to wipe out the script, but this 
failed, and it still exists. Another wall with script can be found at Buidale, Soao. This tells 
the story about the descendent of Keolima (local pronunciation of Geolima), 3 who was 
deported to Batavia with his assistants and made a pledge that Landu' s population would 
not reach three hundred and it would be hard to grow plants there. The temukung 
interpreted the current increase in population as due to the migration of outsiders from other 
domains, not a high birth rate by people of local origin. He added that this situation relates 
to the curse of Keolima, who was the ruling regent. However, the third manek from the 
Johanis clan made some progress in the domain. Plants grew well, and livestock was 
abundant. 
In addition, the temukung mentioned that the exile to Batavia was due to the cruelty and 
tyranny of Keolima.4 For instance, when he saw someone's livestock, Keolima would ask 
his assistants to slaughter the animal; he also took people's woven cloth (ia noke na 
terpaksa ami banda nok ami lafa) and their gold and silver. People then complained to the 
Dutch through the Johanis ancestor who was a school teacher. He wrote a letter of 
complaint to the Dutch, and as a result, people were captured and deported to Batavia. 5 
This information was confirmed by the manek 's cousin. It seems that the story of the 
tyranny and despotism of the Surateik' s manek was passed down by the Johanis of Bateik 
clan from generation to generation. The temukung's interpretation of Landu's dynastic 
1 In 2006 I revisited the village, I went to the cave accompanied by a Surateik clan member and I found 
that those scripts were some initial names and a drawing of a ship. My assumption is that probably some 
crew members were waiting for a ship and found the cave as a shelter. The cave is close to the shore and 
it is an ideal place for a shelter. It was hard to recognize that that the writing was 'Portuguese script'. 
From the initial names, it seems that the crews were Bajo or Makasarese. 
2 Skebe is a local dialect term referring to the Gezaghebber, a Dutch civil assistant. 
3 On the list of Landu prisoners, there are some individuals with the name Geolima, but the only regent 
mentioned is Geolima Belkamo who ruled Landu from 1737-1756. 
4 Keolima does not appear in the Landu dynastic genealogy. The name probably refers to Dale Keolima 
(35), Keolima Nondi (37) or Bane Keolima (38), all on the list of the Landu dynastic genealogy. 
5 They departed from Neker Mo, tied up (heke) with banyan tree (neke) roots. 
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history was also confirmed by the manek. The only objection came from the manek's son, 
who was the head of the village. He stated that temukung was getting old, so he mixed up 
stories and reality. In fact, the oral version of this history is close to the written version. The 
objection of a Bateik clan member can be perceived as a recognition of the status of his 
ancestor as the 'stranger outsider who became installed inside' (Fox 1995b:2), common 
themes in narratives of origin in eastern Indonesia. Although the Bateik clan member was 
aware of his ancestor's status as the 'outsider installed inside' the image of Bateik as the 
person who requested protection from the autochthonous ruler may appear humiliating. 
Nonetheless, the Surateik clan declares that Landu's first ruler who was supposedly the 
ancestor of Surateik and they make jokes about the Bateik's ancestor who he guessed was 
like a civet cat (kue, Ind. musang). Thus, Bateik are prohibited to kill or consume civet cats. 
Further myths of origin of the clans in Landu 
The history of migration to Landu is not interpreted as one occurrence but rather as waves 
of arrivals, each of which occupied the land and then claimed 'localness' by asserting 
certain myths of origin. Before providing details of the origin narrative of the Bateik clan as 
the 'ruling' clan of Landu, it is worth considering the narratives of other clans. There are 
some narratives of commoner clans, including the Lamaluk from Daiama and the Matasina 
family of Ikuseri clan from Bolatena that bear a resemblance to the common notion of 'the 
stranger from the outside who is installed inside' (Fox 1995b). However, for people in 
Sotimori and Bolatena, the process of becoming local was not tense as for the Daiama 
people, who openly acknowledge their status as newcomers. 
The people in Daiama state that their ancestors came from various places. The Lamaluk 
clan at Maeoe/Daiama claim that their places of origin are from Mecca and Portugal. When 
their ancestor reached Timor, he saw Rote and wanted to settle. An eagle (tetema//parapua) 
then approached him and asked where he wanted to go. He replied: 'I want to go to Rote'. 
The eagle then made a deal with him by saying, 'I would take you there but you have to 
protect me'. This sacred pledge is still kept by the Lamaluk clan: they are forbidden to kill 
and eat eagles and hawks. 6 If the shadow of an eagle falls upon a fish, it is taboo to 
6 In Termanu, the tetema and balapua/parapua occur in a key migration bini as well (Fox 1988a). 
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consume that fish. Moreover, one group within Lamaluk clan still carries the name of 
Tetema as their family name. 
On the other hand, the Mada families in Airani hamlets claim that their ancestors were from 
Pada (Termanu). They had to flee to avoid a family dispute. They arrived and hid in a cave 
and were found by members of Anakai. Since then, the Mada families have been included 
in the Anakai clan; currently, an old man from the Mada lineage is the maneleo of the 
Anakai clan. On the shore of Airani on Usu Island, the hiding place of the escapees is 
known as 'Pada cave' (Pada lean). 
There are two Matasina families in Landu, one in Sotimori and one in Bolatena, but they 
claim different origins. Matsina in Kenamoen/Sotimori claim that their ancestors came 
from Ambon, whereas Matasina in Korlok/Bolatena say that their ancestors were from the 
island of Ceram. According to the Bolatena village head who is from Matasina, there were 
six ancestors from Ceram; they traveled by raft and cast anchor in Papela port. He claimed 
that the word papela derives from ba-pela which means 'brotherhood'. He added that in the 
Moluccas the Matasina lineages are the same as the Patiasina lineage. Only this one 
Matasina mentioned a direct connection with Ceram. Some version of the story that claims 
Ambon or Ceram as a place of origin is recognized by people throughout Rote. Some old 
documents named Ceram or even Tidore as the origin place of the Rotenese (Graafland 
1889:363).7 
Themes in the origin narratives of the clans 
In this section I will examine some themes that appear in the origin narratives of the clans. 
At least five themes could be drawn from these narratives or from ancestral names. The 
first theme regards animal prohibitions. Members of Bateik are prohibited from consuming 
the civet cat (kue). The civet cat was said to be the Bateik first ancestor when he met Dae 
Laka' s first ancestor. The penalty for breaking this taboo is blindness. Another example of 
this theme is derived from the Lamaluk narrative of origin. Members of Lamaluk clan are 
7 Graafland (1889:363) notes the legend of Oke Mie who came to Rote from Ceram. In addition, van 
Wouden notes the ancestor ofTermanu, Ma Bula, also came from Ceram by way of Amfoan, Savu and 
Loleh (van Wouden 1968:66). 
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forbidden to kill and eat eagles and hawks (tetema/lparapua) or even a fish covered by its 
shadow. A sacred pledge was concluded between the Lamaluk ancestor and the bird. 
However, there is no explicit indication about the consequences of disobeying this pledge. 
A second theme refers to fleeing from a distant place and finding refuge among local 
groups. For Anakai, the Mada ancestor fled from Termanu and managed to make contact 
with local clans, who adopted him and became family. The name Anakai itself conveys a 
sense that the ancestor of Anakai was from a distant place, drifting on his raft to reach 
Mondo Cape where local people helped him to use a stick as a hook (ana kai nan- 'hook 
something with a piece of stick'). Thus, the Anakai are those who were hooked by the 
original inhabitants. On various occasions I heard two Anakai brothers assert that their 
ancestor (ami bai) was Portuguese. Similarly, the Bateik ancestor was from a distant place 
and mentioned Savu. He also fled from his homeland due to a dispute over the distribution 
of heirlooms. lkuseri clan claim their ancestor was from Ceram, Ambon, or a very distant 
place.8 
A third theme is related to the notion of smart and foolish ancestors. A good example is the 
relation of the Bateik and Surateik clans. The Bateik ancestor is claimed as the smart 
ancestor, since he was educated, while the Surateik ancestor never experienced school. 
Consequently, the Dutch preferred to make treaties with Bateik, and in tum Bateik replaced 
the Surateik clan as manek. Another example comes from the origin narrative ofTaetu clan 
which has the pejorative title of 'stupid Taetu' (Taetu koa). Previously, a requirement of 
bridewealth was the presentation of a 'rock' (batu) which referred to gold. The Taetu 
ancestors assumed that it should be a real rock. They therefore went to cut a piece of stone 
(tati batu), and in the middle of the cutting activity, someone told them that the enemy --
the Dutch (Filanda) apparently -- were approaching the place, so they fled, abandoning the 
rock in order to hide themselves. Nowadays people still use the phrase 'Taetu koa' to tease 
Taetu clan members. 
A fourth theme is the relation with the sun (ledo) and moon (hula). The sun and moon 
symbolize heaven or God himself. The Matara claimed that the first ancestor was Matara 
8 One could speculate that Ceram or Ambon was a mythic place and the product of influence from the 
early Christian period in Rote, when teachers from Ambon spread religious knowledge to the people on 
Rote. 
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Bula, while Urusama clan stated that their first ancestor was Urusama Ledo. These divine 
names are used to distinguish the high status of the clan; Ledo and Bula are names still used 
by some families on Rote and Ndao. In some domains, Bula as a family name can be Bulan 
(Landu, Ringgou, Korbaffo) or Bulak (Ba'a), and Ledo as Ledoh can be found as a family 
name in Termanu, Korbaffo and Ndao. 
These themes establish a dualistic structure in these narratives. Distinctions between 
outsider and insider, intelligent and unintelligent, migrant and local, guest and host, are 
common in narratives of origin. 
In the next section, I discuss the myth of origin of the ruling clan of Landu, the Bateik clan. 
This is based on a written source preserved by the manek's cousin. The material was hand 
copied by this cousin from the Landu stamboom (geneology), a document that has been 
burnt by a fire in the manek's house. I was allowed to copy this information during my 
preliminary visit to Landu prior to my fieldwork in 2003. 
The Landu dynastic narrative of origin with accompanying 
genealogy 
Landu's dynastic genealogy comprises fifty-five successive names as follows: 
1. Lasi Noa 
2. Terna Kuman Lasi 
3. Mai Terna 
4. Mandi Mai 
5. Poi Mandi 
6. Lalai Poi 
7. Kekeo Lai 
8. Ate Kekeo 
9. Lali Ate 
10. Feo-Feo Lai 
11. Masu Feoh 
12. EbaMasu 
13. Mada Eba 
14. Lai Mada 
15. Londa Lai 
16. Poi Londa 
17. Tua Poi 
18. Tarmusu Tua 
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19. Leleu Tarmusu 
20. Dulu Leleu 
21. Pepedu Dulu 
22. Tu Pepedu 
23. Bake Tu 
24. Lai Nama Bake 
25. Tapasik Lai 
26. Betu Tapasik 
27. Loleh Betu 
28. Dua Loleh (Dusi Dua) 
29. Kelo Nama Dusi 
30. Kai Kelo Nama 
31. Bula Kai 
32. Lete Ba Bula (Ba Bula) 
33. Tete Lai Ba 
34. Keo Tete Lai 
35. Dale Keo Lima 
36. Nondi Keo 
3 7. Keo Lima Nondi 
38. Bane Keo Lima 
39. Surah Bane 
40. Dai Lafa Surah 
41. Bane Dai Lafa 
42. NduAdi 
43. Dale Bane 
44; Paulus Johanis 
45. Soleman Johanis 
46. Abraham Johanis 
47. Kristofel Johanis 
48. Wellem Johanis 
49. Johanis Well em Johanis 
50. YusufWellem Johanis 
51. Daud Wellem Johanis 
52. YusufWellem Johanis 
53. Lazarus Jusuf Johanis 
54. Mateos Jusuf Johanis 
55. Marthen Mateos Johanis 
In the narrative of this genealogy of ancestral names and successive rulers (see Appendix 1), 
all names relate to a male-ordered line of names with only one female name, Ina Sepe 
Nondi, who was the sister of Bane Dai Lafa (41). However, her appearance in this 
genealogy can be considered as significant for the internal succession that brought about a 
crucial episode in Landu's history. Furthermore, the word 'to beget' 9 (boki, Ind. 
memperanaka.n) in the genealogy is a transitional word that expresses the succession from 
9 See Appendix 1. 
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one generation to the next. The word 'to beget' makes men the active agents and not 
women. 10 This genealogy is held by the Johanis family. Lasi Noa was the name of their first 
ancestor. Lasi Noa literally means 'Old Noah', a Biblical figure. Similar names are 
common in some other dynastic genealogies, such as in Termanu, highlighting the early 
adoption of Christianity in Rote (Fox 1971b:51-73).11 
According to the narrative, Lasi Noa came from Savu; he fled to Rote because of a dispute 
over an improper distribution of heirlooms. He rode on a crocodile and carried two swords 
and a spear with gold bananas and sugar-cane as his food. The crocodile is a common 
ancestral figure in other parts of Rote and the wider region. It is often paired with another 
sea creature, ·the shark: "Lord of the Ocean and the Chief Hunter of the Sea" (Fox 
1997b:93). Lasi Noa's arrival from the sea shows his political supremacy. The swords and 
spear indicate that the Johanis had weapons to declare war on the locals. 12 The swords and 
spear still exist, but according to the last manek, the original sword and spear were 
accidentally burnt when the manek' s old house caught fire. So, probably the existing spear 
and sword come from a later era. 
The genealogy clearly establishes the ruler as an outsider. According to the founding 
narrative, Lasi Noa met Landu Leko, the ancestor of the Lela Arna family at Ba Namon. 
This was the ancestor of the dae /aka, the Head of the Earth. 13 The narrative states that Lasi 
Noa and Landu Leko made an agreement, pledging that neither fighting nor marriage would 
be permitted between their descendants. This meeting with the ancestor of the Dae Laka 
established the basis of rule in Landu, enhancing the status of the manek. 
10 My interpretation is that this is because Christianity is predominant in Rote. The way the Old 
Testament presents the Israelite ancestors, is very similar to the form of the Landu dynastic genealogy. 
Since the majority of the noble clan members received their education in the Dutch period, they were 
influenced by the Bible as a source of knowledge. This knowledge was then implemented to form their 
local dynastic genealogy. 
11 In the Termanu domain, Noah is known as Nggeo-nggeo Sain. The Termanu's dynastic line begins 
with Paki Dae as Adam. For the early adoption of Christianity in Rote, see Chapter I. 
12 The sword has no specific name, unlike Poli Koli ofOenale. Landu's first ancestor came from Savu. 
Savu also appears in the genealogy of Oenale'e manek Kai Konde (Middelkoop 1958:60). Kaikonde 
came from Alor, but sailed to Savu, then to Timor, landed at Landu and moved to Bokai, then finally 
settled between Dengka and Oenale (Middelkoop 1958:90-91). Moreover, the Termanu dynastic 
ap.cestor, Ma Bula, before reaching Termanu stopped over in Amfoan, Savu and Loleh (van Wouden 
1968:66). 
13 Throughout the text, I differentiate dae !aka as a title of the Head of the Land from Daelaka as a name 
of a clan. 
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The Landu dynastic narrative of origin provides an excellent example of the Austronesian 
cultural theme of origin explored by Fox (1995b). The Landu origin myth fits the theme 
which Fox identifies, since it 'defines the outsider as a complete stranger who is received 
and installed inside the society by a local ancestral group' (Fox 1995b:2). The local 
ancestral group is that of the dae !aka who was the spiritual leader of the domain; it is 
explicitly stated in the narrative that there is to be no marriage between these two clans, the 
manek' s clan, Bateik, and Daelaka clan. The symbolic opposition of the political power of 
the manek and the spiritual authority of the dae !aka is also a common theme defining a 
symbolic contrast between land and sea among the Rotenese (Fox 1980b:108-109). The 
overseas stranger, Bateik's ancestor, was installed to be the local ruler through this 
encounter with the Head of the Earth (dae !aka). This combination then ruled the domain. 
The written source for this narrative was exclusively guarded in the manek's circle. On the 
other hand, the oral version of the story of origin told by other clan elders was rather 
different. The notion that an outsider (lahenda manamai, lahenda feke) can be accepted by 
other local clans and given a distinctive status is based on an idea of the cleverness of 
newcomers. This pattern of rivalry between outsiders, who were clever and deceived the 
locals within domains, is found in other stories of origin, such as in Termanu (Fox 1995b:4-
5). This theme was affirmed by the maneleo from the Surateik clan in regard to why the 
civet cat was the totemic animal of Bateik. This was due to the first encounter of these two 
ancestors, the Surateik and Bateik ancestors. Bateik was hiding in a tree wearing a 'black 
hat' (sapeo keo) and 'yellow-green socks' (ko ei modo). The Surateik thought that he was a 
civet and meant to shoot him down. The Surateik ancestor then provided protection for the 
Bateik. 
'Black hat and green-yellow socks' is a phrase more often used to refer to the Portuguese or 
Dutch officers who wore such things. 14 This does not necessarily mean that the Bateik 
ancestors were Portuguese or Dutch followers. It can be interpreted as 'the elite from 
outside' who were searching for protection. This story was not told by the Bateik clan, but 
14 Schulte Nordholt (1971:165, 454) notes that when the Portuguese came to Noemuti, Kosat-Omai 
made an alliance with the Portuguese, whom they called kaes metan, soib metan (the black stranger, the 
black hats). The Black Portuguese/Topasses called themselves Gente de Chapeo. Fox (1973:358) 
suggests that in the Termanu poem 'mana-sapeo nggeo mana-koe modok' ('those with black hats, those 
with blue-green socks') refers to the Dutch. 
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by the Surateik. According to the Suraetik, the Bateik felt ashamed to tell this account 
because it was the Surateik ancestors who protected them. The Bateik then took over power 
from the Surateik. The internal conflicts between the rulers made the situation worse. The 
Bateik clan as the outsiders is depicted as providing the best rulers; the Surateik clan as 
insiders provided tyrannical rulers. 15 
Looking at the dynastic genealogy, the fact that power shifted from Bane Dai Lafa ( 40) to 
Ndu Adi ( 41) seems inconsistent in terms of a proper ordering of names. According to the 
narrative that accompanies this genealogy, Bane Dai Lafa grieved at his sister's death and 
could not continue to govem. 16 He temporarily gave power to Ndu Adi (41). However, 
during Ndu Adi's17 rule, disorder and anarchy occurred. Therefore, all the temukung asked 
Ndu Adi to hand power back to Bane Dai Lafa. Bane Dae Lafa' s son was Paulus Johanis. 18 
Marthen Mateos Johanis was the last manek of Landu. Aged 83, he lived with one of his 
sons who was the former head of the village of Sotimori. 19 His youngest son also lives in 
the village and makes his living from rice milling. Throughout Rote, there were three 
elderly manek who were still alive during the time of my fieldwork; they were the manek of 
Landu, the manek of Ringgou, N ehamia Daud, and the manek of Bokai, Herman Dupe. 
The Dutch then repopulated Landu by moving people from other domains: such as from 
Korbaffo, (the Ballo lineages) and from Ringgou (the Rote20 lineages), from Bilba (the 
15 This is a typical story of a Dutch proponent who identifies opponents as rebellious. However, the 
name, Keolima, does not. appear in the genealogy. Since the same characteristics were applied to 
Keolima and to two different names, I assume that these two names refer to the same person, but since 
the story comes from a different clan, the name has been changed. 
16 See Appendix 1, the genealogy of the Bateik clan. 
17 Ndu Adi is the name of a primary school in Kenamoen hamlet at Sotimori. Ndu Adi was a founding 
ancestor; he himself would not be the cruel ruler of a later date. If he was a cruel ruler, why would 
people acknowledge his name in an educational institution? 
18 This corresponds with the historical facts that tell of 'to raze and ruin Landu' in 1756 by the Dutch 
when the people were detained and declared as slaves and sent to Batavia (Fox l 979a:25). In addition, 
the report from Comisarris Paravacini also refers to the succession of the Landu Lord in 173 7 (Fox 
1971b:65-66). 
19 In March 2008, I received an SMS that he had passed away. 
20 The name, Rote, according to one informant, comes from miscommunication when the Dutch first 
landed on the island. They asked people what place it was, and the people replied 'we are Lote' (Lote do 
Kale), ami Lote. As Ringgou-speaking people cannot say L, it sounded like R, and the result became ami 
Rote. The place was later known as Pante Rote. Interestingly, at present, Tabita Rote and the Rote 
lineage are considered as outsiders. 
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Ndun, and Lete), from Termanu/Loleh, (the Zakarias and the Baba lineages) and from 
Dengka (the Bessy lineage). These outsiders were then 'grouped' into the clan name: 
Ikuseri. Jku is similar to inggu and means 'place, habitation' while seri means 'across'; 
thus iku seri means 'people from across'. The former village headman of Bolatena and 
elder (lasi) of the Ikuseri clan explained this 'folk' etymology to me. 
In the next section, I discuss the existing information on the prisoners deported to Batavia 
in 17 56. This provides a foundation to evaluate the current social configuration of Landu' s 
populations and the reproduction of the groups that creates a distinct social order. 
The prisoners from Landu sent to Batavia 
From the Dutch archives, it is possible to obtain a list of names of the Landu prisoners sent 
to Batavia in 1756.21 According to these records, 1,145 prisoners were taken aboard the 
Freedom (de Vrijheid) destined as slaves. These prisoners included men, women and 
children. The children were categorized into those above the age of 7 and those below. The 
number and composition of these prisoners is shown in Table 3.1: 
Table 3.1 The numbers of prisoners of Landu 
Categories Number 
Able-bodied men 392 
Old men 57 
Able-bodied women 240 
Old women 12 
Boys: 
Above 7 years of age 81 
Below 7 years of age 93 
Girls: 
Above 7 years of age 86 
Below 7 years of age 99 
The number of people not classified 
85 
Total 1,145 
21 These data were provided through correspondence with Dr. Hiigerdal who conducted research in the 
Dutch archive in the National Musewn of Amsterdam in 2007. The material comes from VOC 2941 
folio, pages 715-746, based on Paravicini's report of 1756. 
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Most boys and girls were listed under their parents' names or under some adult's name as 
dependents. All names follow the traditional naming system whereby each child has a name 
followed by the first name of his/her father. Some of these names are still used as family 
names among clans in Landu in the present day. From these names, it is possible to a trace 
a significant relation to some lineages in the three villages of Landu. Out of the 822 names 
of captives from the Dutch archive list, at least 63 names resemble current family names in 
Landu. These names are distributed as follows: 11 names found in Daiama, 32 names in 
Sotimori and 18 in Bolatena. 
Table 3. 2 Names of captives and their relevance to the current clans in Landu22 
Males Females Clans 
Laysona Pada, Matara 
Lada, Keni Rano, Bane, 
Bane Bonak Pada Soroe, 
Mata Kijn Rano 
Namo Bane, Mesa Ledulu, 
Ray, Rhe Ray, Nay Raipon 
bera Matara, 
Polohale Sina, Meno Liloe Deo Adi, 
Angelay, Helo Meno, Baa Nato Bela, Kada 
Kause, Mau Sina, Soean Meno, Ade Nato, 
Bola, Oeko Balo, Ridi Liuanak Meno, 
Meno, Nako Lampooy, Feuw Dale, Feni 
Landefina Ray, Roeam Dale, Ado Balo, 
Ray, Viosama Ray, Meu Lette, Balo 
Nadek Dale, Nato Napa, Siere Soppa, 
Kayama, Lahe Sina, Bole Boefedahau 
Toengko Boelan, Atta 
Bella, Lay Soera, Meno 
Maus. 
Doeadae Amatay, Kelokin 
Amasenke, Soppa Non di, 
Menganak Doe, Noe Loe 
Amatay, Geolima Nondi, 
Bane Dale, Day Moeris, 
Sodakain Soera, Soera 
Soedakain, Do Mata, Risi 
Loeloe Bela, Loko 
Amasengko 
Idi Lay Londa, 
Oeyik Nondi, Toei 
Tetie, 
Surateik, 
Suraamalai, 
Remiku, 
Ledulu 
Remiku, 
Taetu, 
Nonditeik, 
Ingusudi, 
Surateik 
Current 
domicile 
Daiama 
Sotimori 
Bolatena 
22 The family names in bold signify the relation to current family names in Landu. 
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Most of the names listed in bold in Table 3. 2 relate to clan member found in the villages of 
Sotimori and Bolatena with two clans in Daiama. They are considered to be the original 
inhabitants of Landu. By looking at this historical information alone one would agree with 
claims by clans in Sotimori and Bolatena that they are the aboriginal people of Landu. 
The names on the list point to certain clans and lineages whose members are the 
descendants of the original inhabitants of Landu. These clans are: 1) Surateik, the lineage 
of the first ruler, temukung clans are 2) Ledulu, 3) Raipon, 4) Remiku, 5) Suraamalai, and 
the commoner clans are 6) Taetu, 7) Ingusudi, 8) Nonditeik, and 9) Dolateik. 
The reproduction of the groups in Landu' s post-exile history can be understood in terms of 
the principle of precedence (Fox 1993, 1995a). Fox (1993:131) notes that one focus of 
precedence involves 'competing claims to precedence among groups and individuals'. In 
relation to Landu' s devastating history, this appears not only in categories of 'inside/outside, 
prior /later' but also as 'deportee/remnant, moved/unmoved, the ones who suffered 
most/the ones who suffered least, slavery/freedom, expelled/rooted, and 
banished/remaining'. Hence, it is possible to use the point of departure to evaluate the 
reproduction of groups in Landu. Thus, for example, the evidence indicates that two clans 
in Daiama, clan Ledulu and Raipon, were clans of the origin inhabitants (lahenda maulu). 
Similarly, the clans of Surateik (Meno, Adi, Balo), Suraamalai (Bafadau, Londa), Taetu 
(Muris), and Dolateik (Amseke) in Sotimori and Bolatena were ainong the original clans of 
Landu. 
Landu's original inhabitants are mostly associated with Sotimori and Bolatena; both 
villages are closer to each other compared to Daiama. Based on this report alone, one could 
draw a line and locate a division between lahenda maulu and lahenda manamai. Landu 
inhabitants are a mix of the descendants of the few who survived from the devastation, plus 
a large number of newcomers who have spread through Landu and repopulated the area. 
These newcomers are mostly concentrated in Daiama with a lesser number in Bolatena. 
It is important to mention that the names of prisoners such as Lima Pele, Tumpu Mandoy 
and Tetema Loy in the list match family names of people in Ringgou at the present time. It 
is possible those members of Ringgou had settled in Landu before 1756 and were deported 
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to Batavia or that some clans from Landu reestablished themselves as clans of Ringgou 
after the devastation of Landu. 
Migration to Landu and clans distribution 
During the period of manek rule, Landu was considered to be a united domain (nusak). 
After the self-governance (swapraja) period in 1969, the ex-nusak of Landu was divided 
into three villages namely: Daiama, Sotimori and Bolatena. Under the new regulation of the 
village government (Undang-Undang Pemerintahan Desa No. V/1979), the traditional 
territory of the nusak was changed by a division into a number of villages (desa). This new 
system of desa was based on a Javanese model of administration (McWillam 1989). 
However, before and after the division of Landu, under the new regulation, people from 
neighboring domains such as Ringgou, Bilba and Korbaffo had taken up settlement there. 
People from distant domains such as Termanu, Thie, Dengka, and Ndao also claimed land 
in Landu. They had lived in Landu for at least two or three generations. Most people in 
Landu thus preserved knowledge about their clan's origin domain, especially in regard to 
their family. This kind of knowledge is strongly preserved by the oldest generation, while 
for the younger generation, self identification is based more on the village or hamlet from 
which they come. 23 
The identification of one's clan (leo) is by family name and is recounted by telling 
genealogies and the stories of origin (londa bai Ind. turunkan nenek moyang literally 'bring 
down the ancestors'). A clan to the Rotenese is a male-ordered institution in which a 
majority of children belong to the father's social group. However, if payment of the 
bridewealth has not been completed, these children have to follow and belong to the social 
group of their mother. 
There is general knowledge about origins and adoptions within a clan. The story of a clan's 
'adoption' by another is a familiar one among the villagers. So people can also distinguish 
23 For example: people of Soao and Maeoe, people of Sotimori, and Bolatena, or children of Kenamoen, 
Korlok or Nordale. 
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between those who are original clans and those who have been 'inserted' (sodo lelepa, fua 
ai lelepa, literally meaning 'mounting (to) the carrying stick').24 A clan head (maneleo) of 
Surateik, N. Meno, and people of Balatena explained to me that the term for an 'inserted' 
clan, sodo l~lepa, implies that the new group also becomes a 'carrier' (lelepa).Thus, it can 
carry (fua ai lelepa) the burden of the clan and not become a burden to the clan. Thus the 
analogy is that of a 'mother' clan (leo inan) to whom other clans came and attached 
themselves to find protection (da feke mai fua leo, lepa sodo neu leo inan a, literally 
meaning 'other blood come to attach, attaching to the origin/mother clan'). In some clans, 
people are proud to be members of their original clan; whereas many new 'inserted' clan 
members are also proud to be part of a larger clan o~ a noble clan. For instance, people from 
Ringgou who have settled in Oebafi hamlet in Sotimori have been incorporated into Bateik, 
Surateik and Suraamalai clans. The important role of mother's brother (to 'o hu) is often 
cited as the first reason for the 'adoption' of a new member into a particular clan. The 
second reason is that people join the clan of their wife in the new place, especially if the 
husband does not have any connection to a local clan. 
These reasons can be seen as a positive and appropriate way to be incorporated into a new 
clan. On the other hand, there are negative comments about families who have no family 
connection to other people in the village. Some families in Daiama for example could be 
viewed as the descendents of criminals who left their domain to settle in a secure place. 
That is the reason why the term manaboke mai or 'those who have come as fugitives' is 
extremely sensitive for some families. Instead of being adopted into a Landu clan, some 
clans from other domains have tried to maintain their original identity by using the same 
name in their new settlement. For instance, in Daiama, people from Bilba are easy to 
distinguish by the clan names of Mansea and Kedati. The Kedati clan can be directly 
identified as people from Ndao who were once members of a specific clan in Bilba. 
Similarly people in clan Lamaluk are certainly from Ringgou, whereas in Bolatena Lulu as 
the name of a clan indicates migrants who originally came from Dengka. 
24 Lelepak is a carrying stick made of a piece of bamboo used as a tool to carry a burden on the 
shoulders, such as buckets of water and palm juice/syrup, also sacks of rice, seaweed, fruits and 
vegetables or even sand. 
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Unlike the situation for the clans of Tennanu and Thie, there are few historical records 
about clans in Landu (Fox 1980); consequently, only the list of prisoners' names hints at 
which clans are original clans and which may be outsiders' clans. Nevertheless, I have to 
assume that Ringgou has had a major influence in Daiama village by the similarities 
between clans in these two domains. Out of twelve clans in Daiama, eight are the same as 
in Ringgou; only three clans are also found in Sotimori: Raipon, Ledulu, Anabako, while 
two clans have the same name as in Bilba: Mansea and Kedati. On the other hand, Sotimori 
and Bolatena have nine of the same clans. The list below provides a general picture of the 
location of the clans in the three villages of Landu: 
Table 3. 3 The major clans of Landu and their village distribution25 
No Sotimori Bolatena Daiama 
1. Bateik Bateik Anakai 
2. Surateik Surateik Tutudila 
3. Remiku Remiku Lamaluk 
.4. lkuseri lkuseri Naladai Kale 
5. Taetu Taetu Naladai Roki 
6. Mo' Mo' Naladai Toto 
7. Nonditeik Nonditeik Urusama 
8. Daelaka Daelaka Anabako 
9. Suraamalai Suraamalai Raipon 
10. Anabako Dolateik Ledulu 
11. Raipon Ingusudi (Tananggoe) Taetu 
12. Ledulu Lulu' Dolateik 
13. Landu i Saniteik Surateik 
14. Mali Ikuseri 
15. Mans ea 
16. Kedati 
All of these clans in each village have claims to land and property, which are inherited 
through the male line. Female children have the right of land use but not of ownership. 
Through marriage, people can move from their village or hamlet to their wife's hamlet. 
Table 3.3 provides examples of intermarriage between people in Daiama and Bolatena, 
particularly among some lower ranked clans. Minor clans (in the sense that they have only 
a few members) in Daiama, such as Taetu, Dolateik, Surateik and Ikuseri -- which are 
25 Clans in bold are the existing clans found in all three villages. But in Daiama, the original Landu clans 
such as Taetu, Dolateik, Sutareik amd Ikuseri are considered minor clans. 
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major clans in Sotimori and Bolatena -- are the result of such matrilocal marriage. This may 
be a consequence of unfinished bridewealth payments for the bride, in which case the wife 
has not left her natal village. Accordingly, such individuals are considered as newcomers 
through marriage and may not acquire land in Daiama although they could have the right to 
use the land through their wife's entitlements. For ritual purposes (marriages and funerals), 
husbands have to join their wife's clan. Since dry field cultivation is still practiced by some 
families in Daiama, these newcomers can be included in a group of farmers to open a new 
field (rara). Thus a man of Dolateik clan who was married to a Raipon woman built his 
house on Raipon clan land and tapped palm trees belonging to Raipon families through a 
system of sharing. The newcomers (manamai) exchange their labour with the land owners 
and share in the yield. This principle is also applied to the newcomers who are adopted into 
a clan. 
The clans who were the first to settle established priority of land ownership and control. 
Thus, other titles for these first settlers are 'the people who own the place and shore' 
(lahenda manusa-manamo), 'own the water and land' (ma nu oe dae), 'own the palm trees' 
(ma nu tua hu), 'own the fields' (ma nu tine) and 'own the livestock' (ma nu banda). In 
general, the clans of the former manek and temukung have acquired more land, palm trees, 
fields and gardens and livestock than the commoner clans or those who have come later. 
Another issue that has a relation to the clan and land is the place of the dae laka clan as the 
Head of the Domain. The dae laka is supposed to hold ritual power as the head of the 
domain and ought to be given a small share of the harvest (Fox 1980:108). People of 
Kenamoen explained that in the manek era, they had to bring a small portion of the harvest 
to the dae laka clan and also to the manek. However, during the New Order, when the 
swaparaja system ended, the role of dae laka and manek waned, and people no longer have 
any obligation to pay homage. The property and land owned by manek or temukung are 
currently looked after by newcomers in Sorimori and Bolatena. Newcomers in Oebafi 
currently herd the manek's livestock, tap his palm trees and cultivate paddy gora in the 
manek' s fields. For these reaSons, these newcomers have been adopted by the manek' s clan 
Bateik. Other client families have been adopted into temukung' s clan Suraamalai. 
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The status of members of the noble and the commoner clans is established by birth. The 
rank position of the clans of the manek, dae !aka and temukung cannot be abrogated and 
their descendents continue to bear this status. Thus, even though clients are attached to 
these noble clans, people are able to recognize their status as commoner clients from 
outside. However, the commoner clan lineages are also distinguishable, so a rich commoner 
clan member cannot change his rank and status by his wealth. Even if he is married to a 
noble woman, his status remains the same. But his children might be proud of the nobility 
of their mother's brother (MB, to 'o). The high-ranking clans in Landu include Bateik and 
Surateik, both of which claim noble status; Suraamalai, Remiku, Ledulu, Raipon, and 
Ikuseri as former temukung clans claim higher status, whereas the dae /aka, clan hold a 
unique position in the domain. Nonetheless they are all commoners along with outsider 
clans from neighbouring domains that bore commoner status in their original domains. 
Table 3. 4 Household distribution of clan membership in Landu's three villages 
Sotimori No of Bolatena NoofHH Daiama No of 
HH HH 
1. Surateik 46 Ikuseri 66 Anakai 48 
2. Suraamalai 45 Surateik 28 Raipon 39 
3. Remiku 30 Mali 29 Naladai 27 
Toto 
4. Bateik 21 Remiku 27 Lamaluk 23 
5. Anabako 14 Taetu 25 Naladai 18 
Kale 
6. Ikuseri 12 Mo 16 Tutudila 17 
7. Raipon 9 Ingusudi 16 Ledulu 14 
8. Ledulu 9 Saniteik 15. Naladai 12 
Roki 
9. Landu i 7 Lulu' 10 Kedati 10 
10. Taetu 7 Dolateik 9 Mansea 11 
11. Dael aka 7 Nonditeik 8 Anabako 9 
12. Mo 3 Bateik 3 Urusama 4 
13. Nondi 1 Suraamalai 2 Taetu 2 
14. Dael aka 2 Dolateik 2 
15. Surateik 1 
16. Ikuseri 1 
Table 3. 4 shows that higher ranking clans in the three villages tend to have more members 
than lower ranking clans. For instance, Sotimori is the main base for Surateik, Suraamalai, 
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Remiku and Bateik. While Bolatena is the center for Ikuseri, Surateik and Remiku, Daiama 
has a concentration of Raipon. The high number of the Anakai and the low numbers of 
Ledulu clan's members are exceptional in D·aiama clan membership. 
The ranking of clans also provides basic political and social authority. Previously, the 
temukung and village head (Ind. kepala des a) in Landu came from clans such as Bateik, 
Surateik, Suraamalai and Remiku for Sotimori; Ikuseri, Surateik, Bateik and Remiku for 
Bolatena; then Ledulu, Raipon, Anakai and Lamaluk for Daiama. Recently, for the election 
of the village heads (2007-2011), based for the first time on one-person one-vote in each 
village, the elected headman for Sotimori was chosen from Remiku (A. Bulan), for 
Bolatena from Mali (S. Io) and for Daiama was chosen from Anakai (E. Anakai). 
Undoubtedly, there are many factors in winning an election, but certainly past tradition and 
clan size are important factors. 
The role of the clans 
The head of a clan (maneleo) has the right of arbitration in any dispute, especially disputes 
involving land and domestic violence. An unsettled dispute can be appealed to the village 
headman or even to the head of the sub-district and police. However, each village has its 
own way to settle a dispute ifthe case has reached the village headman's court. In Sotimori 
and Bolatena, the defeated party has to pay a fine to the village headman. Some people 
have complained about this since it creates a financial burden, but a maneleo has no power 
to bargain with the village head and sometimes gains benefit from the fine as well. By 
contrast, the Daiama village headman does not demand a fine for his judgment; the fine is 
paid to the successful party. 
A significant case in the 1980s was a dispute over the management of the GMIT church in 
Bolatena since it involved the former village headman and some clan chiefs (maneleo ). The 
case led to the establishment of a new church denomination -- the Reformed Church -- in 
Bolatena, changing the nature of clans and social relations within the village. Nowadays in 
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Bolatena, especially in Korlok and Oemasi hamlets, there are five26 church denominations. 
Church membership is linked to membership in the clans of the village head and clan chiefs 
(maneleo). Thus all members of the Bethel Church (Gereja Bethel Indonesia/GB!) -- a total 
of just nine households -- are from Dolateik (see Appendix 2), whereas most members of 
the Reformed Church ( Gereja Reformasi Calvinist/GRC) are close relatives of the village 
headman and from clans such as Ikuseri, Teti, Saniteik and Ingusudi. In Oemasi hamlet, 
members of the Pilgrims Church ( Gereja Masehi Musafir Indonesia/GMMI) congregation 
are mostly from Surateik clan, with some new settlers from Ringgou who are married to 
Surateik women. The same pattern of clan affiliation and new church denominations also 
occurs in Sotimori. Some Remiku clan members along with some new settlers from 
Termanu have established a Pentecostal Church (GPdI). This pattern, however, does not 
occur in any of the hamlets ofDaiama, where GMIT is the only church denomination. 
The pnme purpose of the clan appears in relation to ritual and ceremony. Rotenese 
marriage and funeral rituals are two important rituals that bring clans from far and wide to 
fulfil their social obligations. The clan is thus a 'social device' (Buchanan 1978) which 
functions actively to unify kin. Thus, for example, in the marriage ceremony, clan 
membership establishes responsibility for all the agreements surrounding bridewealth 
between two clans. As part of the marriage preparations, the wife-taking clan has to invite 
all of its members to gather and pay a contribution for the bridewealth (soko te tafa 
meaning to 'venerate the spear and sword' in Sotimori and Bolatena, na onda te meaning 
'to bring down the spear' in Daiama).27 Essentially, there is no difference in the meaning of 
the terms soko te tafa and na onda te.28 Both convey a similar connotation that preparing 
26 These five church denominations are: the Protestant Evangelist Church of Timor ( Gereja Masehi 
Injili di Timor/GMIT) as the mainstream church, the Pilgrim ( Gereja Masehi Musafir Indonesia/GMMI), 
Reformed ( Gereja Reformasi Calvinist/GRC), Pentecostal ( Gereja Pentakosta di Indonesia/GPdl), and 
Bethel ( Gereja Bethel Indonesia /GBI). 
27 In.Termanu spear and sword (te tafa) are symbolic items that make up components ofthe.bridewealth 
(Fox 1980: 118). 
28 An old man (lasi) in Bolatena explained that previously the spear and sword were placed on the east 
side of the upper house (uma /aka dulu). When the groom's family had the intention to bring them down 
(naonda), they had to recite the following: mai sama-sama mo ami naifai ia nabubuafo ela nabubua ia 
hapu dai ma Zena ('come with us on this day of gathering, so through this gathering we will get enough 
and little more'). Furthermore he added that the soko te tafa is analogous to dealing with an enemy (ta 
sare musu), since another 'warrior' might have more power to win the bride (boso losa sira parani na 
Zena ita ana touk baraina a, bosa losa ana ena ita foe la hahapu ta dai fa means 'their warrior could be 
stronger than our son's strength, he might lock us up so our effort/earning won't be enough'). 
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for a marriage is analogous to preparing for warfare. The groom has to be well prepared 
with the 'spear and sword'. 
In the wedding ritual, the principal of 'exchange and reciprocity' follows the Rotenese 
system of exchange. When a family receives an invitation (nalo nabubua) to attend the 
soko te tafa/na onda te gathering, they have to bring a share of the payment (soda loka ana 
literally meaning 'to insert a small basket') to help the groom (tutulu//fafali). In the future, 
if this family has the same ceremony, they are obliged to make a return of the 'small 
basket' (na lo fali loka ana soda). The share returned should be the same amount as they 
received or more, depending on each family. A lesser amount would be considered 
improper payment. Every member of the clan has the right to receive a payment (soda loka 
ana) and the obligation to reciprocate (loka ana soda). These rights and obligations are the 
same for the original members of a clan (lahenda maulu) and for adopted clan members 
(lahenda manamai). All contributions are documented in a notebook with names and the 
amount of payment including notes on whether a contribution was fully paid or extended on 
credit. This notebook has to be kept by the groom, so he has a reliable reference for future 
reciprocity. 
In Landu, clans tend to be exogamous. However, as Fox (1980b:114) reveals, much 
depends on conditions in each domain. In spite of an exogamous norm, there is a tendency 
among some groups to be endogamous. In Landu cross-cousin marriages, known as tuti tali 
e (literally meaning 'to tie the waist-band') and tui manaudu oka (literally meaning 'to 
search for the root of mangkudu tree') still occur.29 
The structure of the clan in Landu is no different from that of other domains in Rote, such 
as Termanu and Thie (van Wouden 1968; Fox 1979a). Bateik is considered as the noble 
clan (manek, 'male lord'). The position of the fetor ('female lord') in Landu is, however, 
relatively blurred, since a former fetor could have become the ruler (manek). Belkamo and 
Bane Day Lafa of Surateik ruled from the sixteenth century to the end of nineteenth century 
before Geolima Johanis of Bateik came to power in 1855. Accordingly, the Surateik clan 
can be considered both as the clan of the male lord and the female lord (manek- fetor). The 
29 The detail of such marriages will be described in Chapter VII. 
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dae !aka is the 'head (!aka) of the earth (dae) and the spiritual leader (manasoko) of the 
domain. In Landu, the dae !aka is also used as a clan name, which has become Daelaka. 
Under Dutch colonial rule, certain clans were known as temukung. A temukung clan could 
be regarded as of high rank; however, the degree of status is rather different from that of the 
manek clan. In Sotimori, Suraamalai and Remiku were ruling temukung clans while all 
other clans were considered lesser commoners. These clans are Landu i, Taetu, Mo and 
Nonditeik clans. The temukung clans in Daiama are Ledulu, Raipon, while in Bolatena the 
temukung clans are Surateik, Remiku and lkuseri. In Bolatena, there are also members of 
the manek clans, Bateik. 
Members of Bateik are concentrated in Daeurendale, and possess the land surrounding the 
manek' s house towards Oendui Lake. In Bolatena, one of the Johanis families from Bateik 
was chosen as temukung some time before Indonesian independence. In Daiama, an idea of 
higher rank, to some degree, can be seen among the Ledulu and Raipon clans. A member of 
one of these clans, 0. Matara the Ledulu maneleo, was chosen as temukung during the 
swaparaja era, and also as head of the village under the 1979 village regulations (Undang-
Undang Pemerintahan Desa No. 5/1979). During the time of the temukung, land 
distribution favoured these clans so that at present Ledulu and Raipon are known to be 
holders of the biggest proportion of land (ma nu dae). 
From the names of lineages and their incorporation in the villages, it can be seen that the 
eastern parts of Landu attracted people from various places, particularly Ringgou, but also 
Ndao, Bilba, Diu and Termanu. The influence of Ringgou in Daiama is very strong. 
However, for the Ndaonese, the traces of their ancestors are blurred since they cannot speak 
the Ndao language. This loss of ties to their origin has made them easily assimilated into 
several different clans such as Lamaluk, Urusama and Raipon. However, Kedati, originally 
from Ringgou, is still considered a Ndaonese origin clan. By contrast, the closeness to their 
domain of origin has enabled some of Bilba' s immigrants to keep family ties with their 
lineage in Bilba. 
It is significant to note that in Sotimori, settlers from Ringgou have settled in Oebafi on the 
border area between the two domains. Some have also traveled further to the west to 
Bolatena. The strait between the domains was probably the way people moved to Bolatena. 
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In Sotimori, Ringgou immigrants are stigmatized as untrustworthy settlers who have 
brought problems to Landu. 30 One man even stated that since the Ringgou settlers had 
come to live in Landu, stock raids have increased; Ringgou settlers were spies and assisted 
criminals to raid cattle, buffalo, horses and goats from Landu. 
The dichotomy between original inhabitants and newcomers is relevant to Landu clanship. 
Mostly clans in Daiama are clans from Ringgou and Bilba. The exceptions are the two 
clans Ledulu and Raipon. The outsider clans are the new settlers (manamai), while the 
Ledulu and Raipon are the earlier, original clans (maulu, asli).31 In Sotimori, new settlers 
from Ringgou and Termanu have been taken into (sodo lelepa) existing clans such as 
Bateik, Suraamalai and Surateik. In Bolatena, in addition to those clans, there are a number 
of clans considered as original clans: Taetu, Nonditeik, Landu i and Dolateik. 
Map 6 shows the movement of people from neighbouring domains such as Ringgou, Bilba, 
Korbaffo, Termanu and Ndao to Landu. Ringgou and Bilba people settled in Daiama with 
small numbers in Sotimori and Bolatena. According to some informants the main reason 
Ringgou people settled in Landu 'was to help in millet harvesting. Some of them returned 
to Ringgou but others remained and married locally' (maulu na lahenda Rikou ra mai etu-
seki nai dae Landu, homo ra sao ao, rumafali leo nusa ra reu, homo ruma rahani leo ia) or 
'people of Landu cultivated millet and maize but there were insufficient workers and 
people from neighbouring Ringgou, Bilba, Korbaff o and Diu were asked to help' (lahenda 
Landu ramatine sele hete pela tehu lahenda ta dai fa, homo ara hu 'e lahenda neme Rikou, 
Beluha, Korhaffo ma Diu mai). Decades of the influence ofRinggou in Landu, especially in 
Daiama, can be seen in language usage, clan names and clan affiliation. Less contact with 
Ringgou in Sotimori and Bolatena means Landu language and practice or Landu ways have 
been well maintained. 
30 An individual from Ringgou is considered to be the head of a livestock raiding gang that is famous 
throughout the East Rote sub-district. The 'operation area' of the gang covers all domains in East Rote 
and Pante Baru sub-districts. 
31 In de Clereq's (n.d) account of clans in Rote, he describes the clan as bobonggi, so in Landu there 
were three bobonggi: Daiama, Raipon and lnggooeserik. I assume that Daiama is the Ledulu clan and 
lnggoeserik is lkuseri. 
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Map 6. Domains of origin of the new settlers in Landu 
Clan affiliation between Ringgou and Daiama 
A common language is one factor that connects Daiama people to Ringgou. However, there 
is also another factor, that is, clan histories. Out of the sixteen clans listed for Daiama 
(Table 3.5), eight are precisely the same as in Ringgou. 32 Only two clans, Raipon and 
Ledulu, are linked to Sotimori. A small number of members of Anabako who originated 
from Ringgou subsequently settled in Sotimori and inter-married. Two clans, Mansea and 
Kedati, come from Bilba. Kedati originates from the island ofNdao. This leaves four clans 
-- none with more than two households each -- that are also found in Sotimori and Bolatena: 
Surateik, Ikuseri, Taetu and Dolateik. These affiliations demonstrate that Daiama people 
have had less connection with the centre of Landu (nusak) and the original inhabitants of 
Sotimori and Bolatena. 
32 Total clans in Ringgou are 22; 8 of these are precisely the same as clans in Daiama. 
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Table 3.5 The Clans of Ringgou and Daiama 
Rin22ou clans Daiama clans 
1. Anakai Anakai 
2. Tutudila Tutudila 
3. Lamaluk Lamaluk 
4. Naladai Kale/Ona Naladai Kale 
5. Naladai Roki Naladai Roki 
6. Naladai Toto/Naitoto Naladai Toto 
7. Urnsama Urusama 
8. Anabako Anabako 
9. Daemea Raipon 
10. Naladai ijj Ledulu 
11. Analaso Mans ea 
12. Dati Kedati 
13. Haonteik Taetu 
14. Tokoteik Dolateik 
15. Tupanteik Surateik 
16. Tukuanateik Ikuseri 
17. Deruteik 
18. Leteteik 
19. Daiteik 
20. Hamteik 
21. Apaseri 
22. Mali 
Elsewhere ori Rote and particularly in domains such as Bilba, Ringgou or Termanu, clan 
sub-divisions or lineages are referred to as the 'belly' of the clan (teik). Clans may include a 
number of distinct lineages (Fox 1980b: 115). But a teik group does not function in this way 
in Landu, where the suffix teik can be a clan name. It does not necessarily identify a clan 
sub-division, but the clan itself, as for example: Bateik, Nonditeik, Saniteik, Dolateik. 
There is no teik added to a clan name in Daiama, while in Ringgou there are eight: 
Haonteik, Deruteik, Tukuanateik, Tokoteik, Tupanteik, Leteteik, Daiteik and Hamteik out 
of a total of 22 clans. Lineage segments in Daiama are called anak leo (literally 'clan 
children, branches'). An anak leo as a particular descent group can also incorporate 
families from the outside who have no genealogical connection to the village. 
33 There are four clans that use Naladai as part of their clan name in Ringgou: Naladai Kale/Ona, 
Naladai Roki, Naladai Toto/Naitoto and Naladai I. In Daiama, there are similar clans to those Naladai 
clans. These are Naladai Kale/Ona, Naladai Roki and Naladai Toto. 
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There is also a pattern of adopting families from outside in Landu. Affiliation to a certain 
clan is initiated by approaching the head of the clan (maneleo ). The first initiative comes 
from the outsider. One reason for wanting to become part of a clan is to facilitate residence 
in the village. Sometimes people move into the village because they have committed crimes 
elsewhere, such as theft, murder, and witchcraft/sorcery (suanggi) and were forced flee and 
find refuge. Usually these people approach the largest clan in the village to seek affiliation. 
I was told by a maneleo from a small clan that he did not agree with adopting outsiders into 
his clan. Large clans tend to adopt people to increase their status, renown and economic 
capacity, such as through gaining more money in bridewealth contributions. The second 
reason to be incorporated into a particular clan is through marriage. The maneleo's 
explanation was 'because a person's mother's brother/MB (to 'o huk) was from this clan'. 
Formerly, when there were hostilities among domains, captives from other domains were 
incorporated into particular clans. A final, more modest reason for affiliating with a locally 
resident clan is to make a living by gathering their honey from trees or rocks34 within the 
domain, or as well diggers. Travelers, particularly those make a living gathering honey or 
digging wells, have chosen to stay for the rest of their life in Landu, while others elect to 
return after a time to their original village. 
The affiliation to clans has another consequence for the location of houses. Houses are 
arranged according to clans and their sub-divisions. Land distribution and settlement 
patterns are also based on clan membership. The land owned by Raipon is the most 
extensive in Daiama. Even though there is formal acceptance of the Head of the Earth (dae 
!aka) as in other domains (Fox 1980), for historical reasons, Raipon and Ledulu assert their 
status as land lords (ma nu dae) in Daiama. Ma nu dae means people who own the land, not 
necessarily in the origin myths. 
Daiama has its own story, different from Sotimori/Landu which has a Head of the Earth 
(dae !aka) that is recognized by the people of Landu. In Daiama, a former temukung and 
village head from Ledulu stated that "all clans are newcomers (manamai mabui); nobody 
could claim that they were the first or the second". Nowadays land owners face a problem 
due to the new regulation on taxes on ownership (Pajak Bumi Bangunan/PBB). According 
34 In Landu this is known as tukang potong lebah (literally beehive cutter). 
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to this regulation, everyone who registers their land -- even if the land is unproductive --
has to pay tax at a level which is far greater than 20 or 30 years ago. As a consequence, in 
some cases people have had to give up the land inherited from their ancestors. 
In Daiama, the Raipon clan has a connection to almost every clan within the village through 
marriage. Raipon can be considered as the largest clan in Daiama. Anakai's mother's 
brother/MB (to 'o huk) was from the Raipon; Ledulu's mother's brother's mother/MBM 
(bei huk)35 was also from Raipon. As a wife-taker group, Raipon marriages link them to the 
Lamaluk (Leoh, Forah), Mansea (Liman), Suaramalai (Lami), Naladai (Loko, Bulan, Tenu), 
Anabako (Ima), Daemea (Data), and Ledulu (Matara); while as a wife-giver, Raipon 
marriages link them to several clans including Naladai (Loko, Tenu), Anakai (Anakai), 
Lamaluk (Leoh) and even to the Lamusa in Pepela. 
Marriage patterns among the clans are exogamous. According to my census, marriages in 
Daiama are mainly with people of Daiama. Marriages with outsiders include marriages 
with Muslim families in Pepela in Ringgou. However, in Daiama, several clans have 
contracted endogamous marriages: for example, in the Lamaluk clan within the Lai families 
and in Anakai clan between the Rili and Anakai families. These families are the original 
members of the clan and not clients, so these marriages are considered incestous. For these 
marriages, the wife-taker family has to pay compensation as a form of social sanction. 
There is a Rotenese saying regarding this kind of marriage, where everything takes place in 
the same house or place: 
Kela boa uma lai mara 
Seu bai ada uma lain 
Mia ada uma lain 
Fufue ina oka dale 
Seu ada oka dale 
Nasu ada oka dale 
Mia ada oka dale 
The pumpkin is in the loft 
Pick it up in the attic 
Eat it in the attic 
Peanuts are in the field 
Pull them out in the field 
Cook them in the field 
Eat them in the field 
In Daiama, because all clans are considered outsiders, there is no rigid division between 
noble and commoners. If the temukung descent confers rank, then Ledulu and Raipon can 
be considered the noble clans in Daiama. However, the Daiama version of this division also 
35 In Termanu or other domains the term used for MMB is bai huk (male trunk). 
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applies to those whose ancestors originally come from Ledulu and those who were 
incorporated into it. A consequence is that there is no obvious distinction in the value of 
bridewealth payments among the clans. The tendency in Daiama is for the village head to 
establish a standard payment after discussion with the elders from each clan in order to 
avoid an imbalance between demands and payments ofbridewealth. 
Conclusion 
Historically Landu has suffered from Dutch maliciousness towards its people. In their 
power struggles with Termanu, the Dutch took revenge by capturing people as slaves and 
transporting them to Batavia, subsequently devastating the population of Landu. The list of 
names of the Landu prisoners provides information about the original clans of Landu. In 
later centuries, Landu was re-populated by people from neighboring domains, such as 
Ringgou, Bilba, Korbaffo, Termanu, Thie, Dengka and even Ndao. The 'empty domain' 
was attractive to people because they could make a living through fishing and farming, 
especially millet cultivation. Ringgou people lived theretemporarily at first, but later 
created permanent home settlements, especially in places near the shore at Daiama village, 
such as Soao, Bakarolean, Usu, Maeoe and Pante Rote. 
Ringgou people's occupation of east Landu constitutes an enclave within the domain. 
Contemporary Daiama village is basically composed of Ringgou-speaking people. As a 
consequence, there are differences between Daiama and the rest of Landu in terms of 
language and dialect, origin myths, clans and lineages, social organization and livelihood. 
Clans in Daiama and Ringgou are similar, whereas most clans in Sotimori and Bolatena are 
identical. It therefore can be seen that Landu is not one cultural entity, but is divided into 
two distinct cultural domains. Daiama in the east is almost completely Ringgou: its people 
are 'the outsiders' (lahenda manamai) and the Sotimori people are 'the ·insiders' (lahenda 
maulu). On the other hand, Bolatena in the west is half Landu and half outsiders. 
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Plate 3.1 The late Manek of Landu, M.J.J. Johanis. 
Plate 3 .2 The late Manek of Landu and his son, the former Sotimori village headman. 
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Plate 3.3 The latest Manek ofRinggou N. Daud and his wife 
Plate 3 .4 An old couple oflkuseri clan at Bolatena 
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Plate 3.5 Elders (lasi hada) ofDaiama 
Plate 3.6 Women ofTutudila and Anakai clans in Daiama 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DESCENT AND THE METAPHOR OF THE 'STEADY 
DRIPPING OF BLOOD' 
Introduction 
As discussed in previous chapters, Landu' s history has influenced its internal pattern of 
relations. Present-day Landu is mostly composed of migrants and settlers who categorize 
themselves in terms of those who came first (manamai maulu) and those who arrived later 
(manamai mabui); the former consider themselves insiders, while the latter are considered 
outsiders. Those who arrived first assert their status as the true Landu population; they 
occupy what is considered as the centre of Landu. In contrast, more recent settlers are 
considered by the so-called central people as peripheral. At times members of the 
'peripheral' population of Daiama village are referred to as the Ringgou population of 
Daiama, since Ringgou is the neighbouring domain from which they originated. 
Despite differences between the so-called first arrivals and those who came later, when it 
comes to understanding notions of relatedness, the Landu people explained things in much 
the same way. They invariably start with the symbolic expression, titi nosi da fa, which I 
translate as 'the drips and drops of the flowing blood'. Fox (1968: 190), in his study on 
affinal relations among the people ofTermanu; reports almost the same expression da tititi-
nonosik, which he translates as 'the blood that drips and drops'. These two expressions 
convey the same meaning of blood ties among people of the same origin group. However, 
there is a different interpretation among Sotimori/Bolatena and Daiarila people regarding 
the succession of generations of titi nosi da fa. Sorimori/Bolatena people count only eight 
generation levels, while Daiama people calculate eleven generation levels. 
The concept of the flow of blood which is common among the Austronesians in eastern 
Indonesia (Fox 197la, 1980; Lewis 1988; McWilliam 1989; Graham 1991; and Molnar 
2000) forms one of the main foci in this chapter. To begin with, I would narrate how the 
people who are titi nosi da fa 1 express their relationship to one another. 
The meaning of titi nosi da fa 
In daily life, people who are regarded as deriving from the same origin group and sharing 
the same blood have certain commitments toward their progenitors. When I was in the 
hamlet of Kenamoen in Sotimori village, I heard that one old man was dying. It happened 
that he was an elder of the of Surateik clan who lived in Oemasi hamlet, Bolatena village. 
His name was Hendrik Meno. 2 The Surateik clan is one of the higher ranking lines of 
Landu while the name Meno suggests that the family were originally Termanu.3 From the 
story that I gathered, this man fell down while working in his garden and eventually broke 
his hip. Because of this accident and his old age, he could not speak and was reported to be 
in a coina. Viewing these conditions, his youngest son sent a message to his father's brother 
(papa kici), Nahor Meno, who lived in Kenamoen hamlet, Sotimori village. Upon hearing 
this news, Nahor's wife (BW: pa/a) started to wail. Then, she urged everyone in the house 
to rush to her husband's elder brother's (sao a' a) house. In a short period of time, the house 
of the old man was packed with many kin and relatives. 
I was there among the relatives.4 In the one bedroomed house, I saw the old man's head 
was laid on his daughter's lap. To lay one's head in someone's lap is called ifa /aka ('to 
cradle the head'). 5 Later people explained to me that it was the responsibility of the 
daughter who is the direct titi nosi da fa to look after her parent. The wife, who was not 
related as 'direct blood', only sat in silence in the comer of the bedroom. The other 
1 Jonker in his. dictionary of the Termanu dialect (1908) translates ti-titi no-nosik as bloedvelWant. In 
Indonesian, the expression titisan, darah yang menitis has the same meaning. 
2 An SMS sent to me on January 1 2008 informed me that this man had passed away on 31 December 
2007. 
3 In Termanu, Meno is used as the name of a clan and one of its lineages is Adulanu (literally meaning 
the 'maker of Landu'), so people from Termanu who migrated to Landu have kept the name Meno as a 
lineage name. According to the history of the clan origin of Landu, the Surateik is a noble clan. 
4 Before undertaking fieldwork iri Landu, one of my papa te 'o (A. Adulanu) in Termanu informed me 
that we had relatives in Landu, the Menos. Thus on an occasion like this, I was considered one of their 
relatives and had to be there. 
5 The ifa /aka action shown by the daughter symbolizes the affection of a daughter toward her parent in 
time of illness. I was told that this is an action expected by all parents from their grown-up daughters. 
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classificatory daughters showed their care in their own ways. One woman rubbed coconut 
oil on the man's chest; while another daughter fed porridge into his mouth. What was 
interesting to me was that the female children (especially those who had already married) 
took over their mother's responsibility to take care of their father and not the wife herself. 
A wife, however, will receive an ifa /aka payment when her husband has passed away. The 
payment symbolizes her caring and passion towards her husband in time of illness like this. 
Outside the bedroom, the old man's sons (ana mane), sons-in-law (manefeu), full and half 
brothers (na bold and na dae), and classificatory mother's brother (to 'o) were sitting in 
silence. Meanwhile, the eldest son was sent to seek assistance from the· nearby local nurse 
who lives in Korlok, a hamlet 4 km away from the house. 6 The sun had almost set and 
darkness closed in. More kin were corning and the tension was high; his daughters started 
crymg. 
When I asked who these people were and what sort of relation they had with the sick old 
man, Meno, I was given a very practical answer based on a metaphor of a palm tree 
tapper's activities.7 
A palm tree tapper always brings a knife (dope) and a piece of equipment called 
an abi (crusher). Both male and female inflorescences are tapped. But before 
tapping an inflorescence he ought to crush it so that the hard inflorescence turns 
soft. After that he will carefully cut each tip of the inflorescence so that it can 
produce juice (nira). Every time he cuts the tip of an inflorescence, the cut-out 
tips are scattered on the ground. The first cut of the inflorescence in affinal terms 
is called "first eye of the knife" (dope tada esa). This phrase represents the first 
generation of the descent group. This generation is called great grand parents (bai 
besa/nene besa). The next time the tapper climbs the palm, he produces "the 
second eye of the knife" (dope tada dua) which is understood as the second 
generation as grandparents (bai soro!besa soro). It goes on for eleven generations 
(kailkoka). 
The dripping juice and the scattered tips of the inflorescence grow to become a 
small plant (sele). The hard tips of the inflorescence become bones while the 
juices tum into the human body. In time as the sele grows bigger, it produces 
roots, branches and sterns. Eventually, the sele becomes a full palm that produces 
fruit. 
6 In Landu, each village has a primary local health clinic (Puskesmas Pembantu, PUSTU) with an 
attendant nurse. However, the medicine supplies have become an issue. 
7 Fox (1977a:214-220) provides a detailed descriptions oflontar palm tapping activities on Rote. 
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What is interesting to me in this short explanation is that the Landu people employ the 
botanical metaphor of the palm tree (tua), the knife (dope), the crusher (abi/kabi) to explain 
the notion of the flowing of blood where the tapper is the main actor of procreation. The 
palm in this botanical idiom also appears in reference to a sister's son and daughter 
(ZS/ZD). Landu people refer to these relatives as the 'palm's plant' (se/e tua) of the 
mother's brother/MB (to'o). In Termanu, as shown by Fox (1971a), people use the term 
selek. However, in Landu and among Ringgou-speaking people, the term se/e tua is more 
prevalent. In this sense, the plant (se/e) is identified as a specific plant, which is the palm 
tree (tua). The term sele tua itself delineates the action of planting by a mother's brother. 
Thus, from the birth to the death of his se/e tua, the MB (to' o) has responsibility to take 
care of his plant. This is marked to some extent by presenting food and clothing (keu /aka 
popora and rarae) at crucial moments in life. However, at marriage and death, the to 'o will 
receive money as a share of bridewealth and as a share of the mortuary payments from the 
deceased's family (see Chapter VII) . 
. ·The crushing tool (kabi/abi) itself consists of two sticks half a metre long. The tips of the 
two sticks are joined together in such away that the tool can function to press the hard 
inflorescence. The same equipment made especially to press shredded coconut meat is also 
called kabi. 8 The word, kabi, also refers to a similar kind of instrument, on a smaller scale, 
used in circumcision. It refers to the pegs/pinchers that hold a boy's foreskin to cut off the 
blood before the foreskin is cut in a simple form of circumcision (see Fox 1977a:214). The 
same term also refers to marriage (kabi). So, for example, a marriage party is called feta 
kakabi. The latter usage is based on the Indonesian word, kawin 'married'. 
The part of the inflorescence of the lontar palm that has been cut by the knife (dope tada 
esa) becomes a metaphor for 'a generation'. Based on this metaphor, the people of Landu 
describe their generations as shown in the table 4.1. 
8 Ringgou dialects omit the consonant k, so kabi becomes abi, whilst in Termanu people say kakabik. 
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Table 4.1 The flowing of blood of succession generations9 
Generation Sotimori/Bola tena Dai a ma 
I G+3 Bai besa/Nene besa Bai besa/Nene besa 
II G+2 Bai/Besa (bai sorolbesa soro) Bai/Besa (bai sorolbesa soro) 
III G+l Papa/Mama Papa (mane)/Mama 
G-1 Ana Ana 
v G-2 Upu Upu 
IV G-3 Soro//Sa Soro 
VII G-4 Kil/Keri Sa 
VIII G-5 Kail/Koka Ki 
IX G-6 Keri 
x G-7 Kai =ai 
XI G-8 Koka= oka 
It is interesting to note that it is the outsiders from Daiama who are the keepers of a more 
extended idea of generational succession: of the blood that 'drips' and of the trunk and its 
branches. Using the analogy of the tree, which is common among many peoples of the 
world and the botanical symbolism that prevails in Austronesian societies, the dripping 
blood can be portrayed in the following diagram: 
9 In comparison to Tennanu, the Landu version is slightly different. I cannot speculate that the term 
neluk signifies kil/keri in Landu. In Tennanu, Fox (1968:337) notes that the succession of generations 
begin with: 
Bai-solok (bai-kisak) 
Baik 
Amak 
Anak 
Upuk 
Solok 
Neluk 
Kaik 
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Figure 4.1 The dripping blood 
Branches of Roots 
The Landunese express the notion of a family tree by using the image of the palm tree. 
From this diagram it is clear that the notion of the 'trunk', 'stem', 'origin', or 'derivation' 
(huk) is of paramount importance in understanding the pattern ofrelations in Landu society. 
For Landu, the stem (huk) carries two meanings. First, it produces branches and secondly it 
is responsibie for the continuing life of the branches. So, in a similar way a huk is a person 
who talces responsibility for the life of his sele tua and all the people who are related by 
maternal blood. An expression commonly heard in marriage discussions is that parents only 
give birth to their children, but a 'trunk' (to'o huk) is responsible for their lives. What is 
interesting in the case of Landu is that the tree represented as 'plant' is explicitly the 'tree 
of life' for the Rotenese, the lontar palm (tua). So, if in Termanu the 'plant' is known as 
selek (Fox 1971 a:222), it becomes sele tua in Landu. 
The notion of trunk (to 'o huk) overlaps with the notion of titi nosi da fa, but with 
significant differences. If the former is counted in the maternal line, the latter is counted 
through both maternal and paternal lines. The difference is that a person related by blood, 
such as in the case of Hendrik Meno, is not responsible for the life of his blood-related kin, 
as stressed in the notion of trunk. When I asked about the difference, an old man who was 
present in that gathering took out a small sharp knife and simply said: "Hendrik Meno has 
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sliced tips of inflorescence and scattered them everywhere. The same is true of the dripping 
of juice. They have drops everywhere. Those who are gathered here are the representation 
of the dripping of his blood". 
In reference to the Meno case, Meno does not have the status of a 'trunk' (huk) to his 
immediate relatives, but he is a part of a system that transmitted the blood and so should be 
reckoned as part of the notion of titi nosi dafa. To delineate the importance of those whose 
lives depend on this particular person, I represent the status of Hendrik Meno in relation to 
the 'branches' of the Meno clan tree. 
Figure 4.2. Titi nosi da fa and huk 
Titi nos da fa • 
see 11 
zc 
The grey and the black show the idea of the dripping of the blood. So, almost everybody in 
this diagram is related by blood, but only those who are in black show the relation of 
paternal blood. So, in the concept of titi nosi da fa, the blood of the great-grand parents 
drips and is absorbed by the descending generations and thus creates the descent group. 
Homage relationship 
Fox (1968, 197la, 1980b) has contributed many writings on the relationship terminology in 
Termanu on Rote. As a rule, this terminology shows a similarity with what I have 
discovered in Landu, but there are some differences, particularly in the use of the terms and 
the emphasis given to each term. My focus in the following discussion is on the attitude a 
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speaker has in mind when he/she refers to or addresses someone else. This is not just a 
personal attitude and behavior shown by particular individuals, but the attitude and 
behavior culturally demanded by people in that society. The way someone refers to or 
addresses someone else reflects a code of ethics. This system of attitudes may or may not 
relate to the system of reference but, in many cases, it relates to the system of address. 
As is commonly known, terms ofreference and address are ways of classifying, ordering or 
naming others in society. In Rotenese society, and particularly in Landu, these two systems 
overlap and show similarities and differences. The difficulty of separating terms of 
reference from terms of address is that in daily life, both uses may coincide. For example 
the term mane feu (DH) is commonly regarded as a term of reference from parents to their 
sons-in-law. But this term can also be used as a term of address in particular circumstances. 
Thus, in front of other people, if a father would like to introduce and at the same time call 
upon his daughter's husband, he simply calls out: hei manfeu, mai dei (hey son in-law, 
come here). This way of addressing the son-in-law is considered a term of respect since his 
father-in-law publicly acknowledges his status as part of the father's house. Culturally, 
from the father's point of view, it is a privilege because his daughter has a husband. 
In the table below, I do not separate terms ofreference from terms of address basically for 
two reasons: (1) the interchangeable use of these terms depends on circumstances, and (2) 
terms of reference tend to be a further explanation of the term of address. By saying this I 
am also aware that there ·are terms that denote relationships which are only uttered by a 
wife to her husband and vice versa. For example the term ana o na (anon a) -- instead of 
ama o na (amon a) -- is the affectionate address of a husband toward his wife, and ino na 
(inon a) for the wife toward her husband. Those words derive from ina (mother) and ama 
(father). 
Table 4. 2 Terminology of relationships 
Terms Qualifiers Spec~fications 
Bai Ba'i besa PPF 
Nene Nene besa PPM 
Ba'i Ba'i soro FF 
Nene Nenesoro MM 
Papa F, HF,WF 
Papainak FeB, 
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Papa anak/papa kici FyB,MyZH 
Papa titi MyZH 
Papa te'o FZH 
Mama M,HM, WM 
Mama inak MeZ, FeBW 
Mamaanak MyZ,FyBW 
Mama titi MyZ 
Mama to'o MBW 
To'o MB 
To'o hu MB,>MBS> MBSS 
Te'o FZ 
A 'a-Fadi-Torono B, Z, FZS, FZD, MBS, MBD 
A'a ina eZ 
A'a tou eB 
Fadi yB,yZ 
Sao {H,W} 
Saoa'a WeZ, HeB 
Sao muri WyZ, HyB 
Era ZH, WB (m.s) 
Ia BW, HZ (w.s.) 
Anona (ana o na) H 
Inona (ina o na) w 
Na/Mane B 
Feto z 
ana c 
ana mane s 
ana feto D 
sele tua zc 
Upu/ upu-ana SS,SD,DD,DS 
Soro SSS, SDS, DDS, DDD 
Sa SSSS, SDSD, DDSS, DDDD 
Ara Araama HF,WF 
Ara ina HM,WM 
Pala WZH,HBW 
ManeFeu Manefeu inak SW 
Mane feu touk DH 
Basically, everybody of the second ascending generations and above is called bai (male) 
and nene/besa (female). These terms signify honour given by the speaker to old people in 
the lineage or other people of an age considered above the speaker's parent's generation. 
As generi~ terms of address and terms of reference, the one that receives the honour replies 
with upu (single form: 'grandchild') or ana-upu (plural form: 'grandchildren'). Ba 'i and 
nene who are not in the same lineage are honoured to be treated as if they were part of the 
same lineage of the speaker and so they will respond according to the relational terms used 
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in that lineage. Since the terms ba 'i and nene/besa signify old age, people with grey hair are 
commonly called by these terms. The substitution of sara and sa denote a further 
generational level. So, people who are at the second ascending generation level are called 
ba 'i sara and nene sara. For the third generation and up, they are called ba 'i besa and nene 
besa. These substitution terms are also used for the third and the fourth descending 
generation levels. Particularly for the fourth generation level, the term besa is abbreviated 
to sa. In contrast to Termanu relational terms (Fox 1971:222), the qualifier terms of besa 
and sara are used for both male and female. 
In general the Rotinese classify objects into large (inak) and small (anak). But for people, 
there is a further classification, i.e. middle (tenga), an Indonesian loan word used by the 
people of Landu. However, the use of the term is limited to people of the same generation 
and the first ascending generation only. To my knowledge, no rule restricts the use of the 
term for the second ascending generations or descending generations. However, more 
commonly, for those generations, people simply use the qualifiers, inak or anak. Thus, to 
refer to someone's mother's siblings (younger or older), one would use the terms mama 
inak or mama anak or mama kici (abbreviated as kici, another borrowing word from 
Indonesia kecil meaning small). But I never came across someone specifying his/her bai 
sara as bai sara anak or bai sara inak. 
The terms used to specify gender arefeta//inak (female) and mane//tauk (male). So, a palm 
tree that produc.es fruits (saibaa) is the female palm tree (tua feta), while the one that 
produces inflorescences is called tua mane. The terms for son- and daughter-in-law are both 
based on the term, mane feu (literally, 'new man', see Fox 1968, 1971a; thus, the son-in-
law is mane feu tauk and the daughter-in-law is mane feu inak, not feta feu 'new 
woman/sister') as in Termanu. In daily life, both son- and daughter-in-law are simply 
addressed as feu. 
The terms ina (mother) and ama (father) are only used in ritual language where they can be 
paired [more often: ina//feto or ina//te'o; ama/to'o]. In relational terms, these words are no 
longer used either as forms of address or reference. Instead people use the word mama for 
ina and papa for ama. In Landu relationship terminology, the terms ina and ama occur only 
in the compounds for a 'a ina (eZ) and ara ina (HM, WM). However, the term used as a 
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pair with a 'a ina is a 'a tou for (eB) not a 'a ama, while the male form ofWF and HF is ara 
ama. 
The most important relation considered by the people of Landu is that of the mother's 
brother (MB). Therefore it needs special attention. First, we need to consider the role of full 
mother's brother (to 'o bold: 'MB of birth') and mother's step brother (to 'o ana) and their 
relation to their sister's sons and daughters (sele tua). To my knowledge, there is no clear 
distinction between the to 'o bold and to 'o ana' s role in relation to the sele tua if both of 
them are still alive. If the to 'o bold has passed away, the to 'o ana can replace him and take 
up his role for his sele tua. But if there is more than one to 'o ana, the elder is the one who 
takes responsibility. An informant indicated that they have to discuss first which individual 
is going to take the initiative to make the funeral payment or to receive the share of 
bridewealth. If the mother's brother who has been recognized as the to 'o and who made the 
payment in the keu !aka ritual (see Chapter VII) does not reside in the same village or on 
the island, another brother could replace him and take responsibility for his sele tua. 
The palm as a botanical idiom also appears in the terms of reference for a sister's son and 
daughter (ZS, ZD) who are called 'the plant of palm' (sele tua) of the mother's brother/MB 
(to 'o). Furthermore, Fox (1968:334, 1971a) affirms that in Termanu people use the term 
'plant' (selek) from the maternal line and dadi (FZS, FZD) from the paternal line. In Landu, 
however, and among Ringgou speaking people, the term dadi is not applied, only sele tua. 
In this sense, the plant is identified as a specific plant, a palm tree. Thus, from the birth to 
the death of his sele tua, the MB (to 'o) has the responsibility to care for his plant which is 
marked, in some extent, by presenting food and clothing (popora and rarae) at critical 
moments in life. 
The terms for the mother's brothers, siblings, brother in terms of full and half are listed in 
the following table. 
Table 4. 3 Full and half mother's brothers, siblings and brother 
Terms of reference Full Half/step/ cousin 
Mother's brother To'o bold To'oana 
Siblings Torono bold Torono dae 
Brother Na bold Nadae 
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As noted above, the category of mother's brother can be divided into two groups. There are 
'the true/full mother's brothers' (to'o bold) and 'mother's step-brothers' (to'o ana). A to'o 
bold is the mother's brother from the same mother, while a to 'o ana is the child of the 
mother's step-mother or second 'mother', ifthe father married more than one wife. In order 
to justify the rights and duties among the mother's brothers, people try to rely on amicable 
discussion (dedea mataloloe) so that no one will feel offended, especially in marriage 
negotiations for the recipient of the mother's brother's share (be/is to 'o huk) ofbridewealth. 
Thus, the practice in Landu is that the mother's brother who has received the marriage 
payment shares (to 'o huk), is the one who will bring the mortuary gift (rarae). 
The term bold (literally meaning: 'to be born') is constantly used for mother's brother of 
birth, siblings and brother. In contrast there are different ways to denote their status if they 
are not born from the ll!Other' s lineage. Instead of referring to a mother's brother who was 
not born from his/her maternal line as to'o dae (literally meaning 'a lower mother's 
brother'), the people of Landu refer to him as to'o ana ('little mother's brother'). In this 
sense, the status of a mother's step/half brother from the to' o bold point of view is changed 
to a lower status and is treated as a 'nephew'. However, such a nephew could be considered 
as a 'sibling'. The explanation given was that a nephew (sele tua) could treat his mother's 
step-brother like an 'older brother'. He is considered like his sele tua, although he can be 
much older than his nephew (sele tua). In some cases, however, the mother's step-brother 
may be the same age as his nephew (sele tua) and some may even be below the age of the 
sele tua. Therefore, he is referred to as to 'o ana. On the other hand, the term of address for 
full siblings (torono) and brothers (na) is bold and for step brothers and cousins is dae. As 
Fox (1968) elaborates, the term tolano (in Ringgou dialect it becomes torano, torono) is 
linked, by folk etymology, to the notion of a coconut sprout. Thus, by referring to this 
notion, if torono bold is used for brothers from the same mother, the term dae can be 
explained as another fruit that has fallen to the earth (dae) and lies beneath the tree. Thus, 
dae contains the idea of someone who comes later, not from the same tree and also from a 
different mother. The way that the Landu people address or refer to someone by various 
qualified terms such as ana, dae or bold leads me to argue that the precise status is 
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important for Landu, as it relates to the privileges and rights of the person in adat law, 
particularly the rules relating to inheritance, birth, marriage and death. 
The Landu distinguish the relative age of the siblings of parents and their spouses in the 
following way: 
Table 4.4 Parent's relative age category 
Papa inaklpapinak FeB,MeZH Mama inak MeZ,FeBW 
Papa anak/kici/papanak FyB,MyZH Mamaanak MyZ,FyBW 
Papa titi MyZH Mama tit/titi MyZ 
The term papa and mama are now regarded as formal Rotenese words for father and 
mother although they derive from old Malay. These terms are further qualified by the term 
inak (in this context, meaning 'great, senior or elder) in reference to FeB, MeZH or MeZ, 
FeBW. Similarly the qualifier terms, kici or anak (which literally mean 'small') are applied 
to FyB, MyZH or MyZ, FyBW. The term kici was originally an Indonesian loan word from 
kecil ('little, small'). In many cases people use the term titi as a substitute for the term anak. 
So, the term mama ana and papa ana .can be used interchangeably with mama titi and papa 
titi. To show respect to a husband and to a son, a woman commonly refers to them as mane 
('the male, the man'). 
Terms of address for the mother's and father's siblings and their spouses regardless of 
relatives age are as follows: 
Table 4.5 Father's and mother's siblings 
Te'o FZ 
Papa te'o FZH 
To'o MB 
Mama to'o MBW 
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respect is maintained. In contrast, the relation between children and their mama to 'o and 
papa te'o ranges from obedience to fear and even avoidance. 
The term for spouse is sao. A husband refers his WeZ as sao a 'a or sao ina, and WyZ as 
sao muri. These terms are also applied for a wife to her husband's brothers. In address they 
are simply called sao. Thus the common address term used by a husband to his wife's 
sisters (elder or younger) is the same as to his wife (sao). This makes the relation between 
sisters' husbands and wife's sisters a close one. I have encountered a number of cases 
where a husband is also married to his wife's sister. Such marriages are considered 
improper according to the church and present day convention. In Daiama, for example, 
there was a number of cases where a man married a woman and her sister. The word sao 
signifies an official marriage. A natudu sasao payment implies that an official marriage has 
taken place and the groom's kin has provided the required bridewealth payments. For a 
marriage to be considered legal according to adat rules, natudu sasao is necessary even if 
the second wife happens to be the first wife's sister. 
Marriage alliance between clans in Landu 
In this section, I will examine marriage alliances between clans in. each village in ~du, 
beginning with Sotimori, then proceeding to Bolatena and Daiama. The number of 
marriages in this marriage census from the three villages in Landu comes to a total of 763; 
these include 220 marriages in Sotimori, 286 marriages in Bolatena and 257 marriages in 
Daiama. From this census, it is possible to show that intermarriages between people of 
Sotimori and Bolatena are more frequent than with the people of Daiama. The marriage 
alliances between clans (among noble clans and also among the commoner. clans) of the 
two villages are evidence of the close relations that convey a similar interpretation of the 
concept of the steady dripping of blood (titi nosi dafa). 
a. Marriage alliances in Sotimori. 
The marriages for Sotimori, arranged by clan affiliation according to wife-giver and wife-
taker, are as follows: 10 
10 Marriages within the clan are also recorded, but will be presented in a separate table. 
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Table 4.6 Marriage alliance between clans in Sotimori 
Wife-givers Wife-takers Marriages 
1. Bateik Suraamalai 4 
Landu i 2 
Surateik 2 
Remiku 1 
lkuseri 1 
Tokoteik 1 
2. Surateik Remiku 10 
Suraamalai 5 
Anabako 5 
Landu i 1 
Bateik 1 
Dael aka 1 
lkuseri 1 
Mo 1 
Termanu 1 
Korbaffo 1 
3. Suraamalai Bateik 6 
Remiku 6 
Surateik 5 
Raipon 2 
Anabako 2 
Taetu 2 
Landu i 1 
Daemea/Ringgou 1 
Tukuanateik/Ringgou 1 
Daemea/Bilba 1 
4. Daelaka lkuseri 1 
Ledulu 1 
Raipon 1 
5. Remiku Surateik 10 
Suraamalai 4 
Mansea/Bilba 2 
Nonditeik 1 
Anabako 1 
Savunese 1 
6. Ikuseri Remiku 3 
Soloteik/Diu 2 
Surateik 1 
Ledulu 1 
Anabako 1 
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TTS 1 
7. Taetu Suraamalai 2 
Bateik 1 
Raipon 1 
8.Mo Surateik 5 
9. Ledulu Suraamalai 4 
Surateik 2 
Reipon 1 
Kaikoe/Oesuti 1 
10. Raipon Suraamalai 4 
Surateik 2 
Bateik 1 
Ledulu 1 
11. Anabako Surateik 8 
Remiku 3 
Bateik 1 
Ledulu 1 
Suraamalai 1 
12. Landu i Suraamalai 3 
Surateik 1 
Remiku 1 
Anabako 1 
Laha/Bilba 1 
T okoteik/Ringgou 1 
TTS (Timor) 2 
The pattern of marriage in the village of Sotimori, as is evident from these data, does not 
involve asymmetric marriage. Virtually all clans, depending on their demographic size in 
the village, can be both wife-giver and wife-taker to each other. There is, however, a 
preponderance of marriages between particular clans. Alliance relationships in Sotimori 
between Surateik and Remiku, for example, are common and reciprocal. The marriage 
relations between these two temukung clans Surateik and Remiku have a distinct character. 
Both clans take on the role as wife-givers and wife-takers. 33.3% of Surateik's marriages as 
wife-giver are with Remiku, and 21.7% of Remiku marriages as wife-giver are with 
Surateik. This shifting of roles occurs within other clans, but not to the same extent. In 
addition, both Surateik and Remiku tend to marry women from the Suraamalai clan. Hence, 
in Sotimori, the clans of high rank tend to create marriages exchanges among themselves. 
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Bateik and Suraamalai also exchange women regularly. 28.6% of Suraamalai's marriages 
as wife-giver are with Bateik, but only 8.9% of Bateik's marriages as wife-giver are with 
Suraamalai. These alliance relationships can be seen as an establishment of a political 
alliance between manek clan and temukung clan. The temukung clan -- Suraamalai -- has 
marriage alliances with all major clans in Sotimori, including Bateik, while the other 
temukung clans, Remiku and Surateik, have no marriage relations with some of the minor 
clans in Sotimori such as Mo, Nonditeik, lkuseri, including the Daelaka. 
Daelaka is not a big clan; it consists of only one exogamous group, which is the Lelaama 
family. As wife-giver, the Daelaka clan has made alliances with lkuseri, Ledulu and Raipon, 
while as wife-taker; Daelaka has married with Surateik and with Remiku. As established in 
the Landu origin myth, marriage alliances between Bateik and Daelaka are prohibited. 
Even though it is the smallest clan in Landu, in Sotimori where all members of the clan 
reside in Oendui hamlet, Daelaka has established itself as a wife-taker with the two 
temukung clans, Surateik and Remiku. In Bolatena, the census shows that Daelaka acted as 
wife-taker with one temukung clan, lkuseri, and as wife-giver to the two temukimg clans 
who have ruled in Daiama (Ledulu, Raipon). Thus, symbolically, dae !aka maintains its 
position as the Head of the Earth from the center of the domain with links throughout 
Landu, including those with the other two villages beyond the centre. 11 
Table 4.7 Intermarriage between clans in Sotimori 
Wife-giver Wife-taker Number of marriages 
Surateik Surateik 2 
Suraamalai Suraamalai 5 
Remiku Remiku 2 
Ledulu Ledulu 1 
It is worth highlighting that are a significant number (16.6%) of internal marriages within 
the Suraamalai clan. All of these marriages are between different named groups within the 
clan. At least two cases are between original inhabitants (lahenda maulu) and new settlers 
(lahenda manamai) who have been adopted into Suraamalai (Lami-Baba, Tuahana-Baba, 
II . I will provide other figures ofDaelaka marriage alliances from these two villages, in the next sect10ns. 
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Tuahana-Falin). The rest are intermarriages between recent newcomers who have joined the 
Suraamalai clan, such as Tolasik-Baba and Matau-Doro. Other examples of internal 
marriages also occur in clans such as Surateik, Remiku and Ledulu based on the same 
marriage pattern between lahenda maulu and lahenda manamai. 
b. Marriage alliances in Bolatena. 
The following are the marriages in Bolatena: 
Table 4.8 Intermarriage between clans in Bolatena 
Wife-givers Wife-takers Number of marriages 
1. Bateik Surateik 1 
Taetu 1 
2. Surateik Ikuseri 4 
Remiku 2 
Mo 2 
Lulu 2 
Ingusudi 1 
Mali 1 
Lulu 1 
Saniteik (Korbaffo) 1 
Deruteik (Ringgou) 1 
Termanu 1 
Semau 1 
3. Suraamalai Ikuseri 2 
Remiku 1 
Taetu 1 
Mo 1 
Dolateik 1 
Ingusudi 1 
Lulu 1 
Tananggoe 1 
4. Daelaka Mali 2 
Ikuseri 1 
Surateik 1 
Saniteik 1 
Mali 1 
Taetu 1 
5. Remiku Taetu 6 
Ikuseri 4 
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Lulu 4 
Mali 3 
Bajo 2 
Nonditeik 2 
Mo 2 
Ingusudi 2 
Tennanu 2 
Bilba 2 
Dolateik 1 
Saniteik 1 
Surateik 1 
Daelaka 1 
Anakai/Ringgou 1 
6. Ikuseri Surateik 6 
Mali 5 
Mo 4 
Remiku 3 
Saniteik 3 
Ingusudi 2 
Taetu 2 
Dolateik 2 
Kaikoe/Bilba 2 
Tennanu 2 
Korbaffo 2 
Bateik 1 
Dael aka 1 
Lulu 1 
Tananggoe 1 
Deruteik 1 
Thie 1 
7. Taetu Ikuseri 7 
Remiku 4 
Ingusudi 3 
Nonditeik 3 
Mo 1 
Dolateik 1 
Deruteik 1 
Tennanu 1 
Thie 1 
8.Mo Ikuseri 1 
Surateik 1 
Suraamalai 1 
Nonditeik 1 
Mali 1 
Taetu 1 
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9. Nonditeik lkuseri 3 
Remiku 2 
Taetu 2 
Daelaka 2 
Ingusudi 1 
Sanateik 1 
Tananggoe 1 
Helong 1 
10. Dolateik Saniteik 1 
11. Ingusudi Mali 3 
Surateik 2 
Taetu 2 
Korbaffo 2 
Bateik 1 
Remiku 1 
lkuseri 1 
Dolateik 1 
Lulu 1 
Saniteik 1 
12. Saniteik lkuseri 3 
Bateik 1 
Taetu 1 
Nonditeik 1 
Tananggoe 1 
Ingusudi 1 
Henuteik 1 
Tukuanateik 1 
13. Mali Remiku 4 
Ikuseri 4 
Deruteik 2 
Thie 2 
Surateik 1 
Mo 1 
Ingusudi 1 
Nonditeik 1 
TTS 1 
14. Lulu' Saniteik 1 
lkuseri 1 
Termanu 1 
15. Tananggoe lkuseri 1 
16. Ledulu lkuseri 1 
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17. Landu i Saniteik 1 
18. Anabako lkuseri 1 
Surateik 1 
19. Henuteik!fhie Saniteik 1 
20. Mandatu!fhie Remiku 1 
21. Anakai/Ringgou Bateik 1 
Mo 1 
22. Deruteik/Ringgou Surateik 1 
23. Haonteik/Ringgou Surateik 1 
Deruteik 1 
Three temukung clans, lkuseri, Surateik and Remiku, are the largest clans by population in 
Bolatena, followed by the commoner clans of Taetu, Mali and Mo. Clans from other 
domains such as Korbaffo and Dengka are also considered large clans compared to original 
clans from Landu, such as Dolateik and Daelaka. The temukung clans prefer to make 
allilances with each other. For example, as wife-givers, lkuseri has tended to establish 
alliances with the all the major clans in Bolatena, but the largest portion of these is with 
Surateik. lkuseri has marred with other temukung clans such as Remiku, Suraamalai and 
Ledulu. But Ikuseri as wife-taker only has one marriage with Daelaka. Internal marriages 
within Ikuseri are also worth noting, but all these marriages are between clan members 
from Ringgou who have joined Ikuseri. 
Surateik is considered the second largest clan in Bolatena, and has tended to create 
marriage alliances with lkuseri. The affinal relationships between Surateik-Ikuseri are 
almost equal. Internal marriages within Surateik have also occurred, but follow the same 
pattern: intermarriage between outsider clans members and members of the clan's original 
member groups. Surateik is also wife-giver with members of clans from Ringgou, 
Termanu and Helong. 
Remiku is another large clan in Bolatena. Remiku have married with many different groups, 
but most frequently with the Taetu descent group, as well as with Ikuseri, Lulu and Mali. 
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Remiku is wife-giver to the Bajo from Oenggae (Korbaffo) who reside in the Seleai hamlet. 
There is only one case of an internal marriage among Remiku clan members: between an 
outsider (lahenda manamai) from Ringgou (Meke) and one of the original (lahenda maulu) 
Remiku members (Lakabela). 
The other original clans in Bolatena are Bateik, Daelaka and Dolateik. Each of these is 
relatively small. As wife-taker, Bateik members in Bolatena are allied with Ikuseri, Saniteik, 
Ingusudi and Anakai, while Daelaka is married to Ikuseri, Nonditeik and Remiku; and 
Dolateik to Ikuseri, Remiku, Suraamalai, Ingusudi, Taetu and Kaikoe from Bilba. 
Because of proximity, three clans from Korbaffo are found in Bolatena: they are Saniteik, 
Ingusudi and Tananggoe, who later joined Ingusudi. As wife-givers, clan LUlu from 
Dengka .is married to clans such as Ikuseria and Saniteik. While Henuteik clan from Thie 
has kept its clan name and become both wife-givers and wife-takers with Saniteik. There 
are four outsider clans from Ringgou: Mali, Anakai, Deruteik and Haonteik. Mali, in 
particular, has marriage alliances with Daelaka. Thus, Daelaka also maintains alliances 
with an outsider clan that has influence and a significant number of clan members. 
Table 4.9 Internal marriage in Bolatena 
Wife-givers Wife-takers Number of marriage 
Surateik Surateik 2 
Suraamalai Suraamalai 1 
Remiku Remiku 1 
Ikuseri Ikuseri 4 
Lulu Lulu 5 
In the case of internal clan marriages, each of these follows much the same pattern as in 
Sotimori, except the Ledulu clan is not represented (see Table 4.7). In addition, in Bolatena, 
the numbers of internal marriages are significant within the Ikuseri and Lulu clans. 
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c. Marriage alliances in Daiama 
Marriages in Daiama are as follows: 
Table 4.10 Marriage alliance between clans in Daiama 
Wife-givers Wife-takers 
1. Anakai Raipon 
Naladai Kale 
Tutudila 
Lamaluk 
Naladai Toto 
Anabako 
Ledulu 
Kedati 
Urusama 
Mans ea 
Daemea 
Dolateik 
2. Tutudila Anakai 
Lamaluk 
N adalai Roki 
Naladai Toto 
Ledulu 
Manse a 
Surateik 
Kaikoe 
3. Lamaluk Raipon 
Ledulu 
Anakai 
Kedati 
Manse a 
N aladai Toto 
Tutudila 
Daelaka 
Tukuanateik 
4. Naladai Kale Anakai 
N aladai Toto 
Lamaluk 
Urusama 
Daemea 
5. Nadalai Roki N aladai Toto 
Anakai 
Tutudila 
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Number of 
marria2es 
23 
8 
6 
5 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2 
1 
1 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1 
7 
5 
2 
Ledulu 2 
Lamaluk 1 
Naladai Kale 1 
Naladai Roki 1 
Bateik 1 
lkuseri 1 
Pedaamateik/Bilba 1 
6. Naladai Toto Anakai 6 
Raipon 6 
Anabako 3 
Lamaluk 2 
Ledulu 1 
Mans ea 1 
Taetu 1 
7. Urusama Raipon 4 
Lamaluk 3 
Ledulu 1 
Anabako 1 
8. Kedati Anakai 1 
Raipon 1 
Tutudila 1 
9.Mansea Ledulu 4 
Anakai 3 
Raipon 3 
Naladai Roki 3 
Naladai Toto 1 
Surateik 1 
10. Ledulu Anakai 3 
Raipon 2 
Lamaluk 2 
Anabako 1 
Tutudila 1 
Mans ea 1 
Taetu 1 
Dato/Ringgou 1 
11. Raipon Anakai 10 
Urusama 9 
Lamaluk 4 
Naladai Roki 4 
Anabako 3 
Tutudila 2 
Naladai Toto 2 
Mans ea 1 
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Ledulu 1 
Naladai Kale 1 
Ikuseri 1 
12. Anahako Naladai Toto 2 
Anakai 1 
Raipon 1 
Lamaluk 1 
N aladai Kale 1 
Table 4. 11. Wife-givers from Sotimori, Bolatena and Ringgou 
Wife-givers from Wife-takers in Daiama Number of 
Sotimori/Bolatena marriage 
1. Bateik Raipon 1 
Anabako 1 
Naladai Kale 1 
Naladai Toto 1 
2. Surateik Naladai Toto 2 
Anakai 1 
Tutudila 1 
Kaikoe 1 
3. Suraamalai Raipon 1 
Lamaluk 1 
Kedati 1 
Bateik 1 
Ikuseri 1 
Taetu 1 
Dolateik 1 
4. Daelaka Raipon 1 
Manse a 1 
Naladai Toto 1 
5. Ikuseri Naladai Toto 3 
N aladai Kale 1 
Ledulu 1 
Raipon 1 
6. Taetu Raipon 1 
Mansea 1 
Tokoteik 1 
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Ringgou 
1. Daemea Raipon 6 
Tutudila 2 
Anakai 1 
2. Tukuanateik Tutudila 1 
Kedati 1 
Manse a 1 
Tokoteik 1 
Pedaamateik 1 
3. Hamteik Lamaluk 1 
Naladai Kale 1 
Dato 1 
There are twelve clans in Daiama, However, some individuals come from Sotimori and 
Bolatena, as well as others from Ringgou and Bilba who have married women in Daiama 
and then come to reside in Daiama. I have identified these individuals according to their 
clan affiliation and place of origin either in Landu or outside of Landu. There are two clans 
from Sotimori: Bateik and Surateik; and four clans from Bolatena: Daelaka, lkuseri, Taetu 
and Dolateik. From Ringgou, there are five clans: Hamteik, Daemea, Tokoteik, 
Tukuanateik, and Dato; and from Bilba there are two clans: Pedaamateik and Kaikoe. 
In Daiama, marriage alliances between Anakai and Raipon could be considered reciprocal; 
however, Anakai has provided wives to Raipon more often than Raipon has provided wives 
to Anakai. The origin place of Anakai is from I'ia hamlet in Ringgou. The members of 
Anakai are now scattered in several hamlets in Daiama: Soao, Bakorolean, Airani and 
Maeoe. As Wife-givers Anakai clan members have affinal relationships with Naladai Kale, 
Tutudila, Lamaluk, and other clans in Daiama, such as Dolateik from Bolatena and Daemea 
from Ringgou. As wife-taker, Anakai has married with Tokoteik, Daemea and Surateik. 12 
As the second biggest clan in Daiama, Raipon has marriage alliances to fifteen clans in 
Daiama, including manek and temukung clans such as Bateik, Daelaka, Ledulu, Suraamalai 
and lkuseri. A significant number of clan members include those who come and have been 
12 Internal marriage -- 'ambiguous marriage' -- in the Anakai clan will be discussed in the next section. 
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accepted as new clan members, either through marriage or by adoption. As a temukung 
clan, Raipon has acquired large portions of land in Daiama; thus people who join the 
. Raipon clan can usually access a piece of land with the consent of Raipon as land owner 
(ma nu dae). 
Naladai Toto and Lamaluk are two other large clans in Daiama. Interestingly, Naladai Toto 
has established an alliance with the other two Naladai clans, with more marriages with 
Naladai Roki than with Naladai Kale. Lamakuk, on the other hand, has tended to establish 
alliances with Anakai and Raipon. 
Ledulu claims to be one of the original inhabitants (lahenda manamai maulu) in Daiama. 
As wife-giver, it has alliances with Anakai, Raipon and Lamaluk. As a temukung clan in 
Daiama, Ledulu has tended to establish alliances within clans in Daiama rather than create 
further alliances with other high ranking clans of Landu such as Bateik, Suraamalai or 
Ikuseri. Raipon is the only temukung clan that has maintained close marriage connections to 
the manek and other temukung clans from Sotimori and Bolatena. The only non-temukung 
clans that have married either with Bateik and Daelaka are Anabako and Naladai Toto. 
In Daiama, clan members from Ringgou, Bilba or Sotimori and Bolatena, are considered to 
be members of their wife-giving clans once they are married into those Daiama clans. 
However, some clans from outside the village have contracted marriages among themselves: 
Bateik-Suraamalai, Taetu-Suraamalai, Tokoteik-Tukuanateik - although they continue to 
reside in Daiama hamlets. Compared to other parts of Landu, Daiama has the largest total 
area and also the largest population, so the people from neighboring domains can easily 
move in'and create new alliances with the people in Daiama. Some families who reside in 
Daiama have actually fled their origin hamlets. Consequently, the majority of people of 
Daiama are considered to be outsiders (lahenda manamai) within the domain. New 
marriage alliances with or among the Ringgou clans have contributed a significant degree 
to the sense of the 'outsider-ness' of the Daiama people. 
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Table 4.12 Internal marriages in Daiama 
Wife-givers Wife-takers Number of marriage 
Anakai Anakai 2 
Naladai Kale Naladai Kale 1 
General characteristics of marriage patterns in Landu 
I wish to highlight some of the general features of marriage patterns that encompass the 
three villages in Landu. First, marriages alliances in Bolatena and Daiama tend to occur 
with many more clans than those in Sotim~ri. The populations of Bolatena and Daiama are 
greater than the population of Sotimori. The most populous clans in Bolatena are Ikuseri, 
Surateik and Mali and in Daiama are Anakai, Raipon and Naladai Kale. In addition to the 
substantial number of intervillage marriages, Daiama people tend to create intervillage 
alliances with people of Ringgou and Bilba, as well as with Sotimori and Bolatena. In 
Daiama, the wife-taker clans of Ringgou are Hamteik, Daemea, Tokoteik, Tukuanateik; 
from Bilba: Pedaamateik and Kaikoe, and from Sotimori-Bolatena: Bateik, Surateik, 
Daelaka, Ikuseri and Taetu. Even though the number of marriages with each of these clans 
is not high -- they range between 1 to 4 marriages, so that most could be considered 
individual arrangements - nevertheless, there are as many of these external clans as there 
are internal clans in Daiama (16 clans). A similar pattern holds in relation to wife-giver 
clans. Wife-giver clans from Sotimori and Bolatena are Bateik, Surateik, Suraamalai, 
Daelaka, Ikuseri, and Taetu, while from Ringgou, they are Hamteik, Daemea, Tokoteik, 
Tukuanateik, and from Bilba, Kaikoe. Thus wife-giver and wife-taker relations among 
these clans seem to be symmetrical. 
Second, marriage alliances among the clans of Sotimori and Bolatena are higher compared 
to those with Daiama. Through intermarriages the role as wife-giver and wife-taker is 
interchangeable among clans in Bolatena and Sorimori, which affects the place of residence. 
For example, Taetu and Nonditeik also reside in Sotimori. All clans from Sotimori can be 
found in Bolatena, except two clans: Suraamalai and Landu i. Bolatena also shows a similar 
pattern of marriage to the external clans from Korbaffo. On the other hand, people in 
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Daiama prefer to keep their alliances with Ringgou, either in Daiama internally or with 
Ringgou and Bilba externally. Interestingly, members of wife-taker clans from Sotimori 
and Bolatena who reside in Daiama have joined their wife-givers' clans. Thus, in this sense, 
those clans are then said to be 'inserted' clans. So, it is interesting to note that the cases of 
clan intermarriage I recorded in the three villages of Landu show a high degree of 
endogamous marriage between clans within the same village and also between people of 
Sotimori and Bolatena. In regard to Daiama, which is described as Landu's peripheral 
village, the number of marriages between clans in Sotimqri and those based in Daiama is 
quite low, compared to marriages between Sotimori and Bolatena, which can also regarded 
as a peripheral village. This confirms the status ofDaiama people as 'newcomers' (lahenda 
manamai) compared to the status as 'the first newcomers' (lahenda manamai maulu) for 
the people in Sotimori and Bolatena. 
Third, the largest clans tend to establish marriage alliances with almost every other clan in a 
village: as for example, Suratein and Suraamalai in Sotimori, Ikuseri in Bolatena, and 
Anakai and Raipon in Daiama. Bateik and Surateik, the noble clans, tend to have marriage 
connections with the temukung clan (Suraamalai). However, marriages between Bateik and 
the original clans of Landu -- aside from the Suraamalai clan -- tend to be limited only to 
clans such as Taetu, Suratein, Raipon and Anabako; the rest are with external clans or even 
with individuals with different ethnic backgrounds, such as Torajanese, Belunese, and 
Timorese. 
Fourth, as established in the origin myth, marriage between manek clan Bateik and the 
Head of the Domain clan Daelaka is forbidden. Daelaka is a small clan. It consists of only 
two households in Sotimori and three in Bolatena. As wife-takers, they have established 
marriage alliances with other high ranking clans, Surateik and Remiku in Sotimori, while in 
Bolatena they have married with the temukung clan Ikuseri and also with Nonditeik and 
Remiku. As wife-givers, Dealaka has married with clans such as Ikuseri, Raipon and 
Ledulu in Sotimori, and with the clans Surateik, Ikuseri, Taetu, Saniteik and Mali in 
Bolatena. In Daiama, the Daelaka women are married to men from other clans such as 
Raipon, Mansea and Naladai Toto. Either as wife-taker or wife-giver, there is only one 
marriage with each particular local clan. In its role as wife-taker, Daelaka only resides in 
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Sotimori and Bolatena and not at all in Daiama. Thus, Daiama is maintained as the area 
'untouched' by the Daelaka in reality. 
Fifth, from the census, an obvious pattern is evident. Members of Bateik who are settled in 
the domain centre have tended to establish an alliance with the temukung clan, Suraamalai. 
There were six marriages recorded in which Bateik is wife-taker and four cases in which it 
is wife-giver. (By contrast, Surateik, the other noble clan, is the most prominent wife-giver 
to Suraamalai). Bateik has also exchanged women with Surateik, Remiku, and Ikuseri. The 
two commoner clans, Taetu and Landu I, are wife-takers from Bateik. 
Sixth, in all three villages some marriages were contracted within the same clan (leo). Van 
Wouden asserts that marriages within the leo and also members of different lineages (nggi 
leo) of the same leo could be considered incestuous (van Wouden 1935:16). In Landu, 
however, people are not familiar with the term, nggi leo. People prefer to use the term leo 
anan (Ind. anak leo) (literally· meaning 'clan's children'). What distinguishes one leo anan 
from another is a separate 'Jam' name. In this sense, different fam constitute separate 
exogamous groups within a leo or leo inan ('mother clan'). 
Data from Landu provide a different perspective on such marriages. In fact what could be 
considered as improper should be perceived as a correct form of marriage. This is because 
such marriages are between the original founder group (lahenda maulu) and a clan member 
who has been adopted (soda lelepa, see Chapter III) into a 'mother clan' (leo inan) or 
between members of different groups (leo anan) that have arrived later (lahenda manamai) 
and have become merged into an existing clan. Marriage within the same family ifam) is, 
however, definitely considered as incest. 
Thus, internal marriages in Sotimori have occurred in four clans: Suraamalai, Surateik, 
Remiku and Ledulu, in Bolatena in five clans, Ikuseri, Surateik, Lulu, Remiku, and 
Suraamalai, and in Daiama in two clans, Anakai and Naladai Kale (see Table 4.13). In 
Sotimori and Bolatena, these marriages were marriages between original clan members and 
an adopted member of a clan. 
In Daiama, various marriages occurred that required fines to compensate the chief of the 
clan (maneleo). An example of this kind of marriage can be taken from the Anakai clan 
where a mother's brother married his sister's daughter. This might supposedly have been 
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considered the right marriage path. Unfortunately, however, the niece in question was a 
child without father (ana kaminas) as a result of her mother's extramarital relationship. As 
is common among Rotenese, a child who is born outside a marriage will carry his/her 
mother or mother's brother (MB) family's name (Fox 1980b). As a consequence, both 
spouses -- niece and uncle -- bore the same family name (K. Rili - N. Rili). As a result, 
some clan members claimed that the marriage was a proper one, since the woman's 
biological father was from other clan (Daemea), and so the marriage could not considered 
as a false marriage. But still it was necessary to pay compei;isation to their maneleo.13 The 
data on internal clan marriages is as follows: 
Table 4.13 Marriages within clan between/am in Landu 
Villages Clans Fams Number of 
marria2es 
Sotimori Suraamalai 1. Lami-Baba 5 
2. Lami-Baba 
3. Tolasik -Baba 
4. Tuahana - Baba 
5. Matau-Doro 
Surateik 1. Balo - Matasina 2 
2. Besi - Matasina 
Remiku 1. Hele-Hun 2 
2. Falin - Zakharias 
Ledulu 1. Huan-Nadek 1 
Bolatena Ikuseri 1. Rui - Matasina 4 
2. Meke-Lete 
3. Pelle - Matasina 
4. Matasina - Lawoe 
Surateik 1. Akulain - Besi 2 
2. Akulain - Meno 
Lulu 1. Busu- Nalle 2 
2. Busu - Lauwoe 
Remiku 1. Meke - Lakabela 1 
Suraamalai 1. T alafa - Lapa 1 
Daiama Anakai 1. Anakai - Anakai 2 
2. Rili - Rili 
Naladai Kale 1. Lai-Lai 1 
13 This type of marriage can create conflict within the family. During my fieldwork I attended 
reconciliation in this family, where there was a conflict between brothers, one of whom insulted the 
other by referring to this marriage as a means to offend. In order to settle this dispute another fine had to 
be paid, and both brothers had to sign an agreement in front of the village elders, the maneleo and 
village headman that there would be no such behavior in the future. 
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'Tracing the root of the mengkildu tree' and 'tying the waist band' 
marriages 
In this section I wish to discuss two forms of cross-cousin marriage which are found in 
Daiama village in particular and_ in Landu in general. However, as Fox (1980c: 115-116) 
indicates, there is no categorical prescription of marriage in Rote, but in Landu, preferential 
marriage with actual mother's brother daughter does occur. The first is the quite rare cross-
cousin marriage known as 'tracing the root of the mengkudu tree' (tui manaudu oka: 
mengkudu!L. Marinda Citrifolia) and the second is the somewhat more common 'tying the 
waist band' (tuti tali e), which is also known in other domains on Rote.14 These patterns of 
marriage are intended to maintain the continuity of alliance (Fox 1980c). 15 These are 
examples of preferred forms of marriage among Ringgou-speak:ing people in Daiama and in 
the wider Landu community. At least ten marriages contracted in Daiama follow these 
patterns. A short aphorism (bini) expresses the preference for such marriages: 
Tui balamina don 
De tui ta sala don 
Ai o torn tean 
De torn ta sala tean 
The softness of a tui leaf 
So trace the right leaf 
The timber of o-tree is hard .to plane 
So plane the true core. 
In Daiama village I encountered two cases of marriage that followed the tui manaudu oka 
pattern. 16 The manaudu tree has quite a long root. This type of marriage implies tracing a 
distant 'root' as a family connection. This marriage practice has been known to Ringgou 
speaking people for a long time, but in fact it happens rarely. 
14 Van W ouden (1968: 16-17) translates this as this as 'a marriage in which the belts are tied together'. 
In Termanu and Korbaffo this practice is known as tuti tali ke. This phrase has the same meaning as 
linking the belt. 
15 Fox (1980c:331) argues that in Austronesian terms the 'trunk, root, base or origin stresses the 
status of differences involved in the continuity of alliance'. The mangkudu root (manaudu oka) is a 
metaphor for the continuation of an alliance that has been established by grandparents. 
16 Manaudu is derived from the Indonesian/Malay word mengkudu (L. Marinda Citrifolia). Rotenese, 
Timorese and Savunese (Schutle Nordholt 1971:44, Duggan 2001:31) use the root of the 
mengkudu/manaudu tree for the preferred red dye to produce their woven ikat textiles. Local people 
explained to me that since the root of manaudu is quite long, people have to dig carefully to search for 
the most valuable part. 
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I encountered the first example of a tui manaudu oka marriage at the very end of my 
fieldwork in Daiama. A young couple from Naladai Kale clan and from Raipon clan 
married. This was a case of tui manaudu oka marriage since the boy's father's father (FF) 
(bei hu ')was the brother of the girl's mother's mother (MM) (bei hu). 
Figure 4.3 Genealogical representation of tui manaudu oka marriage 
I Rfilpon I y ..... I_N_a_Ia_d_ai_K_a_Ie _ ____. 
,,_ -R-a-ip_o_n--D-a_e_m_e_a _ __,, ~ 6. Raipon-Anakai · I 
I Raipon-Suramalai I _ Anakai-Naladai 
Kale 
Raipon Naladai Kale 
Thus, tui mana udu oka is a marriage between members of the fourth generation or among 
great grandchildren, the son or daughter of the mother's mother's brother (MMB) who 
marries the son or daughter of the father's father's sister (FFS). This is a delayed 
asymmetrical cross-cousin marriage. The root of manaudu is long indeed since the bride's 
great grandmother (FFM) was also from the Raipon clan. Thus, the bride returns to her root 
in the Raipon clan, and the groom is able to find his true root in the Naladai clan. 
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Table 4.14 Generation levels of wife-taker and wife-giver clans involved in the tui 
manaudu oka marriage. 
Generation Wife-giver -Wife-taker of Wife-giver-Wife-taker of the 
the groom's side bride's side 
I Raipon - Naladai Kale Naladai Kale - Raipon 
II Raipon - Daemea Raipon - Anakai 
III Raipon - Suramalai Anakai - Naladai Kale 
IV Raipon - Naladai Kale Naladai Kale - Raipon 
Thus this is a marriage contracted in the generation level of great grandchildren (soro ), 
where the alliance of their great grandparents has been repeated. The first generation of this 
marriage relation involved the Raipon clan as wife-takers and Naladai as wife-givers. The 
second generation involved Raipon as wife-givers to the Anakai clan, but also Raipon as 
wife-takers. The third generation involved the Anakai clan as wife-givers to Naladai; 
Raipon were still wife-takers as well. In the fourth generation of marriage, Raipon became 
the wife-taker to Naladai.17 This tui manaudu olm marriage was also attractive because the 
bride's great grandfather (FFF) in her father's line had married two women from the 
Raipon clan.18 Thus the bride's marriage returned to the root of both her father's line and 
her mother's line and both these lines led to the Raipon clan. 
The second example of tui manaudu olm was the marriage of a woman from Anakai and a 
man from Naladai Kale. The.couple's great-great grand parents (bai besa-nene besa) were 
from Raipon and Naladai Kale. 
17 Since this marriage was considered a bachelor marriage (nikah bujang) and the family involved was 
the richest family in the village and was considered a 'modem' family, they made the proposal for the 
bride by 'coming and asking' (masok minta), which is an urban practice, rather than by bringing apik or 
oli as is the common practice in the village. Masak minta is more formal. The wife-taker's group comes 
in a party with an odd number of five, seven, nine or eleven people, accompanied by five girls who hold 
trays (dulang) with betel fruit, a stem of areca nut and other presents, and a boy with a kerosene lamp 
(lampu strong king:in this case, the wife-takers brought an electric lamp). During my field work I acted 
as hairdresser and did the make-up for brides three times. When people asked me to take on this 
responsibility, they asked for sisir rambut or 'combing the hair' only, which included doing the make up 
as well. This. responsibility gave me an opportunity to observe the marriage process more closely. 
18 The family of the Naladai clan had to pay beli tatada because this great grandfather had married an 
older and younger sister. Since my host family was the head of the village, and the mother's brother 
(MB, to 'o) of the bride, I was considered as one of the bride's family. I was involved in various 
activities from the preparation until the phase of proposal by the groom family (masok minta). 
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Figure 4.4 Genealogical representation of a different path of tui manaudu oka 
marriage 
Raipon Naladai Kale 
Raipon-Lamaluk Raipon-Ledulu 
Anakai-Raipon .+J Lamaluk-Naladai Kale 
Anakai Naladai Kale 
Table 4. 15 Generation level of the bride and groom's line 
Wife-giver/Wife-taker of Wife-giver/Wife-taker of 
Generation the bride's side the groom's side 
I Naladai Kale - Raipon Naladai Kale - Raipon 
II Lamaluk - Raipon Raipon - Ledulu 
III Raipon-Anak:ai Lamaluk - Naladai Kale 
IV Anakai Naladai Kale 
This tui manaudu oka marriage occurred at the level of the grandchildren (upu) of a brother 
and sister. Thus, in the first generation Naladai Kale was the wife-giver clan and in the third 
and fourth generations Naladai Kale became the wife-taker clan. The level of alliance and 
exchange can be traced back to the first path of marriage. 
There was no difference in terms of bridewealth payment between this tui manaudu oka 
marriage and other types of marriage. Even though the mother of the bride was the cross-
cousin of the groom's father, the wife-giver's family was reluctant to demand a high 
bridewealth. The mother of the bride insisted on using the village's standard bridewealth 
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payment. This was because if they demanded a high price, they would have to bring more 
goods for their daughter when she was transferred to her husband's house (popora). 
A'second type of cross-cousin marriage is direct cross-cousin marriage (tuti tali e), which 
occurs in 2. 7% of marriages in Daiama In such cases, marriages can either be symmetric or 
asymmetric. Tuti tali e serves to 'tie the waist band again' and maintains wealth in the 
family. 19 
Figure 4.5 Cross-cousin marriages (tuti tali e) 
In addition to these two types of marriage, other types of marriage in Daiama, include 
forms of levirate and sororate marriage.20 A woman is able to marry her husband's elder or 
younger brother after her husband passes away while a man can marry this wife's elder or 
younger sister while his wife is still alive. In order to distinguish between the two sisters, 
the husband has to pay be/is tatada. 
The term of reference for a husband's and a wife's brothers and sisters is sao, the same as 
the term for husband or wife. Thus, it is possible to marry one's spouse's brother or sister, 
since this is already implied in that the word sao is from sasao which means 'to marry'. 
Fox (1980c:116) argues that there is no specific category of marriage-able women in the 
Rotinese kinship terminology; however, in Landu the use of the terms, sao a 'a (WeZ) and 
sao muri (WyZ), indicate a potential spouse relationship. 
Another type of marriage is between a genealogical mother's sister (mama anaklmama titi) 
and mother's brother (to' o) with their categorical child, if they are members of different 
19 Van Wouden (1968:16-17) translates this as 'marriage in which the belts are tied together' (Ind. 
kawin sambung ikat pinggang). 
20 Levirate and sororate marriage practice was discussed by Robin Fox (1981) in Kinship and Marriage: 
an Anthropological Perspectives. 
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clans. The public in Daiama do not consider these marriages as incest. On the other hand, 
some people considers this as incest and socially wrong (tao na sala)21 if such marriages 
occur within the same clan and lineage. In the public eye, this is an inappropriate practice 
and sanctions should apply. The parties, usually on the male side, have to pay a fine to the 
maneleo for such cases of 'incest'. 
Figure 4.6 Marriage of mother's sister (MyZ, mama anak, mama tin) and a nephew, 
example A. 
A man, D. F. from the Tutudila clan, married Y. M. from the Anakai clan. The bride's 
grandparent was S. F., whose sister S. F. then married F. B, also from the Tutudila clan. 
Thus the groom, D. F. was S. F.'s great-grandson and thus D. F. married his mother's 
younger sister (mama titi). 
21 Schusky (1965:76) uses the term mismating. 
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Figure 4. 7 Marriage between a categorical mother's sister (MZ, mama anak, mama 
titi) and a nephew: kabi mama titi), example B 
Figure 4.8 Marriage of an uncle (to'o) and a niece: kabi to'o 
Kabi to 'o also occurred in Daiama between Y. F. from the Raipon clan who married N. M. 
from the Anakai clan. The bride was also the great granddaughter of F. B. and S. F. (Figure 
4.7). S. F.'s brother was P. F. who was the grandfather of Y. F. in his mother's line, since 
A. F. married I. F. from Raipon clan. 
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Conclusion 
The ideology of titi nosi da fa described in the first section of this chapter clearly shows the 
concept of 'family' within Landu society. While family relations are traced both through 
the mother's and the father's line, the tracing of blood is only on the father's side. Terms of 
reference and addresses distinguish the mother's brother's side from the father's side. For 
the notion of titi nosi da fa, there is no distinction between male and female descendants; 
what is considered important are the differences in generation levels as shown in Table 4.1. 
By looking at the use of terms to describe the generational levels, one could imagine a 
concept of 'ascendance' based on the life of a plant: it starts from the trunk-roots and grows 
to produce tips. The pattern of respect as shown by individuals within the titi nosi da fa 
group is a replication of the order of precedence in the life of a plant: those who are in the 
'tips' generation should show their respect to the older generation, particularly to the trunk:-
root level. What is significant in Landu society is that they conceive this order of 
precedence not only in general botanical idioms but particularly in their understanding of 
the life of the palm tree (tua hu). 
The idea of titi nosi da fa based on the imagery of the palm tree also supports an ideal 
conception of marriage either based on 'tracing the mangkudu root' or 'tying . the 
waistband'. However, this ideal pattern of marriage, inherited from the past, is rarely 
observed by the younger generation. Older generations also regard marriage across 
generations with the mother's brother (kabi to' o) as incest. Yet cases of this so called 
'socially wrong marriage' (tao na sala) do occur. Old marriage and alliance patterns have 
therefore changed. 
The analysis of clan marriages also points to the same conclusion: endogamous marriage 
between members of the same clan that would be regarded as 'incest' in other domains of 
Rote is prevalent in Landu. What is interesting to note is that the cases of clan intermarriage 
I recorded in the three villages of Landu show a high degree of endogamous marriage 
among clans within the same village. However, as regard to Daiama, which is constantly 
described as Landu's peripheral village, the outsider, clan intermarriage between people of 
Sotimori and people in Daiama is· low, compared to intermarriage between clans in 
Sotimori and Bolatena. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
'BINI THE LANGUAGE OF RELATION: 
EXPRESSION OF COSMOLOGY 
Introduction 
Ritual chants (bini) play an important role in Rotenese society. Ritual language is different 
from everyday speech. It is a poetic form of speech and therefore highly metaphoric and 
has complex symbolic meanings. Ritual chants (bini) are expressed in dyadic sets or 'strict 
parallel forms' (Fox 1971c:l, 1988a:l-2, 1988b, 1997a, 1997b). The bini that I have 
recorded during my fieldwork also make use of three different accents and types of 
articulation according to whether they are expressed in Ringgou, Landu or Bilba dialects. 
As a consequence, in a bini utterance, even though the dyadic sets might be the same, the 
way it is pronounced depends on the dialect of the domain from which the person or 
chanter comes. 1 
These differences in the bini I collected reflect the composition of the population in Landu, 
which is divided into the Ringgou and Bilba speaking people in Daiama, representing the 
outsiders (lahenda manamai), and the original inhabitants, as the insiders (lahenda maulu), 
residing especially in Sotimori. In addition, the bini in Bilba I have gathered were recorded 
not only from people who live in the Bilba domain, but also Bilba people who have 
migrated to Pante Rote hamlet in Daiama village. 
1 In Ringgou (Daiama) dialect the consonant Ir/ is strongly emphasized as it is in ordinary 
language. For example: beka rafafadal!dasi ramatutuda (telling story//falling voice). In contrast, in 
Landu, the consonant Ir/ is changed into Ill and hence becomes beka lafafada!/dasi lamatutuda. 
However, this rule does not apply to marolul/ma/ela (knowledgeable// educated person) and fai 
rule!llMo maha/matobi (clear day//sunny day) according to Ringgou dialect, which, in Landu 
(Sotimori and Bolatena) dialect become mandolul/malela, and fai ndulellledo maha/matobi. In 
these two examples the Ir/ consonant in marolu and rule is pronounced as /nd/. I assume that /r/ 
changes to Ind/ if is followed by Ill, so the pronunciation cannot be malolu or lule. Meanwhile, in 
the Bilba dialect consonants Ill and /kl are found rather than the Ir/ in Ringgou. For example, a word 
for 'go toward' is leuk rather than reu as in Ringgou. In addition, the /ng/ replaces /kl so tenga (to 
grab) equates to teka in Ringgou dialect. 
In this chapter, I provide examples from various occasions where ritual language is 
performed. To precede a detailed discussion of bini, I wish to examine some genres in ritual 
chanting in Rote. In this discussion, I will provide five examples. First, I will discuss a 
chant known as Suti Solo and Bina Bane, which is performed at mortuary feasts. Second, I 
will consider bini expressed in salamak, which is a form of speech before the meal in a 
mortuary feast and on other occasions. Thirdly, I consider chants that constitute laments 
(do/a mamateslboreu) or wailing at funerals. The chanter describes chant characters that 
allude to the deceased's status, roles and attitudes. I also look at chants performed during a 
popora event, when a bride is escorted to the groom's house and family. I have recorded 
several different forms of this genre of bini from both men and women chanters. Each uses 
a different form of metaphor and dual categories. Finally, I discuss ways that ritual 
language is used in daily life such as, for example, when approaching a woman or saying 
farewell (bini tabaek). 
Genres in ritual chants (bin!) 
Fox (1988a:13) emphasizes that 'the conception of ritual language as words of the 
ancestors' requires certain behavior. Moreover, Hoskins (1990) stresses that among the 
people of Kodi 'the etiquette of spirit communication' is distinctive from ordinary 
speaking. Kuipers (1998) has argued that because they are considered the words of the 
ancestors, ritual language carries textual authority. In my fieldwork experience of gathering 
ritual language data, some chanters and informants often refused to mention certain names 
in their chants, which required certain b~haviors, since those names are considered sacred. 
In addition, some told me that it was forbidden to mention those names during the day. 
Others gave the reason that there were too many people present at the time, or they were 
fearful of revealir!g certain names or figures, while others merely looked up (to heaven), 
asked permission and then continued their story. 
Ritual language takes various forms. The chanters use their personal capacity to reveal their 
intention according to the occasion and the context of the utterance. Ritual language can be 
expressed in the form of 'prayer, hopes, fears, rivalries, anxieties and grievances' (Fox 
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1988a:13). In Landu and also among the Ringgou speaking people in other domains in east 
Rote, the various forms of ritual language can be classified according to some general 
features of genres, forms and context, as shown in Table 5.1: 
Table 5.1 The genres, forms and contexts of ritual chants 
· General features of Indigenous Forms Contexts 
genres 
1. Quiz, riddle Nananeu/sakulu Playing games 
2. Proverb Nesara/nesala Advice, prayer, sermon 
3. Allegory Nakasasama/nakalala Advice, prayer, sermon 
4. Sarcasm N amamumulu-namamae Quarreling, mocking 
5. Ceremonial speech Dedea hadas: popora Marriage ceremony 
6. Lamenting Dolalboreu Death, funeral 
7. Greeting a guest Hada holo mata/sipo tamu Greeting a leader 
8. Farewell Bini tabaek Farewell 
9. Greeting before meal Salamak Feasts including 
mortuary feasts 
10. Origin myth Dadea lulik Mortuary feast 
11. Thanksgiving prayer Samoa/nasarai ai Harvesting palm, 
harvesting millet 
12. Humour/joking Nasoe/nararali/nadudula Playing games 
13. Love persuasion Namatate Approaching a woman 
14. Legend Tutura Story-telling 
15. Song and dance Helo kebalai Mortuary feast and 
celebrations such as 
Independence Day 
16. Work song/harvest Soda ladi tua Working (e.g. tapping a 
song palm tree, harvesting). 
All of these of poems and chants (bini) contain proverbs and are highly metaphoric (Fox 
1971c, 1988a, 1988b, 1989). The chanters convey their bini in the form of speech (dedea, 
tui), and song (soda). Long chanted bini (helo) can be accompanied by beating a drum 
(bapa) with a certain tempo, or can be sung accompanied by a traditional stringed musical 
instrument (sasando ). Helo can also be used in singing combined with group dancing in a 
circle (kebalai). In this case, the chanter stands in the middle of the circle, while the people 
in the group hold each other's shoulders or hands and dance around the circle using certain 
steps. The chanter (manahelo) starts his composition first, based on the context or the 
occasion, and people in the group reply (sipo) with certain utterances which are shorter than 
the chanter's composition. The group's replies can be divided into six forms: didi nau, he -
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he o, ne - ne - ne, lena mau oe, bali seli and ela dadi dei. Each response by the group is 
accompanied by its own steps, sonie of which are slow and others are faster. 
I wish to employ Voigt's (1980) approach to systematize the genre of bini. In order to 
classify the genres in terms of the communicative system of folklore genres, Voigt notes: 
Genres do not exist as single entities. Various genres closely interconnected, can be 
found in the folklore of the peoples. The system of the genres within a given 
folklore is a structural unit, a hierarchy, marked enough to permit, by its objective 
description, an approximation by a definite number of analyzing steps. The system 
of genres can be described by textual, communicative and general system research 
means, according to what we can emphasize the social communicative features of 
the given hierarchies of genres. For describing the communicative features of a 
hierarchy of folklore genres we have to deal mainly with four problems: text and 
context, paradigmatical and syntagmatical units of folklore, performance and 
competence in folklore and the factors of communication as factors of genre 
hierarchy 01 oigt 1980: 171 ). 
Based on communication theory, Voigt (1980: 172-175) classifies genres according to five 
distinctive features: 1. the addresser, 2. the addressee, 3. the coding, 4. the decoding and 5. 
the message. Each of these is further subdivided, however, in the following discussion, and 
I have selected only sonie aspects of the features that relate to Rotenese bini. First, the 
distinctive features concerning the addresser in chants (bini) mainly focus on the individual 
role of the chanter (manahelo), who is the 'composer' and the addresser, although, on some 
occasions, the composer and the addresser are not the same person. The creative ability of a 
manahelo to produce a chant varies. This depends on several factors, such as the 
manahelo' s level of familiarity with the old manahelo whom he treated as a teacher, the 
memory of the manahelo, and the frequency of the chants he performs. Another factor 
relates to the fact that that this genre tends to correlate with various aspects of creative -
performative genres (Ben Amos 198l:xv). For example, genres in the Rotenese context can 
be found in bini performed in a helo kebalai [15 in Table 5.1] in the context either of a 
mortuary feast or the celebration of Independence Day. Thus, the manahelo or the 
composer should match his creative bini to the celebrated event. A ritual language expert 
can be the composer of a composition, but the addresser might be another person who has a 
loud and pleasant voice. The latter would then have to memorize the chant which is to be 
delivered at the event.2 
2 Each year at the celebration of the Independence Day of Indonesia the East Rote Sub-district office 
holds a kebalai competition. Each village has to perform a kebalai on stage in the Kecamatan. When I 
was in Bilba domain in 2007, a church elder and also a ritual language expert informed me that he had 
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Second, concerning the addressee, genres relate either to individual acceptance, as for 
example love persuasion (bini namatate) [13], sarcasm (namamulu-namamae) [4]), a 
farewell (bini tabaek) [8], or communal acceptance in genres such as an origin myth (bini 
dadea lulik) [10] and a thanksgiving prayer (samoa) [11]. Next, in terms of the interaction 
between addresser and addressee, Rotenese organizing principles could classify some 
addressees as passive listeners in contexts such as lamenting (dolalboreu) [6], the telling of 
an origin myth (dedea lulik) [10] and legend (tutura) [14]). While in terms of the 
interaction between the addresser and the addressee, addressee involvement occurs in other 
contexts where bini are performed as ceremonial speech (poporaldedea hadas) [5], in 
greetings (salamak) [9]) and love persuasion (namatate) [13]. On some ritual occasions or 
in approaching a woman, the dialogue or interactions can be perceived as a form of contest 
between two parties, between the caller (manama/o) and the receiver (manamahani) for 
example in bini popora, between the host and the guest, in the salamak bini which 
expresses their genuine intention to honor each other, and between the man and the woman 
in namatate bini to evoke each others' emotion. 
Third, distinctive features that concern coding are related to the function of the genre and 
type of coding. In terms of function, Rotenese bini can be categorised as entertainment, as 
in riddles (nanaeu/sakulu) [1], as humorous (nasoe/nasaralilnadudula) [12] or as lamenting 
(dolalboreu) [6]. There is also a division into secular and sacred, as can be seen in the 
contrast between proverbs (nesara) [2] and origin myths (dedea lulik) [10]. The way coding 
is done can be divided into three types: a). One coding - double/triple coding found in 
proverbs (nesara) [2], song and dance (helo kebalai) [15], or work songs (soda ladi tua) 
[16]. b). Acoustic coding - kinetic coding can be traced. in the helolbapa with a certain 
rhythm established by the beat of the drum and in helo kebalai with a certain pattern of 
dance following a pattern of responses (sipo) to the chant (helo) delivered by the chanter 
(manahelo). c). Vocal coding - instrumental coding can be found most markedly in 
composed a bini for the competition. The group representing the Matasio village of Bilba was led by a 
young Timorese woman who was married to a Rotenese. This woman had to memorize the order of the 
bini and practiced the helo. On the competition day, she succeeded in delivering the helo kebalai and 
gained a trophy for her village. 
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lamenting (dolalboreu) [6], which has a specific formula and tone for each section of the 
lament such as e ... awe~ and an instrument beating of the drum (bapa). 
Fourth, distinctive features involved in decoding can be divided into conservative and 
variable aspects. In Rotenese bini, these can be seen in the formulae used in the origin myth 
(dedea lulik) [10] of Suti Solo//Bina Bane and in lamenting (dolalboreu) [6]. In the Suti 
Solo/ /Bina Bane chant, there are formulaic questions and answers to and from the main 
chant characters. Since the journey of Suti Solo//Bina Bane moves through several places, 
these formulaic questions and answers match each destination in a specific order. An 
addressee can identify any mismatch in these response formulae if they are delivered in an 
incorrect order. Variable features can be observed in lamenting and in mortuary chants 
since these chants should be matched to the character, the age, the gender and the status of 
the deceased person (Fox 1988b:l61ff, 1989). For instance, a chant for a young child 
should be different from a chant for an old wealthy woman. 
Fifth, distinctive features concerning the message include many dimensions: long versus 
short forms, realistic versus unrealistic, personal versus non-personal and ordered versus 
non-ordered messages. The Rotenese term for a short form chant is bini kekeuk 'short 
poem'. These would include questions and riddles (nanaenulsakulu) [1], while long forms 
would be ceremonial speechs (dedea hadas) [5] and origin myths (dedea lulik) [10] at 
mortuary feasts, which are usually chanted publicly in a ritual ceremony. Personal and 
non-personal features could be noted in love persuasion (namatate) [13] and 
work/harvesting songs (soda ladi tua) [16] respectively, whereas the ordered and non-
ordered dimension features in the origin myths that relate the cosmogony of land and sea, 
heaven and earth, as in the Suti Solo//Bina Bane chant (ordered) in contrast with humor or 
joking (nasoe, nararali, nadudula) bini [12] which has a less ordered or non-ordered 
message for the addressee. 
In the next section I examine some genres of bini starting from the most important and 
sacred chant for the Rotenese, to greeting bini (salamak), lamenting, ceremonial speech 
bini popora, and various examples of short bini used in daily life. 
3 The e ... awe formula as explained by the manahe/o of Ringgou A. Rui was that e ... au e which means 
'oh .. .I am', was then followed by 'my destiny and my fate' (au ua ma au na/e ka) [see Appendix 5]. 
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1. The narration of the sacred chant Suti So/of/Bina Bane 
The chant of Suti Solo//Bina Bane (see Appendix 4) can be categorized as a serious, 
conservative and extremely sacred genre (dedea lulik) [10]. It is considered sacred by most 
people; not all ritual language experts were enthusiastic to recite it for me. This bini is 
usually delivered during a mortuary feast. In the previous days, there were many unpleasant 
stories about the dangers if a chanter delivered this bini improperly. In Daiama, one chanter 
(manahelo) died after reciting this bini, and people assumed that this was because he. did 
not deliver it right to the end (ta nate 'e).4 However, I did record one version of Suti 
Solo//Bina Bane from an old chanter, A. Mada (68), who lives at Airani hamlet in Daiama 
village. He was not particularly concerned about reciting this sacred bini5 for me. Even 
though he did not consider himself to be a chanter, people acknowledged him as an elder 
(lasi) who has broad knowledge of tradition (hada) and history. 
The Suti Solo//Bina Bane narration can be analyzed in terms of its characters, scenes and 
spatial domain. The first characters mentioned are the two women named Lole Ora and Noa 
Bafo, who are the guardians and the overseers of the dry fields and paddy fields (nanea neu 
tini ma nasala neu rene, lines 3, 4). The second dual characters are also women, Lasi Luli 
(literally: 'Sacred Forest') and Nura Huta (literally: 'Deep Jungle'). The third dual 
characters are male: Henu Sain (literally: 'Deep Sea') and Riti Liu (literally: 'Dark Ocean'). 
The fourth dual characters are children, Fe' o Nura and Manu O' a Lasi, while the fifth are 
dual names of the orphan and widow, Suti Solo and Bina Bane.6 
These main characters form a family that is based on a cosmic marriage: a marriage 
between the Sea and the Ocean (Henu Sainl/Riti Liu) and the Sacred Jungle and the 
Forbidden Forest (Lasi Lulil/Nura Huta). Fox (1997b, 2006) proposes that in other 
narratives from Termanu, the Sun and Moon are opposed to the Sea and the Ocean. 
4 Vansina (1985:41- 42) states that in Polynesia ritual sanctions were imposed ifthere was failure to be 
word-perfect and the ceremony was abandoned. And among New Zealand performers, it is said, the 
reciter would die if there was a single mistake in performance. In Hawaii similar sanctions were found. 
5 This is the only version of Suti Solo//Bina Bane recorded during my fieldwork. A brother of the 
village head's wife could deliver some part of this bini in song form (soda), but he did not want me to 
refer to it because it was not considered complete. 
6 Suti Solo refers to the nautilus, a marine creature of the cephalopod family Nautilidae 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nautilus). Bina Bane also refers to a marine creature belonging to the 
Opisthobrancia sub-class (Dharma 1988:9) 
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Cosmologically, the Sea and the Ocean are an opposing 'sphere' to Lain do Poin, while the 
Earth (Dae Bafok do Batu Poi) is the middle 'ground' for their interaction. However, in this 
sacred narrative, the Sea and the Ocean marry the Sacred Jungle and the Forbidden Forest. 
Thus, the Sea and the Ocean create an alliance through marriage with 'their enemy'. 7 The 
result of this cosmic marriage is a pair of female and male children, Fe 'o Nura and Manu 
O'a Lasi.8 Both 'children' carry their mother's or their mother's brother's family names. In 
Table V.2 below, I try to specify these characters in their sequence of appearance. It can be 
seen that female characters exceed males in the pairs. This cosmic family is portrayed 
through all the stages of human life, starting from union through marriage to separation 
through death, which is symbolized in the status of orphan and widow (ana ma Suti Solo do 
falu ina Bina Bane). 
Table 5. 2. The main characters in Suti Solo ma Bina Bane narrative 
Gender Names Symbolize Activity and Status 
Females Lo le Ora ma Noa Farmer Guardian and watcher 
Bafo in the field 
Females Lasi Luli ma Nura Forest and jungle Virgin-Mother to be 
Huta 
Males Henu Sain ma Riti Sea and Ocean Father to be 
Liu 
Female and Fe'o Nura ma Manu Female and male Children of the mother's 
Males OaLasi plants brother/MB (to'o) 
Females Suti Solo ma Bina Orphan and Wanderers in search of 
Bane widow right place 
The first scene is the first part of an introduction to the main story when Lole Ora and Noa 
Bafo are guarding their fields to scare away birds. The second part involves their role as the 
figures who make the fish scoops (rai) and bamboo baskets for traps (se 'o) for fishing. 
The narrative then flows to the second scene, when the story reaches its core and its essence 
(te tui tute na leo ma nafada kalun na leo, 'then tracing the core and tell the essence' lines 
32, 33). The two women, Lasi Luli and Nura Ruta, marry Henu Sain and Riti Liu (line 36, 
37). They give birth and bear two children, one female and one male, Fe'o Nura and Manu 
7 As Evans- Pritchard (1968) asserted in a Nuer proverb 'we marry them because they are our enemy'. 
8 This is my own interpretation of the female and male figures, since in the narrative it clearly states the 
female as Ina Fe'o Nura but the other name is only mentioned as Manu Oa Lasi (line 38-39). 
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Oa Lasi (line 38, 39). This union between the male elements of the deep sea (Henu Sain) 
and dark ocean (Riti Liu) and the female elements of sacred forest (Lasi Luli) and deep 
jungle (Nura Huta)results in the production of two kinds of plants, Fe'o Nura and Manu Oa 
Lasi, as can be seen in Figure 5.1. The children, in reality, are two potent plants which are 
considered valuable to the Rotenese. In particular, Manu Oa Lasi is used as one of the 
ingredients for making a local palm juice beer (laru ), which people say can enhance men's 
stamina. It is also used as an ingredient which is mixed with other herbs as a medicine and 
is drunk by women after giving birth (aido boboki). Thus, it is also believed to be a 
recovery medicine to enhance women's stamina as well. 
Figure 5. 1. A cosmogony between Lasi Lulil/Nura Huta with Henu Sainl/Riti Liu 
Henu Sain Riti Liu 
Manu OaLasi Fe'o Nura 
Since.the bride wealth had not been paid by the husbands, the names of the children follow 
their mother's names and thus belong to their mother's brother's (to' o) lineage. When Lasi 
Luli and Nura Huta request the bridewealth, Henu Sain and Riti Liu become furious and do 
not want to fulfil the demand. Instead, they create a storm and produce big waves (fe ruli a 
neu ma fe saku a mai, line 48, 49). The storm digs out Bina's 'intestines' and scoops out 
Suti's 'heart' (ero heni Bina ki na ma pode heni Suti aten, line 52, 53). 
The third scene is when Lole Ora and Noa Bafo go fishing using scoop-nets (rai and se'o), 
and scoop up the Suti Solo and Bina Bane (line 64, 65). Then, the narrative continues in the 
form of a dialogue between Lole Ora and Noa Bafo with Suti Solo and Bina Bane about the 
place where they wish to reside. They have no house to go to and no home in which to take 
refuge (uma ta/a uma teu/llo ta/a lo teu, line 71, 72). A series of destinations, starting from 
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house and home (uma///o) are not considered suitable according to Suti Solo and Bina 
Bane, so they keep arguing with these two women to find the right place to stay. The 
suggestions by the women follow the formula: 'go with //go stay or move to' (mu mo//sono 
mu), while the responses by Suti Solo//Bina Bane follows the formula 'that is fine//that is 
good - but' (malo/e//mara a so - tehu). They counter by saying that something can happen 
to the place or object. So they continually give a logical reason why they refuse to stay in 
the place suggested, and then ask the question again: 'where should we go?' (na u o bea 
bali). In Table 5.3, I provide details of these eight exchanges regarding the right place to 
settle in. 
T bl 5 3 L 1 0 /IN B i a e . . oe ra oa a o an d S f S 1 //B" B ' d" 1 Ul 00 ma ane s ia ogue 
Destinations suggested by Lole Reasons given by Suti Solo and Bina Bane 
Ora and Noa Bafo 
First: go to the sea waste and sea The east monsoon has broken and has swept 
litter (tere tasi/lhamu bau) away the waste of the sea and the head of 
current flood has returned the sea litter (timu 
rasa dua dulullfa rasafali /aka) 
Second: go stay at the mangrove The machete swings and chops the beach 
and at the cliff on the shore (boa mangrove down and the adze comes to axe 
namo//pia o/i) the shore cliff (sosa doe tei pila//atu asa pio 
oli) 
Third: go to the wood post and Sugar jars of palm fill the house and buckets 
palm pole (timi di //balo tua) (as granary) of millet ascend to the house 
( bou tua hene uma llfati bete ae lo) 
Fourth: go to the hundred goats of The hundred goats can shift the wood fence 
the moon and the thousand buffalo and the thousand buffalos can break the stone 
of the sun (bu/an bibi rifun//ledo apa fence (bibi rifan hake heni peu ai//ledo apa 
natun) fetu hai to batu) 
Fifth: go to the buckets of millet Guests are coming and visitors are descending 
and palm sugar jar (fati bete//bou to devour the buckets of millet and empty the 
tua) palm sugar jar (pau a ranoko mail/ Jui a 
raonda mai) 
Sixth: go to the deep jungle and The machete swings and slashes the deep 
sacred forest (Nura Hutal/Lasi jungle and the adze chops down the sacred 
Lulik) forest (sosa dei tei sina huka heni Lasi 
Lulikl/atu asa oli lo 'o heni Nura Huta) 
Seventh: go with the mountain The mountain villagers have gone away and 
villagers and domain villagers (lete the domain is unoccupied (lete leo a hiru 
leo// nus a iku) //nusa iku a hai) 
Eighth: go with the cord of palm They cannot argue anymore and they stop 
stalk and gebang palm (isi there. 
tula//londa fepa) so you can rot and 
be broken with them. 
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Spatial orientations of Suti Solo and Bina Bane 
Rubin (1995) observes that oral traditions avoid abstract notions and are mostly spatial, so 
characters are always on the move. According to Rubin: 
Humanists have noted that oral traditions contain the concrete rather than the 
abstract. If imagery is divided into two components, object and spatial, then oral 
traditions are mostly spatial. There are graphic scenes, but most of the lines 
involve movement and location rather than description, and much of description 
that does exist is in form of "formula" or "commonplaces". In Homer, the sea is 
always wine dark; the dawn, rosy fingered. In ballads, hands are always lily white, 
the first horse is a milk-white steed and the second is a dappled bay. It may be no 
accident that epic heroes are always on the move; invoking a highly developed 
spatial-memory system increases memorability. If all the action occurred at one 
place, more confusion and interference might occur. Moreover, individual images 
are better for spatial relations than for sequencing, but by using a series of images 
tied to a path that passes through a known sequence of places, the order of events 
can be made more stable (Rubin 1995:61-62). 
The spatial movements in the Suti Solo and Bina Bane chant can be categorized into eight 
elements as illustrated in Table 5.4. 
Table 5. 4 Spatjal elements in Suti Solo and Bina Bane chant 
Spatial elements or Dyadic set Lines 
locations 
1. Sea Sea wastes//sea litters (tere tasi//hamu Lines 78-79 
bau) 
2. Beach - shore Mangroves ofbeach//cliffs on the shore Lines 92-93 
(boa namol/pia oli) 
3. House Wood posts! /palm poles (timi di//balo Lines 104-105 
tua) 
4. Animal Paddock Thousand goats of the moon//hundred Lines 113-114 
buffalo of the sun (bu/an bibi 
rifun//ledo apa natun) 
5. Upper house and food Baskets of millet//jars of palm sugar Lines 122-123 
containers (fati betel/bou tua) 
6. Forest - jungle Sacred forest// deep jungle (Lasi Lines 131-132 
Lulik/!Nura Huta) 
7. Villagers of mountain Villages of mountain//domain dwellers Lines 139-140 
-domain (lete leol/nusa iku) 
8. Rice field - to Cord of palm stalk//cord of gebang Lines 146-147 
frighten birds away palm (isi tula//londafepa) 
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The ultimate reason for Suti Solo and Bina Bane coming to the surface of the sea is the fury 
of Henu Sain and Riti Liu when Nura Huta and Lasi Luli request the bridewealth. As a 
result, Suti Solo and Bina Bane are transformed because their hearts and intestines are 
pulled out by the storm. This is a concrete situation, since these two creatures live in the 
deep ocean and reach the surf ace of the sea as empty shells. That is the principal reason 
why this genre of bini is chanted during a mortuary feast, especially when a father and 
husband have passed away. The family that is left behind are the widow and orphans ifalu 
ina//ana ma), similar to Suti Solo and Bina Bane, the empty shells, and have no place to go. 
The final destination and resting place of Suti Solo and .Bina Bane is a paddy-field (nai rene 
dale) where they become an instrument to frighten birds away. People in the village put 
some small stones inside a Bina's shell and tie it to a palm tree or attach it to gebang cords 
which they then pull from the watch-hut to scare birds away with the sound it creates. 
However, during my fieldwork, I found people using empty tins, such as Coca Cola or 
Sprite tins, to replace Bina shells. 
My interpretation of this final destination is that it has a clear association with the origin 
myth about the source of the Nine Seeds (Pule Sia), and their journey. Led by either rice 
and millet or millet and maize (hadel/bete or bete//pela), the Nine Seeds are also believed 
to have come from the deep sea and dark ocean (liul/sain). They were also represented by 
two women (Fox 1997).9 In this sense, Suti Solo and Bina Bane's journeys must finish in a 
rice field and so they cannot argue any longer and end there (ta sefi//na te 'e so). It is 
apparent that the local concept of fertility is the main theme in the Suti Solo and Bina Bane 
narrative. When a husband and father have passed away, the widow's womb is dry and 
empty, resembling Suti's intestine and Bina's heart which were pulled .out. The women's 
productive capacity reduces. Thus, the final destination in the ritual journey must be the 
rice field to secure the fertility and productivity of the field and ensure that the widow and 
orphans are not abandoned and hungry. This connection subsequently explains the 
mortuary payment made to a mother's brother (MB), which consists of a rice field which 
9 The name of these two women varies according to domain. In Termanu they are known as Doli do 
Lutu or Bole Sou ma Asa Nao (Fox 1997:96). In the Bilba version the women are Sina Pasa ma Soe' 
Leli. In the Daiama version, millet and maize are personified by Ona Ema Deli Dea (see Chapter VI). 
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symbolically mentions 'gold and plate' (lilo - mangok) (Fox 1971a,1988b) because the MB 
also ensures the fertility of his 'plants' (selek). 
For the Rotenese, all spatial destinations are a vital part of their cosmology in dealing with 
ordinary life. It is a very concrete picture to explain Rotenese social relations which are 
attached to the concept of fertility, whether relating to the sea, to animals, rice fields or 
human beings. So, the narrative starts and ends at the same place, at a rice field, the place 
that Lole Ora ma Noa Bafo watches and guards. It is a remarkable cycle of narration, and 
so, the chanter ends the narration with the formula boema bes aka ta na sefi so, ma nate 'e 
na so: 'this story cannot be argued further and stops there'. The chanter is truly 
knowledgeable, and his version is considered as an accurate and reliable one. 
Animal fertility also plays an important part in Rotenese life. In the past, people in east 
Rote performed a ritual to ensure animal fertility. This ritual was held at the New Year and 
was known as the rite of 'cutting ears' (e banda ri do). Jewelry was put on the older 
buffalos and cattle (henu neuk boli) for nine days (fai sio). After nine days, the jewelry had 
to be removed from the animals. The essence of this ritual is called sue mata (literally 
meaning, 'love them all'), where the main purpose is to ensure that all the animals are 
sprinkled with young coconut water (pepesi rini do) using a rini leaf (rini do ). 10 After that, 
the husk of the young coconut has to be placed on each pole of the doorway (oka bafa) of 
the animal pen. The main purpose of this rite is to multiply the animals, since 'coolness' is 
associated with fertility. This is a cooling ritual, which is similar to the sprinkling of the 
seed in the millet ritual, with the purpose of promoting fertility so that they multiply. 
2. Greeting chant (salamak) 
Salamak might be a loan word from the Indonesian, selamat, or greeting. Thus salamak 
bini is considered as a greeting to a guest before having a meal together. This is a kind of 
thanksgiving prayer in a Christian sense. The host firstly expresses his humility by 
mentioning that he has nothing to offer, while the guest praises the kindness and the 
10 Rotenese are familiar with three kinds of leaves that have a cooling effect. For the millet ritual the 
safe leaf (safe do) is used to sprinkle the seed (described in Chapter VI), and for the animal ritual, rini 
leaf (rini do) is used. Another leaf associated with a cooling effect is /alo leaf (lalo /ua), a kind of 
spreading leaf used for reducing fever in children. Safe leaves can be used to cure a wound or abscess, 
by using coconut oil to stick the leaf to the wound .. 
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generosity of the host. This version also could be classified as a short chant (bini kekeu), 
which contrasts to other long narratives, such as Suti Solo and Bina Bane. 
This chant is uttered on the occasion of a feast, but is not specific to the mortuary feast. The 
chant could be delivered when the ruler (manek) has a special gathering and invites other 
rulers from neighbouring domains to attend. In the three villages the message contained in 
this bini is the same, except there is a stress on the word ndu rather than ru in the Ringgou 
dialect used by Daiama people. The salamak chant provided as an example below follows 
the accent of the people of Sotimori. In turn, the guest should praise the host by saying that 
despite the fact that the Ba' a plain is wide and its grass infertile, guests never stop visiting 
Ba' a, and even though Dengka's tidal shore is long and its tide is empty, people who collect 
food from its tide are never disappointed. 
The host: 
lid tua ratoo, koa tua reu dino 
Tua buna ta 'a hoe 
Ma nesu iku ra ndu 
Manu iku neu reo 
Au aa 'u u bi ta 'a hoe 
Au mina ha.ft ta 'a 
Ma au lada hade ta 'a 
The guest: 
Mo Ba 'a loa-loa nau ta ro don 
Te Ba 'a ta hae Jui 
Meti Deka naru-naru 
Tehu meti ta no isi na 
Ma Deka ta hae meti 
Etu heni tali heke 
De ta etu heni tali tu/a fa 
Ma ladi heni mo bisa don 
Tehu ta basa mo tali hade nau 
fa 
When the brush of a palm tapper is 
beaten, black birds/crows come in a 
crowd 
Even though there is no female 
inflorescence 
And when the mortar from the village is 
beaten 
The village chickens come to find food 
However, I have no rice 
I have no pork fat 
And I have no delicious rice 
The plain of Ba' a is very wide, and the 
grass is without leaves 
But Ba' a does not stop its guests. 
The tide of Dengka is very long 
But the tide is without any substance 
But Dengka does not stop its tide. 
Although gewang strands have broken 
The gewang rope is not severed 
And though tapping has emptied in the 
fields of leaves 
It has not reduced the cords of rice grass 
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3. Lamenting chants (do/a mamates/boreu) 
A wailing chant is delivered when someone has died within a family or a clan. The chant is 
delivered as the families watch over the body, when family members who live at a distance 
arrive or when the burial time is near and the coffin is carried from the house to the yard to 
be buried. In the chant, the wailers express their loss using lament (bini) language with a 
rhythm that is similar to singing. 11 
Although none of the six chants I collected were recited at a real death, they draw on 
experiences of genuine loss of family members. The emotional content in composing this 
genre is also significant, since it involves remembering the real death of a father, a husband, 
a mother or a daughter. My collection of lamenting chants includes: two chants for a father, 
one chant for a husband, two chants for a mother, and one chant for a daughter. 
Those six laments have similar introduction formulas. In at least the first two couplets the 
chanters express their fe~ling and regret about the destiny and fate of their lost loved ones. 
The introduction consists of a formula such as: 'I am thinking and I am wondering about 
this fate and this destiny, oh father, how about my fate and my destiny, oh father' (Hau noi, 
ma ua ia ma nale ia, awe papa e ma ua bali de papa, ma nale bali de papa te). In addition 
to the formula that invokes the · chanter's fate, another introductory formula is used to 
introduce the character of the deceased, and then continues to lament her/his own destiny. 
For example, throughout his composition for his father, a chanter used at least a 
combination of three dyadic sets as an introduction. He began by remembering how he was 
loved by his father and mentioned his fate and destiny, 'oh ... he who cradles and he who 
carries, how about my fate and destiny' (e ... awe mana ifa o nellmana o 'o one, au ua tao le 
ma nale ki tao le). His father was described as the one who had carried//cradled him. He 
expressed this in the formula: 'the one who has carried// cradled him' (mana ifa!!o 'o ne) . 
. 
11 There are six laments in my bini collection. Two chants were delivered by women who lost a father 
and a daughter respectively. Three others were those that two men wailed when they lost their mother or 
father. Considering it is hard to deliver in the face of a real death, some women were reluctant to recite 
this genre because if recited, they were anxious that there might be a real death within their family. 
During my fieldwork only two deaths occurred in the village. I managed to record a bini in a modest 
way while I did not intend to show my disrespect to the family and the crowd. However, extraneous 
noise affected the quality and influenced the results, so the chant was considered incomplete and could 
not be transcribed. 
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Throughout the rest of his composition, he made use of a combination formula: the one 
who gave birth to me and carried me//the one who bore me and carried me (mana bold o 'o 
le//mana lae one), or si.mply used the pair: 'gave birth//carried' (mana bold/lmana o'on). 
Interestingly, it is the father who was portrayed as the person who gives birth//he who 
bears. Thus, in ritual language, the specific gender division of labor is reversed in 
expressing the loss of a father. The affection towards a father is symbolized as if the 
father's role carried female responsibilities.12 
The creativity of each chanter mainly depends on his/her ability to use dyadic sets 
effectively in expressing his/her loss. All chanters, however, use similar dyadic sets to 
portray the character of the deceased and the nature of their relationship, the chanter's 
situation and the unpleasant reality of life that they face in the future. Key dyadic sets used 
in these laments are listed in the following Table: 
Table 5. 5 The common elements of dyadic sets in lamenting chants 
Deceased 
characters 
Chanter's 
situation 
Mana ifal/mana o'o 
Manabold//manalae 
Suel/lai 
Uallnale 
Afarene lo-lo/lameda ra-
ra 
Ana ma bika lete/lfalu 
ina kade sale 
Lul/pinu 
Sale dalel/tua tein 
Teteni lete leo//atani le/a 
iku 
The one who carries/ !cradles 
The one who gives birth// bears 
Love// affection 
Destiny//fate 
Remember constantly//aware 
continually 
Orphan! /widow 
Tears! /mucus 
Regret//lament 
Ask the mountain dwellers// search 
for answers from the villagers 
12 This idea reflects the notion of complementarities between father and mother, man and woman, which 
is prevalent in Rotenese cosmology (Fox 1971c, 1989, 1991, 1997b, 2006). 
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Time and seasons Fai ia dalel/ledo ia tein On this day//inside this sun: at this 
time( sun) 
Grave 
Coffin 
Nesu iku ra rulliki tua ra A sound of the village's mortar// the 
to beat of the palm tapper's brush 
Tua timu lesu kin//hade Palm trees are ready to tap//rice is 
safa ton dale ready to pick 
Ledo lai balha//fai lai Times tomorrow//future days 
bin es a 
Teu telu/lbula sio Three years! /nine months 
Batu peo doko doe//dae Stone grave asking! /mother earth 
inan tae boni requesting 
Tika nala balu lain//hene Mounting on the boat//ascending on 
nala tonda lain the ship 
Death and spirit Nitu neu teteni/lmula mai Spirit come closer//ghost come to 
domain babati (nitu mai divide 
pala//mula mai bati) 
Children 
Le seri//tasi tada 
Oe fa bati lolol/fa basa 
deten 
Across the river/fin the middle of the 
sea 
The waters rising in the strait/ /the 
flood covering all 
Euna 
ratakari 
ratekela//boa Flowers scattered//fruits spread out 
Other people's Sunda idul/hede mata Deceitful//insul ting 
behaviors 
Lo no lo tulul/sipo ma Give unpleasantly//take with 
sipo fonda reluctance 
These are the core elements that are similar in all the lament compositions I collected. The 
longest chant contains all of these elements. In contrast, there are two shorter chants that 
describe only the deceased's character and the chanter's situation. Other elements that are 
also put forward by the chanters are their situation within the family, their relation with 
siblings and their condition as an old woman and widow. 
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4. Bini performed in escorting the bride (bini popora) 
I now wish to analyze a bini popora, recorded from a manahelo at Daiama, A. Mada (68). 
This bini was not recorded at an actual popora feast; this sort of bini is not performed at a 
real popora event anymore. During my fieldwork, I attended five popora ceremonies in 
Landu, but at none of those events was a bini popora performed. The wife-giver family 
members (manamalo, literally, 'the callers') who came from outside expressed their 
intention by using plain Rotenese language, and the wife-taker (either manasipo literally 
'the receivers', or, for some people, manamahani literally 'those who wait') also responded 
in Rotenese and Indonesian, especially those who led the prayer. 13 
Many anthropologists, especially those who work in eastern Indonesian societies have 
analyzed ritual speech. In specific accounts of kinship and marriage, ritual speech has been 
discussed by Fox (1988a, 1988b), Kuipers (1990), Nakagawa (1988), Hoskins (1988, 
1990), Graham (1991) and Aoki (1996). In Fox's volume of essays on ritual language 
(1988a) there are accounts of ritual language as it is performed on various occasions in a 
person's life-cycle rituals. Many botanical metaphors are utilized in performances. For 
example, Nakagawa (1988:235) stresses that among the Endenese a bride is compared to 
banana//sugarcane (muku//tewu) and the groom to the owner of the plant. Botanical idioms 
are prevalent in Eastern Indonesian societies, such as among the Rotenese (Fox 1971c, 
1988a), Sumbanese (Hoskins 1988), and Torajanese (Zerner and Volkman 1988). 
In the sample of bini popora analyzed below, the bride is symbolized as a tree. The wife-
givers bring the seed to be planted in the land of the wife-takers. The name of the tree is 
explicitly mentioned as the palm tree (tua), as revealed in lines 49-50 and line 72 of the bini 
popora text (see Appendix 6). The palm tree is a source of livelihood and vital part of 
13 Wife-giver as manamalo - the caller - and wife-taker as manasipo - the receiver are applied only in a 
popora. I prefer to use manasipo in the body of the text, because malo and sipo are a better match than 
malo and mahahi. In other marriage negotiations there is no specific attribute to either party, they are 
only known as pihak keluarga perempuan and pihak keluarga laki-laki, borrowing words from the 
Indonesian language. 
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Rotenese life. 14 The bride/woman who is symbolized as a tree also appears in the narrative 
of origin, where Eve is represented as the right tree and the branch to lean on (hu na ta 
ndia//ndana nasarai) (see Chapter VIII). Mary Douglas has argued, "A symbol only has 
meaning from its relation to other symbols in a pattern. The pattern gives the meaning. For 
one thing, each symbolic system develops autonomously according to -its own rules. For 
another, cultural environments add their difference" (Douglas 1970: 11 ). Thus, in the 
Rotenese system of thought, natural symbols appear in this pattern, as they consistently 
occur in Rotenese social life. 
In this bini popora, the wife-givers (manamalo) state their intention in a condescending 
manner. The response from the wife-takers (manasipo) is in the form of encouragement. 
The wife-givers state that their appearance is not good and they come with fear (lines· 1 and 
5). The wife-givers thus show themselves modestly to the wife-takers. This is not merely 
due to the high social status of the wife-takers, who may be a noble family or rich family, 
but shows the wife-givers want to be protected. They apologize for their appearance, as 
their clothes are not proper enough (rapi tu/a kokokal/lwkoka ta palu paun) (lines 5-10). 
The wife-takers assure them that they did not enter the wrong house, and that all intentions 
of the wife-givers are right and proper (ai o torn tean//torn ta sala tean) (lines 11-22). 
The second concern of the wife-givers is that the bride is still a child, she is like a young 
mango and has not yet blossomed (/usu pao//buna ufa) (lines 24-25). This child-like 
attitude is also portrayed in playing marbles (line 27). The response from the wife-takers is 
that she has reached the age to handle household jobs (fetching water and collecting 
firewood, rni oe//helu ai) and in that matter the mother (mama) and father's sister (te'o) 
will teach her (lines 32-38). 
The third concern of the wife-givers is about food, millet (bete) and palm sugar (bou tua 
!lfati bete) (lines 40- 45). They did not bring enough food. The wife-takers reply with the 
14 People can use every part of a palm tree as food (for hwnan and animals), house materials, household 
equipment and coffins. In the life-cycle of the Rotenese the palm tree plays an essential role (Fox 
1977a). 
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idea of one conception; they all come from one source, from the one palm tree (tula esa 
bobokin/I Jepa esa lalaen) (lines 45-51 ). 
Table 5. 6 The concern of manamalo about their lack of food 
40. Wife-givers Hu au ae bi Jo bi But I am ascending with fear 
41. Ma au herie mae ho mae And I am climbing up with 
shame 
42. Karena au bou tua ki Because I have no jars of lontar 
ta'a syrup 
43. Ma auJati bete ki ta'a And I have no baskets of millet 
44. De au ae bi Jo bi Therefore I am ascending in fear 
45. Mri au hene mae Jo mae And I am climbing up in shame 
46. Wife-takers Ma ae hene bi boso bi Just climb without fear 
47. Ma ae mae boso mae And ascend without shame 
48. Te bou tua ta 'a lain Although you have no jars of 
lontar syrup 
49. Ma Jati bete ta 'a ion And no baskets of millet in the 
house 
50. Tehu tula esa bobokin Still we were born from one 
cord of iontar palm 
51. Ma Jepa esa lalaen And we were begotten from one 
cord of gebang palm 
The fourth concern occurs when the manamalo then invoke the concept of moon and sun 
(bulan uma//ledo ion) because the wife-takers are from a high ranking family. The wife-
givers begin to tremble (lines 57-58). The wife-takers encourage them and assure them that 
they are one family from the same palm tree source (tua kau bobokin//fepa esa lalaen) 
(lines 64-65). The wife-givers say that they have planted the palm tree on poor dry land 
(tande bei mo Ii 'a//sele mo dae hara) (lines 63-74). The wife-takers accept this situation 
and openly accept the wife-givers (lines 80-85). The wife-givers propose that they, the 
wife-takers, will have to nurture and care for the plant by watering it (toli oel/sa dae) (lines 
90-91), in order to ensure it produces leaves, flowers and fruits (don//buna//boa) and so that 
both sides will happy (tamahena//tabani). 
Table 5. 7 The manamalo responses in relation to the noble status of the groom 
52. Wife-givers Mau ma mae leon na so Although you have said so 
53. Ma au hene bi Jo bi But I am still ascending with 
fear 
54. Ma au hene mae Jo mae · And I am climbing up in . 
shame 
55. De au deak hoe mari 'i My back shoulder is trembling 
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56. Ma au pauk hoe marini And my waist is cold 
57. Karena au hene bu/an Because I am ascending the 
uma house of the moon 
58. Hene leo ledo Ion And entering the dwelling 
place of the sun 
59. Au aefo mari'i I climb trembling 
60. Ma hene fo marini And ascend in coolness 
61. Wife-takers Ae boso marini Ascend, do not be afraid 
62. Ma hene boso mari 'i And climb, do not tremble 
63. Te fai na tu/a esa Because we come from one 
bobokin stalk 
64. De tua kau bobokin And we are born from palm 
thorn 
65. Ma fepa esa lalaen, And one stalk that gave birth 
66. De ru bepa lalaen And stalk of gebang that gave 
birth 
67. De hene boso mari 'i So climb, do not tremble 
68. Ma ae boso marini And ascend, do not feel cool 
69. Wife-givers Nae lo na de tebe It is true 
70. Tehu au hene ho mari 'i But I climb while trembling 
71. Ma ae ho marini And ascend in coolness 
72. Karena au tande pepeu Because I have planted the 
tua palm 
73. De au tande bei mo Ii' a And I have planted if in a poor 
field 
74. Ma au sele soso 'a mo And I have sown it in an 
ordinary field 
75. De sele mo dae hara And have sown it on dry land 
76. De tande nai dae hara Planted it on dry land 
77. Ma sale mo li'a And sown it in a poor field 
78. Okan ta palu batu The roots do not penetrate the 
rocks 
79. Ma don ta sao daen And the leaves do not marry 
with the earth 
80. Wife-takers Leo mae don ta sao dae So the leaves have not married 
the earth 
81. Ma okan ta palu batu And the roots have not 
penetrated the rocks 
82. Noi ae boso mari 'i But come, ascend , do not be 
cold 
83. Ma hene boso marini And climb, do not be afraid 
84. Ae ho 'o-ho 'o mai Ascend with joy 
85. Ma hene hi' a-hi' a mai And climb with laughter 
The basic concerns of the manamalo are how to transform the girl into a woman of the 
household and about the adjustment to a new environment. The inexperience of the bride 
will be replaced with learning by doing. This becomes a task for the mother in-law (mama) 
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and father's sister (te'o), who are responsible for coaching the bride in her household 
chores. The manasipo responded that they will teach the bride with affection. In addition to 
this speech, the wife-takers also show their good intentions symbolically. The symbolic 
action shown by the manasipo is that they openly receive the bride. When the groom's 
sisters usher her to the gate, they begin by covering the bride's head with a piece of cloth 
(!ala); then the mother's sister (mama titi) and father's sister (te'o) will carry the bride 
(boko) by forming a cradle with their hands to carry her (pele dedere) to the bedroom. 
Later, when the bride reaches the inner room of the house (uma dalek), she sits on her 
mother-in-law's lap (ifa). After a while the groom's relatives help the bride to change her 
clothing into clothes that have been provided for her, and then the couple are led out to 
meet the guests (see Chapter VII). 15 
In summary, the structure of this bini develops in a clear dualistic parallel pattern 16 (Fox 
1989: 44) with manamalo- manasipo, low - high, subordinate - superior, female - male, 
powerless - powerful, as complementary elements as follows: 
Table 5. 8 Structural pattern of complementarity in the popora chant 
Stage The concern of the wife-giver The response of the wife-taker 
(manamalo) (manasipo) 
1. Physical appearance Enters the right house 
2. Skills and performance of the bride to Good relations with mother-in-
handle household tasks law 
3. Lack of food supply One family, same origin 
4. Lower social status Reassurance that they are one 
family and have the same origin 
5. Plant on infertile soil and land Continue to encourage 
6. Hope to nurture the plant for the benefit -
of all 
Complementary dualism has an important role in the popora. The popora event 
demonstrates how this principle operates. The manasipo is neither superior to the 
15 I encountered this practice at a popora feast in September 2007 in Nisita hamlet at Daiama village 
space. The bride was from Bateik clan in Sotimori and the groom was from Ledulu clan. However, the 
popora dialogues were in the Indonesian language. Since the house of the groom was a modern house as 
is common in Landu nowadays, the bride was escorted to the main room (Ind. kamar pengantin) which 
had been decorated beautifully. Changing the bride's clothing (lufa buas) has become an important 
element; the couple will go to the church on the next Sunday to express their thanksgiving (Ind. balas 
~ereja) to God. 
6 Hoskins (1990:27 5) provides other examples of gender categories among the Kodi, people of Sumba. 
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manamalo nor vice versa. The use of botanical idioms (unripe-ripe, flower-fruit, planted-
harvested, gebang/tula palm tree/tua) in the popora dialogues constitute 'principal 
metaphors for growth and development', all metaphors for living which are common 
among the eastern Indonesian people and for the Austronesians in general (Fox 1989:45). 
5. Bini in daily life activity 
Some examples of bini used in ordinary daily activities are included in short bini (bini 
kekeu). These bini ·might be expressed not only by a ritual chanter, but also by ordinary 
people if they have mastered the language. The first two examples are taken from situations 
when a man approaches a woman (namatate), and the third example is a farewell bini (bini 
tabaek). 
There are two examples of namatate bini. The first namatate bini was recorded from 
someone who wa5 not a ritual expert, Bapa M. Matasina, a maneleo of Surateik clan from 
Kenamoen hamlet in Sotimori, and the second from a ritual expert, Bapa A. Mada from 
Daiama village. In the fir-St example, the man uses the dyadic sets, flower//leaves (buna//do) 
and parrot//crow (kia//koa), to express his intention. Ralu buna with bright yellow flowers 
and beu leaves attract the parrot and crow to alight on its branches. The loud noise of the 
parrot and crow could be a sign of seeking attention. In other bini such as bini popora, 
flower (buna) pairs with fruit (boa), to becomes buna/lboa an expression for children. 
Thus, for example, the first child become boa sosak (Fox 1971a:75); moreover fruit could 
be paired with leaf: fruit//leaf (boa//dok) (Fox 1975:113-114). Thus, in this namatate bini 
the botanical idioms used as a 'ritual core' are tree (ai), flower (buna) and leaf (don). 
Man: 
1. Masarepe ralu buna 
2. Ma malidi beu don 
3. Kia bea namulu 
4. Ma koa bea mamulu 
5. Koa kokodo baboso 
6. Ma kia manafae ai 
7. Fae aifufudi 
The density of ralu flowers 
And the appeal of beu leaves 
The parrot goes mad 
And crow grows foolish 
The crow cries continually 
And the parrot climbs the tree 
repeatedly 
Climbs the tree to seduce 
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If the woman accepts this overture, she will reply by asking the man to cut the inner leaf of 
gebang shoots (di 'i) and palm cord for her to make sandals (tabeis). 11 The woman uses 
parts of the palm tree (tua): leaf (do) and cord ifepa dea). Thus, leaf (do) can be paired with 
cord ifepa dea) when it applies to a palm tree (tua), whilst for other trees, leaf can be paired 
with fruit (boa) and flower (buna). 
Woman's positive response: 
8. Edi fe do fa dei 
9. Do di'ifa dei 
10. Duri bebafepa deafa dei 
11. Fo tao neu rapa ei 
12. Te la 'o neni ledo medi 
13. Fo ledo medi ma haa 
14. Lope nenifai ndule 
15. Fo fai neni matobi 
Cut for me a piece of leaf 
And a piece of shoot 
A bit of cord of the palm stalk 
For me to make as foot cover/sandal 
For me to walk under the heat of the sun 
Because the heat of the sun is hot 
And swing under the sting of the day 
Because the day brings its heat 
If both agree, they will continue their conversation. However, if the man is reluctant to 
continue the dialogue, he will reply by explicitly stating that the palm tree (tua) has no 
shoots and leaves (di'i do) and no cord ifepa dea). So, he will say: 
16. Tua ta na do 
17. Ta no do di'i 
18. Ma tua ta no fepa dea 
The palm does not have any leaf 
Does not have any shoots 
And the palm does not have its cord 
In this first example, botanical terms used are tree (ai), leaf (do), flower (buna), and palm 
cord ifepa). To express their intention they are combined with terms for birds such as 
parrot//crow (kia/lkoa), or matched to function as protection from the heat of the sun (ledo 
medil/fai ndule). 18 
The second example of a namatate bini was recorded from a ritual expert from Daiama, 
Bapa A. Mada. In this example, the setting of the dialogue starts when a man asks a woman 
to stop and drink some palm juice. This is a polite offer to someone as a guest in the house. 
This is a formal offer, so when a host offers a meal to the guest, she/he will state: mai minu 
17 In Landu, I noticed that people are still using this type of sandal, especially to work in the fields or 
walk a long distance. Some people still go barefoot. 
18 The Sotimori people keep the terms ndule and ndi na rather than rule and ri na that· are used in 
Daiama. 
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tua dei ('please have a drink of palm juice'), instead of mai taa ('please come to eat'). Mai 
taa is an offer for the household members or close relatives. 
Man 
Woman 
Man 
Woman 
Feto ei mai minu na tua bai 
dei 
Au u tou' diri rau 
So soni manu di rau 
Ma neu koko di upa 
Koko te ai upa 
Sona mu leo 
Nae lope seli Boa oen 
Ma lao seli Thie daen 
Au bau pela dae Diu 
Fo lwri fe manu Diu 
Fo mane Diu ta relu 
Ma helu ni kete lwna 
Tu fe bus a lwna 
Tu busa lwna ta relu 
Tehu fai esa nai na 
Ma ledo dua nai ria 
Te lwri pela dae Diu 
Au helu tate lwna 
Fo tufo busa lwna 
Busa lwna neu relu 
Ma lwri te manu Diu neu reo 
Neme Diu neu mete 
Hi girl, come to drink some lontar palm 
juice, please 
Hi man, I want to pass by, 
Go to Soni Manu (Lelenuk), then eat 
And toward Koko (Lelenuk), then drink 
To crow, then drink (at Lelenuk) 
If so, just go on 
Swing your arms to Boa Oen 
And walk on to Thie Daen 
I am carrying sorghum for Diu 
To spread before the cocks from Diu 
For the lords/males ofDiu do not notice 
And promise the crabs bite Kana 
Throwing (food) to the dogs of Kana 
The dogs of Kana do not notice 
But upon a certain day 
And upon a certain time 
When scattering sorghum for Diu 
(I) promised a boy of Kana 
To throw food to the dogs of Kana 
(Now) the dogs of Kana come to see 
And scattering (the food),the cocks of Diu 
come to perc~ 
From Diu, he comes to watch 
This is an example of a highly metaphoric idiom. When offered some lontar juice to drink, 
the woman replies in a polite manner that she will continue her walk to Lelenuk where she 
will eat and drink. This is thus a polite refusal. Ritual names of places are used to signify 
the distance that she will cover, so the man will realize that the girl rejects the offer. At last 
the woman chooses to use ritual names for two domains, Lelenuk and Diu. Lelenuk's ritual 
name is Soni Manu do Koko Te and Diu's is Diu Dae do Kana Lain. 19 Therefore, initially 
when the woman replies, she refers to Lelenuk. The man responds by referring to the more 
distant domains of Thie (Thie Muli do Ndana Kona) and Dengka (Namo Boa do Oli 
Tada).20 Thus, he says in effect: 'please walk further to the west to reach Thie and 
Dengka'. The woman then refers to the closer domain of Diu as a counter-expression to 
19 In the domain of Diu there is a bay that separates Diu and Landu, which has many crabs (ni) and 
~rawns (poe). So, the ritual name ofDiu is derived from this site. 
0 In this bini, the poet does not use the proper ritual names for these domains. 
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show that she intends to walk a short distance to carry sorghum, so that when she scatters 
her sorghum, the roosters or young men (manu, mane) of Diu will pay attention to her. The 
sorghum she provides will catch the attention of many young men (mane). 
This bini employs the ritual names of the domains, Diu//Lelenuk and Thie//Dengka to 
convey the distance -- east//west, near//far -- in this composition. The other dyadic pairs 
are: eat//drink (rau//upa), walk//stroll (laol/lope), time//day ifai//ledo), see//watch 
(mete//relu), man//boy (manel/tate), dog//chicken (busa//manu), give//throw ife//tu) and 
two//three (dua//telu). Other features of this bini are the relation of certain words to each 
other: manu-mane (chicken-man), ni kete-tate (crab-boy) to suggest associations. That the 
dog does not like the crab is logically valid, when she uses ni kete kana, tu fe busa kana, 
busa kana ta relu, because the crab will bite (kete) the dog. But when she scatters the 
sorghum again (kari pela dae Diu), the young men of Diu (tate Kana) come to watch. The 
meaning of these expressions can be revealed only if one is already familiar with local 
knowledge and ritual names or idioms. 
The final example is a farewell bini (bini tabaek). This bini involves the parting between 
two close friends. I recorded this bini from a church elder in Daiama a few days before I 
finished my fieldwork. He starts with the opening lines addressed to me. He describes my 
one year's fieldwork as a period of preparing the thread (lolo aba//beru bina, literally, 'to 
stretch and spin the thread') prior to the weaving stage. After this period, we will not hear 
each other's voices (hara/ldasi). He applies two things to describe the unheard news, which 
is similar to a tiny shell (loko) and a sparkling fire (atu). The dyadic set for friend is 
tia//sena, but tia also means small clams/oysters. In the last line, he uses the image of the 
empty oyster to describe the feelings of those who are left behind. Thus, tia in this line 
combines the sense of actual and symbolic emptiness. People on Roti have a way to check 
whether an oyster has its meat or is empty; they knock the shell using a knife; an empty 
shell will have no sound (to 'o ta). 
Ina rou lilo on 
Ma girl nanaa besi on 
Fai bei usele 
Ma ledo leo binesa 
Lalo aha teu esa 
Ma beru bina teu dua 
A woman with golden skin 
And a sister sharp as steel 
When the day is just like yesterday 
And the time such as tomorrow 
After stretching the thread for a year 
And spinning the thread on the bina-shell 
for two years 
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Tia haran leo loko 
Ma sena ndasi leo atu 
Tehu tia tae to 'o ta 
A friend's voice will not be heard (will be 
like a tiny loko shell) 
And a companion's words fade like sparks 
Because the empty oyster has no sound 
The use of ritual language among original inhabitants and new 
arrivals 
The existence of ritual language (bini) as one aspect ofRotenese cultural identity is heavily 
dependent on the existence of the ritual language expert and the chanter (manahelo ). This 
valuable knowledge would disappear if the elders and ritual experts all departed. Not many 
manahelo are left in East Rote; in Landu; there are only two in Sotimori, one in Bolatena 
and four in Daiama. Thus, out of the three villages in Landu, the awareness of the 
significance of ritual language and tradition in some respects might be found more among 
the people of Daiama than in Sotimori and Bolatena. In Daiama, I encountered some men 
and women who are also able to recite some bini. Two church elders in Soao hamlet of 
Daiama always use ritual language in their sermons. Thus, the chant of Suti Solo and Bina 
Bane, with its excellent order as examined above; was recorded from an elder in Daiama. 
In my observation, Daiama people as the outsiders perceive ritual language and tradition as 
the means of maintaining and enhancing their cultural identity. They are fond of being 
labeled as the people who 'cling to tradition' (lahenda maholu hada). This has become a 
means to exhibit to the insiders that although they are outsiders, in regard to tradition, they 
are more capable guardians of Rotenese cultural identity. These paradoxical relationships 
are reasonable, given the fact that tradition is one of the strong elements that sustains their 
socio-cultural identity, side by side with their economic and political potency. Their 
geographic isolation from the center of the domain also contributes to Daiama's 
independence to create their identity. Their separation from the manek and his influence 
allows the Daiama people to adhere to their cultural inheritance from Ringgou. 
Except for the dialect differences between Landu and Ringgou in some bini, there are no 
significant features that distinguish genres and forms of the bini I colleted. The two social 
categories of lahenda maulu and lahenda mabui employ the same coding and meaning for 
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chants. Social change in Landu could be less. a threat to local tradition if there were some 
channels to transmit this knowledge to the younger generation systematically, such as 
through the school curriculum and church liturgy. 
Conclusion 
A character of Rotenese oral tradition is determined by its strict parallel sets. The dyadic 
form of these words is conveyed in sound and meaning. Rubin (1995:303) suggests in 
cognitive .psychology that there is a general tendency to stress the abstract meaning as 
opposed to the form or sound pattern. He argues that the pattern of sound is often more 
important than the pattern of meaning; it is often the clearest form of organization. The 
dialect differences between Ringgou -- and Landu -- or Bilba-speaking people also appear 
in this oral tradition. By listening to the specific stress on words, one can identify the 
chanter's domain of origin (nusak). The words and then meaning may remain the same, but 
the sounds might be different. Daiama-speaking people are closer to Ringgou, while 
Sotimori-Bolatena people have their own dialect and words. 
The imaginary names and figures can be different in the sacred genre, such as in the Suti 
Solo//Bina Bane narrative, but the symbolic meaning can be recognized. In this sacred 
narrative, Rotenese cosmology like other agriculturalist societies, emphasizes fertility. The 
strong theme of fertility in the Suti Solo//Bina Bane narrative has a close link to, and no 
doubt resembles, the narrative of the Nine Seeds (bini Pule Sia). Thus, I would propose that 
this genre of bini celebrates the principle of life (fertility) over death (infertility), which 
reverses the local Rotenese assertion that the performance of this bini always occurs at a 
mortuary feast, a form of celebration of death. The journey and the spatial destinations of 
the orphan and widow (ana ma//falu ina) are a journey in search oflife and well being. 
The notion of complementary dualism also strongly emerges, especially in bini that are 
performed when escorting the bride to her husband's extended family (bini popora) and in 
wailing chants (bini mamates). Botanical idioms and expressions are used to symbolize the 
unity between family, the bride and groom, male and female, the relation of parents and 
children, and the guest and the host. 
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Plate 5.1. A chanter (manahelo) singing (helo) at a circle dance (kebalai) 
Plate5.2 The Manahelo and manasipo at a circle dance (kebalai) 
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Plate 5.3 Sasando singing (soda) 
Plate 5.4. Beating the drum 
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CHAPTER SIX 
AGRICULTURAL RITES AND PRACTICE: THE MILLET 
(BETE) RITUAL 
Introduction 
Foxtail millet (bete, L. Setaria ita/ica)1 is one of the oldest of the cultivated crops. Among 
the early Austronesians, the domestication of foxtail millet extends back to 5000 BC.2 As 
one of the oldest plants in the Austronesian suite of cul ti vars, millet has been an early food 
staple along with rice and Job's tears. In Rotenese ritual language, millet is paired with rice 
(hadel/bete) or with sorghum (betel/pe/a). The cultural importance is indicative of the early 
Austronesian development of this cultivated plant, which may have occurred in the same 
period as the cultivation of bananas and sugar cane (hunil/tefu), as well as yams and taro 
(tale//fia) (Fox et. al 1995:10). 
Knowledge of the cultivation of millet3 is preserved by some people on Rote, particularly in 
Landu, as part of their cultural heritage. Millet is known for its resistance to a harsh 
drought-prone environment, and Landu is suitable for its cultivation due to its low rainfall 
and terrain. Millet has been the staple food for the people of Landu for a long time. I will 
discuss the importance of millet cultivation for the Daiama people in east Landu in 
comparison with people in west Landu, who currently are more interested in gora rice 
cultivation than millet. The dynamic tension of insider and outsider that marks the 
relationship between Daiama and the original inhabitants therefore also marks this practice, 
and it is the new settlers (lahenda manamai) who are now the custodians of the millet 
1 This is also known as Italian or German millet. The other four varieties of millet which have 
commercial importance are proso millet (L.Penacum millet), barnyard millet or Japanese millet 
(L.Echinochloa fromentaceae), brown top millet (L.Panicum ramosum) and pearl or cattail millet 
(L.Pennisetum glaucum) (Witcombe and Beckerman 1987:3). 
2 Evidence of millet domestication, according to Bellwood, has been found in China in the basins of the 
Yellow River and Yangzi in Neolithic cultures (Bellwood 1995:97). 
3 According to the East Rote Bureau of Statistics 2004 Report (Rote Dalam Angka 2004) the area of 
fields for dry rice cultivation in Landu is 160 ha. 
ritual. The role of ritual specialist (manasoko )4 is crucial in conserving the knowledge of 
millet, and there is only one manasoko left in Daiama and indeed in all ofLandu.5 
I will first provide an overview of agriculture practice among the Rotenese with 
comparisons with the practices of the Timorese and Belunese. I will then discuss 
differences in field classification among the Rotenese, in particular between the people of 
the domains of Termanu and Landu. A communal agriculture field is known as a /ala in 
Termanu, Korbaffo, and Bilba and rara in Landu, Ringgou and Oepao.6 These two terms 
have a similar meaning in the Rotenese agriculture system, as both designate a field 
complex where farmers work collectively in the same well-fenced area. However, while 
/ala designates wet rice fields, rara designates dryland fields. 
This chapter focuses on agriculture rituals, and I argue that there is a concordance between 
these and birth rituals as expressions of fertility and existential life. Agriculture rituals are 
considered by Peacock (1973:119) to be minor ceremonies, compared to the major 
ceremonies such as marriage and death rituals among the Rotenese. Given the cost, the 
number of people involved, the animals slaughtered, preparation time, and duration, one 
would consider marriage and funerals to be major ceremonies. However, Peacock's 
division between the major and minor ceremonies does not provide any further specific 
explanation about such rituals and ceremonies. Other rituals are also important if they are 
considered as one part of the whole component of life cycle rituals. Seen in this way, 
agriculture rituals have parallels with birth rituals because both concern the essential power 
of life as it comes into being. 
In this chapter, I will use the dyadic set symbolism (Fox 1997) and liminal theory 
pioneered by van Gennep (1960), Turner (1967) and Leach (1985) to analyze and to 
explain the millet culture. I will also elaborate on how the concept of liminality reveals a 
4 Manasoko is Ringgou dialect for the sacrificer/offerer which in the Termanu dialect is manasongo. I 
use these two terms interchangeably in the text according to the practice within different domains. 
5 My major data on bete ritual come from this man. For one bridewealth payment feast (bae be/is) the 
manasoko 'descended' (onda mai) from his hamlet in Oeinalain, which is across the Mulut Seribu Sea to 
Soao hamlets in order to organize the bridewealth for the marriage of the hamlet head (kepala dusun) to 
his latest wife. 
6 I will use rara based on the term that people used in my fieldwork area and !ala for the practice in 
Termanu. Lala is familiar in the wet rice growing domains on the island, such as Termanu, Ba' a, Loleh, 
Korbaffo and Bilba (Fox 1968:77). 
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close correlation between agriculture and birth rituals, especially in relation to the 
harvesting time. The liminal period in the bete ritual parallels the delivery time of birth. On 
both occasions this is a crucial time between life and death, succeeding or failing. Finally, I 
will discuss the relationship between Christianity and the origin of millet. 
The analysis explores people's attitude towards millet since the introduction of semi-wet 
rice cultivation (padi gogo ranca/gora) cultivation and the distribution of 'rice for the poor' 
(raskin-beras orang miskin). Beginning in the 1980s the Head of the Rote Timur sub-
district (camat) introduced semi-wet rice cultivation (padi gora) for those living in rain 
catchment areas, a technique of cultivation different from that used in irrigated rice fields. 
Hence, the rice grown through rain-fed cultivation is called padi gogo ranca or padi gora 
as it is more commonly known.7 Since its introduction, this technique has been extensively 
adopted by farmers in Landu, where only a small portion of land was previously converted 
to irrigated rice fields. Now paddy gora dominates the area and has affected people's 
traditional diet. Since the successful introduction of paddy gora cultivation, millet has 
gradually become less popular. A variety of factors are contributing to the disappearance of 
millet in Landu. Since the 1980s, for example the indigenous inhabitants in Sotimori and 
Bolatena have concentrated more on paddy gora cultivation and have completely stopped 
cultivating millet. In Daiama, on the other hand, some people still maintain millet 
cultivation, while others are now beginning to cultivate paddy gora. In this sense, we can 
regard the newcomers, the people of Daiama, as preservers of the knowledge and traditions 
of millet cultivation. 
Agricultural practice and ritual in Eastern Indonesian societies 
Millet has long been cultivated across eastern Indonesia, but has attracted relatively little 
research interest. Ritual practices in relation to millet cultivation are thus less well 
documented. Among the Rotenese, as for example in Termanu, Fox (1968) provides rich 
data on the importance of wet-rice fields as the main agricultural activity in the surrounding 
7 People informed me that the padi gora technique started during the reign of KPS (Kepala 
Pemerintahan Setempat) Saudale in the early 1950s. At that time Saudale was the head of a Self-
Goveming Institution (Kepala Pemerintahan Setempat), an intermediate system between the old 
kingdoms and the present district head (Bupati). 
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areas. The technique of cultivation that suits the Termanu environment involves wet rice 
(hade) cultivation rather than semi-wet cultivation (padi gora). In other regions, for 
example Timor, McWilliam (1989) has described the importance of maize cultivation 
among the Atoni. Likewise, Therik (2004) acknowledges the significance of sorghum and 
maize cultivation in Belunese agricultural rituals. Millet, however, is described as a minor 
crop among the Atoni and Belunese, as it is everywhere now. 
In all these areas, ecological factors are important in agricultural practice. In central Rote 
towards the east, domains such as Termanu, Ba'a, Loleh, Korbaffo and Bilba are blessed 
with rich water resources. In these areas, wet rice fields are cultivated (Fox 1968:77)8 and 
rice is the dominant staple food. In contrast, millet is considered as important as rice in the 
poor wet rice areas such as eastern Rote. Landu's topography is suitable for millet (bete) 
cultivation and this was the main attraction for people migrating to Landu from 
neighbouring domains such as Ringgou and Korbaffo. 
As noted previously in Termanu, /ala refers to wet rice organization; while in Landu rara 
refers to dry swidden fields. 9 Fox (1968) provides extensive data on the /ala system, which 
I will use to make a comparison with the rara system. Indeed, the concept behind these two 
terms is similar, and it refers to the organization of people who work in the same field 
complex. The main difference between the two systems is in agricultural field organization. 
One obvious difference lies in the role of the water controller (manakila oe), who is one of 
the manasongo' s deputies in /ala. Since rara relates to dry field cultivation, the role of the 
water controller is not relevant. Instead one finds the lasi pa ei (literally, 'elders of the hind 
leg's meat'), who help the manasoko by being leaders of small groups of workers. 
8 For instance in Termanu the rice field areas are at Baudale, Peto and Leli, and in Korbaffo in the area 
around Su' a and Mamen, while in Bilba they are in a wide plain around Matasio. 
9 Consonant /1/ in eastern Rote dialect become Ir/; thus for a field complex - both wet or dry field - in the 
domain of Landu, Ringgou and Oepao, people say rara while people from Bilba, Korbaffo and Termanu 
say !ala. 
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Tabel 6.1. Field organization of Termanu and Landu 
Termanu (/ala) Landu (rara) 
Manasongo: the offerer/sacrificer Manasoko: the offerer/sacrificer 
Manake: who decides (literally, to cut) Mana e: who decides (literally, to cut) 
Manakila oe: who supervises water Lasi pa ei: leader of small group 
lsi la 'i: fanners/members of rara 
The Head of the Earth (dae langak for Termanu and dae /aka for Landu) is acknowledged 
as the sacrificer of the domain (manasongo nusak for Termanu and manasoko for Landu) 
(Fox 1968:93). However, in Termanu as in Landu, each lalalrara has its own manasongo. 
As the offerer/sacrificer, the manasoko plays a similar leading role in both la/a and rara. In 
Daiama, the person who performs the sacrifice (manasoko) could be the land owner (ma nu 
dae, Ind. pemilik tanah) and so he performs a role similar to that of Head of the Earth (dae 
/aka). Daiama people, who are considered outsiders, believe that the role of manasoko 
should belong to the Daelaka clan of Sotimori. But since Daiama has become detached 
from the centre of the domain, Daiama people have re-adjusted Landu social organization 
in different ways. In other words, the role of the dae /aka as the head of the domain should 
also be the manasoko but this is applied differently by Daiama newcomers. They have 
created their own boundaries by maintaining the same social organization in a new context. 
The fields and gardens are the main locations for food production among the Rotenese. As 
Fox (1968:96) points out, fields are classified with a simple typology. There are three main 
types of fields: /ala, mamen10 and tina-osin. Lala produce rice, a mamen is cultivated for 
fruit trees such as banana, jackfruits, palm trees, coconut trees, areca and betel nut trees, 
and tina - osin are areas of maize, millet, beans, peanuts and the rest of the Nine Seeds 
(Pule Sio). The role of water controllers (manakila oe) is relevant in a /ala but not in rara. 
Firstly, in the /ala classification, the paddy fields are divided into hade oe (wet-paddy field) 
and hade dano (rain-fed paddy field). In hade oe fields, the water comes from a river (tete 
le) or spring (oe mata), while hade dano fields are generally rain-fed fields. Despite the 
name, water does not have to come from a lake, but rather the field becomes like a lake in 
IO Mamen is pronounced by Landu people as mama (Ind. mamar) 
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that it holds water and there is no outflow of water. 11 Mamen 12 are located behind a spring, 
where the water flows with or without canals to the fields. In contrast, tina-osin 13 are fields 
which merely depend on the rain as water resources. According to this classification, /ala 
relate to rice fields and tina - osin to dryland food crops, including millet. 
The division between wet and dry cultivation depends on the source of water, but the 
system of work and its organization can remain the same. Thus in Landu rara is now used 
to refer to a local concept based only on the work organization in the fields-gardens 
categorization (tina-osi). In Landu, especially in Daiama, people mainly plant crops in 
individual field-gardens (tina-osin) just like in other domains in Rote. But, people in 
Daiama use their own 'field variations' which stress the importance of millet as the main 
staple food. Landu people have interpreted these concepts and readjusted them to suit their 
particular environment. 
I now turn to the agricultural practices among the Timorese. According to McWilliam 
(1989:24-26), the Atoin Meto people mainly participate in dry land cultivation. Atoin Meto 
cultivate house gardens and field gardens. House gardens are planted with a variety of 
cultigens such as fast maturing maize, sorghum, millet, beans, pumpkins, cassava, melons 
and papaya. Field gardens are planted mainly with maize (which is the primary food 
supply), often combined with other plants such as pumpkins, beans and pigeon peas. 
Schulte-Nordholt (1971:52) argues that the Timorese agricultural cycle influences village 
life and also provides a foundation for understanding the Timorese political system. The 
most important event of the agriculture ritual is when the harvest gifts are presented to the 
11 The literal meaning of hade oe is rice water, or sawah air in Indonesia, and hade dano is tadah 
hujan. Tete le is a dam (tete) where the water comes from rivers or streams (le) and oe mata means water 
source (mata, Ind. sumber) or spring. In contemporary classification in Landu, people also recognize 
'rain-fed rice field' (sawah tadah hujan). 
12 Mamen is the term used by Termanu and Korbaffo and mama by Ringgou-speaking people. In 
Indonesian the term is known as mamar. 
13 Tina means dry swidden cultivation fields which are far away from home; on the other hand osin is a 
garden close to the house. Ringgou-speaking people say tini-osa and have a saying : 
Leo to lahenda ma neu tasi lfwe live with people who go to the sea 
So ita teu nala tasi · then we can go fishing 
Ma leo to lahenda mana tao tini na osa and if we live with people who make fields 
So ita tama tini ta osa nala bae. then we can make the fields as well 
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sacral ruler. Mc William (1989) asserts that the agriculture rituals of the Atoin Meto are 
associated with planting and harvesting. The two cultigens that are significantly valued 
among the Atoni are dryland rice (aen meta) and maize (pena). These crops are closely 
bound to the indigenous religion and the spiritual realm. However, since Christianity is 
now the major religion in Timor, these rituals have been converted to Christian ceremonies. 
Prayer and worship is addressed to God ( Uis Nena) for His assistance from the first stage of 
clearing the fields, to asking for rain, harvesting, and closing the main harvest. The pastor 
of the local church plays a major role, unlike in the past, when the ritual rainmaker (a 'na 
amnes) demonstrated his capacity as a ritual specialist during these rituals (McWilliam 
1989:27-28). 
In the case of the Belunese in the southern plain of Wehali-Wewiku, West Timor, Therik 
(2004:33-38) notes that crops grown on the hillside area are different from those in the 
plains. The hillside crops are mainly tubers, beans, foxtail millet, sesame and cow peas. 
Millet, sesame and cow peas have both ritual and economic values. In addition, both 
coconut and palm trees are also grown on the plains. There are two principal crops in the 
plains region, namely maize and sorghum, although dry rice is also grown. Dryland rice has 
ritual significance and is still part of the people's agricultural practices. On the other hand, 
wet rice cultivation is largely unpractised in this area, even though it was introduced to the 
plains a century ago by the Dutch. The practice of wet rice cultivation was considered an 
outside practice which was not from the ancestors. People are more familiar with dry rice, 
which appears in myths about the seven varieties of rice. 
Therik (2004:197-208) focuses on three principal Belunese agricultural rituals which relate 
to planting, first harvest and the storing of maize. The planting ritual involves the 
sprinkling of the seeds (hisik fini) in order to make the seeds grow. Every adult man who 
owns a garden takes their seeds to be 'cooled' in their house of origin. A young man is also 
obliged to pick a young coconut. The water from the coconut is then mixed with pig's 
blood to make a medium for sprinkling the seeds. Cool leaves (ai tahan malirin) are used as 
an apparatus for the sprinkling of the seeds. The first harvest ritual involves people of the 
same house of origin who live either in the hamlet or outside. As explained by Therik, this 
ritual makes the food 'cool' or unsalted as a symbol of the fertility for the whole kin group. 
The purpose of this ritual is to ask the ancestors 'for raw and cool', a phrase translated in 
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Christian circles as 'blessing' (Ind. berkat). Two events relate to the harvesting of sorghum 
planted at 'the royal dark garden/the ancestor garden' (to 'os etu kukun) and 'the storing of 
the seven cobs of maize' (batar fulin hitu) at the Maromak Oan -- the ritual and supreme 
ruler of Wehali domain -- as an act of respect. The harvesting of the sorghum at the royal 
dark garden signifies the commencement of the harvest for the whole Wehali people. These 
rituals show the importance of sorghum and maize as food for the ancestors. 
In the three areas discussed, millet does not play an important role in agricultural rituals. In 
Termanu, wet rice is the focus of ritual (Fox 1968, 1997). Among the Atoni of Amanuban 
(Schulte-Nordholt 1971; McWilliam 1989) millet plays only a minor role compared to 
maize, and for the Belunese (Therik 2004) sorghum and maize precede millet in their 
agricultural practices. In Landu, particularly in Daiama, however, millet is or was until 
recently the most significant staple food and a key for agricultural rituals. Meanwhile, 
Sotimori and Balatena people have ceased to cultivate millet and have become gora 
cultivators. On the other hand, the older generation of Daiama people assert that they are 
willing to preserve the 'tradition of the ancestors' (nonoi tatao /ahenda lasi ara), although 
it is less rational and less productive from the young generation's point of view. 
The planting, harvesting and ritual of millet 
a. Field preparation (tefa nurallsai /asi) 
Field preparation starts with the opening of fields. Farmers clear previously used gardens or 
open up new fields and undertake a series of ritual performances that parallel the different 
stages of cultivation. There are various terms for the opening of a new field. People often 
refer to it as tefa nural/sai lasi - hana raral/sai bulu/hana nura (literally, 'to cut the forest 
and to clear the woods') while some say reu bulul/sai rara (literally, 'come to clear the 
field') or to 'open a field' (buka rara). These three phrases refer to 'putting the heat on the 
jungle' (hana nura) which involves setting a fire. People believe that this is done to 'chase 
away bad spirits' in the field (fo nitu). The sacrifice used at this stage is a rooster or a dog, 
which is called 'the dog or rooster that finds the bush' (busa!manu susu nura). The colour 
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of the rooster's feathers must be white (manu tenafula). The chicken or dog is then grilled 
and eaten by those involved. 
The clearing of the field is followed the division, which is known as 'choosing the border' 
or molo peus/rele peus (literally, to step out or to set up the boundary). The area of the land 
and its border (peus) depends on the ability of the farmers when clearing the field. The 
offerer/sacrificer (manasoko) asks where all the boundaries are and they are then marked by 
placing wood (peu ai) or stones (to batu) along them. Anyone who attempts to move this 
border (peus) inward or outward will be fined. Furthermore, it is said that anyone who does 
this and then denies doing so will die as a consequence. According to my informant, this 
dramatic sanction has happened before in Daiama. 
The next step is cultivation (ta ora). Members of the rara, the isi la 'i, have to bring a 
rooster, a goat, a pig and a red male dog. People usually pool their finances to purchase the 
last three animals. Every animal that is going to be sacrificed has a particular designation. 
The chicken is referred to as 'the chicken of the field' (manu ora) and becomes a meal for 
the group (tao nana nininu, dode nasu ta bua: to make food and drink, to cook together). 
The chickens brought by each family are then slaughtered under a tree beside a post erected 
for this purpose. The food is then eaten (nana ora 'food of the field') at the trunk of the tree 
(ai hu). 
The work is completed once the chickens (manu ora) are slaughtered. Apart from group 
activities, the manasoko has his own duties to perform. He starts cooking rice (a 'au tema 
his) until water bubbles out of the pot, which signifies the abundance of the future 
harvest. 14 If the bubbling stops at the rear side of the pot, it signifies the failure of the future 
harvest or that the harvest will only be enough for daily consumption. The manasoko then 
takes the rice to his house, to be eaten by the members of his household. The food taken to 
his house is considered to be leftover rice which has no significance for this ritual. 
The goat to be sacrificed is called 'goat of the mother field' (bibi orina/orunan). It is 
sacrificed to the lord who is the provider of rain (tutunu ma hohotu Jo Ramatua: 'to grill 
14 This ritual cooking of rice is not different to normal rice cooking. 
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and bum for God'). The intestines of the sheep (hihi orinan tein) are then taken by the 
manasoko to his house. After three days, the intestines are taken back to be spread around 
the garden. The pig, known as haft dae during the ritual, is dedicated to the lord of the land 
(hao dae ramatua na: 'to feed the mouth of the land's spirit'). To feed the spirit of the 
land, the manasoko finds a kanunak tree and uses the leaves to sprinkle the pig's blood on 
the ground. The action symbolizes the feeding of the earth. I was informed that kanunak 
leaves are used to sprinkle the blood because they are dense and people can take shade 
under the tree. As th,e kanunak tree is a place where people used to hang the afterbirth and 
umbilical cord of the newborn, I suspect that this ritual is closely connected to the birth 
ritual. As for the dog, there is no special activity undertaken to sacrifice it. The only 
requirement is that the dog must have red hair (husa pi/as or husa-manu susu nura). 
The following step in the agricultural ritual is called/a ora. It involves group work for five 
days. The ritual expert (manasoko) participates in this work as well. It has to be done 
continuously and thoroughly. After the group work has been performed, people can till 
their own gardens or fields. During these five days, the work is divided according to the 
following rules: day one of work is dedicated for the manasoko, day two to day five are 
then dedicated in tum to the manasoko's deputy (mana e), the 'goat' (hihi orinan na), the 
'pig of the land' (haft dae), and finally to the 'red-dog or dog-chicken of the jungle' (husa 
pilaslbusa-manu susu nura). These jobs signify the respectfulness of the members of the 
field (isi la 'i) for the leadership of the ritual expert (manasoko) and his deputies. 
The fourth step is called tamatini. The lasi pa ei, (as the 'deputy' of the manasoko), has the 
responsibility of cutting down and chopping up the trees. People are then divided into 
groups. Depending on the number of people involved, they can be divided into two, or up 
to six groups. The manasoko and mana e lead all the groups. 
The fifth step is called 'burning the wood' (dede-kai). The first day of dede kai is referred 
to as the trial (ai na 'o, literally, 'the stolen fire'). As a rule, this work has to be performed 
in silence. On that day, people bring food to be shared on this very first day of 'burning the 
grass' (na 'u dedede). The next day of the ritual is called 'the big fire' (ai ina, literally 
'mother fire'). This process has to be done by the whole group together, and involves 
clearing away all the charcoal and rubbish. After this period, the manasoko has to 
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recommend an appropriate planting time, which is usually on odd days such as three, five, 
seven and nine. The manasoko has to watch the moon and wait for the high tide. 
The sixth stage is called 'to put up the fence' (peda oka). 15 During this stage people are 
only allowed to cut trees for fence-making. In Landu, people construct fences in two ways. 
The first involves 'timber fences' (kota ai), in which the fields are surrounded with wooden 
walls. The second type is called 'the fence with legs' (kota ei), in which the fence wall 
consists of wood and limestone coral that are abundant in the area. The fence is called kota 
ei because the corals walls are protected with pieces of wood that look like people's legs. 
The function of the 'legs' is to prevent animals such as pigs and cattle from entering the 
field. A rara consists of 30 people (isi la 'i) and each person is obliged to construct 100 
depa (66 metres) of fence. As a comparison, the rara in the empty 'islands' around the 
Mulut Seribu Strait, where cultivation takes place, do not involve fences, since these are not 
relevant, as animals do not pose a challenge. 
b. Planting, sowing stage (sele//kari) and weeding (tete ta osa) 
After field preparation is completed, the process of planting and sowing begins. According 
to tradition, planting is best performed when the sea is calm and there is no tide (tasi mate, 
tasi mamok). 16 After sowing, people brm:g food, particularly fish, to share and eat. People 
sow nine varieties of seeds (lamora anan sios/matan sios literally 'the nine children of 
Lamora/the nine varieties)17 in the rara. These nine seeds are considered to form a 
complete crop and comprise: 1. millet (bete); 2. sorghum (pela dae); 3. maize (pela); 4. 
peanut ifufue dae); 5. red bean ifufue a'au); 6. cow pea bean (turis); 7. sesame (lena); 8. 
pumkin (kela); and 9. either watermelon (poteka) or yellow cucumber (bonteng/bonte, Ind. 
timun mas)18• 
15 The term heu oka is used in Bolatena village. 
16 Tasi mate or tasi mamok, according to the Rotenese tides classification occurs where there is said to 
be no tide. The mamok occurs when the half moon is in the zenith position (Fox 2008: 148). 
17 The nine seeds are believed to come from the Lakamola hills in Bilba domain and, as Fox (1968) 
notes, they are called LakamoZa anan, 'the nine children of Lakamola'. In Ringgou areas, I suspect that 
Zamora also refers to LakamoZa, since in Ringgou dialect KIKA is omitted and L is pronounced as R, so 
the word ZakamoZa became Zamora for Ringgou-speaking people in Daiama. Matan can simply be 
translated as variety, so matan sios is nine varieties of seed. 
18 The nine seeds in Daiama do not include rice (hade) unlike other places throughout Rote, so people 
added water melon and yellow cucumber to make up the nine seeds. 
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The first sowing spot is located under the main tree of the rara (sele ailsalai literally 'the 
planted tree'). Millet is the first seed that has to be sowed. All the seeds that need to be 
cooled (rini dollka.i do, bini ke) are placed in one spot on a kind of bench (roak) on the 
trunk (ai huk) of the main tree -- this can be a kanunak tree or ku/a tree--, depending on the 
trees in the field. Water from a young coconut is then sprinkled on the seeds using the 
leaves of the bu/an tree/leaves of safe (ri do kai do). It is widely believed that coconut 
water is a metaphor for blood, which will 'purify the seed and heal all illness' (Indonesian: 
pakai air kelapa karena diibaratkan darah untuk menyucikan benih dari sega/a sakit 
penyakit). Hence, this cooling stage allows all seeds to grow. After the cooling process, 
each farmer will take his seeds and begin planting/sowing in his field. 
The first location for planting is in the south-west comer of the field, and the first ritual is 
called napesin (literally, 'to throw'), which involves throwing seed and small stones three 
times. After napesin, the farmers will scatter a few seeds (pau dae, literally, 'to hit the 
ground'). Three or four days after the first rain, people will check the seeds. They will only 
check two locations: the napesin in the south-west and the ai hultrunk (neu tui nai tini a 
talada - nai sele ai). Seeds are planted in the south-west because it is widely believed that 
rain comes from this particular direction. However, this ritual is also connected to the birth 
ritual. According to Rotenese cosmology, the first location of napesin in the south-west is 
the location for women to deliver their infants in a Rotenese house. The uma dalek is the 
female space in the house. It is the place to put the nine seeds/Pule Sio (Fox 1993:156), -the 
first life to be grown at this location. The seed is planted in the earth and after three days it 
sprouts, producing life like a woman who delivers her infant. In a traditional Rotenese 
house, the south-west section is where the fire and kitchen are located. It is therefore a good 
delivery spot because it is close to the fire. The kitchen is the right location for hanging the 
nine seeds (pule sio ). The concept of hot and cool plays a crucial role at this stage. Since 
the seeds are descending from a hot location, they should be cooled before 
planting/sowing.19 
19 In Landu people still follow the after-birth tradition for the mother (se'i, 'to grill') in which a fire/hot 
charcoal is put under her bed. It is believed that the heat can keep the blood flowing from the mother's 
body. People still believe that it is dangerous when 'white blood' reaches the brain (bi da fula a 'ae neu 
/aka), since this can cause sudden death. 
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The next step is weeding before the crops mature (tete ta osa/tofa), during which people 
weed the wild grass. Men and women work together in the field and some mothers bring 
their infants to the rara. This weeding process could last for two to three months. After this 
weeding stage, people bring food to eat together or separately in their field (fua nau ai do). 
After the meal the field has to be closed (ena oka bafa) for three days. If someone enters 
the field within these three days, he or she is fined one chicken. This rule signifies that 
people in the rara as an organization have concluded one important step together, to ensure 
an effective yield equally. Then, when the plants are half-matured, the people work in the 
field to chase away monkeys, pigs and small birds (tanea ode - haft no manupui lutu). The 
local way to do this is to shout out loud, clap hands, and pull a string with some bina shells 
or empty tins attached to the field hut (lopo). 20 
c. Harvesting ( etullseki) 
Harvest (tasarai ai/nasarai ai, or literally, 'to lean the wood')21 begins with a harvesting 
prayer (kasasi e 'etu, Ind. do 'a panen). On this occasion, the first crops, such as 
watermelons, are put down in front of the elders who conduct the prayer. After that; the 
melons are shared among the people. During this time, people also bring other food to be 
shared.22 Three days after the prayer, the farmers are allowed to enter the fields to harvest 
the crops. If someone enters the fields earlier than the permitted time (tasarai ai), he will be 
fined one chicken as harvesting secretly (tao nalutu rara) harms the field. One week prior 
to the harvest, people build huts (tao uma tini) and benches (roak). Following these steps, 
the farmer invites other farmers to eat together. The menu consists of millet (bete) or maize 
with rice, fish and pumpkin soup (oe kelas). 
To initiate the harvest, the farmers enter the field (onda, or literally, 'to go down' or 
'descend'), usually during the night. Another gathering is held at this time. The next day 
20 There is gong beating and people sing de de kode duka de dei, kode ka reni pela, baji ka reni pela, 
kito reni bete ode kito reni bete which means 'watch the monkey, the monkey eats the maize, the pig eats 
the maize, picks the millet, monkey picks the millet'. 
21 The wood (ai) refers to the maize when its stalks are dry and ready for harvesting because it becomes 
like a dry stick. 
22 I attended a harvesting prayer in Faliti (an inhabited island in the Mulut Seribu area) and some women 
brought rice combined with maize (a 'au pela) or rice with turis bean (a 'au tu/is). 
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one fanner brings a male goat or ram as a sacrifice at the post (lutu tutus) located at the 
main gate of the field. The farmers pay the cost of the goat and the meat is distributed to all. 
The following morning the fanners are ready to harvest their crop. The term for the 
harvesting of maize is seki, for rice is oru and for millet is etu (literally, 'to pick'). Millet 
is harvested in a different way, without additional tools such as knives or machetes. The 
millet pickers also have a different title and role, which is reflected in the mythical origins 
of millet and rice. 
At least two people are needed to pick millet at harvest time and one should be a woman; 
the combination can be male-female or female-female. The leading woman is called 'the 
woman on the right' (ina ona).23 She always has a small basket on her waist called i'ifa 
(literally, something which sits on someone's lap) and the other person is her follower 
(ina/touk mantuka, with ina for female and touk for male). The ina mantuka is always on 
the left side of the ina ona. Both of them tie a big basket (boko) around their waists for the 
collection of millet. It is the task of the ina mantuka to bring the basket of millet to a small 
mat (lafa ana literally, a small woven cloth). A person called ai la 'o (literally, 'walking 
feet') then transfers the millet from the small mat (lafa ana) to a large mat (lafa ina). A 
man stamps his feet (Ioli) with force on the millet on the lafa ana, using a specific rhythm 
(bo 'e) in order to separate the millet stalks from its grains. If six people are involved in the 
harvesting, there should be at least two men ready to stamp on the millet. 
The next step is to winnow the millet before collecting the grain (huru). First a sieve 
(a'aka) separates the grains from its stalks (ka ua), which are later used as fertilizer. Since 
millet grains are so tiny, people then use a plait of palm leaves as a hand fan to separate 
(rapa) the grain from the chaff. The next step is considered crucial in this ritual. All the 
grains are collected (huru), and everybody has to sit down in silence.24 If the workers were 
23 The ina ona is also known as ina uma or 'mother of the house'. Her helper is inaltouk mantuka who 
also starts to work from the planting-sowing phase (sele-kari.), weeding (tofa) and harvest (e'etu). The 
payment for the ina mantuka per day is half a basket (boko) or equal to one i'ifa. My experience as ina 
mantuka gave me insight into how hard the work was. My ignorance of the harvest system later put me 
in an awkward position, when Mada from Airani sent my harvest share, one basket each of millet and 
r,eanuts. . · . 
4 Ritual silence is also known among the Atoni; however, the silence takes place before the planting 
seed is carried to the garden by the women (Schulte-Nordholt 1971 :69). 
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standing or walking, the spirits would eat the millet (sumane ra heni hete a).25 The only 
person who is allowed to stand up is the 'woman on the right' (ina ona), and she has to 
remain standing until they finish the millet collecting for that day. Huru has to be done at a 
hut's central post (isi na na). After huru, people sitting outside the hut will ask how much 
millet they have collected, 'How much did you get, get four or one?' (hapu hida, hapu ha 
do/tati esa do). This practice is exactly the same as the birth rituaI when people from 
outside the house (uma deak) ask the question, 'What is the (sex of the) child?' (ana uhea). 
At the end of work each day, the mat (lafa ana) has to be rolled up; the baskets of the 
person who carries the harvest ( ei la 'o) are placed on top upside-down. The a' aka is also 
placed on top of the lafa ina. The baskets (hoko) are placed upside-down with the rolled 
mat (lafa ana) in a comer. During harvest, all the baskets (hoko, lapaneuk) are always 
placed close together after the work has been completed each day. The first action on the 
next day is to unroll the lafa ana. Each basket in which millet grains will be put is kept 
closed until the workers are ready to fill it. 
In the past, to scoop up (huru/so 'e} the winnowed grain, people used a small basket 
(serulu), but nowadays people use tin plates. The measurement of the harvest is as follows: 
1 huru equals 9 hoko; 1 hoko equals 1.5 hlek. Thus, 6 hoko equals 9 hlek equal to 1 hehesi 
(hehesi esa). If there are 4 baskets (hoko, lapaneuk) before stamping (hoe), after hoe 13 
plates equal 1 hlek. According to the village head of Daiama, the farmers can harvest 10 
hehesi of millet wheri they work hard. This is enough for one year's consumption. They can 
then obtain at least 1 to 2 sokal (1 sokal equals 5 hehesi). In measuring the yield of the 
harvest per day, 9 'stomach' (teik) is a maximum yield, 7 teik is good and 5 teik is not 
enough. Teik, in this ritual, means 'got something' (naado), but in. everyday language it 
means 'stomach'. 
25 To prevent the 'soul' of the rice from escaping, the Atoni tied two rice blades (fut ane smanaf, the 
'tying of the vital force of the rice') and placed them on the altar stone (Schulte-Nordholt 1971:83). The 
ane smanaf are stored as seed grain in the round house (lopo ). Among the Maloh of West Kalimantan, 
farmers have to perform appropriate rituals in order to keep the rice soul (sumangat ase) and the 
guardian spirit of rice (antu ase) from deserting the farm (King 1985:154). 
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The final stage is to carry (bau) the harvest to the house. On this occasion, the owner 
invites his relatives and neighbors to share the food. The procession bringing the harvest to 
the house is led by the rnanasoko, who is followed by the fanners. 
Lastly, I should mention the concept of a fallow period. Since Landu is not heavily 
populated, the same garden may only be tilled again after around 15 years. However, for 
those who are considered as having no land, the fallow period is only three to four years. 
Following this practice, people can have a good harvest each year. When the next season 
arrives, fanners can open an old field, which can be used for 3 to 4 years. In some cases, 
the field can yield crops only for two years. The rotation before coming back to the first 
field can therefore take from 5 to 15 years. 
Liminality in relation to the harvest time and the origin myth of 
birth 
Turner (1967:94-95) has employed van Gennep's (1960) rites de passage, as they relate to 
important times such as birth, puberty, marriage and death. Turner focuses his attention on 
the liminal period as a period "betwixt and between".26 In the close correlation between 
agricultural rituals and birth rituals, the time of harvesting seems to embrace aspects of 
liminal time and space. 
The other roles of ina ona as the 'mother of the house' during harvest time convey the idea 
of a pregnant woman who is ready to deliver a child. The small basket tied to her waist 
symbolizes her role in carrying the child during pregnancy. Similarly, when the large 
basket is completely filled with millet and ready to be transferred, the term used is nabete, 
(literally, meaning full with bete)27 or teik esa, which literally means 'one stomach'. Both 
terms are metaphors for a woman's womb. 
The collecting (huru) time is a liminal phase, which is similar to the time of birth, a crucial 
time between life and death. Huru is also a crucial time between gain and no-gain. 
26 Giambelli (1995) elucidates this concept in his thesis on the people ofNusa Penida. 
27 Thus the word nabete meaning 'full after having eaten' derives from this concept. Someone's 
stomach is already full with bete, with food. 
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Everybody has to remain silent and seated. The result of huru is equivalent to the arrival of 
a newborn infant. The way people sitting outside the hut ask for the result is similar to how 
people who sit in the outside chamber of the house (uma deak) ask about a child birth. The 
hut is parallel to the uma dalek, a place for delivery, and a female domain. The physical 
measurement of the millet is equivalent to the sex of the child. The question 'how much did 
we collect today' (hapu hida) parallels the question 'what is the (sex of) the child' (ana 
ubea). In addition, a taboo word for mat is cloth (lafa), which applies to the big and small 
'woven' mats (lafa ina and lafa ana). The harvested millet is like a 'new born child' who 
has to lie down on a woven cloth, but not on a mat. A lafa is a Rotenese woven cloth, 
which people will need for birth and as a gift at a funeral ceremony. Thus, a lafa is 
associated with life and a mat (nea) is associated with death. In Landu, as a part of the 
funeral rites, people still practice 'throwing away the mat' (tu nea, see Chapter VII) on 
which they lay the body. So, the contrast between cloth (lafa) and mat (nea) is the contrast 
between life and death. 
Through women's pregnancies, human beings multiply. Women's fertility is significantly 
correlated to agricultural fertility.28 This concept is conveyed culturally in the agriculture 
myth, which has been influenced by some Judeo-Christian concepts of the Abrahamic 
family. From the upper world, Ibrahim's wife, Masarai, the first mother, accompanied her 
daughter, Dati Lenu Tasi (the first Ina Ona and Ina I), to deliver the precious seed to the 
earth. The seed was then taken by. another two women and carried to Rote Island. The 
names of the two women from the underworld vary between domains, but the pattern is 
similar, which acknowledges the role of the two women. However, as Fox notes in his 
paper in The Poetic Power of Place (1997), the female agency which carries the seed is 
slightly different. In Termanu, the first woman who encounters the rice and millet (Doli do 
Lutu) bears a dual name, Masu Pasu ma He Hai. She gathers the seeds at Mae Oe ma Tena 
Lai; then the seeds are carried to Termanu by another woman, Fi Bau ma Seda Kola. Then 
28 Agricultural rituals throughout South East Asia including Indonesia, have similar aspects where 
women play a crucial role (de Josselin de Jong 1965, Giambelli 1995, Heringa 1997). In Indonesia, rice 
is identified with a woman. In Java, for example, Dewi Sri is identified as the rice spirit. Others names 
apart from Dewi Sri are: Nini Thowok (Java), Sangiang Sri (Bugis), Nyi Pohaci Sangiang and Sri 
Dangdayang Tisnawati (Sunda), Luing Indung Bunga and Bini Kabungsuan (Dayak), Seblan:g 
(Banyuwangi), Batari Sri or Sang Hyang Thu Pertiwi (Bali). All names demonstrate a similar symbolic 
association between paddy and fertility (Efendy and Anoegrejekti 2004). The names are important not 
only in farmers' memories, but also to ritual. 
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follows a succession of female figures, such as Kada Ufa ma Di/a Latu, Hau Ha/a ma Kae 
Kapa, Leli Longe ma Fua Fopo and Soe Leli ma Pinga Pasa, who are identified as different 
field complexes in Termanu. However, the rice and millet did not succeed so another 
woman, Lale Baka ma Fiti Nggoli then carried the seed with complete ritual and ceremony. 
After that the rice and millet started to grow. Lastly, there were two other women, Dulu 
Kilik ma Leo Lasuk and Pinga Peto ma Lu 'a Lela, who scattered the rice and millet on the 
/ala complex of Ki Lama ma Le Ina and on Peto Lesi Arna ma Lela Bala Fia (Fox 1997: 
96-98). In the Bilba version, these two women are Sina Pasa do Soe Leli and Sopa Latu do 
Ina Tungga. Obviously, all the names of women in the Termanu version of the chant (bini) 
about the origin of rice and millet refer to p~icular field complexes in Seda, Kola, Ufalen, 
Hala, Leli, Fopo, Peto, and Leli. 
Such classifications are crucial features of the chant of the origin of rice and millet in 
Termanu, where rice grows more abundantly. In Landu, millet is more suitable to the local 
environment and the close identification of women with some particular field complex 
(/ala) is not found. However, despite the differen~es, the role and identification of women 
are essential in the agricultural myth of origin and in the harvesting rituals. In these rituals, 
there is a celebration of the identification of female power to bring life and to transport 
foodstuffs into the world. In the next section, I will further explore the origin myth of millet 
in relation to Christianity. 
Relationship of the millet origin myth and Christianity 
If we compare the Atoin Meto (McWilliam 1989), who are heavily influenced by Christian 
practice, and the Belunese (Therik 2004), who are attached to local beliefs, the millet (bete) 
rituals in Landu seem to hold a middle position with a blending of Christianity and local 
beliefs. The people of Landu have modified some concepts and taken names from 
Christianity -- with a strong focus on the Bible -- and combined them with some local 
concepts and practice. This can be seen in the origin myth of millet (bete). According to the 
ritual specialist (manasoko), there are two types of bete, white bete (betefulas) and red bete 
(bete pi/as). Bete Ju/as comes from God the Father (Ramatua) in heaven (neme lain mai). 
Ramatua bestowed it on Ibrahim (Abraham in the Old Testament), who in turn offered it to 
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his wife (Masarai) and daughter (Dati Lenu Tasi). These two women were planters and 
sowers (mansele-mankari). Red millet (bete pi/as) comes from the earth (dae ina) because 
the bete fa/as was not enough. Red millet originated from a man who cut his ankle, and 
then walked through (papaso ei na) the field. His blood turned the white bete into red bete. 
The journey of bete from heaven to earth was through the sea. Bete first landed at Maeoe in 
Landu, which is its place of origin. From there, the bete traveled throughout the island. This 
journey followed a clear pattern. A system of dual classification emerges as the opposition 
between heaven and earth, above (lai) and below (dae), upper world and under world,29 sea 
(tasi dale) and land (dae mada), and white and red millet. These are illustrated in the in 
following figure: 
Heaven 
Earth 
Wife (sao/Masarai) 
aughter (anafeto Dati Lenu Tasi) 
White millet (betefulas) 
The sea (tasi dale) and the land (dae ina) 
Masi Mai or Ona El/Deli Dea transported the millet to the land 
The millet landed at Tena lain do Mae oe 
Upper world 
Lower world 
White millet was turned to red blood millet (bete pi/as) by a man's blood 
Figure 6.1 The structure of the origin myth of millet 
29 This dual classification is also apparent in the rice ritual in Java, Sunda and Malaysia. It also appears 
in de Josselin de Jong's (1965:285) interpretation of agricultural rites in Southeast Asia. 
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People in Landu communicate their local beliefs in the terms of Christian concepts. 
Christianity and indigenous cosmology are both important in Landu and the two traditions 
are combined in the millet origin myth. In my observation, people in Landu, especially in 
Daiama, are not highly literate, but strongly hold onto traditional Christian values. The role 
of the pastor, however, is not central.30 Thus, the Bible has been the main means for people 
to maintain their faith, and local church elders have relied on the Bible as the main 
apparatus to teach the people. In this sense, the way local people contextualize some 
Biblical figures is not new among the Rotenese. Some important Biblical figures such as 
Adam and Noah are also present in dynastic genealogies (Fox 1971b, see Chapter 111). 
Thus, in the agricultural rituals and the myth of the origin of millet there are examples of 
the blending of Christianity (such as the concept of the patriarch family of Abraham, 
Jesus's blood, and the disciples) with local cosmology. 
The figure of Ibrahim as the first ancestor of Israel is acknowledged in the millet origin 
myth. God the father bestowed bete upon Ibrahim and his family. Ibrahim then ordered this 
precious food to be planted by his wife Masarai and his daughter Dati Lenu Tasi. The role 
of Sara (Masarai) is recognized as 'mother (or woman) on the right, the royal woman' (ina 
ona, ina mane), while the daughter is the 'woman on the left and the follower' (ina i, ina 
mantuka). The daughter Dati Lenu Tasi then brought the bete to Masi Mai ('the coming of 
the salt'), who lived in the ocean. As a consequence, salt (masi) is a sacred term in the 
ritual. It is forbidden to mention masi by name, so one should just say 'over there' (ri na).31 
30 In previous times, only one pastor served three villages in Landu, but currently there are two. 
31 Another important role of salt (masi) in ritual ceremonies appears in ritual food (nana hada). Every 
dish has to be unsalted. When the person is given his/her own portion, then they can have salt. In 
addition to salt, there are some other taboo words during harvesting time, such as: 
T bl 6 2 T b I d . ·u t h ti a e . a oo an211a2e urm2rm e arves n2 
Items/iobs Taboolan2ua2e Everyday lan2ua2e 
salt ri na masi 
basket boko /apaneuk 
basket's cord /oke lapaneuk isi na 
small mat lafa ana nea ana 
big mat lafa ina nea ina 
sieve aka se 
wag rapa kikifu 
pick talalelrelale etu 
set foot on millet a'ai bo 'e (Ioli for paddy) 
stop work for one day teu ta bo hai etu ta bai dei 
the basket is full after picking up na e!nabetelteik esa. the yield per henu lapaneuk esa 
the millet day can reach 5, 7 or 9 teik 
bring to the hut bau masa'a 
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Thus, as a precious gift from God, millet (bete) is treated like a newborn infant from a 
heavenly family. It should be treated with respect. During the harvest, millet stalks are put 
on the lafa ina and lafa ana, both of which are other names for pandanus or palm mats. As 
noted previously when the winnowed millet is ready to be scooped up (huru) each day, 
people, who sit outside the hut, ask how much has been collected. The same question is 
asked after a woman gives birth-- people from outside the house (uma deak) --will enquire 
of the people inside the house (uma dalek) about the sex of the child (ana ubea),. 
Another important distinction is that between white and red millet (bete fulas no bete pi/as). 
White millet is from heaven and red millet is from the earth, the latter being formed by 
human blood. If one looks at this in the context of a heavenly marriage, bete fa/as is the 
semen from above (lai) which unites with the bete pi/as of earthly people's blood (lahenda 
dae ina da na). This ensures that there is enough millet for everyone (namadai). If the 
symbolism of the blood is considered from a Christian perspective, bete pi/as emerged 
because a man sacrificed himself by cutting his own ankle, and then walked through 
(papaso ei) the field, stepping on the bete fulas. The blood of a man makes everything 
whole. This allusion is quite close to Jesus's sacrifice and the way his blood purifies 
humans through the forgiveness of sins, guarantees salvation and eternal life. The man 
walking in hardship through the field represents Jesus carrying the cross. The blood 
metaphor used in millet practice ensures that the seed will be purified (referred to as 
'washing' (dafo safe bini ke) the seed), so there will be life and prosperity for the people. 
The pattern of sacrifices in the millet (bete) ritual from the opening of the field (sai rara), 
planting and sowing (sele-kari) to harvesting (tasarai ai) addresses various characters with 
Biblical names (see Table 6.3). Names from the Old Testament are found as well as some 
names from the New Testament, such .as Peter and James. The sacrifices are mainly 
addressed to God the Father, but they also relate to other figures illustrated in the origin 
myth of bete,. 
Table 6. 3 Events and sacrifices in millet ritual 
Event Sacrifice Address Purpose 
Opening the field: White rooster or God and John To guard the field: 
Sai rara/soi oka dog Manu tena fula Ramatua no Yahya Manea mamana 
bafa //busa susu nura 
Starting to work: Chicken!manu ora God: Ramatua 
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Taora Goatlbibi orinan 
tein 
Pig/ haft dae The spirit of the land: Sacrifice for the 
hao dae ramatua land: Fe dae tutunu 
hohotu 
Planting and God: Ramatua To ask God who 
sowing: Sele kari passed down the 
seed: Ramatua na 
onda bini ke 
The planter and Sara and her 
the sower: daughter: To tell Masarai: 
Manasele- Masarai/Sarai no Nafada Masarai 
manakari Dati Lenu Tasi 
Throwing the Abraham: Ibrahim To report the spirit 
three stones: of lamora: Nafada 
Napesin lamora ramatua 
Weeding: Nau God: Ramatua To please God who 
aido cleanses all sins: 
Safe kekeo-kakalu 
Closing the Peter: Petrus Offering to the 
field's door: Ena person who guards 
oka bafa the field: Fe lahenda 
mapadei manea oka 
bafa 
Ready for Sheep/ Bibi lopo God: Ramatua To give thanks to 
harvest: Tasarai God: Huhule makasi 
ai dodou 
Harvesting: Ee tu- Sheep/ Bibi lopo Jacob: Yakob Offering to the 
seseki person who watches 
for bad spirits: 
Nanae lahenda no 
hata-hata maiu 
Origin myths of millet compared 
In origin myths in Central and West Rote, millet is paired with rice (hadellbete) in the ritual 
language. However, the myth in East Rote does not specifically mention rice, in contrast to 
Termanu, where these food pairs are clearly mentioned. For Termanu, Fox (1997:95-102) 
discusses the chant of the origin of rice and millet (Doli do Lutu ). In East Rote, the story of 
the Nine Seeds (Pule Sio) is more prominent than the story of a particular seed. 32 Lakamola 
32 The pule sio (the nine seeds) of the people ofRinggou and also ofBilba are hade (rice), bete (millet), 
pela (maize), pela dae (sorghum), rotas (arbila bean), lena (sesame), turis (cow pea bean),fufue ina 
(peanut) and kelas (pumpkin). However, hade and rotas are not popular in Landu. Thus, every domain 
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is believed to be the sacred site and the first location where the Pule Sio were cultivated 
(peda Pule Sio ). 
The narrative of the Pule Sio from a ritual language specialist of the Bilba domain (the 
whole text of bini, see Appendix 7) begins with the arrival of the ancestors of the Bilba 
people in particular and the people of Rote in general. They come from Saumlaki and 
Saparua in Maluku (lines 3-6). They became wanderers like orphans (ana ma) and widows 
(falu ina) (lines 9-10). Then a boy, Haiama Toli and a man, Pakuama Keo, brought the 
nine seeds (Pule Sioma Poko Falu) because of heavenly care and a grant from above. But 
since there was no house, the Pule Sio had to rest at the Laka Mola stone (lines 28-29). The 
basic difference between the Termanu and Bilba versions lies with the characters that bring 
the seeds and the location where the seeds are placed. Termanu's version only mentions the 
tide and the flood that carries the rice and millet. In the Termanu narrative, however, the 
origin of rice and millet is Mae Oe and Tena Lai, which is also acknowledged by the people 
in Landu. 
Apart from the Biblical influence on the origin myth of millet and the myth in bini form, 
there is another narrative from Mae Oe, the origin place of millet as stated in those myths. 
This narrative of the origin myth of millet comes from an elder of Mae Oe (see Appendix 
8). According to this elder, the first people at Mae Oe and Tena Lai came out of the sea 
(neme liu sai mai). They were siblings: a sister and brother (feto//na). Once upon a time the 
man went fishing, but his fish-hook (tali dolu) got stuck on something at the king of the 
sea's residence (mane liu sia uman na). The man traced his fish-hook and found that the 
princess, who was in fact a fish, had bitten the hook. The underworld people then asked 
him to heal the princess. A reward was offered if he could heal her, namely anything he 
can have its own version of Pule Sio, depending on its environment. In east Rote, a bini relates to rotos 
as follows: 
Te rae roto maboa lilo ara 
Ma pi/a deke eke ara, 
Rai na so bomo bu/an uman so boe 
Ma rai ledo Ion so boe 
De mai basak ita teu leo 
Te teu ae bu/an uman 
Ma teu hene ledo Ion 
Fo ita toi se ua 
Ma so 'eta toi dode a 
They say that arbila beans bear golden fruit 
And the seeds shine like silver 
Over there at the house of the moon 
And at the dwelling place of the sun 
Therefore come then let us go 
Go climb the moon's house 
And go ascend the sun's place 
So we scrape to eat food 
And scoop for cooking 
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wanted at the king's watery residence. He desired nothing except for two things that were 
hanging in the house: they were Lamora, millet and maize (bete//pela). He brought them 
and planted them on the earth (dae ina). However, -two people took the Lamora and 
transported them to the South (ona). The two women were the woman and girl (ina//feto) 
Ona E and Deli Dea. Maize was distributed to Semau Island, millet and sorghum stayed on 
Rote and spread to the domains of the island. However, in Landu's version there is no 
further description of how the millet and sorghum were transported to other domains.33 The 
dwelling place of these two women was at Lopu Modo or Batu Doe: the place for making 
sacrifices for rain. 
Van der Weijden Heringa (1997:368) has identified three main themes in his analysis of the 
rice myths throughout Indonesia.34 The myth of the origin of rice or maize and millet 
(hade//bete, pela//bete) corresponds to the second theme, a gift bestowed from heaven or 
the underworld. In the Termanu and Landu versions, two women from the upper world are 
recognized as the rice and millet transporters. However, in the Bilba version of the myth, 
two men are the bete carriers instead of two women. (My suspicion is this is due to the 
influence of the royal clan, who claimed to be the guardians of the narration of the myths 
and ritual). However, the core logic of the story of Lakamola (Lakamola tutui) puts forward 
the marriage of two women from Termanu to two men from Bilba. 
The main elements of the bini narrative include the roles of men, women, buffalo, gold, and 
marriage. The two women in the Termanu version, Soe Leli and Pinga Pasa, appear as Soe 
Leli and Sina Pasa in the Bilba version. These two women brought the Pule Sio and Poko 
33 Another indication of Landu and Helong (Semau) as the source of millet and maize is signified in the 
following short bini: 
Bete ina nai Landu, 
tehu Landu tutu batu 
Pela ina nai Helo 
tehu Helo dadai u 
Tua ina nai Diu, 
tehu Diu babali oe 
Millet's source at Landu, 
but/then Landu pounding the stone 
Maize's source at Helo, 
but/then Helo is sieving the starch 
Palm's source at Diu, 
but /then Diu is mixing the water 
34 Those three main themes are first, that rice is generated from the dead body of a female ancestor or 
goddess. Second it is a gift from heaven or the underworld, and the third is that rice is a coveted food 
plant stolen by human beings. The first theme appears in the tales. of Mbok Sri Ayu and Dewi Sri in the 
Java rice myth. The story ofNawang Wulan suits better the second and third theme (Heringa 1997:368). 
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Falu to Lakamola (lines 42-43). They were disappointed with the Beluba elders and left. 
They then journeyed across the sea to reach Semau Island (Helo Sonabai daen) and Timor, 
at Oesao-Babau (Mardeka oen). These two places refer to the site of a maize field in Semau 
and the site of a fertile rice field in Timor (Oesao and Babau). A man called Rotenes is the 
person who asked them to settle back in Rote, especially in Folo Manu (Ndao). Their 
passage to the west in the Bilba version follows the path of Tungga Oli and Namo Ina, 
stopping at the Koli Oe do Buna Oe and continuing to Dela and Lao. 
Another difference relates to the stopping places, which are incomplete compared to the 
Termanu version. The Termanu version portrays travels all round the island (Fox 1997a: 
99-101 ). However, the buffalo at the great rock of Termanu (lines 94-98, 107-110) and the 
gold of Dela/Lao (lines 112-117) marks the end of the journey for Sina Pasa and Seo Leli 
because they marry the man Oli Lenguama and boy of Sina Soloama respectively. They 
were eager to stay at Pada daen and Koli oe. My informants recounted that the buffalo and 
gold was the bridewealth for Sina Pasa and Soe Leli. The women of Termanu then marry 
the men of Bilba. The purpose of this mythical marriage is to allow the couples to continue 
to multiply sprouts and continually bear fruits. Indeed, Termanu and Bilba are the two 
domains with the largest rice supply on the island. My interpretation of the significance of 
buffalos, which are common in rice myths, is that this is because they are important animals 
in helping farmers to work (rencah) the fields. Gold is a symbol of mature rice ready for 
harvest.35 In this sense, it may be possible to translate buten as rice granule or grain. 
On the other hand, the main elements in the short narrative from Mae Oe are as follows: the 
man, the fish hook, the fish (the king's daughter), Lamora itself and the two women Ona E 
and Deli Dea who distribute the seed the island. In this fish hook myth, 36 -- also an ancient 
Austronesian theme -- marriage between underworld (liul/sai) and earthly people is notable. 
Thus, once again the notion of fertility is a crucial element. The relation of the taboo word 
for salt, 'over there' (ri na), has a connection with the origin place of Lamora. Lamora is 
referred to aS 'hanging over there' (Lamora lode-lode ri na). The role of Ona E and Deli 
Dea parallels the role of 'woman on the right' Ina Ona and 'woman on the left' Ina Ilina 
35 In Indonesia mature rice that is called 'rice has turned to yellow' (Ind. padi telah menguning). 
Yellow is the color of gold. Also the term Java dwipa refers to millet as gold. 
36 The search for a fish-hook occurs in Polynesian mythology when Maui-tikitiki-o-Taranga and his 
brother go fishing in order to find their mother (Cowan and Pomare 1930: 30-31 ). 
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mantuka during harvest time. Ina Ona is always on the 'right' and Ina I /ina mantuka is on 
the left or follows behind (dea). 
In the next section, I will examine contemporary change in Landu, where in Sotimori and 
Bolatena people are now reluctant to cultivate millet and have become paddy gora 
cultivators. 
The gora-raskin programs in a changing context 
Padi gora (gogo ranca) and 'rice for the poor' (rasldn: beras orang misldn) are new policy 
initiatives that have had considerable impact on village life. For instance, since the 1980s 
people in Sotimori and Bolatena village have completely stopped cultivating millet and 
changed to cultivating paddy gora. In both villages, people actively clear their land for 
paddy gora. In contrast, in Daiama village, a few people continue to cultivate millet, and 
some of those also cultivate paddy gora. Now,.to a limited extent, the people in Daiama 
still preserve the knowledge and traditions of millet cultivation. Ironically it is these 
outsiders (lahenda mabui) who are the keepers of the ritual of millet and its tradition. 
I cannot offer any comparison between rice and millet production in Landu, since there is 
no data recorded for millet harvesting over the years. 37 In the standard formal statistical 
records from the Central Bureau of Statistics (Badan Pusat Statistik/BPS), there are no data 
recorded on millet harvesting compared to rice, maize, cassava, peanuts or vegetables. 
Millet has been overlooked as a crop because it is obviously of minor importance in terms 
of production. 
By contrast, when I revisited Landu at the end of 2006, the headman of Bolatena explained 
that with the assistance of the Rote Timur sub-district's office, they had just opened up 
another 160 ha of new paddy fields in the Keba area at Bolatena. As an illustration, data on 
paddy gora harvest from Landu in 2004 can be seen in the Table 6.4 below: 
37 It was a privilege for me to participate in millet harvesting during my fieldwork in May 2005. 
Unfortunately, since the planting seasons of 2005 and 2006, many people in Daiama have stopped 
cultivating millet and changed to seaweed cultivation. In 2007 only seven people from Bakarolean and 
Airani hamlets continued to cultivate millet. 
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Table 6.4. The paddy harvested area per village in Landu 2004 
Village Total area Harvested area Production 
(km) (ha) (tons) 
Bolatena 31.26 75 420 
Sotimori 63.06 35 198 
Daiama 99.78 50 280 
Total 194,10 160 898 
Source: Rote Timur Dalam Angka 2004. 
Another change in people's diet occurred when the central government of Indonesia 
initiated a program to provide 'rice for the poor' (beras orang miskin abbreviated to 
raskin). To avoid the term 'poor', many people identify this rice as 'distributed or quota 
rice' (beras jatah). Raskin was introduced during the Indonesian economic crisis in 1998. 
In Landu, raskin is delivered every month. The rice is sold for Rp 2,500 (A$ 2.75) and the 
share per household is 20 kg. Villagers gather at the village headman's house or at the 
village headman's office to receive 'beras jatah'. Given that the price of raskin is 
significantly cheaper than the local rice sold in markets,38 people prefer buying the raskin 
rice instead of working to plant millet for a small return. Thus the raskin program has 
affected people's lives, with both good and negative impacts. Despite these new food 
policies, people still regard millet as a crop that carries cultural values. On top of that, 
millet cultivation is appropriate in the harsh Landu environment, with the dry soil and low 
rainfall. 
Rice for the poor (raskin) has created a new dependency and is threatening the tradition of 
cultivating millet (bete). When I asked why younger people are reluctant to cultivate millet, 
I was told that it is a 'job for the older people, an ancestral job' (lasi a tatao-nonoi Ind. 
pekerjaan orang tua turun-temurun ). Other reasons relate to the tastelessness of millet, the 
fact that millet has little economic value, requires a considerable amount of hard work with 
little return, attracts a high number of pests, and that seaweed cultivation offers greater 
benefits. This list of answers is a reflection of the change in behaviour, especially eating 
behaviour in the village. In addition, younger people are involved in illegal fishing in 
Australian waters. Instead of depending solely on subsistence agriculture, money earned 
38 Depending on the variety, the rice sold in markets ranged in price from Rp. 3500 to Rp. 5000 per 
kilogram. 
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through such fishing is used to buy food and other necessities. On the other hand, rice for 
the poor is a government policy that has made family life much easier. My informant 
explained why millet has no economic value based on his simple calculation. This account 
reflects the imbalance between amounts of hard work done for small return: 
The results from bete are not enough. The price per blek only reaches a peak of 
Rp.5000 (A$ 0.71). We only bring home Rp. 50,000 (A$ 7.15) if we produce ten blek. 
In short, I must say that we do a hard job but get little in return. Bete is only for 
family consumption without any economic value.39 
Raskin and paddy gora are both new phenomena in Landu, and are significant factors in the 
reluctance of young people to follow their ancestors' footsteps.40 In Landu, bete as an 
archaic cultigen has been replaced by raskin and padi gora. The Church has not strongly 
objected to the ritual practices associated with the cultivation of millet in Landu. So, the 
changing attitude toward millet is because of its limited value economically relative to new 
alternative options. 
Throughout Landu, the distribution of raskin has become a 'new ritual' every month in the 
house of the village head or village headman's office. People come to 'obtain their harvest' 
and everyone is busy on distribution day. This 'politics of disappearance' is thus occurring 
in Landu, the domain credited with the origin of rice and millet (hade/lbete). Even in 
Maeoe -- the most sacred spot for rice and millet -- nobody cultivates these crops in the 
same way as before. Sailing, fishing and seaweed cultivation are the main sources of 
livelihood of the people. Money earned in this way is used to buy rice and raskin. An elder 
from Soao stated that now people like 'to plant in the sea, then harvest in the market' (sele 
nai tasi de etu-seki nai pasa). Rice sold in the weekly Saturday market comes from 
domains such as Korbaffo, Diu and Bilba. People from Maeoe usually go to the Tuesday 
market in Bilba to purchase their household needs, including rice. The planting of millet 
39 Ind. Penghasilan dari kerja bete sedikit sekali. Harga bete paling tinggi hanya Rp.5 000 per blek. 
Jika kita dapat I 0 blek, barn dapat Rp. 50,000. Kesimpulannya pekerjaan berat tetapi dapat hasil sedikit 
jika kita tinjau dari perhitungan komersial. Jadi bete hanya untuk konsumsi rnmah tangga saja, tidak 
punya nilai jual. 
40 The conservation of such 'historic heritage' has become a big issue, which has been raised by Dove 
( 1999) in his study on Borneo, Java and Malay Peninsula agriculture ritual conservation. Dove (1999:59) 
employs Vandana Shiva's notion of "the politics of disappearance" to describe the disappearance of 
indigenous crops. Pottier (1999:126-127) notes that farmers in Buhera District, Zimbabwe, look down 
upon finger millet (rapoko) and its ceremonial value has been reduced through the rise of Christianity 
and its attack on ancestor worship. Local elders stressed that modern forces were responsible for the use 
of other crops not suited to the soil in the local area. 
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and indeed a livelihood based on agriculture is no longer relevant in Maeoe and Pante Rote. 
Only in the small hamlets of Airani,41 Usulain and Oeinalain in Daiama village are there 
some of the older generation who still preserve this archaic tradition. In Sotimori and 
Bolatena, this tradition is fast disappearing. Thus, among the indigenous inhabitants --
especially those in Sotimori, and also Bolatena -- gora now has now become the number 
one cultivated crop, while among the newcomers of Daiama, gora is only starting to gain 
favour as the main cultivated crop. Only a minority persist in cultivating millet for the sake 
of tradition. As the population labeled as 'the people of tradition' (lahenda maholu hada), 
Daiama people at least endeavour to maintain traditional practices as part of their cultural 
identity. 
To conclude this section, I wish to highlight the contributing factors to the disappearance of 
millet in Landu, which I categorize as internal and external factors. 
a. Internal factors 
First, young people are reluctant to cultivate millet because they perceive it as hard work 
with little economic return. It takes almost one year from clearing and burning the fields to 
the harvesting, while the yields are insufficient for annual consumption. Now people are 
fond of planting peanuts which are economically more viable. People are eager to cultivate 
other crops that offer economic benefits. Cultivating millet is only a matter of respecting 
the older people. In addition to the lack of an economic return, the reason for the 
disappearance of millet relates to its 'tastelessness'. Some villagers add that besides its 
tastelessness, there is also no millet mill like the rice mill, in Daiama village. Pounding 
millet is hard work. Thus, sowing, harvesting and processing millet is seen as time 
consuming and labor intensive and the taste is not as good as rice. 
The next reason is related to the knowledge surrounding millet, which is perceived by some 
young people as belonging to the older generation. They state that it is an old people's job, 
and a job of the ancestors (lasi a tatao-nonoi, Ind. pekerjaan orang tua turun temurun). 
Only the older generation still cultivates millet. During my fieldwork in Daiama, only five 
41 When I revisited Airani hamlet in September 2007, only eight people were cultivating millet on their 
rara to preserve the tradition (tuka hada lasi a, literally 'to follow the tradition of the ancestors'). 
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people cultivated millet in Bakarolean and Airani hamlets. The lack of ritual expertise also 
contributes to the way knowledge is communicated and experiences are shared. Even 
though shifting cultivation is done in a field complex (rara) with farmers working in 
groups, not all groups of farmers practise the millet ritual. 
The last reason is related to the new techniques of cultivation introduced to the area. People 
consider that the new interventions in agricultural activities are better suited to their 
situation. Those who reject the old system insist that land typologies and cultivation 
sequences should change in an adaptive manner. The fact that change in the land typology 
and cultivation sequences are negotiated ensures the existence of a shared conceptual 
structure on which to base communication (Brewer 1979:354). Since the 1990s, the local 
ruler (manek) has warned people not to clear their land for shifting cultivation. In the ruler's 
view, slash and burn can destroy the environment and, more importantly, will affect water 
resources. Fresh water is Landu's main disadvantage; some people have to walk at least 2 
km to fetch this fresh water. The warning of the ruler applied in the main two villages of 
Sotimori and Bolatena, but not Daiama. 
b. External factors 
Cheap rice (beras murah) has been a contributing factor in endangering millet in Landu. 
Raskin or 'rice for the poor', the food assistance policy introduced by the central goverment 
after the economic crisis in Indonesia during 1998 (Hastuti and Maxwell 2003:1), has had a 
considerable impact on people's lives. It has also created a new dependency on a 
government subsidy. People are no longer motivated to work because the government will 
come to rescue them Together raskin and paddy gora are significant factors in the 
reluctance of young people to follow in their ancestors' footsteps. 
Many young men are also involved in illegal fishing in Australian waters. This activity has 
had a significant impact on family incomes. Wages gained from sailing can be spent on 
basic family needs such as rice, kerosene, and children's clothing. Many crew and skippers 
are from Daiama village, and most of them have never been farmers. Their livelihoods 
come from the sea. However, the restriction on illegal fishing by the Australian Customs 
Service has reduced the number of illegal fishing boats significantly. Many of them have 
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turned to cultivating seaweed. Since the boom in seaweed prices in 2002,42 people are eager 
to become seaweed cultivators to supplement dryland farming. But it is difficult to do both 
activities simultaneously. Concentrating on seaweed instead of working as a shifting 
cultivator is hard work, but the returns are good. So many people in the hamlets of Mae Oe 
and Pante Rote who live on the coast are actively involved in seaweed cultivation or fishing 
and sailing. Social mobility is higher in those coastal hamlets. 
Max Weber (1958) provides a distinction between two idealized types of religion --
traditional and the rationalized -- as a starting point to understand the process of religious 
change. Traditional religious concepts are deeply embedded in social practice, whereas 
rationalized concepts are not completely intertwined with ordinary life. They are apart, 
above or even outside social practice. Ritual and belief are distant and problematic. A 
rationalized religion is self-conscious and worldly-wise (Weber 1958:35). Thus, by closely 
examining millet rituals and contemporary change, I would argue that the fundamental 
transformation in village life derives from a combination of the self-consciousness of the 
youth, the lack of ritual expertise, the rise in social mobility and government intervention. 
In regard to the dichotomy between insiders and outsiders in Landu, the people of Sotimori 
and Bolatena are more open to rapid change in relation to millet practices. The change to 
become gora cultivators is a rational decision, especially as this relates to economic 
benefits, food security and environmental advantages. People are willing to convert lands 
and plains to paddy gora fields, through consideration of the benefits of this type of 
activity. In addition, the role of the manek who resides in Sotimori adds another dimension 
to promote this change. People of both villages are not reluctant to follow his orders to 
undertake change. Meanwhile, for Daiama people who live in the periphery, the manek' s 
influence has no direct affect. However, in regards to seaweed cultivation, some changes 
have occurred in Daiama livelihoods, but these changes have come about without reference 
to the centre of the domain. For example, the change to become seaweed farmers is due to 
the outsider stimulus of the government (see Chapter II). As a consequence, Daiama people 
are the pioneers in seaweed cultivation in Landu while Sotimori and Bolatena people are 
only now competing and trying to become successful seaweed farmers. 
42 In 2003, Daiama was the first village in East Rote to contribute high tax revenues from seaweed 
production. 
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In relation to the dialogue between Christianity and culture, the non-GMIT people of 
Sotimori and Bolatena -- who hold a conservative and charismatic Christian theology --
prohibit all traditional ritual practices, including millet culture. According to these 
denominations' point of view, agricultural rituals require people to perform sacrifices 
(soko) which are considered to be pagan practice and contrary to the Christian faith. 
However, for GMIT people, all sacrifices and thanksgivings are offered to God and not to 
the other spiritual beings. Thus, the strict doctrine of the non-GMIT churches does not 
provide possibilities to concur with local culture. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have argued that the rara system in Landu, based on dryland cultivation, 
is markedly different to wetland cultivation. I have provided an interpretation of the origins 
of the myth of Pule Sio and the rituals of millet cultivation as they relate to a wider 
Rotenese cosmology. These rituals are endangered since they are now only practiced by 
some of the older generation. Of the three villages in Landu, only Daiama people still 
preserve millet culture. The new settlers (lahenda manamai) are in fact the custodians of 
this old tradition. The last person in Sotimori to cultivate millet passed away in 2007, so 
that bete has disappeared entirely among the original inhabitants (lahenda maulu) of Landu. 
The conservation of this tradition has become more challenging since the introduction of 
the new food policy to the village routine. A new dependency on gora and raskin makes 
people reluctant to sow and cultivate bete. The gora fanners claim to be superior to the 
swidden fanners. The gora fanners use hand tractors, pesticide, and harvest machines, 
while the bete fanners depend on simple tools and their muscles. In this regards, the 
insiders perceive themselves as more rational and 'modem', whilst the outsiders, to some 
extent, are more 'irrational' and traditional. 
Dryfield cultivation as practised by the people is suited to the dry and harsh conditions of 
Landu. Without wishing to 'romantize' the old dryland crop culture, it is well adapted to 
the area and is less risky compared to the new system of cultivation, which needs more 
money for fertilizers and other chemical inputs to the land and may have a deleterious 
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impact on critical land. Only a more ecologically sustainable approach to land cultivation 
will enable the old tradition of millet farming to survive. 
Plate 6.1 Millet harvesting ( etu -seki) 
Plate 6.2 Woman on the right (ina ona) 
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Plate 6.3 Ina Ona and Ina I harvesting millet 
Plate 6.4 A basket (boko) of millet stalks. 
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Plate 6.5 Stamping (bo 'e) the millet 
Plate 6.6 Collecting (huru) the millet in silence. 
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Plate 6.7 A woman scooping (so'e) millet from afati bete. 
Plate 6.8 A boy scares birds in the gora field 
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Plate 6.9 Village apparats on rasldn distribution's day in Korlok-Bolatena 
Plate 6.10 Villagers of Bolatena with their rasldn 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
LIFE-CYCLE RITUALS 
Introduction 
In this chapter I will explore the life-cycle rituals in Landu. I begin with a description of 
the ritual of the seventh month of pregnancy, and examine how restrictions during 
pregnancy are identified in relation to local symbolism. In the next section I describe 
the birthing process and the hair cutting ritual. Then, I examine the transition from 
childhood to adulthood as portrayed by the teeth filing (fora nisi) ritual, which 
contributes to the incorporation of individuals into broader social life. Next, I examine 
marriage stages which begin with a proposal, the marriage payments negotiations and 
the escorting of the bride to the groom's family (popora). Finally, I explore the 
mortuary ritual, which is one of the major rites of passage among the Rotenese. In this 
\ 
chapter I will clarify the meail.iilgs Qf some key indigenous terms, such as /ape simane, 
rarae, pou natika ei, ifa /aka, safe ao, buku sio, tapa luka-lokak and tu nea, This series 
of terms relate to the roles of a mother's brother/MB (to 'o) within the family. 
In the context of these Rotenese life-cycle rituals, I will also examine the theme of 
separation, transition and incorporation found in the general structure of rites of passage 
(van Gennep 1960; Huntington and Metcalf 1979; Koentjaraningrat 1985). I will 
discuss the idea of hot (hanas) and cool (malini), which are significant elements in 
these rituals. Moreover, I will elaborate the notion of complementarity in gift-exchange 
which initiates the marriage proposal, marriage payments (belis), the escorting of the 
bride and her possessions (popora) and divorce (nae/a). 
In the final section of the chapter I compare how the original inhabitants (lahenda 
maulu) and the newcomers (lahenda manamai) implement these ritual practices. I argue 
that denomination differences have affected the way people perceive rituals and 
traditions. For some Pentecostal people (residing in Sotimori and Bolatena) who are 
more conservative, mortuary feasts are banned and restricted. While for Daiama people 
who are the orthodox Protestant community (GMIT) more leeway on the matter of 
feasts is permitted. 
Pregnancy (nairu) 
The ritual for the seventh month of pregnancy is known as the seventh month prayer 
(kasasi hula hitu), which has the purpose to 'open the birth way' (soi eno boboki). 
Before she begins the prayer, the pregnant woman has to drink one tablespoon of a mix 
of cooked herbs which are soaked in local gin (sopi) each morning. The purpose of 
drinking these herbs is to make the placenta smaller, because people state that a big 
placenta will cause death for the mother. Additionally, drinking herbs prevents_ fainting 
during delivery and ensures the mother will have enough strength after giving birth. 
However, a church elder stressed that the ultimate purpose of this ritual is to ask God's 
help and guidance during pregnancy, so the mother can deliver the baby at the right 
time, and both the mother and the infant will be safe. According to my informants, 
another reason for this ceremony is that by the seventh month of pregnancy the placenta 
has already taken shape. Therefore, the local people consider performing the seventh 
month prayer (kasasi bu/a hitu) and drinking herbs (tinu aido) a compulsory ritual 
which prevents a mother giving birth prematurely in the seventh month of pregnancy. 
The restrictions during pregnancy can be categorized into two parts, namely dietary and 
behavioral precautions in order to guarantee the well-being of the foetus and the mother. 
Food taboos during pregnancy include turtle meat, since such meat is considered to 
continue moving, which will affect the foetus and cause the baby to easily fall sick. 
Fish is also another food restriction, -since it is associated with an unpleasant aroma of 
the mother's milk during the lactation period. In addition, a behavioral taboo during 
pregnancy is taking a bath in the late afternoon. The explanation my informant gave for 
this is that late afternoon is the time for evil female-spirits (buntiana or ina lasi) to 
appear, and a pregnant woman is her favorite target. For this reason a woman is 
required to put a comb and a nail in her hair, and also put a pin on her clothes. These 
are weapons to prevent the evil spirits from harming the foetus. 
Another interpretation of this ritual, which I consider pertinent, is that these dietary and 
behavioral precautions serve to eliminate the 'cold' state of the mother that will affect 
the foetus. The prescription to drink herbs and local gin (sopi) maintains and improves 
the heated condition of the mother. In contrast, eating turtle meat and taking a bath in 
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the late afternoon could attract the cold, so either would pose a risk for the foetus. The 
idea of maintaining the balance between hot (hanas) and cool (malini) conditions is a 
predominant theme from the beginning of pregnancy through to delivery. 
Thus, among the Rotenese, the major preparation before childbirth is collecting herbs 
as local medicine, and commencing a ritual of drinking the herbs before and after the 
delivery, as well as collecting fire wood and water. The food and clothing are 
considered minor preparations. The ritual and precautions are a reflection of empirical 
experiences of risks during pregnancy, such as miscarriage, and maternal and neonatal 
deaths. 
'Birth (boboki) 
Birthing is not an exclusively female matter among the Rotenese. The woman's father 
and her husband are also expected to be present during the delivery. The father can 
even cut the umbilical cord if the midwife is not present at that time. Meanwhile, the 
husband's role is to take care of the afterbirth, an action that reaffirms his fatherhood. 
The umbilical cord is cut approximately ten centimeters (dua Zima bu 'u) from the baby. 
Traditionally, a small piece of sharp bamboo (milak) was used, but nowadays people 
use scissors. The midwife is usually the person in charge of this act, although an older 
woman in the family or the father may also assume responsibility. After cutting off the 
placenta, the infant is cleaned or bathed. Then, the midwife has to wrap the cut end of 
the umbilical cord with a wad of chewed dried betel or ginger (alia). This should 
remain until the umbilical cord falls off the navel, but care should be taken not to wet 
the navel with water. The infant has to be wrapped with a piece of cloth with only its 
face exposed for forty days. My informants explained that this is because the infant is 
already familiar with the situation in the mother's womb, so the wrapping mimics the 
mother's womb. 
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One major task for the new horn's father is to hang the afterbirth (fuafuni) on top of a 
kanunak (L.Cordia obliqua willd) tree. 1 The placenta is put in an old palm tree basket 
(kapisak). Then, the father has to run quickly to find a kanunak tree in the garden or a 
field far from the house. When he reaches the tree, he has to pretend to fall asleep, close 
his eyes and rest for a while under the tree. This action of imitating sleep serves to 
make sure that the baby at home will fall asleep easily. According to some informants, 
the specific meaning relates to the kanunak tree because this tree was the first tree to 
grow in the earth (ai manamori maulu nai dae ina). Some Rotinese say that a branch of 
this tree was traditionally used as a tool for making a fire (u 'unda ai). Thus, according 
to the local interpretation, the kanunak is a useful tree for life. 
The parents are expected to give a reward to the midwife as thanks. The parents are 
indebted, so they have to prepare 'the rice of the navel' (aa 'u use). This cooked rice is 
placed in a small basket (serulu/lapaneu ana/susudik) and combined with cooked meat 
or fish, together with a wrap of betel, areca nut, and tobacco. It has to be hung at dawn 
in front of the house of the midwife or the older woman who performed the act of 
cutting the umbilical cord. 
At the time of delivery, people sitting outside the house will ask questions about the sex 
of the infant by saying 'who is she/he, someone who works in the field and taps the 
palm trees or someone who fetches the water and collects the fire-wood?' (ana ubea ria, 
mansou dae ma pei tua do manhelu ai ma rui oe).2 Hence, if it is a male infant, the 
answer will be: 'oh he is the man who works in the field and taps the palm tree' (oh tou 
mana soa dae do man pei tua). The answer for a female baby is: 'oh she is the woman 
who fetches the water and collects the fire-wood' (oh ina mana helu ai ma man rui oe). 
Thus, the gender division of labour is explicitly constructed in cultural terms on the 
very first day of a Rotenese life. 
1 In Tennanu, people call this kai-nunak (Fox 1971a:240). It is called rempenai in the Indonesian 
language. An informant from a neighbouring domain told me why the Rotenese have to hang up the 
afterbirth. According to this informant, after forty days the placenta is dry and creates a sound when 
the wind blows; and he said the baby will smile or laugh when he/she hears the sound. In the past, 
the first hair cut took place on the fortieth day.Jn contrast, to bury the placenta is a sign of death. 
2 Among the Manggarai, the announcement of a boy is ata one ('inside person') and for a girl is ata 
pe 'ang ('outside person') which is based on the patrilineal principle according to which a male child 
belongs to his father's descent group but a female child belongs to the outside clan (Gordon 
1980:49-50). 
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If it is a baby boy, my informant explained that this is a blessing, since a son will help 
to tap the palm trees or work in the fields (namahena, touk esa so hapu harapan Jo 
namaladi do namatini nai osi dale, which literally means, 'be glad, since a boy brings 
hope for tapping or working in the field'). In contrast, if the baby is a girl, she will fetch 
the water and collect fire wood, but there is specific stress on the fact that 'a daughter 
will belong to another family and so, we are not as happy as for a baby boy' (ana ina 
aso ai ma oe. Tehu, ana ina so lahenda nun, ana ina so de fa mahena so). However, 
another robust argument from this informant regarding the reason that Rotenese have a 
preference for a male child is that a male can look after his parents on the occasion of 
the parents' funeral. My informant continued to elaborate that if there are only female 
children within a family, when the parents pass away, the husband of one of their 
daughters and his family would be in charge of the funeral day, mortuary ritual and the 
following feast. Consequently, the parent's family would be embarrassed and consider 
it a social humiliation. 3 
Accordingly, my interpretation of the preference for a male child is not merely related 
to how the Rotenese pursue their livelihood, which is based on a strongly gendered 
division of labour. Culturally, it is further related to death and mortuary rituals, as the 
last opportunity to defend the pride and honour of the parents to be buried by their own 
son (ana tou) and not by a son-in law (mane feu). Thus, life and death consitute a 
holistic component for the Rotenese, and are seen as inseparable. 
Post-natal treatment for the mother and the infant 
The post-natal treatment of the mother is quite unpleasant. Someone 4 - either her 
husband or father - has to step up to the mother and apply (totobi) a warm kifu ai5 to her 
body. This is the first step to keep the mother warm. Then, the mother is either moved 
closer to the hearth or charcoal is put under her bed. She has to be 'roasted' (se 'i) in this 
3 In one Rotenese tradition, -- at least this is practiced in Landu -- at the funeral, before the soil is 
put into the grave, the family announces (nasalao) that if the deceased person has a debt with 
somebody, the family will pay the debt. In the city, however, the announcement takes place at 
home because the graveyard is far from home and not everybody would like to go. My informant 
said that any claims of debt that are not settled will bring humiliation to the family. 
4 Some female informants mentioned that it might be the husband or even the father who takes this 
action. The reason is that the males have more strength than women. 
5 This is a tool made of plaited lontar leaf used to fan the fire on the hearth. 
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way for three days. 6 People use pieces of lac tree (kusambi) as fire wood, since it 
produces good charcoal. The intention is to remove the dirty blood (da kekeo) from the 
mother's body. Within these days, the midwife or women who help to bathe the mother 
have to rub her with some leaves as bathing herbs and give the mother a massage 
(totobi-nenese). The herbs for this consist of tamarind leaves, two kinds of lino leaves 
(lino mane no ina), combined with kula and kesuma leaves and beu bark, all of which 
have been boiled with water. These herbs have to be rubbed (totobi-nenese) on the 
mother's body, especially on her reproductive area in order to 'close' it. The massage 
for the mother is said to loosen the muscles, so the blood can flow easily. In order to 
prevent bums, coconut oil is first rubbed all over the mother's body. During the bathing 
the mother has to cover her head, to prevent loss of her hair. These treatments are 
important in regard to the notion of 'hot' and 'cool'. 
The period after the three days of roasting (se 'i) is described as 'putting upside-down 
the earthenware pot for boiling the bathing water' (natono bin dae). The natono bin dae 
is held simultaneously with lea ko, and involves 'pulling out the ko' branches that were 
used to cover the mother's blood on the ground. 7 Then they will invite a church elder to 
hold a prayer (kasasi natono bin dae) with a small feast. The mother is then allowed to 
take a bath with cold water for the next forty days, but the water should contain lino 
mane (Ind. ketapang hutan), lino ina and kesuma which are called 'washing herbs' 
(aido sasafe) These herbs are used to wash the reproductive areas. Herbal water can 
also be drunk. After forty days a prayer is held for the mother for 'washing the blood 
off the bed' (sasafe da oe//safe leka papa). After this period the mother is considered 
clean from any polluted blood. In addition to washing the blood, there is an obligation 
if the woman delivered the baby in her natal house. As a fine, at night the husband's 
family must bring a goat and tie it up under the bed in silence. This is the payment to 
6 This practice is widespread throughout eastern Indonesia. People in Kedang also have to move the 
mother and the child after childbirth to a bamboo platform close to the hearth (Barnes 1974:51). 
Among the Atoin Meto, the roasting is intended to eliminate the 'dead blood' or nah maten 
(McWilliam 1989:177-178). The Belunese also practice the roasting of the mother's back. (Therik 
2004: 192). Additionally, in Asian countries, the Vietnamese also recognize the roasting practice for 
the first full month after the delivery in order to keep the mother warm and to 'dry out' the uterus 
(Tran 1994:71-72). Among the Chinese, according to Tham ( 1994:85) after childbirth, the mother is 
considered weak and in a cold state, thus she is confined for 30 days and has to eat hot food that will 
clean the dirty blood. 
7 My informant explained that if the blood is not covered by these thorny branches, it will attract 
animals (dog or pigs) to the area. 
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her natal family for washing away the blood (safe da), since the mother should deliver 
or 'shed blood' in her husband's house, not in her natal house. 
Furthermore, in the past, for forty days after giving birth, a mother wore a long rope 
made of gebang (hekenak) of about 15 meters (40 depa) in length around her waist. 
However, the practice has changed over time; women in the village nowadays use a 
piece of waist cloth for forty days. People are afraid that the womb could 'go down' if 
they do not tie-up the belly properly. An explanation of this is that during delivery the 
midwife must push hard on the mother's womb, which can cause what they call the 
'dropping or descent of the womb' (popo lok, Ind. rahim turun).8 Also, sometimes the 
midwife pushes with force on a mother's upper stomach when it is not the right time for 
delivery. Another reason for wearing a waist cloth for a mother is to avoid feeling 
hungry, since meal times for the mother are very strict. For this reason, she has to 
'steal' some food (mamana 'o nana) and breast feed the infant in silence. 
Meanwhile, the treatment for the baby is to put a paste of chewed cinnamon bark on the 
crown of the baby's head,9 to close the crown and make it harder. People are afraid that 
an open crown will attract evil spirits, which they believe can touch the infant's head 
(bi nitu a 'ame lakana), causing the baby to fall sick easily. Other ways to deter evil 
spirits include putting a Bible on one side of the baby's pillow as a shield and pinning a 
piece of ganoak root on the baby's clothes. The strong smell of this root can protect the 
baby from risk. 
The fortieth day after birth is considered to be an important day because on that day the 
mother and the infant are safe and it is time to bring them out (manso 'u, literally 'to 
carry them up') from inside the chamber of the house (uma dalek) to the outside (uma 
deak). On this day, a prayer is held for the infant 'to swallow the egg' (kasasi naodo 
manutolo, ), since this is the day to feed an egg to the baby for the first time (fai odo 
manutolo). For this purpose, they take the yolk of a boiled egg and stir it with warm 
8 People also perceive that popo lok (Ind. rahim tunm) and candida vaginismus (keputihan) are 
caused by black magic. However, according to the village nurse, keputihan occurs because women 
do not wash themselves properly after getting wet from the sea, when either working on seaweed or 
gathering food from the sea (se'o meti). Some cases are reported by the midwife, but women feel 
ashamed to be cured by the village nurse. The village nurse is a Timorese and young, so the older 
women are shy to talk openly about their illnesses. 
9 This practice is also widespread throughout Indonesia. For example, among the Batak, people use 
a chewed paste of turmeric spice (Jv. temulawak, L. Curcuma xanthorizza) with a similar purpose. 
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water. Then, after the prayer, the infant is fed with this in order to 'open the baby's 
appetite' or 'to open the baby's throat' (buka ho li//buka lolo me). This practice occurs 
in Bolatena and Daiama, especially in Oeinalain hamlets. 
In the wider Indonesian society, people recognize forty days as a period for the mother 
to recover from birth (Ind. masa nifas). However, a local Rotenese interpretation of the 
meaning of forty days appears to have a connection to a Christian belief. For example, 
one church elder gave a straightforward explanation of the meaning of forty days. He 
said that Jesus fasted in the wilderness for forty days. This interpretation is further 
evidence of the importance of Christianity to Rotenese worldviews. People can easily 
make a correlation between Jesus's fasting and the mother's recovery. The Bible is the 
main source for the Rotenese to maintain their belief and faith, thus they take for 
granted that it should be an explanation for every question they have. 
Hair cutting (keu /aka) ceremony 
Eventually, an infant has to enter a period of separation (sole!/fila) from the mother. 
This means that the mother has to stop breast feeding and the child is looked after by 
someone else, such as the grandmother or a church eider's family. This separation 
usually occurs when the infant is eighteen months to two years old. However, in some 
cases, if the mother becomes pregnant again, the infant should be separated earlier. 
According to some informants, if the baby continues to be breast fed by the mother 
'they could take the blood from their younger brother or sister and they will die, since 
they are suckling waste blood'. 
In this separation (sole//fila) period, the parents hold a prayer for the first hair cutting 
(kasasi keu laka). 10 The purpose of this practice is to announce to all the relatives the 
name of the person the baby is named after (narang, Joi se). Conventionally the 
mother's brother/MB (to'o) is the person who cuts the infant's hair. He must leave 
some hair on the 'crown of the head' (tao eta pake ana//laka poi sumane) as a cover 
because people are 'afraid evil spirits will touch the infant's head' (bi nitu a 'ame lakan 
10 Some informants mentioned that sometimes keu /aka is done simultaneously with the 40 days 
ritual (manso 'u).· 
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na). People are also afraid that if the spirit (sumane) leaves the body, the baby will fall 
sick or even die. 
A big feast is held as part of this hair-cutting ceremony, because it is the day for the 
mother's brother (MB) to show his responsibility for the child (to 'o popora/napora). 
He brings a traditional banner (to 'o feo dedeo) which consists of one woven cloth, one 
shirt, areca nut and betel nut, tobacco leaves, and two kinds of local cakes (kokis solo 
ma ros goyang), all tied to a bamboo stick. He also brings food items such as a goat or 
sheep, one big cracker-tin container (blek) of rice, one stalk of areca nut, a coconut and 
banana, and also some cakes. He also gives jewelry like muti and habas. All these items 
are considered to be gifts from the mother's brother (to 'o) for his 'plant' (sele tua). As a 
counter gift, the father of the infant should give the two hind legs of a pig (to 'o pa e 
bui/lbui mali), either raw or cooked. 
In relation to the important role of the mother's brother in one's life, people of Landu 
recite the following bini: 
Oe tiri-tiri, tiri-tiri neme batu a mai 
Ai a ra-ra, ra-ra neme rao a mai 
Water dripping, it drips from the stone 
Fire burning, it burns from the hearth 
The mother's brother is the source of 'water and fire' (oe ma aillbatu ma rao), which 
are the basic elements of Rotenese domestic life. An informant mentioned that the MB 
is the person who support~ his sisters' children like a stone hearth supports a cooking 
pot. 
There is a connection between the to 'o popora during the hair cutting ceremony and the 
mother's brother's (to 'o) role during the mortuary ritual. On the first day after the death 
of one of his relatives, a mother's brother will come and bring gifts as his rarae 
(literally; he comes and asks) in the form of a piece of woven cloth plus a shirt for a 
male and a kebaya blouse for a female. This garment should hang on the top edge of the 
bed where the corpse is lying. This is the sign for the family of the deceased person to 
make a payment of a minimum of 5 (rupiah kalima) to a maximum of25 goats or sheep 
to the mother's brother (to'o). However, the amount of this gift depends on the 
financial resources of the family. The payment means that the family acknowledges the 
to 'o as the source of life, of which it is said 'a cat cannot give birth to a human' (palu 
meo ta boki lahenda). On the other hand, the need to make a payment to the mother's 
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mother's brother/MMB (bei huk) depends more on the willingness of the family. In 
Landu, this payment is not considered to be as obligatory as it is in Termanu (Fox 
1971).11 
Teeth-filing (fora nisi) 
The teeth filing ritual is one of the rites of passage, marking a transition from childhood 
to the adulthood stage. It is also a ritual to incorporate the teenager into wider 
communal life. This ritual is held for both boys and girls. In Landu, it usually takes 
place when teenagers are fifteen to seventeen years old. 
Parents should communicate their intention (teu tafada) to hold this ritual at least a day 
before by bringing a small amount of money12 to the person who will perform the teeth 
filing ritual (tou manafora). This person will then 'bring down' (naonda/hais) the filing 
equipment, which consists of some whetstones (dali fora nisi), from the secret place in 
the attic (uma lai) where they are kept. This is considered the time to 'report to the 
ancestors' (nafada bei-bai no ina-ama). The next step is to soak the whetstones in water 
and sharpen them. This filing equipment consists of twelve sandstones in various 
shapes. 
It was a privilege for me to be present at the teeth filing ritual of E.I. 13 on her 
seventeenth birthday and to be able to observe this ritual closely. On that day, a sister of 
her father (te'o) laid a big woven cloth (lafa ina) on a bed, while E.I had to wear a 
traditional dress. She wore a pink kebaya and woven sarong. Before the filing began, 
her mother asked me to lead a prayer. The filer (tou manafora) prepared his tools, and 
friends and relatives gathered inside and outside the room to witness the event. On one 
side of the bed, a small basket (oli) was placed with betel nut, limestone, and bubuni 
(Cassia Fistula Linn.) bark as a replacement for areca nut. E.I. had to chew these after a 
part of her teeth were filed. During the filing process she was warned not to spit saliva 
(ape) in an improper way. The saliva has to be collected in a coconut shell. After the 
11 The meaning of rerae will be elaborated further in the section on mortuary rituals. 
12 .. 
In Daiama, the parents brought Rp. 5,000 (A$ 0. 71) when they went to that person's house. 
13 In the following explanation I will use these initials. 
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process, on his return to his house, the filer has to take the saliva and a wrapped piece 
of areca and betel nut, and throw them away at a crossroad (eno kasika). 14 A crossroad 
is perceived by the people as a gathering place of the spirits (nitu). 
There are two stages in the teeth filing process. The first stage is the filing itself. This is 
the main element of the ritual and is undertaken inside the room. The second is a 
'cooling' process held outside the room. During the first stage, E.I. had to lie down on 
the bed and bite a short piece of coconut husk (funu). A piece of this was put on her 
molar as a prop which is called titia//tia nisi//a 'ai. Another of her father's sisters (te 'o) 
held her head.15 The filer rubbed the teeth with his finger and started to file. He started 
from the upper teeth, and the gums started to bleed. In order to avoid swollen lips, the 
saliva was not wiped away. After the upper teeth were completed, E.I. came out from 
the room and asked the elders and the families who were sitting outside whether it was 
good enough or not (neulau do ta). If the teeth are still considered thick, people will say 
'be ate', but if they are already shorter and thinner, they will say 'nis a so'. If the teeth 
are considered thick, the filer has to continue to make them shorter and thinner (papa). 
The filer also gave instructions about what E.I. should or should not do. After at least 
forty five minutes of filing, the teeth were considered pretty enough (neulau). The filer 
then continued the same process for the lower teeth. After the first stage was complete, 
E.I. had to drink boiled mung bean water (sabeka). 
It was a painful ordeal. Therefore people who witnessed the process through the 
window teased E.I. with such comments as: 'she can endure the pain, her feet are stable, 
she endures because she does not want to be ashamed, this is the thing that she is 
looking for in life, endure until death, stylish but painful, this is the mark that she is 
already a true female (in this case, using the word for a female animal: mai so)'. Every 
comment became entertainment for the people, since many were helping to prepare the 
feast for that night. 
14 On Christmas day and at the New Year people also scatter flowers (kari rampe) on the crossroad 
in remembrance of the ancestors (bei-bai). 
15 An informant from Oepao mentioned that in the past, a close friend (tia/llai) also has to hold the 
head of the young person getting her/his teeth filed. When she gets married a portion of the 
bridewealth will be given to this friend. A short bini for the tia's role is: kakafadi besi hina ma tia 
lai ai na, te besi hina tia: elder-younger siblings are stabbed by a knife/piece of steel and friends are 
burned by fire, but the knife/steel can stab a friend. A friend is a part of the family, so he/she also 
gets involved in family matters. 
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The second stage is commenced by preparing some tobacco wrappings, which are 
mixed with salt and betel nut, some of the salt being added by an old woman. One cup 
of cold water is then sprinkled on them. Outside the room, the filer sat down, while E.I 
leaned on his lap. Each wrapping of tobacco was rubbed on her teeth, followed by the 
betel nut. Then a young paw-paw was grilled and she had to bite it. She then had to 
drink the mung bean water again and wash her face with this water. E.I felt dizzy. Even 
though only two comments were made during this process, they touched the real feeling, 
'this pain is like the pain of a woman giving birth' (hedi ia boboki), and also the 
purpose of this tradition, 'if you are not brave, who will want you' (ta jago fa, de se 
nau). 
This process was then concluded with a prayer16, and E.I changed her clothes. The 
older women kept telling her to chew betel and bubuni bark continually. She was then 
considered to be a mature woman who was ready to receive marriage proposals and get 
married. After three days, as a very last step in the process, smoky wood was blown and 
rubbed onto her teeth. This was a traditional way to prevent puffy gums and face <Jue). 
There are several interpretations of the purpose of the teeth filing ritual. A general 
interpretation is as a marker that one is mature enough to enter adult life, be ready for 
marriage and to run a household. However, one interpretation of 'to cut until short, to 
cut perfectly' (tete na tetu) by some people in Maeoe is that the person should not grow 
anymore; it is the limit of human physical_development. While this may seem a shallow 
interpretation, it conveys a deeper symbolism. The idea of the animal nature of human 
beings was prominent in the observations I made of the teeth filing ritual and generally 
in Rotenese culture. For example, an informant from Oepao domain mentioned that 
teeth filing is to prevent humans from behaving like tigers or other wild animals and to 
some extent it is a domestication of the wild nature ofyouth. 17 
16 E.I' s mother asked me to lead the prayer once again. 
17 According to Covarrubias, the belief in the animal characteristics of human beings is widespread 
among people in Asia. He mentioned that filing and blacking the teeth is 'to avoid having the long, 
white teeth of dogs' (quoted cited in Barnes 1974:159). Forge (1980: 1-16) in his article 'Tooth and 
Fang in Bali' established human/non-human opposition as the essential reason for the peculiarity of 
teeth. He concludes that the opposition is not simply a human/animal contrast, but it is a contrast 
between 'controlled human/uncontrolled (powerful) non-human'. 
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I will elaborate more on the symbolism of tete na tetu ('to cut until short, to cut 
perfectly') in relation to the readiness of a woman and also a man to be incorporated 
into married life. Since the teeth filing ritual is a life-cycle ceremony for unmarried 
young adults, it is a proclamation that the subject is a virgin. Perfection in Rotenese is 
expressed as tetu tema, and in this context it signifies virginity. 18 Virginity is an 
important element of Rotenese marriage negotiations. Therefore, compared to the 
payment for a virgin, only a minimal bridewealth (be/is) is paid for a non-virgin bride 
or for a widow. In Rotenese, the word 'whole' or 'unbroken' is katema, and the 
opposite is ta katema so. So a virgin and unmarried girl is called ao katema (literally 
'unbroken body'). Consequently, if a. boy abducts a girl, the boy's parents have to pay a 
fine which is the bridewealth element of natetu mata because the virginity of the girl 
has already been 'broken' (Fox 1968:67-68), as I will discuss in the marriage section. 
Thus, from this description, one can assume that although teeth filing applies to both 
males and females, the issue of virginity seems only applicable to females. 
Plate 7.1 At left a girl prepares for teeth-filing ritual and right the teeth-filing ritual in 
progress. 
18 Fox (1968:60-61, 209) explains that symbolically the concept refers to "the ideals of order and 
perfections, rectitude and completeness". Also the term tema is used for putting the roof on a house, 
nakatema uma (to make the house whole). Thus, the ideals of being whole, perfect, untouched or 
unbroken are implied in the term temal/tetu. 
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Plate 7 .2 The parrot cutting (Ida hohoro) 
Plate 7.3 People of Sotimori with their smile 
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Marriage (kakabi) 
Marriage functions not only to unite two persons but also to unite families and 
strengthen their alliances. In Landu, the marriage procedure is almost the same as in 
other domains in Rote. One important aspect is the giving ofbridewealth (be/is), which 
wife-takers have to pay prior to marriage. Bridewealth payments can be negotiated 
between families and clans. Unequal bridewealth has become an issue in current 
marriage practices in Landu. For example, in Daiama, village elders have established a 
regulation of a standard bridewealth payment to avoid unequal demands of bridewealth 
payment within the community. On the other hand, such regulations are not found in 
Sotimoti and Bolatena village. 
People can perform a marriage according to customary law (natudu sasao) and it will 
be considered a customary law marriage (Ind. nikah adat). According to customary law, 
marriage is legal if the wife-taker's family has made some payments as required in that 
procedure. Some people still have only 'nikah adat' status, especially the older 
generations, while the younger generation is urged to perform their wedding according 
to Christian practice (nikah gereja) after their nikah adat ceremony. Sometimes a mass 
wedding (Ind. nikah masal) is performed, as it is considered more economical. 
One ritual performed after the wedding ceremony is called popora. In this ritual the 
bride is accompanied by her parents and relatives to the groom's house. I argue that 
popora is a mechanism of the wife-giver's group to balance the bridewealth paid by the 
wife-takers. In some cases I found that the counter-prestations paid by the bride's 
family had more value that the items and money paid by the groom's family. 
In many cultures women are associated with nature and men with culture; hence gender 
inequality arises as a consequence of this classification (Ortner 1974:69). However, 
some studies of gender in Southeast Asia have depicted women with power in symbolic 
realms and in history (Atkinson and Errington 1990; Karim 1995). Gender studies in 
Southeast Asia require an appreciation of the local culture and the concept of power 
and prestige and how gender is constructed based on those ideas. The object of this 
section is to examine the way prestige is accorded to women upon marriage in Landu. 
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To put this discussion in context, before examining the final stage of marriage practice, 
when the bride is escorted to the groom's house (popora), I will discuss the stages of 
marriage proposal, bridewealth payment. I will also examine the popora ceremony and 
also look at divorce procedures and their consequences for bridewealth payments. 
Marriage proposals 
In Landu, marriage involves a number of steps for the couple and their families. Before 
claiming a legal marriage according to the customary law (natutu sasao) and also by 
state law, a man has to make a marriage proposal. In the past, this proposal was made if 
some members of the prospective groom's family came to the house of the prospective 
bride, and presented an apik!9 (a small rectangular basket with betel fruit and areca nut). 
This was a sign that would allow the couple to sleep together that night and so they 
could be pronounced married the next morning. If the man's family brings an apik, it is 
the sign that the man's family can afford to pay the marriage payment. Thus, the apik 
symbolizes the man's financial capacity to marry. Conversely, if the man's family 
brings another basket, an oli -- a female's basket for betel and areca nut -- it means that 
the ability to pay the bridewealth is still in question. Apik and oli both symbolize a 
marriage proposal.20 Whether the apik or the oli is going to be presented, it has to be 
covered with a piece of white cloth or a batik long cloth. The apik or oli has to be held 
cradled like someone carries a baby.21 A maneleo of.Lamaluk clan explained that like a 
'body', it has to be covered so that it is not naked. In addition to betel fruit and areca 
nuts, an apik or oli contains tobacco and money in an envelope. The only person who 
has the right to open the apik or oli is the girl's mother or guardian. 
19 On Rote, the wife-givers are regarded as 'woman's family' (keluarga ana inak: girl's or young 
woman's family) and the wife-takers as the 'man's family' (keluarga ana touk: young man's family). 
An apik is made from lontar palm leaves. An apik can be described as a small square basket with a 
lid with a long sort of line so people can carry it on the shoulder, hanging like a small bag. It is 
identical to a man's betel nut basket. In Termanu it is known as a tonda. In the past, an apik was 
made of lontar leaves, but nowadays it can be made of a piece of cotton cloth in the form of a small 
bag. An oli is also square in shape and has a lid, but does not have a shoulder strap. It is known as a 
woman's betel-areca basket (tempat sirih). In Termanu it is known as a ndunak. 
20 In everyday life the presentation of an apik or an oli signals hospitality and good intentions. When 
someone comes to the house, the host will present the apik or oli as a sign of acceptance. And 
sometimes, when a guest enters the house, he/she can ask the host whether they have betel and areca 
nut for chewing. 
21 This practice of carrying a betel-nut basket is also found among the Belunese of Wehali (Therik 
2004:103) and among the Meto (McWilliam 1989) 
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Although, the woman's family can postpone giving an answer for three days to the 
man's family, current practice is to give an answer immediately. If the proposal is 
refused -- which is known as 'returning the apik or oli' (fe fali oli) -- it should be 
returned on the same day too. If the woman's family returns the apik or oli after more 
than the required three days, the family can be fined 25 goats. A member of the 
prospective groom's family can request an answer if there is no reply from the 
woman's family within three days. On the other hand, if the woman's family accepts 
the proposal but the girl refuses to marry or the boy changes his mind, this is known as 
na onda oli (literally 'to bring down the oli '), and the fine is again 25 goats or a cow or 
money valued at Rp 2,500,000 (A$ 365). A proposal can be refused for a number of 
reasons. For example, the woman may not be ready personally for marriage yet, or the 
'man may not behave in a proper manner' (ana mane a ta neulau hada na), or he may 
not have a responsible job. According to the former temukung and village head of 
Daiama, Bp 0. Matara, na onda oli may occur if one of the couple is having·an affair 
with another person, or if the family of the woman is offended and refuses the proposal 
because the_ amount of bridewealth (be/is) requested by the woman's family is refused 
by the groom's family. 
After the woman's family gives a positive sign to the proposal, the man's family can 
invite close relatives and clan members or their wider kin group to give a contribution 
and support. This event is called na onda te (literally; 'to bring down the spear').22 On 
this occasion the host family will slaughter a pig, goats or even a cow to make a feast. 
During the feast, a book will be distributed among the guests who will write down the 
amount of money or the number of animals or the rice contribution they will give to the 
host family. The host family will keep the book, so that in the future when they get an 
invitation to a na onda te :from one of these families (loka ana sodo ), it will be easy for 
them to decide on the amount to contribute because they can refer to the record and pay 
the same amount to that particular family paid.23 
22 Na onda te is known as kumpul be/is in Indonesian for the clan's members (see Chapter III). 
When I asked the meaning of spear (te), an informant said it refers to the penis of the future groom 
because he is going to 'war' so he has to prepare his 'spear'. In Daiama nowadays, there is no 
special feast for the practice of na onda te. The host family just prepares some sweet cakes and tea or 
coffee for all the guests. This follows a new village regulation to avoid spending a lot before the real 
feast. In Termanu, the notion of be/is payment is known as Iona te ta/a or to bring down the spear 
and sword. The idea behind this is slightly different from that of Landu and Ringgou. 
23 I have elaborated this counter-exchange in Chapter III, in relation to the clanship arrangements. 
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In addition to making a formal proposal as the first step of a marriage procedure, there 
is another way for a couple to show their intention to marry. That mechanism is known 
as elopement (Ind. kawin lari). 24 Three different types of elopement are currently 
practiced, namely bawa lari (literally, abduction), lari iko (literally, running with) and 
lari bersama (literally, running together). Bawa lari means that the boy takes the girl 
away; it is a male initiative. Lari ikut means the girl follows the boy; this stresses 
female complicity; lari bersama occurs when both agree to run away because the girl's 
parents do not approve of their daughter's choice. In the practice of bawa lari, the 
woman is abducted by the man for around a week and then returned to her family. This 
practice still occurs in Ringgou, especially in Londalusi and Serubeba village. 
In the marriage process, the practice of elopement brings shame to a family; therefore it 
has to be socially sanctioned. There are two fines for elopement. First is a fine known 
as natetu mata (literally 'to make right the parents' eyes/face', kembalikan wajah 
murung orang tua). The fine is equivalent to 25 goats, which if converted to Indonesian 
currency is around Rp. 2,000,000 (A$ 230). The second is a fine 'to cut the thorn' (e 
kau), and amounts to around Rp.500.000 (A$66) for the 'tiredness' of family in 
searching for their daughter. According to current practice, if lari bersama takes place, 
the fine has to be divided into two parts, and paid by both families to each other, which 
affirms that both parties are equally involved. 
After the woman's family receives a marriage proposal or after the fines for elopement 
have been settled, a marriage can be performed according to customary law and is 
celebrated as natudu sasao or terang kampung ('to inform the village'). This is a 
declaration to the whole village that the couple has married. In the past, raw meat was 
distributed to each household in the hamlet as a sign of this marriage declaration. On 
this occasion, after all the families in the village are seated, the bride's family prepares 
two bottles of local gin (ara boto kadua) for the elders.25 People then slaughter a goat 
and its intestines are grilled for the elders. The meat is presented to the village elders 
24 Needham (1987:147-148)) discusses marriage by abduction among people in Mamboru, East 
Sumba. In addition, ldrus also discussed this type of practice among the Bugis (2003:122-124). 
Gunawan (2000) also provides explanations from the Wanokakan, West Sumba perspective. 
25 On some occasions of natudu sasao, I witnessed that people used two bottles of sopi gin, but in 
another event they just used one bottle. I assume that the meaning of the two bottles (botto kadua) 
does not literally mean two bottles, but the drinks that are provided by the couple (kadua ara) for 
the elders. 
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and then distributed to other members of the village. At this time, the elders discuss the 
value of the bridewalth (be/is) price. But sometimes the be/is price has already been 
decided and the payment can be made at the natudu sasao. The marriage then has to be 
registered in the village register and signed by both parties and witnesses. 
However, in Maeoe hamlet, this marriage practice occurs differently. After the natudu 
sasao, the husband has to stay at the woman's house (lu'u).26 If the man refuses to go 
to lu 'u, he has to be fined one goat. If the man's family has brought an oli, the man has 
to perform lu 'u as well. In the practice of lu 'u, the man is considered as being part of 
the woman's family. He helps with household tasks, especially for the purpose of 
'stealing' the hearts of the parents (Ind. mencuri hati orang tua). This stay is different 
for each family. Sometimes lu 'u can take longer than a year before the couple performs 
natudu sasao, and in some cases it is extended until after the couple has a child. So, 
lu 'u is a mechanism to allow the parents, families and his partner to get to know the 
husband closely. 
In the past, however, the procedure could be reversed. After three days of lu 'u at the 
woman's house, the woman's parents would ask his intention. Then the man would 
answer: 'I want to start a family'. Then the woman's parents would ask him to come 
with his parents, who would then reveal their purpose by saying: 'this young man wants 
to seek his place to sleep' (ana mane ia mai saka ana mamana pepeu na). If the man's 
parents brought along with them an apik, the couple could sleep together that night. The 
next morning the man's parents would come again and make a payment 'to open the 
mouth of the house' (soi uma bafa')27 so the couple could come out from their bedroom. 
Thus the meaning of soi uma bafa was similar to paying a 'fine'. Therefore, when 
people in the village knew that a man's parents were bringing an apik or oli to a 
woman's house, they would ask 'when was the time for sleep?' ifai hida nasusuku) and 
they would have a party (ta 'a pa) afterwards. 
26 The literal meaning of lu 'u is 'to hatch eggs like a hen'. So lu 'u means the man stays in the 
woman's house for a certain purpose, while all hope for a good result from his effort. He thus 
subjugates himself to the woman's family. This was a common practice among the Jews in the Old 
Testament (Genesis 29), when Jacob took up residence at Laban's house in order to marry Laban's 
daughters, Rachel and Leah. 
27 Soi uma bafa pronounced as soi um bafa. 
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Marriage payments 
In Landu, marriage payments can be categorized into three major portions based on the 
recipients of these payments i.e: 1. Narou Oe literally 'to wash the face' for the mother, 
2. To'o for the mother's brother, 3. Air Susu/Beli Arna for the father. 28 The minor 
portions of tlie marriage payment include: soi uma bafa 'to open the gate/mouth of the 
house', beli tatada ('to split in the middle') between sisters, the clan's share, beli leo, 
plus the administrative payment for the church and for the village office. 
The first portion of be/is narou oe/beli ina is for the bride's mother to 'brighten her 
eyes' because, it is said, she had to get up early in the morning to feed her baby. Even 
though she struggled to open her eyes, she had to wake up to nurture the baby. In other 
words, narou oe is the share for the tireless work of the mother. The price for washing 
the face (narou oe) ranges from five to a maximum of twenty-five goats or lambs 
(hewan jenis dua). 29 Converted to Indonesian currency, this is equivalent to Rp. 
2,500,000 (A$ 365). The amount of money of narou oe has to be set by the bride's 
mother alone. The other relatives cannot intervene, even though, in some marriage 
negotiations, the mother does not join the negotiations. She is usually busy in the 
kitchen. If the payment from the wife-takers' family for narou oe reaches the maximum 
amount,30 the wife-giver's family has to give a 'repayment' (lufa e'eo) in the form of 
two male woven cloths, one long sleeved shirt, one pair of male underwear and one 
traditional hat (silaka ). 31 
The second part of the be/is is the to 'o portion for the mother's brother (MB). The to 'o 
is the smallest part of the three major elements of be/is payment arrangements. It 
28 Beli ama is the biggest proportion of the belis payment. But in one marriage in Daiama, people 
referred to beli ama as air susu/susu (su'u oe) or mother's breastfeeding. While in Termanu for 
instance, air susu has same function as naro oe; it is the payment for the mother's breast feeding of 
the child. In Termanu the three portions of belis are: To'ok (mother's brother), Amak (father) and 
Nak (brother) (Fox l 971a:235). Another difference in Termanu is that nowadays, the Nak portion 
seems to be disappearing and is being replaced by su 'u oe (mother) instead. 
29 In Landu, they prefer to use goats (hewanjenis dua) to pay rather than sheep or pigs, since they 
are more numerous than other animals. 
30 The maximum amount of belis payment has now beert established by village regulation. 
31 Lufa e'eo means 'to encircle the woven cloth on someone's waist' which in this case is the 
prospective son-in-law's waist. In Landu and Ringgou a traditional hat is known as a silaka, while 
in Pante Baru to the west it is called ti 'i langga. 
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consists of only five goats, the monetary equivalent of which is around Rp.500,000 
(A$73). If there is more than one mother's brother within the wife-givers' family, they 
can negotiate who is going to receive the payment. Usually, in practice, the payment 
goes to the eldest brother. However, according to other informants, if there is more than 
one mother's brother, the uncle who receives the to 'o hu share is the uncle who had 
presented his popora in the birth ritual of that niece. 32 
The final part of the three major elements of the bridewealth is for the father, and is 
known as beli ama/susu. This payment is the largest share that has to be given by the 
groom's family. It can range from five to ten million rupiah (A$66l - $1322) 
depending on the demands of the bride's family. This portion is then used by the father 
to cover all the expenses for the 'marriage party' (feta kakabi). 
In the past, be/is payments differed according to categories. For a virgin, the be/is was 
50 goats; for a widow, 30 goats; for a family of temukung status, it was 80 goats, and 
for a family of the manek, the belis was from 100 to a maximum of 150 goats. If the 
number of animals was equal to, or more than, the standard, it was compulsory for the 
bride's family to offer some 'counter-gift' in the popora, which is called dode. 33 For 
example, the counter-gift is two goats if the groom's family gave 40 goats, and four 
goats is the counter-gift for 80 goats; this increases to one cow plus goats and pigs if 
there are more than 100 goats. 
In some other parts of Rote, be/is practices have changed over time. Payment in the past 
is different from recent practice. In Landu, be/is payment was differentiated according 
to various criteria: whether the bride was a virgin or a widow, or from a noble family, a 
temukung family or a commoner family. The village head and his administration in 
Daiama have tried to make some regulations to standardize and avoid differential be/is 
requirements. 
32 The to 'o who brought the present for the baby at the birth ritual will be the to' o who receives the 
rayment at that child's marriage in the future. 
3 The popora will be considered further in the next section. This notion of 'reward' is different 
from the idea of counter-gift among the Wanakakan of West Sumba as Gunawan (2000:200) notes, 
although it has a sense of counter-gift in it. 
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Beside these three major components of be/is, there are some minor payments which 
can be an essential element of marriage payment. Soi uma bafa, 'to open the mouth of 
the house/door' is an old tradition that continues to be practiced nowadays. The 
payment for soi uma bafa is Rp. 50,000 (A$ 7.30). There are two different 
interpretations of the meaning of soi uma bafa. The general explanation for this practice 
is that it is a sign of politeness. Before someone enters a house, she or he must knock at 
the door or open the gate. Another interpretation from a former temukung seems more 
convincing to me. He suggested the reason for soi uma bafa is to 'open the door so the 
couple can come out, because they slept together the night before, and not the other 
way round' ('soi uma bafa Jo ela kaduas a bisa kalua neme kama dale, te duas a suku 
sama-sama so, Ind. buka pintu supaya pasangan itu bisa keluar kamar karena semalam 
mereka su tidur sama-sama, bukan sebaliknya). This seems more reasonable because 
after the man's family presents an apik, the couple is allowed to sleep together. 
A marriage can be performed following lari ikut, in which case the fine is a payment of 
natetu mata. The natetu mata payment is to compensate the parents' shame. Based on 
the records of the marriage register in Daiama from April 2003 - November 2004, out 
of 21 registered marriages, 19 had a natetu mata payment. These payments ranged from 
Rp.500,000 (A$73) to Rp.3,500,000 (A$510). Following a natetu mata payment, a 
small amount is paid for the tireless efforts of the parents in searching for their daughter. 
The payment of e kau (literally 'to cut the thorn') implies that to walk through the 
forest, the parents had to cut the thorns and branches to clear their way. The cost fore 
kau is a minimum of one goat or Rp.100,000 - Rp.500,000 (A$ 15-73). 
Another minor be/is portion is called be/is tatada. This has to be paid by the wife-
takers' family if the husband marries the sister (elder or younger) of his wife. There 
was some 'heated discussion' on this matter among the elders and maneleo. Some said 
that be/is tatada is paid when the wife is still alive, that is why the word tatada is used. 
Tatada means 'to separate' or 'to put something in between' as a boundary to separate 
things. 34 On the other hand, some said that this kind of payment has to be paid even if 
the first wife has died. The amount of payment for this be/is varies and is included in 
the village regulations for the standardization of be/is payments. The idea behind the 
34 In Rotenese everyday language, the word talada means in the middle; tatada is the adverb and 
tada is the verb. 
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be/is tatada is that separates two sisters. If the first wife has died and the husband then 
marries her sister (sororate), be/is tatada functions as a separation from the dead or lelo 
heni kei koru (literally 'to divide/cast away from the bitterness of death'). In practice, 
the amount of be/is tatada depends on the request of the wife-givers' family. Moreover, 
there is a short bini for a person who marries his wife's sister: 
edi i no ona 
ma pena ahas bui Zoe, 
pena uru no muri. 
cut left and right 
and spin the cotton threads bottom down 
spin the first-born with the last-born. 
In addition, there are some minor payments which are considered recent additions that 
did not occur in the past. These payments are to the clan (leo ), to the church and to the 
village administration. The payment for the clan (leo) is Rp.150,000, equal to A$ 22, 
for the church Rp. 25,000 (A$ 3.50) and for the village administration Rp.50,000 (A$ 
7.30). 
The marriage payment (be/is) should be paid during the natudu sasao event; if payment 
has to be postponed and the groom is not yet able to fulfill his obligations, the 
metaphoric expression used for this debt is tua ana hai iko, which means literally, 'the 
small lontar bucket [creates] a tail'. 35 In the future, if the children are ready to pay the 
be/is debt, they have to inform the mother's family or mother's brother concerning this 
tua ana hai iko payment. However, if the mother has passed away and the be/is has not 
been paid, the debt has to be fulfilled (tifa) at her daughter's marriage. Otherwise, this 
debt will be announced (nasalao) on the mother's grave before her the burial. As a 
consequence, the husband's family must return the 'wealth supporting the house' (hata 
fua uma), such as its rice fields, garden (mamar) or palm-trees. This announcement is 
seen as a family humiliation, and also a social sanction for the unpaid debt.36 There is a 
short bini that confirms the significance of be/is for the Rotenese: losa ledo tuda Safu, 
ta mopo ina beli fa, which means 'until the sun sets on Savu, a woman's bridewealth 
does not vanish. 
35 This metaphor is taken from the activity of the palm-tree tapper. Every day when he climbs to tap 
the lontar, he puts his gear, including a small lontar container (hai) on his waist and this looks like a 
tail. This hai is used as a container for the lontar juice; when the tapper reaches the ground, the juice 
from this small hai ana has to be transferred into a big container (hai ina). 
36 During my fieldwork in Daiama, there was a family dispute over a palm tree that was considered 
to be hata fua uma 'wealth supporting the house'. 
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Popora feast: escorting the bride to the new family 
The final stage of the marriage process in Landu is known as popora. In this stage the 
bride is escorted to reside in the groom's family's house. Prior to this, a marriage feast 
is usually held in the bride's house, after which the bride stays in her parents' house for 
a few days or weeks. The groom's family then invites kin and affines to have another 
feast at the groom's house because it is the popora day. This is the day when the bride 
is escorted to the groom's house. The kin of the bride gather at her house to help to 
carry the popora items to the groom's house. 
In the past, the popora items included food supplies such as uncooked rice (hade) or 
millet (bete), the trunk of a banana (hundi), a jar of lontar syrup (bou tua), and 
household equipment such as a wardrobe, cupboards, bed, mattress, pillows, chairs, 
plus the bride's personal clothing and belongings, also pigs (bafi popora) and even 
cattle. The animals were part of the counter-gift (dode). Everyone carries one or two 
items. On the other hand, if the be/is did not meet the standard requested, it was up to 
the bride's family to decide whether it was worth brin~ng a counter-:prestation (dode). 
The decision has to meet the bride family's affordability. At one marriage in Soao, I 
observed that the bride's family 'showered' their daughter with more than enough 
popora possessions, even though the be/is payment they received was not considered a 
high price. The bride's father owned many cattle so he gave some away as part of his 
daughter's popora. One important item among the popora goods is the oli. There is a 
special way to carry this oli. It has to be wrapped in a piece of clothing, preferably 
white. The person (always a woman) who carries the oli has to hold it like a baby and 
she has to walk in front of the group. 
After reaching the groom's house, the spokesman/woman (manesimata, 'the person in 
front' or manamalo 'the caller'; Ind.jubir, a contraction ofjuru bicara) for the group 
has to state their intention. The manesimata can state this intention in the form of ritual 
speech (bini), in which case the manesimata of the groom or 'the receiver' (manasipo) 
has to reply in bini form as well. After the manasipo acknowledges the intention, the 
bride's group can bring all the goods into the house. A man stands in front of the door 
with an amount of money which he gives to each person who carries a gift. 
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At the gate or courtyard, the bride has to be received by two or three women -- usually 
the groom's close relatives -- who cover her head with a large piece of cloth (lafa ina). 
At this time, the bride is separated from her family and enters the house of her new 
family. She is ushered inside to change her clothes (lufa buas), which are provided by 
the groom's family, and goes to church if it is Sunday. The covering of the head (la laa 
/aka) of the bride by the groom's sisters37 or his female cousins symbolizes that the 
groom's family will cover, protect and also embrace the bride as part of the family. Laa 
/aka also means that the sister-in-law will treat the bride respectfully. The symbol and 
meaning of la laa /aka was described by an informant from Sotimori as follows: 
They rejoice since they have got a new sister and bring her inside the house. If 
they do not cover her, it means that she is only loved by the husband, but not the 
siblings, brothers and sisters, mother and father. She then ascends into the house 
as a sign of receiving the key to the house and also in order to show her to the 
mother-father, grandmother-grandfather, and those who have passed away/the 
ancestors, so they will be familiar with their child or grandchild and will not 
cause her illness because they do not know her well. 38 
In addition to the la laa /aka, there are two other sequences the boko and ifa, by which 
a groom's family shows respect to a bride.39 When the bride reaches the house, the 
groom's mother's sister and father's sister carry (boko) the bride in a particular way, 
that is, they form a seat base using both arms (pela dedere) and carry the bride into the 
bedroom. Meanwhile, the groom's mother, who is waiting and sitting.on the bed, takes 
the bride on her lap (ifa). Thus, through these sequences of actions, all the women of 
the groom's family show their respect to the bride. In Rotenese culture, the relationship 
between the bride and her mother-in-law and sister in-law is always tense. On the 
previous day, people also escort the bride up into the house in order to show her the 
granary. Therefore, the action of la laa /aka, boko, and ifa combined with escorting the 
bride into the house, consists of an array of symbols and signs oflove, respect, and trust, 
37 The bride receivers (manasipo) at the popora are usually two or three women who are close 
relatives of the groom, either his sisters or cousins. I have acted as manasipo at my two brothers' 
marriages. For Termanu people, the bride should be carried (ko 'o) by the manasipo. At the time my 
sister and I just held (Ind. menggandeng) my sister-in-law's hands and brought her inside the house. 
38 Sira namaho 'o hapu torono bebeu de neni mai leo uma dale. Kalu ta la laafa artina, noi ana tou 
mesan nahi anafeto, te torono, a'a-fadi,feto-na, ina-ama ta nahi anafetofa. De besa ko anafeto a 
naa'ae nai uma lai a,fo ela ndia sipo koe uma na, mafo ela ina-ama, bei-bai manamates ralela rae 
sira upu do ana, de ta fe namahedi karna sira ta ralela upu ana ndia .. 
39 La la !aka is commonly practiced in Landu; however, boko and ifa are nowadays not performed 
often. At the popora event I attended in Nisita hamlet, the bride was from the manek clan -- the 
Bateik clan -- and the groom was a member of the temukung clan -- the Ledulu clan -- so I assumed 
that through these sequences, the groom's family showed their highest respect and also 
demonstrated to the entire family that they respect tradition (adat). 
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all of which treat the bride as a family member and bestow on her the ultimate right to 
manage the household; they treat the bride as the food manager and controller of the 
house and also introduce her to the ancestors. 
The value of the items that the bride brings to the groom's house is sometimes 
equivalent to the bridewealth that the groom's family pays, but in some cases, it can 
exceed the value of the bridewealth. I would argue that bridewealth does not have the 
sense of purchasing (Ind. beli) a woman. The word be/is does not imply a selling and 
buying interaction, although the payment can be negotiated. The payment is the way the 
husband's family incorporates the children of the bride into their lineage (Schusky 1966; 
Goody and Tambiah 1973; Fox 1980). The items of popora demonstrate the idea of 
reciprocal exchange among the family, so that the bride can bring many things to her 
husband's house. Every item has to be registered and noted by the village authorities. 
Thus, if a divorce occurs in the future, the valuable things of the bride can be returned 
by the husband's family to the wife's family. These items are called 'things supporting 
the house' (hata fua uma) and may include clothing, jewelry, palm trees (tuak) and wet 
gardens (mamar).40 Tuak and mamar are valuable in Rotenese life as food resources for 
the family. Thus, the bride's family continues to feed and support the family. But ifthe 
couple divorces, these properties have to be returned to the bride's natal house.41 
In Oemasi hamlet in Bolatena village, I attended and observed a popora ceremony. The 
bride was from another domain, Keka, in Central Rote. The couple had been married 
for two years according to customary law. After marriage the couple stayed in the 
bride's natal house because the wife-takers' family had not fully completed the 
bridewealth payments. The couple had a child. In April 2005, the groom's family came 
to Keka to pay the bridewealth. Within three days, the wife..:takers' families were 
preparing a popora feast for the day when the wife-givers' families brought along the 
bride. I observed the process while being a photographer as well. The wife-givers' 
families seemed exhausted due to the long way they had to travel. They started walking 
40 Palm trees (tuak) and wet-gardens (mamar) from the bride are known as hata fua uma (literally 
'wealth that is mounting the house'). Hata fua uma have to be returned in the case of divorce and 
also when a woman dies before the final be/is payment is made by the husband's family. This type 
of wealth is different from ue nala, literally 'wealth and prosperity' that the couple earns in the 
course of their marriage. 
41 In Daiama in October 2004, there was a family quarrel and seizure of a palm tree known as hata 
fuauma. 
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from their village in Keka at 4.am, and then took a ride from Ba'a to Pantebaru. From 
Pantebaru, they had to cross the sea by motorboat and walk to the Oemasi hamlet which 
took another two hours. The only valuable thing from the bride was a cupboard that 
they had purchased in Ba' a; it was carried by ten men. The others things were the 
woman's and child's clothing and a chicken. The welcoming process from the groom's 
side showed a bit oftension.42 When the spokesman of the bride took his turn to speak, 
he explained that they had come from afar so they did not bring as many valuable 
things as is usual in a popora ritual, but they had prepared an amount of money to 
replace those things. The total amount of money was Rp.4,000,000 (A$ 585). Then they 
asked the spokesman of the groom and other witnesses to count the money. Thus, for 
practical reasons, popora items can be replaced by money. 
In Sotimori at the centre of the domain, however, the popora practice is slightly 
different from practices in the periphery such as those in Daiama and Bolatena. In 
Sotimori, the former manek informed me that in the past the bride was taken to the 
groom's house on a horse. 43 The wife-giver group also carried a kind of 'banner' 
(dedeo) with a small woven cloth (lafa ana), handkerchief, and two kinds of fried sweet 
cakes (kue cucur and ros goyang).44 The groom's family had to pay the price of the 
horse and saddle (be be/a, literally 'a piece of cloth' to put on the surface of something). 
The be be/a for the bride's horse was a large woven cloth (lafa ina). If the groom came 
from a wealthy family, they had to pay the price of the horse and only if the payment 
was enough, would the bride get off the horse. If the price was insufficient, the bride 
continued to sit on the horse. The former manek still remembers his father paying for 
the horse, whose name was Baru Muncul (Newly Appeared). After the bride got off the 
horse, she was taken to the house by two or three women. For this, they covered the 
bride's head with a lafa ina (la laa laka).45 The manek added that the goat or pig from 
the bride's family was called as bibi-bafi napora. The animal had to be slaughtered and 
42 The tension from the groom's family was due to the difficulties in reaching the bride's house in 
her remote village in Keka, combined with the unfriendly welcome from the bride's family and the 
high bridewealth payment, which reached Rp. 5,000,000 (A$730). So when they noticed that the 
bride only brought a cupboard, the tension seemed obvious. However, after the spokesman of the 
bride showed the total amount of money as a replacement of the bridal popora items, the situation 
seemed to become more relaxed. 
43 In Thie, the bride is carried by two men and weeps continually on the way to her husband's 
house (Fox 1980b:l02-103). 
44 Kue cucur and ros goyang are old fashioned types of cake. They are of made of rice flour, fried 
and have a rose shape. 
45 La laa /aka is a common popora ritual throughout Landu. 
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its intestines cleaned and decorated with a small woven cloth with a stick of popcorn on 
it. 
One important aspect in the popora ritual is the dialogue between the spokesmen from 
both sides in the form of ritual language poems (see Chapter V.) On._popora occasions, 
the bini of the wife-givers' family begins with an expression of their humility, while the 
wife-takers' bini mainly affirm their acceptance of the bride and their willingness to 
protect their 'guest'. Bini popora are still practiced in Daiama and Bolatena, in contrast 
to Sotimori, where bini are no longer part of the popora ritual. Some people consider 
that using bini popora is an old-fashioned and complicated procedure. Not employing 
bini in the popora is thus supposed to be 'modern': In Daiama, both wife-taker and 
wife-giver families have to agree in advance about the use of bini popora. This is 
because they have to find a chanter (manahelo) to perform and deliver his/her bini for 
the occasion. 46 Sometimes the level of the chanter's knowledge and the ability to 
compose bini are not of the same rank, so some people are reluctant to deliver their bini, 
fearing humiliation by the counterpart and the audience.47 
After the successful welcome from the groom's family, all guests are served with betel 
and areca nut, while they wait for a meal. After the meal, gong are beaten and all guests 
dance the lendo, roke, andfoti ifoti is a special dance, usually only performed by men, 
which involves moving the feet faster and faster). 
46 Fox states that women preserve much knowledge of ritual language. They use it in various stages 
of the marriage ceremony (1988a:77). 
4 7 During my fieldwork I had no chance to make a recording of any bini popora at an actual popora 
ritual, because no bini were performed in any of the four popora I attended. At one of the popora I 
attended in Daiama, neither jubir (juru bicara: spokesman) used bini, one jubir chose to use verses 
from the Bible. The jubir of the wife-givers delivered his intention in a mixture of Indonesian and 
Rotenese using formal Indonesian forms of speech. On the other hand, the welcoming speech of the 
wife-takers' spokeswoman (ina manasipo) was based on several verses from the Bible. She was an 
elder in the local church. She could not be categorized as a manahelo, but her knowledge of 
composing bini popora was recognized by the people in Daiama village. She had performed bini 
popora at another popora ceremony. I have recorded her version of bini popora. There was no 
speaking in turns as there would be in bini. In this case, the spokesman (manasipo) of the wife-
taker's group was a person who could perform bini popora, while the spokesman (manamalo) from 
the wife-giver's group could not. 
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Plate 7.4 The customary wedding (natudu sasao) in Sotimori 
Plate 7 .5 The Christian wedding 
Plate 7.6 The wedding reception 
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Plate 7.7 The bride's father's sister (te 'o) 
Plate 7. 8 The couple is escorted (popora) to the groom's house 
Plate 7.9 The la la /aka for the bride 
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Plate 7 .10 The boko of the bride by the groom's mother's sisters 
Plate 7 .11 The ifa of the bride by the groom's mother 
Plate 7 .12 Relatives transporting the popora stuff 
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Plate 7 .13 Another couple on the procession to the church 
Plate 7.14 Some couples at a nikah masal in Daiama 
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Divorce (nae/a) 
There are two kinds of 'divorce': conventional divorce (nae/a, Ind. cerai hidup) and 
'divorce' as a result of the death of one of the partners (nae/a mamates, Ind. cerai mati). 
In the cases of divorce, the amount of compensation to repay the bridewealth depends 
on the reason for the divorce. In Landu, if the wife refuses to continue the marriage 
relationship (nae/a), the request of the wife to leave the husband is nate 'a, 'ask 
permission to return home' and the wife-giver's family has to repay the bridewealth 
(pula be/is) to the wife-taker family.48 The rule is that if the couple has children, the 
repayment is only half, but ifthere are no children, the wife-giver has to repay all of the 
bridewealth. In Rote, the existence of children therefore determines the amount of 
bridewealth that has to be repaid. In contrast, if the husband has committed adultery, 
has been violent or divorces his wife without any clear reason, bridewealth does not 
have to be repaid. A mane/ea of Naladai clan explained that the reason for divorce 
does not only relate to having children but also to whether the wife is reluctant to stay 
in the marriage relationship. Thus, if the wife wants to divorce (nate 'a), her family has 
to repay the bridewealth plus one big woven cloth (lafa ina), one shirt, and underwear 
for the husband. 
On the other hand, if the husband initiates the divorce (nate 'a) first, the gift for the wife 
consists of one woven sarong (pou), one traditional blouse (kebaya) and underwear. In 
addition, the husband has to pay for two items which are known as baji ha 'o/ra 'o, 
which consists of one pig and one goat and lulu ne 'a ('to roll up the mat') also paid 
with a pig or goat. Lulu ne 'a items are all the family property earned during the 
marriage (ue nala, Ind. harta usaha bersama). The property should be divided into 
three parts if there are any children within the family. The procedure is to spread a big 
mat on the ground and to put all the things on it. They are then divided up into three 
parts. 
48 Needham (1987:149) notes that in Mamboru society, ifa woman deserts her husband, all items of 
bridewealth have to be repaid totally. 
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If death is the cause of divorce (nae/a mamates), the procedure takes places after the 
funeral. The widow is escorted by her clan members and relatives to her natal house or 
her brother's house in order to perform the cooling ritual (safe ao/safe hanas, literally, 
'to wash the body', 'to wash away the heat'). This ritual embodies symbolic notions of 
hot and cool. Death is categorized as hot. The living has to be separated from death, the 
hot element, by water, a cooling element.49 When the widow reaches the house, before 
entering it, two women are waiting for her with a bucket of water in order to wash her 
face and her hands and feet. Then she is escorted inside the house and changes her 
clothing. There is a small feast at that house. In addition, I was informed that in Daiama, 
one widow in the safe ao ritual was urged by her parents not only to wash her face but 
to take a bath instead. She strongly refused the idea and cried loudly. Safe ao 
symbolizes the separation from the husband, and if a widow takes a bath in this ritual it 
means that she can re-marry, because she is considered a new woman. Another 
explanation for safe ao is to avoid any interference from the deceased' s spirit. The 
widow refused to take a bath because she still loved her husband and had decided not to 
marry again. Until now she still lives with her mother-in-law and has not returned to 
her father's house. 50 
Following the safe ao ritual, the wife-givers' family has to 'bring back the head meat' 
ife fali pa /aka) to the wife-takers' family. The head meat symbolizes that the widow is 
'not tied' (Ind. tidak terikat) in a marriage relation any more; she is free to marry again. 
The 'head meat' (pa /aka) is usually the half cooked head of an animal, preferably a pig. 
After this pa /aka ritual the widow can remarry. At the fe fali pa /aka feast, if a man 
grabs the rice from the widow's plate or eats together with the widow (rau a 'au bafo, 
literally, 'to grab at the surface' of the rice'), it is a sign that he wishes to marry the 
widow.51 
49 The Rotenese word for wash is safe. Safe also means a kind of tree (ai safe, Ind. pohon safe), the 
leaves of which are used to sprinkle the water in other agriculture rituals (see Chapter Vl). 
50 In Termanu, safe ao is known as songo ao and is performed for all divorces (Fox 1968). 
51 Nowadays that practice seems to be disappearing. In current practice, if the widow wants to 
remarry, she can do so two or three months after her husband has passed away. 
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Gift exchange in marriage, popora and divorce 
The Rotenese process of gift exchange in marriage begins from the time of the marriage 
proposal and continues until any divorce proceedings. 52 The consequence of these 
negotiations carries on for generations, affecting the exchange of gifts in relation to the 
children of a marriage and certain of their children as well. As Mauss (1990:12) 
explains, the exchange of a gift entails the obligation to reciprocate. Among the 
Rotenese, the idea of reciprocity starts with the marriage negotiations. The wife-takers' 
group who initiates the marriage proposal makes payments according to several 
categories, such as for the mother, mother's brother and father. In tum, the wife-givers 
on the occasion of popora will reciprocate with payments of a certain number of 
livestock, depending on the number livestock in the bridewealth payment. The gift 
exchange of the bridewealth and the counter-gifts can be summarized as shown in 
Table 7. 1. 
Table 7. 1. Be/is payment and counter-gift in Landu 
Stage/Procedure Gift of wife-taker and the Counter-gift of wife-giver 
fme and thefme 
Proposal Bring the apik or oli. 
If the man changes his mind (na If the woman refuses the 
onda oli) the fine is 25 goats, or proposal ife fali oli) but only 
1 cow (Rp. 2,500,000). returns it after three days, the 
fine is 25 goats (Rp. 
2,500,000). 
Be/is payment • Mother's share (naro Lufa e'eo: lafa ana and lafa 
oe): 5 -25 goats (Rp. ina, one long-sleeved shirt, 
2,500,000). underwear and a traditional 
hat (silaka). 
• Mother's brother share 
(to'o): 5 goats (Rp. -
500,000). 
• Father's share (beli 
ama/susu): 
For a virgin: 50 goats, for a 
52 Mauss (1990) provides an example from the Polynesian context: the system of contractual gift-
giving on Samoa goes beyond marriage to occasions, such as birth, circumcision, sickness, puberty 
rites, funeral rites and trade. 
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widow: 30 goats and for a 
noble family: 100-150 goats 
(Rp. 5,000,000 min). 
• Soiuma bafa 
• Natetu mata 
Popora In Popora: if beli sama/susu 
meet a certain number, the 
wife-giver should bring 
(do 'de): two goats for 40 
goats, four goats for 80 goats 
and one cow and pig if the 
wife-taker brings more than 
100 goats, as well as the oli, 
hata fua uma, household 
items, food supply and the 
bride's belongings. 
Divorce Separated in life (naela): 
If the husband nate 'a: bafi 
ha 'o/rao also one sarong (pou ), There is no repayment of the 
kebaya and underwear. bridewealth. 
If the wife nate'a: the wife-
giver has to repay the 
bridewealth (pula be/is). If 
there any children in the 
family, only half of the belis 
is returned. Other items are 
one lafa ina, one shirt and 
underwear. 
Separated by death (naela 
mamates): 
If the wife dies first: If the husband dies first: 
The wife-takers should return The wife-giver should 'return 
the hata fua uma such as palm the head meat' (fe fali pa 
trees, jewelry, wet gardens /aka): a half cooked pig's 
(mamar) and the clothing she head. 
brought at the popora. 
The cycle of exchange in Rotenese occurs in a complementary dualistic mode. The 
groom's gifts to the bride's group given as the bridewealth will return inpopora gifts. 
From the wife-takers' perspective the wealth goes out, but in the popora the goods 
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come m. In divorce, however, the items of the bridewealth should be repaid if the wife 
broke up the marriage first. Children are the main factor in determining the bridewealth 
repayment following the principle of the payment of the bridewealth as compensation 
to incorporate children into the male lineage. In contrast, if the husband initiates the 
divorce, there is no obligation to retuni the bridewealth and the husband should pay bafi 
ha 'o/rao instead. The wealth (ue nala) has to be divided equally. Thus, 
complementarity, equality, and respect play important roles in Rotenese social 
transactions. 
Following the series of life-giving rituals, in the next section I wish to proceed to the 
rituals that relate to death, commencing with the ritual when someone is dying. This 
ritual is performed as a way to postpone the 'soul escaping the bodily ill' person. Then, 
I will proceed to the death rituals which require some gift-exchanges. The mortuary 
ritual is considered a major ritual for the Rotenese, in which all payments and 
obligations have to be fulfilled before and after the burial. There are significant roles 
for the mother's brother (MB) in the death rituals. 
Call the soul back (/ape simane) 
Before proceeding to the death ritual, in this section I wish to describe another minor 
ritual which relates to the death ritual, known as 'calling the soul back' (/ape simane) 
for people of Sotimori and Bolatena and malo sumane for Daiama people. 53 Both terms 
carry a similar meaning. This ritual occurs when someone faces a great illness and. is 
thought to be dying. People state that that the soul fades during this period and to 
counter a situation like this, they need to perform /ape simane. It should be performed 
in the dark, with no light at all. A small lontar fan (kifu ai anan) is placed under the 
pillow of the sick person and a glass of water is placed near by. The ritual expert then 
goes to a place in the bush, and when he returns, he asks the question 'is she/he 
coming'? This should be repeated three times, and then a light is made. If the spirit has 
returned to the body, the dying person will begin coughing, sneezing, moving or talking. 
If the family members are still in doubt, they will look closer at the person's pupil; if 
53 I observed this ritual twice during my fieldwork, first at Oemasi hamlet when an old man, H. 
Meno (see Chapter IV) was sick; the second time was in Daiama when in my host family, the 
village headman's child was sick. Sumane, simane is the soul or spirit which is similar to sumange' 
in Buginese and in Indonesia becomes semangat (see Fox 1981) 
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they see a human shadow, it is also a sign that the spirit has come back to the body. 
However, if there is no such evidence, it is thought that the person will be dead soon. 
The local pastor of Sotimori and Bolatena objects to this practice, since he considers 
that it is a practice of syncretism and is contradictory to the Christian faith. He argues 
that this is a 'residue of tribal religion' (Ind. sisa-sisa agama suku) that should be cast 
away. However, I noticed that he could do nothing, given the fact that the ritual expert 
was his step father-in-law, and the sick man was his wife's father's older brother 
(WFeB).54 
Death (mamates) 
When a death has occurred in the village, the family has to send an 'invitation' to each 
house, including to the head of the village, and also send a message to all kin, affines 
and relatives in neighbouring villages. Close neighbours and kin usually arrive 
immediately and women wail (do/a mamates/borreu). However, if someone has had an 
illness for a while in the village, people will realize that the person has passed away 
when they hear women wailing. This acts as a sort of instant invitation for the 
neighbours and kin to rush to the house. Thus, the invitation message mainly relates to 
the funeral day. After a short period of time, kin and affine families and relatives as 
well as neighbours, will arrive. The men help to build a leaf portico outside the house 
and make preparations for the coffin (opa tua). The coffin is made of a dug-out palm 
tree in accordance with the size of the corpse. Thus, a young tree is suitable for children 
and an old tree for adults. No particular palm tree needs to be chosen, but they preclude 
the use of trees that are being tapped. 
The corpse is laid on a plain bed whether in the bedroom or in the living room at least 
for three days before the burial. A piece of cloth hanging above the bed (la) on which 
the body is laid is seen as the sail (la) ofthe coffin, regarded as a boat to travel the sea 
of death towards heaven (nusa soda) (Fox 1971c:185, 1973). The mother's brother 
(to 'o) will arrive and bring his 'mortuary gift' (rarae) and hang it around the bed of the 
death. This rarae is different from male to female and relates to their clothing. If the 
54 This was the case of /ape simane at Oemasi hamlet. 
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deceased is male, the rarae consists of a piece of woven cloth (lafa ina) and a shirt. For 
a female, it is a female's woven cloth (pou ina) and a traditional blouse (kebaya). The 
parents or the children of the deceased will notice this sign and later fulfill the counter 
payment for this rarae. 
An important element in the mortuary ritual is the mourning chant (dola//boreu). 
Usually women are the mourners, but men are also able to perform a boreu. This may 
be a chanter (manahelo) or an ordinary individual. During their weeping, these 
mourners compose a chant (bini mamates), that describes the deceased's character. 
Thus, for example, a chant for a father is different from a chant for a mother. Unlike 
some other societies, there is no payment for these women (Huntington artd Metcalf 
1991:35). The dola will stimulate people to weep, especially during the night and on 
the day of burial when many people attend the ceremony. 
The burial itself usually takes places in the yard on the west side of the house. The west 
points to the sunset and the island of Savu. 55 Savu is used as a metaphor; when people 
mention that someone has gone to Savu, they mean someone has passed away. Before 
the ninth day after death, people put a lamp on the grave. 
After the burial, the wife-givers families should perform the ritual of cleansing and 
cooling down after the husband's funeral (safe ao). This takes place in a woman's natal 
house or in one of her family members houses. The widow is taken there to wash her 
face and other parts of her body and change to traditional clothing. This is a ritual to 
cast away all the pollutant effects of death. My informant explained that the wife has 
slept with the husband for a long period of time, so when the husband has passed away, 
she must be separated by cleansing all the heat of her husband's death. Therefore the 
other name for this ritual is 'to cleanse the heat' (safe hanas). All guests -- most of 
whom are from the wife-givers' families -- are served with a meal afterwards. To 
conclude the ritual, still wearing traditional clothing, the widow will come to the living 
room and have a chat with the family for a while. Later, all the families of wife-givers 
have to escort her back to her husband's house. 
55 Evans-Pritchard also notes that among the Nuer, west and the direction of the setting sun is the 
side of death. He asserts that "Nuer say: death follows the setting sun, the west is the side of death, 
the east is the side oflife" (Evans-Pritchard 1968:59). 
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Mortuary exchange 
The next duty after the burial is to fulfil the mortuary payment. It is considered 
compulsory for the family to give a counter gift in return for the gifts (rarae) from the 
mother's brother (to 'o hu). As Fox (1971a:241) illustrates, in Termanu, the death 
payments to the mother's brother is pa- buik, 'the hind leg of a water buffalo' and lilo-
mangok 'gold and a plate'. In Landu, the counter gift can be an amount of money, as 
well as meat and ikat weaving. The minimum amount of death payment for a mother's 
brother in Landu is considered to be Rp.500,000 (A$ 70). 
There are two different types of death payments depending whether the wife or husband 
has died as shown in Figure 7.1. In the case of a wife's death, the husband's kin has to 
pay the 'the sarong for stretching the feet while giving birth' (pou natika ei). This is a 
mark of respect for the role of the deceased woman as a mother when she was 
struggling to give birth and nurturing the children. However, if the husband dies, the 
mother's brother will contribute a gift called 'the lap on which to lay the head' (ifa 
laka).56 This gift symbolizes the role of a mother's brother as protector. In addition, the 
wife's kin and affines have to 'bring back the head meat' ife fali pa /aka) after the 
commencement of the ritual of 'washing the body' (safe ao) in a house of the wife-
givers. This ritual symbolizes the cooling down of the heat from her deceased husband, 
since the death is associated with pollution. The widow has to wash her face and body 
parts; however, in an extreme case she has to take a bath. Thus, the bringing back of the 
head meat symbolizes the cutting of the relationship with her husband, allowing her to 
remarry if there is an opportunity later. 
Figure 7.1. Mortuary exchanges between wife-givers and wife-takers 
Wife-givers Wife-takers 
Fe fali pa laka 
Wife-givers Wife-takers 
Pou natika ei 
56 This action takes place when the husband struggles i~ his death bed, and when the corpse is 
bathed, the wife puts his 'head on her lap' (ifa !aka). 
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Giving a gift to the mother's mother's brother/MMB (bei hu) occasionally occurs, 
indicating that the family recognizes the MMB's role. If the family members come and 
offer a gift, this is called to 'pour water over the trunk' (te-te hu). The reason is to 
prevent the family forgetting who the mother's mother's brother/MMB is, so the gift is 
a kind of reaffirmation of his role, in order to 'water the trunk' (te-te hu) to keep it alive. 
The exchange of gifts at various stages in the life cycle with respect to the mother's 
brother are shown in Figure 7 .2 
Figure 7.2. Birth, marital and death exchanges involving the mother's brother in 
Landu 
1. Birth exchange: 
~ Ego'(M/F) Mother's brother/MB 
To'o popora 
2. Marital exchange: 
Ego (F) Mother's brother/MB 
To'o huk 
3. Mortuary exchange: 
Ego (M/F) Mother's brother/MB 
Rarae, ifa /aka (F) 
Mother's brother/MB 
Mother's mother's 
brother/MMB 
Beihu 
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Mortuary feast 
A death is always celebrated by at least one feast. In the past, a feast was held on the 
day that the palm tree was cut for the coffin, at the funeral, on the third, fifth, seventh, 
and ninth days (buku sio) after the death, (this ninth day is also known as the day to 
'throw out the mat' on which they lay the corpse: tu ne 'a), and lastly on the fortieth day 
after death. According to my informants, the practice is changing: the series of feasts is 
being abandoned in order to ease the burden of the family; however, they still hold one 
big feast on the burial day. In accordance with Christian tradition, the feast is called 
'the night of thanksgiving' (kasasi syukur, ma/am pengucapan syukur). 
On the ninth day after the death (buku sio), the mat on which the corpse is laid must be 
thrown on the grave (tu nea). An informant from Sotimori explained that throwing out 
the mat is usually done at 4 a.m and sometimes is accompanied by two sets of clothing 
(pou-lafa), cooked rice (aa 'u), cakes and betel-nut. A small basket with some meat (pa) 
is hung at the east comer of the house (uma /aka dulu). In Daiama, people also throw 
out the mattress which the deceased used during her/his illness (tu nea). After the 
ninth-day feast, the family usually throws out the utensils used by the deceased person, 
such as his or her plate, bowl and meat basket (tapa luka-lokak). They put all these 
items in a tree close to a bush. People say that the spirit of the deceased will come close 
to that spot. When they throw out the objects, they say loudly that the objects are here if 
they needed. However, this tapa Iuka lokak is quite different in Sotimori, where the 
people always do this after the funeral and not on the ninth day. Before dark, a family 
member of the deceased will bring the Iuka lokak, the small bucket used to bathe the 
corpse (hai uku oe marini) with a piece of old cloth (tai saik) and hang them on the 
kanunak tree. This is the same type of tree on which people hang the afterbirth. 
The last temukung ofDaiama, O.M. Matara, reduced the length of the funeral feast, and 
the gathering for a child's death at the deceased's house before the funeral (mete-
mete).57 In addition, he banned the distribution of meat, which was a counter gift when 
57 On this occasion, the family had to provide refreshments when people arrived. There were several 
activities, some people beat gongs, some sang, some played cards, and others just sat and had a chat 
to each other. Some women sat around the body and cried, sometimes in the form of a chant 
(dola/lboreu). 
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someone brought a contribution to the family. He claimed that his decision was made 
after consultation with the elders. However, some family members of the Raipon and 
Anakai clans still keep up the tradition. 
It is pertinent to consider the verbal frames (Fox 1988b) for the mortuary rituals of the 
Landu people and to compare them with similar verbal frames among the people of 
Termanu: 
Table 7. 2 Verbal frames of mortuary ceremony in Landu 
Order Verbal Frames Meaning 
1. Do/a mamatesllboreu Wailing, lamenting 
2. Mete-mete Wake/watch for the dead 
3. Rarae Payment of mortuary gift by a 
mother's brother 
4. To 'o hu and/or bei hu Payment to mother's brother and/or 
mother's mother's brother 
5 .. Pou natika ei (in the case of a Sarong in giving birth 
wife's death) 
6. !fa /aka (in a case of the death of To carry the head on the lap 
the husband) 
7. Fe fali pa /aka Bringing back the head meat 
8. Safe aol/safe hanas Cleansing/cooling down the body 
9. Buku sio The ninth day 
9. Tapa luka-lokak Throwing out the small basket 
10. Tu ne'a Throwing out the mat 
In comparison to Termanu practices (Fox 1988b:183),58 however, only the first four 
frames are similar: lamenting is do/a mamates compared to lakaleu, wake/watch for the 
dead is mete-mete compared to bebe'e mamates, gifts from mother's brothers are rarae 
compared to napotik, and the payment to mother's brother is to 'o hulbei hu compared 
58 Fox (19888b:l83) notes that verbal frames of mortuary rituals in Tennanu in1965-1978 are: 
J. Lakaleu 
2. Bebe'e mamates 
3. Napotik 
4. Tifa langa duik 
5. Lilo-mangok 
6. Te-dope 
7. Lan gape' e no 
8.. Ko ta - /ates 
9. Fai telu 
JO. Fai sio 
11. Fai ha hulu 
12. Lutu tutus 
Lamenting 
Wake for the dead 
Wrapping/gift 
Redeeming skull and bones 
Gold and plate 
Spear and knife 
Smearing with coconut 
Placing stones on the grave 
Third day 
Ninth day 
Fortieth day 
Erecting a stone platform around a tree 
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to pa buik and lilo mangok. These four elements are basic for all Rotenese funerals. 
Lamenting, for example, is a common behavior in showing people's emotional reaction 
towards death (Huntington and Metcalf 1979:23-241).59 The wake and watch over the 
dead are also compulsory for the family, kin and affines, as well as neighbors, during 
the three days between the death and the time for burial. This also shows respect for, 
and solidarity with, the family that has lost a member. The third and fourth elements 
reflect the notion of reciprocity that occurs between the 'trunk' mother's brother and 
mother's mother's brother (to 'o hulbei hu) with his 'plant' (sele tua). 
The implementation of ritual practices among the original 
inhabitants and the new settlers 
It is useful to situate the theme of life-cycle rituals within the context of the broader 
theme of the thesis about the relationship between the original inhabitants (lahenda 
maulu) and the new settlers (lahenda manamai). Overall there are no major differences 
among the rituals in relation to different stages of life. Both social groups employ the 
same practices and procedures for their rituals. However, there are minor differences 
that can be drawn upon to mark the boundaries between groups. An example is the 
practice associated with teeth filing rituals (fora nisi). I observed that there are two 
patterns of teeth filing, one of which is called the 'parrot cut' (kia hohoro) and the other 
the 'horse leg' (ndara ei). The kia hohoro cut is nearly a triangle shape which is longer 
on the front teeth and lessens towards the eye-teeth. The ndara ei pattern is an even cut 
of all teeth. The first pattern is the preferable pattern for most people of Sotimori and 
Bolatena, while the second is the common pattern preferred by the people of Daiama. 
These patterns thus become the 'trademark' for each group. By looking at someone's 
teeth, it is easy to identify one's village of origin before knowing anything about family 
names, clan or listening to a person's dialect, which are the other elements to 
distinguish boundaries. 
A second example is related to marriage arrangements, especially bridewealth payment. 
The village headman of Daiama has established marriage payment regulations in order 
59 For example, according to Radcliffe-Brown (1964) weeping is a mandatory ceremony among 
the Andamanese. 
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to minimize social inequality. Thus the maximum payment for the father's portion (air 
susu) is five million rupiah in Daiama. However, in Sotimori and Bolatena such 
regulations do not exist and the portion for the father's payment may range from 
Rp.7.500.000 to Rp.10.000.000, which is more expensive than the payment in Daiama. 
This has created social tensions between these social groups. In addition, . when a 
Daiama man proposes to marry a Sotimori or Balatena woman, he also has to make 
bridewealth payments for items with terms such as, 'open the mouth' (buka bafa), 
'approaching the domain' (raraba nusak) and 'attitude' (tatao).60 The Daiama village 
headman explained that because they are all supposed to belong to the same domain, 
those elements should not be required. From this perspective, however, members of 
Daiama are considered to belong to another domain. 
However, marriages between Daiama and the other villages do occur, even though this 
creates a heavy burden for the families and clans. At one natudu sasao event, when a 
Sotimori man married a Daiama woman, the village headman in the bride's village took 
his 'revenge'. Once they had negotiated the bridewealth payment, the village headman 
stated that "we have the same payments as is the tradition in your village". This can be 
perceived as deceitful on the part of the Daiama village headman, but he defended 
himself by saying that he also needed to protect his own village members. A complaint 
about this heavy burden was made to the Sotimori village headman. 
Thus, such elements can create local political tensions between lahenda maulu and 
lahenda manamai. The implementation of the payment of raraba nusak on the Daiama 
people is an explicit statement that Daiama people are not considered as authentically 
belonging to Landu, and their payment of this indicates that they still consider 
themselves outsiders from Ringgou. Marriage arrangements thus become a social 
marker and heighten social awareness of these differences. 
A third example relates to the popora ceremony. The act of receiving the bride by 
covering her head (la laa laka) as a symbol of love and respect is a common practice 
among commoners, whether they are insiders or outsiders, as I saw in two popora 
events at Bolatena and Daiama which involved marriages among commoners. On the 
60 Buka bafa is the portion for the village elders, raraba nusak is the portion for the domain if the 
groom comes from a different domain, tatao is a portion for the wrong attitude. All portions will go 
to the village headman. 
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other hand, the acts of boko and ifa are carried out when the bride is from a noble clan, 
such as the Bateik clan from Sotimori. This can be seen in the popora ceremony of a 
bride who was from the Bateik clan in Sotimori. She was escorted to Nisita hamlet in 
Daiama, where she married a man from the temukung clan, Ledulu. The performance of 
boko and ifa at this popora indicated that the groom's parents wished to demonstrate 
the distinction between the manek clan (Bateik) and the temukung clan (Ledulu) as the 
original inhabitants. The practice of this ritual reconfirmed the position of the manek 
clan from the centre of the domain and showed how Sotimori continues to be 
recognized by the temukung clan who live in the peripheral villages. 
My final example involves the relationship between local rituals and Christianity. In 
Sotimori and especially in Bolatena, denomination diversification has had an influence 
on ritual ceremonies, especially when they relate to mortuary practices. The Pentecostal 
denomination ban sequences of the ritual commemoration of the death. However, the 
GMIT church is more tolerant of these rituals, even though in Daiama the village 
headman made an effort to reduce some feasts on economic grounds. The relation of 
culture and Christianity has become more rigid for some members of Sotimori and 
Bolatena compared to the people of Daiama, for whom ideas from the Bible and its 
local interpretations can be integrated into ancestral rituals. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I have considered the theme of separation, transition and incorporation 
as it occurs in a series of rituals in Rotenese life. For the mother, separation takes place 
after giving birth, when she must be confined and 'roasted' (sei) for at least three days. 
The infant must also enter the separation stage (sole//fila) when he/she reaches the age 
of between one and two years old and breast feeding is stopped. The infant is usually 
then put under a grandmother's care. The transition element is demonstrated during the 
first hair cutting for the infant and in the teeth filing ritual. In the hair cutting ritual (keu 
!aka), the infant is shifted from a time of early survival to the period of childhood, and 
at this ritual the mother's brother has to show his responsibility as guardian of his 
'plant' (sele tua). At the teeth filing ritual (fora nisi), the teenager experiences a 
transition from the childhood stage and is incorporated into adulthood and made ready 
to enter the stage of marriage. Thus, both transition and incorporation appear in the 
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teeth filing ritual. These stages also occur in the marriage ritual, in which the bride 
experiences a period of transition from her natal house to be transferred to and 
incorporated into the new family, her husband's family. However, the greatest 
transition in Rotenese life occurs at death, when all the payments and responsibilities 
between the mother's brother (MB, to 'o hu) or mother's mother's brother°{MMB, bei 
hu) and the deceased have to be resolved. 
I have also explored how the ideas of cooling (malinil/masufu) and heating 
(mahaa//matobi, hanas) are employed in these rituals. During pregnancy, the mother is 
forbidden to consume cold food. The food taboos during pregnancy relate to the cold 
qualities of the food. In the seventh month of pregnancy, a mother has to drink mixed-
herbs to maintain the cold-hot balance. Until delivery, heat is associated with goodness, 
health and life, while coolness is associated with sickness and death. The 'roasting' 
(se 'i) period, the post-natal treatment for the mother, also maintains the heating element. 
All the herbs and ingredients for a mother's bathing and drinking are also related to 
sustaining the balance between her cold and hot condition. In contrast, in mortuary 
rites, heat is associated with things bad. For example, in the death ritual after her 
husband's burial, the wife has to complete a ritual cleansing (safe ao//safe hanas) to 
cast away the pollution of death. Thus, death is associated with heat and is seen as bad, 
so the wife, or people who lived closely with the deceased, have to be separated from 
the heat of death by an appropriate ritual. 
In general there are no significant differences in ritual practices between Sotimori-
Bolatena and Daiama people as new settlers. However, the implementation of 
bridewealth payment has become a political means to distinguish between these social 
groups. Changes in village leadership in 2007 could possibly minimize this social gap; 
otherwise it will create considerable social tension. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
CHRISTIAN SONGS AND NARRATIVES OF ORIGIN 
Introduction 
In this chapter I would like to focus on the encounter between Christianity, particularly 
Protestantism, and Rotenese/Landu culture.1 In contrast to the notion of a division between 
the Daiama as 'the newcomers' and the rest of Landu as 'the original inhabitants', 
Christianity has served as a 'unifying' factor between these two sub-cultures of Landu. This 
chapter focuses on the meeting of religion and culture and presents an attempt to 
understand Lc;mdu's Christianity as expressed in old songs and the narratives of the origin 
story of Genesis 1-3. 
The establishment of GMIT as an independent church in 1947 provided a degree of unity in 
terms of religious affiliation. However, in the 1970s the people of Landu experienced 
another 'challenge' after contact with the other denominations, such as the Pilgrims 
(Musafir), Pentecostal, Bethel and Reformed (Reformasi) churches.2 Kin and affine can be 
divided between several churches in Sotimori and Bolatena, but not in Daiama. So far, the 
people of Daiama see the GMIT as the mainstream church and have not yet been attracted 
by other church denominations. 
1 Rotenese describe the era before the arrival of Christianity as an era of darkness (dinitiu, halaik, dunia 
masih gelap). This concept of darkness could be derived from the Bible which contrasts the Gospel 
(good news) as the light for the people which a time when people were still 'worshipping tree and rock 
'(masih percaya kayu batu). Fox (1975:120) also notes that some evangelical Rotenese refer to ritual 
tradition as 'the religion of rock and tree'. The concept of the tree and rock is known among the 
Mambai. Traube (1986:14) describes the ancestors as "our mother who is rock/our father who is tree" (it 
ina be hauta/it ama be aia). Thus, worshipping tree and rock can refer to ancestor worship. Aragon 
(2000:28) also discusses the notion of 'dark' among the Tobaku in Central Sulawesi, claiming that in the 
view of the missionaries, the pre-Christian era was a dark (gelap) period when evil actions like 
headhunting, polygamy and human sacrifices were prevalent. 
2 The Musafir denomination came into being after a split in GMIT' s leadership at the end of the 1960s. 
Reformasi is evidence of another split in the Musafir leadership. A small number of Musajir 
congregations have spread in Kupang, Rote and Savu. 
In this chapter, I will elaborate on how Protestantism (particularly GMIT) has been 
indigenized in a particular way by using ritual language (bini) as a means of 
communicating the Biblical message, and at the same time how bini have been influenced 
by the Biblical stories for some ritual purposes. This will lead to a greater understanding of 
religious adaptation in Rotenese/Landu society, while also contributing to a larger disco~rse 
on the anthropology of religious syncretism and contextual theology (see Lambek 2002:10-
11, Wolf 2002: 168-169; Asad 1993). 
The encounter of religion and culture 
The meeting between the world religions and traditional cultures has been a concern for 
many anthropologists as well as scholars in religious studies. Experts in these two fields 
employ different approaches and methods to tackle this issue. The terms used, particularly 
by old-school theologians, to describe the nature of the relation of religion and culture 
include syncretism, acculturation and enculturation. Some anthropologists (and 
theologians) prefer to use terms such as religious hybridization, vemacularization and 
contextualization. 
Among anthropologists, Richard Werbner (1994:212) argues that the term syncretism is 
full of controversies and has developed a pejorative connotation. He suggests that 
syncretism should be used only for religious or ritual phenomena where elements of two 
dissimilar historical traditions interact or combine. He proposes that it is useful to make an 
analytical distinction between syncretism and bricolage. He describes bricolage as the 
configuration of new cultural forms from selections of old and contrasting elements. On the 
other hand, religious hybridization is syncretism. He is aware that in practice it is hard to 
distinguish bricolage from syncretism because in the 'traces of cultural sedimentation' 
former syncretism could later become bricolage and vice versa (Werbner 1994:215). 
Stewart and Shaw (1994) support Werbner's view that syncretism be reserved for 
expressing interaction in the domain of religion. However, they argue that the demarcation 
is only temporary since the term 'religion' itself is constructed culturally through 
Western/Christian categories which may not be relevant in other cultural and historical 
contexts (Stewart and Shaw 1994:10). Talal Asad (1993) argues that 'religion' has formed 
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as a concept, practice and an integral part of modem Western history, and so it is risky to 
employ it as a normalizing concept when translating Islamic traditions (Asad 1993:1). 
The meeting between Christianity and traditional culture has been described by theologians 
by the terms 'inculturation' and 'indigenization'. The former term was introduced at the 
second Vatican Council, which reformed the Roman Catholic Church and sought to change 
the relationship between Christian faith and local culture (Luzbetak 1988, Shorter 1988). 
Mosse (1994:85) argues that there are assumptions that Christianity will replace local 
systems and ritual as part of a global perspective on the colonial experience of 
'modernization'. Inculturation has dominated contemporary concerns in the established 
Catholic Church. Eric Wolf (2002) argues that inculturation in the sense of the adaptation 
of Christianity to local understanding came from the perspective of theologians and 
missionaries. However, Lambek suggest: 
... anthropologists are more likely to look at the way symbols and symbolic 
practices provide foci and means of struggle and resistance to the hegemony of 
colonizers and other dominant groups, or play a role in addressing the new forms 
of moral problems produced by rapid social change, class formation and divergent 
economic opportunities (Lambek 2002: 168-69). 
On the other hand, the Protestant Church is more familiar with the term 'contextualization' 
or contextual theology which I will discuss in the next section. Aragon's (2000) thesis on 
the relation of animism and Christianity among the Tobaku of Central Sulawesi suggests 
replacing the word syncretism with reconciliation, forcing her to fix what will count as a 
religion. Contextual theology provides a new meaning for the mutual interactions between 
gospel and culture. However, both terms signify that the effort comes mainly from church 
elites and convey a top-down approach. 
·The contextual theology discourse 
Among theologians, contextual theology is defined as: 
A way of doing theology in which one takes into account: the spirit and the 
message of the gospel, the tradition of the Christian people, the culture in which one 
is theologizing and social change in that culture. These four elements, gospel, 
tradition, culture and social change are all essential elements in developing a 
contextual theology and various people have placed their emphasis on different 
points (Bevans 1992:1). 
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In contextual theology discourse (Anderson 1978; Adams 1987; Bevans 1992; Dulles 1995; 
Bartle 2001) at least five main models have been promulgated. 3 Those models are the 
translational model, the anthropological model, the praxis model, the transcendental model 
and the synthetic model, which i.s midway between the translational and the anthropological 
model. The first model, the translational model, emphasizes transferring the gospel from 
the missionary point of view or western cultural context into the language and culture of the 
people. The main concern is effective communication and preserving the content of the 
Gospel. The key presupposition of this model is that the Gospel is the central core as a 
supra-culture. On the other hand, the second model, the anthropological model, takes the 
opposite approach to the translational model, starting from the local culture and then 
considering the gospel. The main concern is to maintain as much as possible of the 
traditional cultural identity and values while being Christian at the same time. The strength 
of this model is that it begins from a positive perspective of local culture and from the 
perspective of ordinary people or 'lay people' who are not 'affected' by western culture. 
·These are then the primary practitioners rather than professional theologians. According to 
Bartle (2001:138) the weakness of this approach is that people tend to have an 'overly 
romantic view of culture' and have not closely examined the malice in culture that has to be 
addressed. 
The third model, the praxis model, is more concerned with socio-political and cultural 
changes. The focus of this model is the concept of liberation and transformation. Thus the 
initial point of departure is neither the gospel nor the traditional culture, but praxis as 
change in society. Sin is seen not as a personal but rather as a social and communal 
problem. The fourth model, the transcendental model, focuses on individual experience in 
which God reveals himself. This model stresses the individual's struggle with his/her faith 
as a member of a specific cultural community living under the universal pattern of 
experience. The fifth model is a combination and a middle way between the translation and 
anthropological models in which the Gospel and culture are balanced in relation to one 
another (Bartle 2001:139). The essential feature of this model is the dialogue between lay 
3 These models have been adopted by both Catholic theologians who prefer to use inculturation 
(Luzbetak 1991) and Protestant theologians who favor contextual theology (Bartle 2001). By referring to 
Phan (1998), Tule (2001 :254-255) also adopted these models in a slightly different order in his 
elaboration of inculturation among the Catholic community of the Keo, Flores. 
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people and the pastor and theologians who pass on biblical knowledge and the church 
traditions. Bevans describes this model as a: 
Middle of the road model. It takes pains to keep the integrity of the traditional 
message, while acknowledging the importance of taking culture and social change 
seriously ... It tries to preserve the importance of the gospel message and the heritage 
of the traditional doctrinal formulations, while at the same time acknowledging the 
vital role that culture has played and can play in theology even to the setting of the 
theological agenda. The synthetic view sees culture as being a mixture of good and 
evil. Some of the culture is good and must be retained. Some is evil and must be 
replaced, and much is neutral and must be preserved and enriched (Bevans 1992:81-
2). 
In the following description, I would like to convey the practical approach that has been 
developed by the Rotenese themselves, and which is also known by Indonesian theologians 
as the process of 'inkulturasi' or 'kontekstualisasi' and has been a part of their religious 
life. This describes the way ordinary people practice theology within their cultural context, 
a theology from below and not a top-down approach. 
Indonesian Christian hymn books 
I will highlight the history of hymn books in OMIT since the meeting of Christianity and 
Rotenese culture by examining the use of Rotenese songs in the daily life of the people. 
The current hymn book used by the major mainstream Protestant Churches in Indonesia 
(including OMIT) is known as Kidung Jemaat. This is published by the Indonesian Church 
Music Foundation (Yayasan Musik Gerejawi/Yamuger) with sponsorship from the 
Indone~ian Council of Churches (ICC) in Jakarta. Looking at the content of the hymns, 
more than three quarters of the songs are translations of western hymns that can be traced to 
some denomination, such as the Lutheran, Calvinist and Anabaptist traditions of Europe 
and America. In this hymn book there are only five songs translated from Eastern Nusa 
Tenggara traditional songs, namely, Muliakan Tuhan Allah (no. 14) translated from a 
Savunese song, Kirita Dei; Haleluyah, Pujilah Tuhan (no. 349) translated from a Meto 
song, Tebe o Nana; Ku Bersandar PadaNya (no. 374), translated by F.E. Lango from a 
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Rotenese song Tamahena NeuKanatyai, and Saya Mau lkut Yesus (no. 375) from another 
Rotenese song Au Tuka Lamatuak. 
Before the widespread adoption of the Kidung Jemaat hymn books, the Churches in 
Indonesia used the Nyanyian Rohani in daily and weekly services. Most songs in this book 
are translated from the Dutch evangelical hymn book (Evangelische Gezangen Baek). The 
hymn book is called Mazmur dan Nyanyian Rohani, edited by I. S. Kijne, which is 
commonly used by mainstream Christians and translated from Old Dutch pietistic songs 
with an emphasis on salvation after death. 
Another hymn book that has also been used in GMIT is a collection of more pietistic songs. 
One of the collections is the well known Nama Yesus Terus Bersuara (literally means 
'Jesus's Name Continues to Resound'). The contexts of the songs are from the romantic era 
of 18th - 19th century theology. Included in this corpus is Sekarang Bersyukur I and II, 
Ma/am Kudus (Christmas songs), Kidung Ceria (for children), Kidung Muda Mudi and 
songs prepared for church singing groups. 
This corpus of songs is deeply rooted in people's hearts and has therefore become a means 
to promote people's spirituality. Given the fact that their Christianity is rooted in the 1 ih 
Century, the Rotenese love old hymn books such as Nafiri Perak and Dua Sahabat Lama. 
In weekly services led by local elders, the popular songs are drawn from these two hymn 
books. Dua Sahabat Lama songs are considered to be more appropriate for the funeral 
liturgies than other spiritual songs because 'they touch the inner heart', as commonly 
claimed by the people. In a largely oral society such as Landu, songs from these two books 
are deeply rooted in people's hearts. Therefore, a lot of Rotenese religious songs that the 
people sing are translated from Nafiri Perak and Dua Sahabat Lama. The meeting between 
Christianity and ancestral culture in Rote can be seen in the understanding of these 
Rotenese religious song traditions 
Hymns are sung differently in the various denominations in Rote. GMIT congregations 
sing without accompaniment by any musical instrument, which tends to drag the tone. 
Clapping hands is also unfamiliar to GMIT members. However, when I resided in 
Bolatena, I also attended the services of the Reformed Church (GRC) where people sing 
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with joy and clap their hands to the accompaniment of instruments such as a guitar and 
tambourine. Some of these songs are considered contemporary. This way of singing is also 
found in other Pentecostal denominations. 
Rotenese religious songs 
. . 
The Rotenese have also composed religious sop.gs. At least five Christian songs I recorded 
in Nordale - Bolatena were composed by a local church elder. Some religious songs in 
Landu are therefore composed by the people themselves or translated with some 
modification from old Christian songs. Whether the songs are composed or translated, the 
basic ideas or even the literal words can be traced back to favorite verses of the Bible or 
ritual poems. Therefore the learning of Rotenese Christian songs can lead to an 
understanding of the spirituality of the people. With this in mind during my fieldwork I 
recorded some fifty-eight songs, mainly from old people. To some extent, those songs 
reveal people's orientation on the meaning of life as they have understood it from the Bible. 
To analyze the spiritual orientation of the people as expressed in song, I use an Weberian 
approach informed by Mc.Kinney (1986) and Saunders (1988) which basically divides 
Christian-Protestant congregations into two main categories, namely: 'this worldly 
orientation' and 'other worldly orientation' or 'inner-worldly and outer-worldly 
orientation'. The former category emphasizes the importance of living in this world. God 
has endowed people with life and this world is God's arena; people have the responsibility 
to seek a better life. Included in this category are those who orient to social, economic and 
political issues. In contrast, 'other-worldly orientation' people are those who believe that 
the present is just a temporary stage, so it is not necessary to focus on the present life. In 
many songs favored by this group the world is described as a place of suffering. People 
included in this category are those who look for eternal life, a life after death in another-
world. 
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These two categories of orientation suggest two different qualities of life and views about 
the world, salvation, and body and soul and reflect different priorities in life.4 A special 
study would be needed to determine whether the Landu can be considered as having the 
first or the second of these. mentalities, a task that I do not mean to undertake in detail here. 
However, by looking at various songs composed and translated by the people in Landu, I 
would classify them as belonging to the 'other-worldly orientation' group. 
The view that 'this world' is a temporary place full of sorrow comes from a pietistic 
theology. The influence of pietism in Indonesia can be traced to the European missions 
which spread the Gospel -- in particular the Dutch Evangelistic Mission (Nederlandsche 
Zendeling Genootschap/NZG) 1814-1860 -- in eastern Indonesian areas like Timor, 
Minahasa and Ambon. There are two main characteristics of pietism. Firstly it views this 
world as a 'valley of tears', and therefore it is better to return to the Promised Land. 
Secondly, salvation is only for the soul, with the stress on the ultimate role of redemption 
as reaching heaven (Hale 1993:66-67). This view is expressed in an Indonesian Christian 
song favored by the Rotenese in Landu (and most Christians in OMIT) as cited below: 
Dunia ini tanah dagang 
Tempat lembah air mata 
Lebih baik aku pulang 
Pulang ke rumah Bapa 
Pakai perahu Injil 
Yesus jadi mualimku 
This world is a land of trade 
A valley full of tears 
Better I return 
Return to Father's house 
Sail on the Gospel's boat 
(where) Jesus is my captain 
A similar orientation also appears in the Rotenese song 1. 
Song 1. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Tetun ta nai dae bafo 
Teman ta nai batu-batu poi 
Teman ada noi Yesus mesan 
!ta laihenda dae bafo hapu soda 
Yesus di torono emi 
Dadi neu manahela 
Ma dadi neu mananore 
Leo nusa soda a teu 
There is no perfection on the surface of 
the earth 
There is no wholeness in the world (peaks 
of stone) 
The perfection is only found in Jesus 
As worldly people, gather eternal life 
Jesus is your brother 
He who became the supporter 
He who became the drawer 
Towards the island of well-being 
4 See also Obeyesekere (1968) on his explanation of how suffering and salvation in Buddhism also 
portray these two orientations of life. 
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9. 
JO. 
11. 
Leo mae ri nafa sonu-sonu 
Boso keke di 'u dua 
Ma boso bi soro lele 
When the waves break harshly 
Do not be in doubt 
And do not worry 
In these songs, people view the world as a temporary place with no perfection. People who 
live in this world are portrayed as street vendors who trade goods everywhere to make a 
living. The hard life facing these traders symbolizes the life of the people full of struggle 
and suffering. The aim of life is 'to return to the Father's house', a place where there is no 
suffering anymore. Jesus is the way to reach this salvation. 
Understanding Rotenese songs also leads to an appreciation of their ability to create 
symbols and metaphors about the nature of life, which are also loaded with botanical 
idioms. The next song highlights the spirituality of the people as well the rich use of 
metaphors: 
Song2 
12. /ta masoda nia 
13. Sama leonau 
14. Deta leo buna 
15. Mori nai mo 
16. Malole ada fai-fai esa 
17. Namadilu ale 
18. Natasesu leo buku 
19. Namatu neu poi 
20. Namatu neme lain 
21. Natahua neu hun 
22. Natahua hu daen 
23. Lili do babau 
24. Losa don na neu 
25. 
Song3: 
26. Au laihenda masala 
27. Neu ko au nai naraka 
28. Yesus lepa au sala 
29. N ameda soi doso 
30. Susue na baunan seli 
31. Ai kakena dadi neu tutus 
32. Amhena do abani 
33. Losa au fai mamate 
34. Au peda neu au dale 
35. Basa susue lalain 
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our life is 
Just like the grass 
Similar to a flower 
Growing on the plain 
Lasting only for a day 
Wilted 
Withered 
Dried at the tip 
Dried from the top 
Pulled out from the trunk 
Extracted from the soil 
Remember and be aware 
For evermore 
I am a sinner 
I am worthy of hell 
Jesus carried my sin/debt 
When I remember my sorrow 
His abundant love 
His· cross becomes the remembrance 
marker 
I have faith and hope 
Till the hour of my death 
I place into my heart 
All (His) signs oflove 
The transience of the present life is a common theme cited in many songs (tetum ta nai 
bafo//teman ta nai batu poi). This is a common refrain in many traditional chants. Life is 
just like grass and flowers (nau//buna), they soon vanish. While the song emphasizes the 
meaning of life, the composer employs standard dyadic pairs such as tetu//tema, 
manahela//mananore (line 6-7), keke di'u dual/bi soro lele (line 10-11), sama leo nau/ldeta 
leo buna (line 13-14), natasesu leo buku//namatu leo poin (line19-20), hun//daen (line 21-
22). The miserable life in this world is described as a plant separated from its trunk. The 
emphasis on 'trunk' as the source of life is a theme that is important in Rotenese culture. 
Another important theme is Jesus as the redeemer (manahela//mananore) who carries away 
the sins (lepa sala) of the world, and will lead to the 'shore of life' [harbour of well-being] 
(namo soda) (lines, 6-7, 27, 53-55). The use of verses of ritual poems in songs is also 
significant, such as advising people to accept redemption early. The sea and boat as 
metaphors to take one to the other world after death are also deeply rooted in Rotenese 
culture and appear in Rotenese coffin (opa tua) symbolism. The cloth hung above the bed 
on which the body is laid (la) is seen as the sail (la) of the boat/coffin to travel the sea of 
death towards heaven (nusa soda) (see Fox 1971c, 1973). 
Song4 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
Ina ama susue emi 
Tetum ta nai dae bafo 
Nusa esa nai elen 
Mansedia soa mai ita 
Ta mantifa neni hata 
Lilo pila poe mata 
Neni ada ita dalen 
Dalen namahehere 
Ta tatane soa ita masoda 
Hapu eno dodon 
Tebe-tebe leo ria 
Mai bebeu ita soda 
Taneta soda-soda mansedia 
Nai nusa namo 
Soda betefalu 
Tanda sala sala ai kake 
Neu ko mete sala 
Sala nusa soda 
Yesus dadi, dadi uli soda 
Losa namo soda, seku na basa 
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Beloved mothers and fathers 
The perfection does not belong to the 
earth's surface 
There is a place over there 
That is prepared for us 
Nothing is required 
Neither gold or jewelry 
Just bring our heart 
A faithful heart 
Asking only for our well-being 
Find the way 
Correct as it is 
Come to renew our life 
Find the life that has been prepared 
At the island's harbour 
Full ofwell-being 
The cross is a sign of sin 
He came and saw the sin 
The sin in the island of well-being 
Jesus is the rudder of well-being 
Till the harbour of well-being, forever-
more 
Poetic translation of Biblical story 
Christianity, as the mainstream religion in Rote, has had a significant impact on the local 
culture, and has even permeated into ritual language and ritual practices. Extensive contacts 
with the Dutch Christian Mission on Rote through churches and schools exposed the people 
of Rote to new ideas from the Bible. 5 However, the people of Landu -- and other domains 
in Rote -- have transformed Christian concepts into local belief. The Rotenese Bible has 
become the main written reference to build their versions of Christian stories and 
expressions, as for example, the story of Adam and Eve (Fox 1983b: 15). 
The adoption of Biblical ideas into local cultural expression has been occurring for. some 
generations. Some Biblical names, figures and stories have been reinterpreted according to 
Rotenese cultural concepts and, furthermore, have become part of various dynastic 
genealogies. For example in Landu's dynastic genealogy, Noah is the first ancestor (see 
Appendix 9), while in Termanu the genealogy starts started from Paki Dae (Fox 1971b) 
who is identified, by some, as Adam. Ritual language is used as a medium for conveying 
Christian practice, teaching and preaching (khotbah) (Fox 1982, 1983b). Within the GMIT 
church in Termanu or other domains, some church elders (pentua) and caretakers 
(penanggung jawab )6 use ritual language to deliver their sermons. In Landu, at least three 
elders from Daiama village and one from Sotimori village maintain the use of ritual 
language to preach the Bible in the GMIT church. 
5 In order to bring the Bible closer to Rotenese culture, in 1895, the Rev. J.J. Le Grand published the 
Gospel according to Luke in the Rotenese language and managed to preach in Rotenese (Cooley 
1976:45). People have been aware of the value of using local culture as a means of spreading Christian 
faith since the Dutch Colonial period. 
6 Elders in the GMIT church consist of elders (penatua or pentua) and deacons (diaken). There is also 
an administrative role of caretaker (penanggungjawab), an elder who acts as a deputy for the minister in 
the local hamlet church. In many village areas, not every church has its own minister, so a minister needs 
to serve all the churches in the entire village. There are only two GMIT pastors in Landu, one for 
Daiama and the other one for Sotimori and Bolatena. During my fieldwork, the pastor for Daiama was a 
Timorese who used the Indonesian language for services. Even though the pastor of Sotimori and 
Bolatena churches was a native Bolatenan, he also used the Indonesian language in his services. 
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Nevertheless, some prayer groups (persekutuan doa) inside OMIT have banned the usage 
of ritual language (bini) in the church and even the tradition of chewing betel nut (mama) 
among its members. An old lady from Pante Rote became reluctant to recite her bini and 
chew betel nut after she joined one of these prayer groups. This group is led by a man who 
claims to have the power to heal through prayer. On the other hand, in the Pentecostal, 
including the Pilgrims denominations, the Indonesian language is used in church services 
and is considered an appropriate way to deliver God's message. Some ministers and church 
elders even pronounce particular words in a western style. So, for example, the word Jesus 
is pronounced differently in the OMIT and the Pentecostal churches. 
Local people have indirectly constructed their own contextual theology by adopting 
Christian concepts. This is not due to the efforts of Church elites or theologians, but is an 
attempt by lay people to adapt the Christian faith to their local belief system and traditions. 
For instance, in the agricultural ritual, the people of Landu address their sacrifices to spirits 
who have been given Biblical names, such as the disciples and Gospel writers (see Chapter 
VI); the myth of the origin of red blood millet resembles Jesus Christ's sacrifice on the 
cross. The prayer before the harvest resembles comniunion among the disciples. In 
addition, people have also made some connections between the bridewealth payments 
demanded by Laban, the uncle of Jacob, and the payment of bridewealth for a future wife, 
and they see in this Biblical story a marriage pattern involving the mother's brother's 
daughter (tuti tali e). 
In the next section, I will discuss the story of creation (Genesis 1-3) in the form of ritual 
language (bini) and compare the Biblical version with the Rotenese cultural understanding 
of it.7 
7 The incorporation of the origin story into local belief has been studied among other groups, e.g. the 
Dani of Irian Jaya in Vernacular Christianity Among the Mulia Dani: an Ethnography of Religious 
Belief among the Western Dani On lrian Jaya, Indonesia (Hayward 1997) and the Imyan in Timmer's 
article on 'The Return of The Kingdom: Agama and Millerutlum among the Irian Jaya Indonesia' 
(Timmer 2000). Timmer claims that the reference to the Garden of Eden and Noah's Ark suggests the 
prevalent belief that Biblical stories relate to events that happened in Imyan land (Timmer 2000: 12). 
The encounter between religion and culture in a Muslim community has also been explored by Bowen 
(1993) in his analysis of the story of creation of the world according to the Gayo Muslim understanding. 
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This is not the first attempt to elucidate the story of creation expressed in ritual language. 
Fox (1983) in his article, on 'Adam and Eve on the Island of Roti', indicates how Biblical 
stories have been adopted and turned into a Rotenese version by using ritual language. 
Furthermore, Fox (1983:20) declares that the recitation of the bini is 'the revelation of a 
crucial portion of indigenous esoteric wisdom'. Landu's version of the creation story (see 
Appendix 9) was delivered by a former church elder (penatua), Y. Iu.8 Given the fact that 
he is a church elder, he delivered the narrative in a preaching style in a specific tone of 
voice and pattern of intonation and included his interpretation and a message for the parish. 
This is in line with Keane's (1997) observation that the utterance of religious language is 
marked by particular intonation, gestures and manners which are different from everyday 
speech. 
In the chanter's narrative, the order of creation almost precisely follows the Bible version. 
The flow of the Rotenese storyline covers the first three chapters of Genesis and includes 
the creation, the Garden of Eden, the disobedience of man, the judgment, and sending 
Adam and Eve out of the garden in a single compact narrative. As in other narratives in 
eastern Indonesia, the main characteristic of ritual language is parallelism (Fox 197 lc, 
1983, 1988a, 1988b, 1989, Hoskins 1990, Kuipers 1998). In the next section I compare 
both versions of the creation story. 
Comparison between Biblical story of creation and the Landu version 
The Landu version of the creation is based on the story of Biblical Genesis 1:1-3:24. It 
display the common features in Rotenese chants, which are formal, formulaic and 
parallelistic (Fox 1971c, 1975, 2006). The Genesis in bini form meets these criteria. Strict 
pairing of words is required in the composition of this version. The chanter has developed 
his version of Genesis close to the Biblical narrative. The order of the narrative is similar, 
except in aspect. And even though the chanter has developed his personal style, he has not 
8 This recording was made in Denpasar Bali between 14 and 27 October 2007. It is part of a series of 
recording sessions in Prof. Fox's ARC project on Ritual Language in Rote (2006-2009). At the time, six 
ritual language experts (manahelo) from three domains, Landu, Ringgou and Bilba, were gathered in 
Denpasar Bali, and recorded their oral poetry and knowledge. On that occasion, a Ringgou version 
which had a slightly different order was also recorded. 
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gone beyond the criteria and standard in ritual language and his own dialect. He 
incorporates Rotenese cultural elements to contextualize the Biblical message. The Landu 
version incorporates the reasons for the fall and a message for the listeners in a specific 
formulaic style, as is common in the sermon style.9 To compare and contrast these two 
versions, I provide some major features of the story based on the flow and setting of both 
versions below. A is the Biblical version and B is the Landu version (see Appendix 9 for 
the English translation of the Landu text). 
Table 8.1 Comparison of Bible (A) and Landu (Bl/B2) version of creation story 
Features of A Bl B2 
segments 
Introductory In the beginning when Its beginning and Masososa nai le 
formula (Gen 1:1) commencement maulu 
Divine creation God created the universE The Inscriber of the Tau Manasura 
Heights and the Creator Poi ma Tate 
of the Heavens, created Manaadu Lai: adu 
heaven and earth nala Jalai no dae 
ina 
The The earth was formless But still there was Bei kiu-kiu kima 
beginning and desolate. The darkness just like rou ma bei hatu-
raging ocean that inside of shell and still hatu do tafeo bei 
covered everything there was gloom all nafaroe dea ei 
was engulfed in total round as if still groping bei nafadama lutu 
darkness m the legs of a fish lima 
weir, still fumbling m 
the arms of a fish trap 
God's Then God commanded Then when he created Basa boema adu 
command do tao 
Segment of First day: let there be And generated daylight De riti nala 
creations light The sun rose m the makaledo de 
(Gen 1:1-26) east and the daylight malua nala dulu 
appeared at the east ma makaledo nala 
!aka 
Second day: let there He separated fresh Tada nala oe 
be a dome to divide the water and sea water mamis a no tasi 
water oe 
' 
Third day: let the earth He created and made Adu do tao basa -
produce all kinds of all tree plants and basa hu marerebi 
9 Interestingly, in the Tennanu version of Genesis (Fox 1983), the chanter concludes with the same 
formula, as a lesson which has to be learned by the addressee. 
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Adam and Eve 
plants leaved plants ara ma do 
masesepe 
Fourth day: let lights there was daylight and Adu do tao malua 
appear in the sky to 
separate day from night 
sun shine, the moon, 
the stars and· the sun 
Fifth day: let the water ---
be filled with many 
kinds of living beings, 
and let the air be filled 
with birds 
Sixth day: and now we Then he created and 
will make human beings made a person on the 
earth and a human in 
the world 
a do makaledo 
ialah bula, fandu 
ara ma ledo a 
Adu do tao nala 
laihenda dae 
bafo//hataholi 
batu poi 
Gen 2: 18, it is not good But he was a man like a Tehu tau a kise 
for the man to live lone buffalo and a boy apa ma tate a 
alone like a solitary chicken 
Gen 2:21: then the Lord Adam fell asleep and 
God made the man fall napped with his hands 
into deep sleep. And as pillow, then the 
while he was sleeping, Creator of the Heavens 
he took out one of the and the Inscriber of the 
man's ribs ··· Heights went and took 
from Adam a rib from 
his side 
Gen 2:22 He formed a Then he created a 
woman out of the rib 
and brought her to him 
human and made a 
person and then He 
brought her to Adam 
Gen 2: 23 The man Then He spoke and 
said: "At last, here is said here is the right 
one of my own kind- trunk and branch to 
bone taken from my lean upon 
bone, and flesh from 
my flesh" 
To become a housewife 
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mesa manu 
Boema 
suku 
Adam 
dodoko 
lakanma ana peu 
ailunu lima. 
Boema Tau 
Manaadu Lai ma 
Tate manasura 
Poi neu lea de 
hai na Adam ai 
usu kisena 
Boema adu na 
neu lahenda ma 
tao na lea 
hatahoh boema 
man nai Adam 
neu 
de neu de nahara 
ma nadasi, nai ia 
nana hu nata ndia 
na so ma ndana 
nasarai na ndia 
so 
Dadi neu sao uma 
Gen 2: 24 That is why and to live 
a man leaves his father household spouse 
and mother and 1s 
united with his wife and 
they become one 
as a lea ma man· 
neu mo tu lo a 
lea 
Eden and the Tree of 
knowledge 
Gen 
Lord 
2:15 
God 
Then the 
placed the 
So that (you) both live De losa dua lea 
and reside at the place ma jku raj 
Temptation 
disobedience 
man in the Garden of 
Eden to cultivate it and 
guard it 
Gen 2: 16-17 He said to 
him, "You may eat the 
fruit of any tree in the 
garden, except the tree 
that gives knowledge of 
what is good and what 
is bad. You must not 
eat the fruit of that 
tree; if you do, you will 
die the same day. 
and Gen 3: lb the snake 
asked the woman, "Did 
God really tell you not 
to eat fruit from any 
tree in the garden? 
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tear, then sew; and mamana 5j seu 
then cook, I dode de scoop ma soe 
laughing happily and hj'a lo setele Ma 
screaming for joy ekj lo natadale 
Then, the Creator of Boema Tau Mana 
the Heavens and the Adu Lm· ma Tate 
Inscriber of the Heights Mana Sura Poj 
He spoke with binding ana hara no heke 
command and he gave 
voice to a prohibition 
''.All things growing 
there m that garden 
and m that precinct. 
you eat to your full and 
drink to your 
satisfaction but there is 
a tree in the middle of 
the garden, its name is . 
the Keka tree of 
regulation and the Ndao 
stone of rule. Do not 
ne ma dasj no 
bara tada, de 
basa-basa hata 
mm aka ma nm 
dea dale ja bole 
upa tesa tei ma minu 
a tama dale a, te noi 
ai esa nai oka talada 
nai ia nade ai pala 
keka ma batu 
ndjJu ndao, boso 
taj }jma ma ej na 
neu... De laj bea 
o taj /Jina ma neu. lay your hand nor your 
foot upon it on the day ho dua kemj upa 
your put your hand on sama-sama ma 
it for both of you drink mja sama-sama 
sono neu ko Im· together and eat 
esa na ndja ma together then on that 
day and at the time ledo dua naj na te 
Ju mata mod ma then tears will grow 
and mucus will pinu jdu a dadj 
originate for both of 
you. 
But with the devil's 
seduction and with 
ghost's persuasion. He 
came and met Eve, 
hand met hand like an 
areca nut and head 
Tehu no njtu a 
duduku na ma no 
mula a o 'od, na 
neu no naneta no 
Hawa, nae: hu 
ubea tao ma sala 
2: We may eat the fruit 
of any tree in the 
garden, the woman 
answered, 
3: except the tree 1n 
the middle of it. God 
told us not to eat the 
fruit of that tree or 
even touch it; if we do, 
we will die 
4: The snake replied, 
that is not true; you will 
not die 
5: God said that, 
touched head like a 
coconut. Raised his 
voice and brought forth 
his words saymg to 
Eve: 'What was the 
reason? And what was 
wrong? And what was 
the matter? that all 
things in this garden 
and inside this precinct 
you two may eat and 
drink 
Then Eve said: "The 
words of binding 
command have been 
given and the voice of 
prohibition has been 
raised. That if we two 
eat and drink then for 
both of us, then for 
both of us the spirit 
death will appear and 
deathly demise 
occurs. " 
Then the snake raised 
his voice and uttered a 
good voice: If both of 
you eat then your body 
because he knows that will transform and your 
when you eat it you will body will change to 
be like God and know become the Inscriber of 
what is good and what the Heights and the 
is bad Creator of the Heaven 
ubea ma siku 
ubea de ndi na 
basa-basa hata 
fo nai oka ma dea 
dale ia emi dua 
bole mi'a ma 
minu, tehu ai nai 
oka talada emi 
dua ta mia 
Boema Hawa nae 
kalau hara heke 
ne ara mon ma 
dasi bara tada 
ara dadi, nae 
kalau am1 dua 
upa ma mia ma 
minu, sono meu 
ko ami dua lalu 
mula a mori ma 
sapu nitu a dadi 
Boema meke ana 
selu dasi a neu 
ma Joie hara a 
neu, nai kalau 
emi dua mia, don 
neu ko dadi 
matafali ao ma 
mori matafali ao 
ma mori masadua 
ao dadi neu Tou 
Manasura Poi ma 
Tate mana Adu 
Jai 
6:- ... so she took some So both extended their De dua mo na 
of the fruit and ate it. hands and stretched out Jena Jima ma kani 
Then she gave some to their feet then they ate do seluk ein.Rara 
her husband, and he the fruit the softness of Jain boa de Jain 
also ate it the top fruit the sweet boa balahoe de 
young fruit, and they boa Jusu balahoe, 
drank from the leaves 
at the top leaves soft 
and juicy 
7: As soon as they had Then both of them felt 
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upa nala poin de 
do petu ma Jendu 
Boema duas tada 
eaten it, they were guilty and they felt ra siko siluk a 
telus mori ma 
sala falu 
given understanding their. wrong great. 
and realized that they 
were naked, 
so they sewed fig 
leaves together and 
covered themselves 
9: But the Lord God The Creator of the Tau Mana Adu 
called out to the man: Heaven and the Lai a Ma Tate 
where are you Inscriber of the Heights Mana Sura Poi 
came to see and came Mai teteni ma mai 
to ask again raising his natane Seluk dasi 
voice and lifting his a neu Ma Joie 
words: "Adam-Adam, hara a neu: 
where are you" "Adam-Adam te 
10: He answered, "I 
heard you m the 
garden; I was afraid 
and hid from you, 
because I was naked." 
11: Who told you that 
you were naked? 
God asked, "Did you 
eat the fruit that I told 
you not to eat?" 
12-13: The man 
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Adam replied in a 
humble voice and spoke 
with weakened words, 
"Both of us are here 
but we have become 
guilty" 
in the estuary of guilt 
And we have grown 
sinful in the throat of 
sin. Both of us walk 
hiding our bodies and 
we two rest covering 
ourselves. For us two 
are in this situation 
Bina leaves cannot 
wrap thighs and cannot 
wrap both our thighs 
and kode ke bark 
cannot cover the loins, 
nor can it cover round 
both our loins." 
o nai bea" 
Adam seluk 
dadae dasi malole 
mamale hara nae 
ami dua nai ia 
tehu ami dadi nei 
masala de oli bui 
masala ma ami 
mori nai masiko 
de le tende 
masiko de ami 
dua Jao soro funi 
aoma mai dua 
hae bubui ao de 
ami dua nai bea 
na bina do ta pafu 
paun ma ta pafu 
ami dua paun Ma 
kode ke ta ndule 
kere te ta ndule mai 
dua kerem 
Boema Tau Mana 
Then the Creator of the Adu Lai Ma Tate 
Heaven and the Mana Sura Poi a 
Inscriber of the Heights nae bate emi dua 
said "Surely both of lo de Jena lima 
you have extended ma kani do seseli 
your hands and ei 
stretched your feet" 
Boema dua a ndi 
God Pronounces 
Judgment 
answered that, the 
woman you put here 
with me gave the fruit 
and I ate it. The Lord 
God asked the woman 
why did you do this? 
She replied, "The 
snake tricked me into 
eating it" 
14-15: the Lord God 
said to the snake, "You 
will be punished, for 
this; you alone of all 
animals must bear this 
curse: from now on you 
will crawl on your 
belly, and you will have 
to eat dust as long as 
you live." 
16a: And he said to the 
woman, "I will increase 
your trouble m 
pregnancy and your 
pain in giving birth." 
Then they replied that 
because of the spirit's 
persuasion and the 
snake's enticement 
I decide and declare 
that the three of you 
that is, for the snake 
from this day forward 
you will crawl with 
your chest, and your 
sustenance and 
wellbeing will come out 
from the stone 
Eve's pregnancy will be 
in difficulty and misery 
with tears from the 
eyes and mucus from 
the nose, giving birth 
nae, rae ho no 
nitu a nonoi ma 
meke a noni do 
ta tao 
Au e dan kedi 
emi telu kemi 
ialah bati neme 
neu meke a 
mulai neme fai 
dale na ndi bea 
na Jada muni ara 
dale a ma upa 
soda a ma mua 
mole a neme batu 
da'i a mai 
Hawa mairu fa no 
totoka ma no tata 
No Ju mata ma no 
p1nu idu Boki dan 
Jae No tei hedi 
and delivering m pam ma dale susa 
giving birth and 
delivering in sorrow 
17b-l9a: And he said As well as for Adam, Leo na boe neu 
to the man, "···you will from this certain day Adam, mulai 
have to work hard all regrettably seek and neme fai ia dale 
your life to make it 
produce enough food 
for you. It will produce 
weeds and thorns, and 
you will have to eat 
wild plants. You will 
have to work hard and 
sweat to make the soil 
produce anything··· 
earn your living and 
work in the deep· forest 
and on hard rocks. Tap 
the palm tree until your 
knees are tired, then 
your blood shed for 
enough earning 
mai tuka ma saka 
noi ma tao nai 
nura Jasi ma nai 
pia le Jadi basa-
basa unu laka 
sosoru da ma 
titi besa konana 
hapu dadai mala 
untuk tao neu 
masoda na 
Adam and Eve Sent 22-23 Then the Lord From this particular Mulai neme fai ia 
out of the Garden God said, "Now the time, he expelled and dalen ma usi do pu 
man···", so the Lord evicted Adam and Eve heni Adam no 
God sent him out of the out of the garden Hawa leo ... 
Garden of Eden. 
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This comparison shows that the Landu version covers all the segments of the creation story 
in the Bible (Gen 1-3), except for the creation of the birds and sea creatures on the fifth day 
(Gen 1:21-23). The Biblical knowledge is therefore strongly embedded in the chanter's 
mind, although he has limited formal education. The ability of the chanter to reproduce 
accurately the elements of the Biblical story therefore has to be recognized. 
The Garden of Eden is portrayed by the chanter as a pleasant place where heavy labour 
does not exist, but a domain where the easy life is granted. He employs Rotenese metaphor 
of a place where people only 'tear, then sew and scoop, then cook' (mamana si seul/so'e 
dode). This metaphor indicates that clothing and food are easy to obtain in Eden. People do 
not have to follow a long process from planting cotton, spinning and dyeing threads, then 
preparing to weave. The whole process of creating a woven cloth (poulllafa) could take 
months, even years depending on the type and size of the cloth. In Eden, every thing w_as 
provided, and to make cloth people only needed to 'tear then sew'; a long method then 
becomes a short technique. Similarly, food is also almost effortless to find. 'Scoop then 
cook' (so 'e dode) implies that people do not have to work hard in the paddy or millet fields, 
to sow, weed, then harvest, followed by pounding the rice or millet. Rice and millet are 
provided, but this does not require men and women to work the fields. As a consequence 
of their disobedience and rebellion towards God, the place of the easy life is closed and life 
itself becomes hard work. 
Before Eve is created, Adam is described as a 'lone buffalo and a solitary chicken' (tau a 
kise apa ma tate a mesa manu). The solitary buffalo and chicken constitute a standard pair 
used to represent isolated friendlessness. The dyadic set for 'alone', 'single' is 'the only' 
(kise) and 'sole' (mesa). The loneliness of Adam is described poetically by the chanter 
using a local cultural concept. 
A hermeneutical examination reveals the power of symbolic dualism in the Landu version. 
Dualism is like 'the blood and the flesh' of the Rotenese. Dualism appears in the chanter;s 
mind automatically. For example, the concept of Adam being alone in the garden described 
in the Bible when God gave the command about the forbidden tree (Gen 2: 15-17) is 
changed. In the Landu version, God gives this command after Eve has been placed by 
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Adam's side (Gen 2:21ff). Thus, the flow in Genesis has to be re-arranged under the 
chanter's symbolic consciousness of dualism. Adam and Eve have to be together first and 
then God gives his command. The plural form duas -- both of them -- appears several 
times: both Adam and Eve live in Eden (de losa duas leo ma ilcu, rai mamana si seu ma 
so'edode). 
Another difference from the Bible version relates to picking the fruit. The Bible says that 
Eve took the fruit first, ate it and then gave it to Adam. In the Rotenese versiOn, however, 
the sequence of events is different. In this version both of them acted simultaneously: 'then 
both of them extended their hands and stretched the feet' (de duas mo na lena lima ma kani 
do seluk ein) and took the fruit. Also the sequence of God's conversation after the fall 
differs. In the Biblical version, Adam answers first and puts the blame on Eve, who next 
blames the snake. In the Landu version, however, both of them simultaneously responded 
to God that due to the persuasion of the snake (boema duas a ndi nae ho no nitu a nonoi ma 
meke nonoi do tatao) they had disobeyed God's command. 
Other patterns include verbal styling and imagination as well as rhyme. Also worth noting 
is the replacement of ordinary vocabulary by poetic forms. Thus, the everyday word for 
sleep sukul/anapeu is turned into the poetic form suku dodoko lakanl/ana peu ailunu lima, 
(sleep by putting hands as pillows). Similarly, to meet becomes lima nda lima pua ma !aka 
toko !aka no (hands meet hands just like the areca nut, and head meet head just like the 
coconut) and joyfulness is expressed as hia boe setele/leki boe natadale (so we laugh 
joyfully/land shriek happily). Some poetic forms appear as couplets with the pattern a ab b 
(Fox 1971c). At least five couplets in the narrative show this pattern. These are: 
De nau lain bo 'a bala hoe 
De !usu boa bala hoe 
Ma nau poin de male don a de 
Do petu ma lene 
Bina do ta palu paun 
Ma ta palu ami dua paun 
Ma kode ke ta ndule kere 
Te ta ndule mai dua kerem 
Hu Jo no tei saka lalai a 
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So desire of the young fruit, 
The softness of the young fruit 
And craving the top, the soft leaves 
The forbidden leaves 
Bina leaves cannot cover the hips 
And cannot cover both our hips 
And kode ke bark cannot wrap the waist 
Cannot wrap our waists 
Due to impatience from inside 
Ma dale tentu tu a 
Te tenetu neulau a 
Ma saka /ai ma/ole a 
Tasaleu ai sale 
Ma ratundu batu tu 'e 
De sale dale neu tei 
Ma tu 'e tei neu tei 
!ta molo tuka momolo 
Ma tabu tuka tatabu 
Molo meu suta lane 
Ma tabu tuka lae mae 
And rush of the inner heart 
The hustle is fine 
And the hustle is good, isn't it 
Bump into the tree of regret ? 
Collide with the stone of disappointment 
Then there is regret on the inside 
And disappointment in the inner side 
We step following the step 
And we tread following the tread 
Stepping we follow the line 
And treading we follow the bar 
Another dyadic set that is important to note is to growl/to raise [to happen] (mori//dadi). 
This appears in several places in the story and relates to the occurence of certain 
· conditions. For example, it occurs in relation to God's command (hara heke ne ara 
mori/ldasi hara tada ara dadi), the origin of death (/alu mu/a ara mori//sapu nitu ara dadi), 
change (dadi matafali ao/lmori masadua ao), and crying and the sense of sadness (lu mata 
mori//pinu idu a dadi). 
The concept of the end of the day//time (sun) ifai//ledo) for Rotenese is described according 
to various conditions and activities at dusk, including the time to finish the rice pounding, 
the goat herding, the chicken gathering and the pig feeding. 
F ai neu pesi nesu 
Ma ledo a nai te 'e alu 
Fai neu bibi kela 
Ma ledo a nai so 'o dupe 
Fai neu huru manu 
Ma ledo a neu hani bafi 
The time for pounding rice 
And the period for putting away the mortar 
The time to herd goats into the stable 
And the period for the sun to set 
The time for gathering the chickens 
And the period for feeding the pigs 
Lastly, there are some significant verbal frames or key expressions in the narrative that 
need to be elaborated according to the flow of the narrative. Firstly, the expression for God 
is 'Inscriber of the Heaven and the Creator of the Heights' (Tou Mana Sura Poi ma Tate 
Mana Adu Lai). 10 The Lord God is personified in the conventional pair as a man/la boy, and 
the creator is described as he who inscribes//who makes. The Rotenese concept of creation 
10 There are several names referring to God. The others names include Ramatua (Lamatua in Termanu, 
Bilba), Amak Manetua Lain, Mantua Lai, or loans from Indonesia Papa di Surga, as Father who is [art) 
in Heaven. 
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is related to 'inscribing' (sura), which conveys a sense of writing and creation (adu) as 
formative shaping. Another meaning of sura is an animal horn (deer, water buffalo) which 
always points to the sky, and so the term manasura poi could also be translated as he who 
points to the sky on high. However, in addition to sura/ladu there is another dyad relating 
to creativity: adul/tao. Presumably given the fact that the Bible is the only source of 
knowledge that God is the creator of heaven and earth, manasura poin could also be 
understood to mean that God created the heaven// sky (poin/llai) as it is written (sura) in the 
Bible. 
The concept of Eve as a woman and wife is portrayed as a proper trunk and branch to lean 
upon (hu nata ndia//ndana nasarai). This botanical idiom is also deeply rooted in Rotenese 
cultural concepts (see Fox 1971a, 1980b, 1989). Rotenese perceive a woman as the life-
giving source (the trunk of life) which people come to lean upon, under whose shade (/eo) 
one lives (leo ). This concept is an alternative interpretation to the role of woman indicated 
in the Judaeo-Christian world view as merely 'bone taken from my bone and flesh from my 
flesh', as Adam said (Genesis 2:23). The potential 'trouble word' used to refer to Eve as 
'help' - which in the Indonesian Bible is translated as a noun, a helper (seorang peno/ong, 
pembantu) (Genesis 2:18, 20) - has generated some misinterpretations of the domestic role 
of women. However, this term is not recognized by the Rotenese. Instead a woman has 
been portrayed as someone who has become a housewife (dadi neu sao uma a leo) and 
lives as a household spouse (ma mori neu mo tu lo a /eo). No indication of gender 
inequality is found in the Rotenese concept apart from that of the husband-wife 
relationship. This local concept should challenge the notion of the universality of gender 
asymmetry as promoted by western feminists (Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974:3; Karim 
1995: 13).11 
As noted above, the temptation to take the fruit did not arise first in Eve, as is the case in 
the Bible (Gen 3:1)~ Both Adam and Eve were involved simultaneously (kalau emi dua 
mia .. , de duas mo no lena /ima). There is no sequence of action of fruit-picking aand 
bestowal that emanates from the female to the male. In the Rotenese version, both are 
11 This concept has been rejected by Marxist feminists' anthropologists such as Eleanor Leacock and 
Karen Sacks (Leslett 1997:447) and also Marilyn Strathern (1987), based on her ethnographic evidence 
from among the Mount Hagen people. 
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responsible for their actions. Hence Adam's blaming of "the woman you put here with me 
gave me the fruit, and I ate it" (Gen 3: 12) does not appear in the story. Such symbolism has 
a powerful influence which is instantly recognized by the chanter. Putting the responsibility 
solely on Eve has created a rationale for women's oppression and violence in some cultures 
because women have to be blamed, as is written in the Bible. 
The tree in the middle of the garden in the Landu version is· the tree of regulation (ai pala 
keka ma batu ndilu ndao), and is always paired with stone (ai//batu). When discussing 
which species of tree is referred to, a ritual expert from Termanu stated that a branch of this 
tree is always used to urge the water buffalo to plough the land. Thus, the forbidden tree 
has been assimilated into local daily practice. The ability of a chanter to find such an 
association with local practice is remarkable, as it is close to the original meaning. 
The snake is portrayed as the spirit of death/la ghost (nitullmula). The snake (meke) is 
mentioned later, but not in a pair. Thus, the concept of the snake as a symbol of long life is 
unfamiliar to Rotenese. In the Landu version there is no pair for snake in the animal pairs 
such as dog//pig (busa//bafi), dog//chicken (busa//manu), water buffalo//horse 
(apa//ndara). The spirit of death is personified as having a bad character which causes 
illness. So the temptation of Adam and Eve is similar to being possessed by an evil spirit. 
The leaves to cover Adam and Eve's body are bina leaves (bina do/lkode ke). Bina leaves 
are wide, thick and strong. Previously the bark of the kode ke tree was used for loin cloths 
by Rotenese. Again, the Rotenese environment has been used to contextualize this Biblical 
story. 
The curse of Adam in the Landu version of the Bible story is to work hard to earn a living 
in the forest and woods (lasi//nura). Interestingly, the job of Adam is specified as tapping 
the lontar tree - the same job as most Rotenese males do, and the job that seems to mark the 
Rotenese gendered division of labour. The chanter has thus incorporated familiar daily 
activities of palm tapping in his Biblical account. Thus, the axiom that "a man has to do a 
man's job" is deeply rooted in the Rotenese division of labour. Adam in Rote has to do a 
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specific job, as a palm tree tapper, and this is a philosophy of the Rotenese.12 From a young 
age, Rotenese males are encouraged to be palm tree tappers and to herd goats, sheep or 
cattle in the 'forest//woods' (nural/lasi). Accordingly, this is another element that Fox 
(1983b:20) calls the 'crucial portion of indigenous esoteric wisdom' which can also be 
found in the Landu version of the creation narrative. The role of the chanter as cultural 
'agent' (Keane 1997) relies on his ability and subjectivity to create a poetic story which is 
familiar and close to his traditions. This is a type of contextual theology which originated 
from the local people and is incredibly realistic and near to daily activities. This is an 
example of a bottom-up theology that should inspire theologians to build a true contextual 
theology. 
In the Landu story, the chanter puts forward his interpretation of the reason behind the fall 
and the temptation by the devil (nitu a duduku ma mula a papau). 13 He connects the motive 
to human recklessness and thoughtlessness (dale tentu ma tei saka lai) (line 63), thus not 
putting the blame on Eve as occurs in the Judeo~Christian conception -- in which Adam 
puts the blame on Eve and indirectly on God (Genesis 3:12). Given that the Rotenese 
believe deeply in the notion of complementary dualism (Fox 1971a), putting the blame for 
the source of original sin only on the woman Eve is invalid. 
The chanter delivered the narrative in the form and style of a sermon, and the subjectivity 
of the chanter is clearly shown. Keane (1997b:65) argues that religious language "can be 
both deeply subjective (as an apparent medium of inner thought), and eminently social (as a 
pre-existing system and a medium of communication)". The agency of the chanter to 
convey the meaning and lesson of the story for listeners represents a deeply cultural 
position. In my view, this is genuine contextualization theology from within. By adapting 
Habel's (1971:27) summary of a comparison between two different sources of the creation 
story of Genesis 1: 1 ff and 2:4b ff, I provide a tabular summary of the character of the 
Rotenese version of the creation story, in Table 8.2 below. 
12 The first question about the sex of a baby in the birth ritual (Chapter VII) is 'it is he who climbs and 
taps the lontar?' (manapei tua do?). 
13 The parallelism is to describe the devil, satan as nitu//mula. This is derived from a Christian 
conception which asswnes bad characteristics for the spirits, nitu. However, the Austronesian conception 
of nitu can be described as the spirit of the ancestors or 'any aged person who is closer to the ancestors' 
(Molnar 2000:76). 
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Table 8. 2 Categorization of the Rotenese creation story 
Distin2uishin2 Cate2ory Rotenese Version of Creation Story 
Style and structure Story form 
Preaching style 
Artistic-poetic· 
Dramatic use of dialogue 
Balanced structure 
Appeals to the imagination and intellect 
Terminology Create: adu//tao nala 
Human being: laihenda daebafo//hataho/i batupoi 
Eden: mamana si se 'u/lso 'e dode (literally, 'tear, then sew// 
scoop, then cook': easy life without heavy labour) 
Wellbeing: hi'a boe sete/e//eki boe natadale 
God's command: hara heke nelldasi hara tada 
Prohibition: ai pa/a keka//batu ndilu ndao 
Death: lalu mula/lsapu nitu 
Adam's curse as a palm tree taooer: ladi basa unu /aka soru 
Transition idioms and Refers to series of creations: basa boema, 
phrase Refers to lines of human creation: boema 
But: tehu 
On the certain day and particular time: Tehu mai fai esa nai 
ndia, boema ledo dua nai na 
The divine name The Inscriber//the Creator: Tou Mana Sura Poi//Tate Mana 
Adu Lai 
Human predicate Adam: Tou a kise apal/Tate a mesa manu 
Eve: Hu nata ndiallndana nasarai 
Theological possibilities Cosmic perspective 
Human as the central concern 
God as sovereign 
Combination of creation by word and hand (Sura// Adu) 
Symbolic dualism 
Gender equity-complementarity 
Women as the tree oflife (hu nata/lndana nasarai) 
Conclusion 
The encounter with Christianity has been experienced by Rotenese for almost four 
centuries. Christianity and Protestantism in particular, was a unifying force in Landu, but 
has changed into an element that has divided the people of Landu. The history of encounter 
with Christianity situated the Rotenese under the same denomination, the Dutch Reformed 
Church, which later became the Protestant Church in Timor (GMIT). However, in later 
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developments, GMIT was not the only denomination on Rote. Other denominations, such 
as Pentecostal, the Pilgrims, Bethel, and Christian Reformed, have been established. The 
People of Landu became divided into these various denominations, especially in Sotimori 
and Bolatena. This split also marked a different approach towards local culture. 
The GMIT has incorporated local culture into church practices by using religious songs in 
the liturgy, by translating the Bible into the local language, and through prayers and 
sermons in the Rotenese language. Forms of ritual chant (bini) are used also in these 
religious utterances. By contrast, the other denominations do not embrace local culture. All 
services are conducted in the Indonesian language. This division has become another 
boundary that divides clans and relatives from one another. GMIT is still the mainstream 
church denomination in Landu and the all Daiama people are GMIT members, whilst 
people in Sotimori and Bolatena have divided into several denominations. 
Thus, by returning to the role of Christianity in relation to the division and unity between 
the original inhabitants and the newcomers, I would conclude that historically Landu 
people inherited a similar path to Christianity provided by Dutch mission work. This 
mission accepted and adopted Rotenese culture to communicate the Gospel's message as 
practiced in songs and Biblical narratives. However, with the introduction of new 
denominations to the community, the original inhabitants have become divided while the 
newcomers maintain and nurture the inheritance of their original Protestant faith traditions. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
CONCLUSION 
In this concluding chapter, I wish to highlight some findings in the preceding 
chapters and to pull together various strands of evidence to demonstrate how the 
social configuration in Landu is structured by its distinctive historical background. 
Dichotomies such as the relation between insiders-outsiders, original inhabitants 
(lahenda maulu) - new settlers (lahenda manamai), centre-periphery, Landu-Ringgou 
are the main symbolic operators that permeate Landu social discourse. 
Social relation between original inhabitants and the newcomers 
In this thesis I have examined the relationship between first inhabitants (lahenda 
maulu) and new arrivals (lahenda manamai) in Landu. I have argued that due to a 
tragic event in Landu' s past, in which a majority of the population was killed or 
exiled, Landu does not form a united domain (nusak) as traditionally occurs 
throughout Rote. The exile of so many of its population to Batavia turned Landu into 
an empty domain that later attracted people from the neighboring domains such as 
Ringgou, Bilba, Korbaffo and other more distant domains. Many of these new settlers 
chose to reside in the village of Daiama in the eastern part of Landu and to the west 
in Bolatena village, while those who claimed to be the original inhabitants of the 
domain settled most heavily in Sotimori as the historical centre of Landu. In Daiama, 
the newcomers developed their cultural identity differently from the original 
inhabitants. The new arrivals from Ringgou did not identify themselves as 'people of 
Landu' but instead described themselves as the 'Rikou' (following the local 
pronunciation ofRinggou). This has created a local discourse that contrasts the centre 
with the periphery, lahenda maulu versus lahenda manamai. Following these two 
social categories, people are also fond of describing this dichotomy as one between 
insiders and outsiders. The on-going 'under-the-surface tension' between these two 
social categories permeates social relations in Landu. For Daiama people, their 
cultural identity remains closer to Ringgou than to Sotimori. 
Traditionally, nusak are expected to adhere to the convention of being a socio-
political and cultural unit. Historically, Landu remains a single domain compared to 
other domains on the island that have experienced processes of division through their 
involvement with the Dutch colonial power. From the perspective of a nusak as a 
united entity, however, Landu has emerged ambiguously as both a united and divided 
domain. It portrays itself as a domain where the descendents of the original 
inhabitants have settled in the center of the domain and the descendents of new 
settlers are scattered in the periphery. Moreover, under the adoption of the Indonesian 
village government law (Undang-Undang Pemerintahan Desa No V/1979), all 
traditional systems are now guided by a uniform system of government, which is 
based on the Javanese socio-political configuration. The impact of this change affects 
the concept of the traditional political system of nusak and the power and status of 
the ruler (manek, raja) and his organisation. These entities were changed to become a 
village, village headman and village consultative councils (Ind. Lembaga Masyarakat 
Desa!LMD and Lembaga Ketahanan Masyarakat Desa ILKMD respectively). Thus, 
by the end of the swapraja era at the end of the 1960s, the power of manek also 
waned. The changes were perceived as an opportunity for the people of Daiama, the 
newcomers, to seek a legitimacy that enhanced their identity. The sentiment of 
lahenda mau/u as being at the centre versus lahenda manamai as being at the 
periphery is particularly strong for the people of Daiama rather than those of 
Bolatena, many of whom are in fact themselves lahenda manamai. The boundaries 
between these two social categories have been maintained through dialect differences, 
marriage arrangements, and other social relations. 
As far as social relations are concerned, the people of Sotimori are closer to Bolatena . 
than Daiama in terms of clan affiliation and affinal relations. The same is true in 
regard to language. The residents of Bolatena consist of both lahenda maulu and 
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lahenda manamai groups. The new settlers have come mostly from the neighboring 
domain of Korbaffo, with a small proportion of newcomers from Ringgou, Thie and 
Dengka. Yet the composition of the Bolatena population is weighted more towards 
the original inhabitants. Over time the Landu population has shown .a tendency to 
increase, especially among the new settlers. Intermarriage between clans, affinal 
relations between the insiders and outsiders, and waves of migrations have increased 
the number of Landu inhabitants who are categorical outsiders. 
Landu's clanship and the distribution of clans among the three villages have 
contributed to the complexity of relations within the domain. Clans are identified by 
their place of origin. Some clans persistently employ a clan identity based on their 
origin place, such as Ringgou, Bilba, Korbaffo, Thie or Dengka. By knowing 
someone's family name, one can recognize (and be recognized as) originating from a 
particular domain and being a member of a specific village or even a specific hamlet. 
Family names distinguish the domain's original inhabitants from its newcomers, even 
when they have been adopted into a local clan. The reproduction of social groups in 
Landu has established closer connections between clans in Sotimori and Bolatena, 
than between those of Sotimori and Daiama. The relationships between clans of 
Sotimori and Bolatena correspond to the frequent intermarriage alliances and to the 
spatial division of the domain. 
Although Daiama people are lahenda manamai who mainly come from Ringgou, 
they are nonetheless keepers of the Rotenese cultural heritage, which has gradually 
disappeared from the rest of Landu. Thus, the people ofDaiama are the more resolute 
custodians of agriculture and life-cycle rituals, ritual language and the institutions of 
the OMIT church. Isolation from the centre of the domain has contributed to this 
self-contained attitude of Daiama people. Clans' affiliation with Ringgou is another 
measure that influences the closeness of the Daiama population to Ringgou. In 
contrast, the population in Daiama has a lower proportion of original inhabitants. The 
so-called original inhabitants are represented by only two clans, whose members 
belong to Ledulu and Raipon. These two clans have distinctive roles in Daiama either 
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as temukung or a ritual specialist (manasoko). Thus, a local interpretation of the name 
Daiama derives its meaning from Ledulu's ancestor who claimed to be the dae ama, 
or 'father of the land' which is an adaptation of the role of dae /aka 'the head of the 
land'. Ledulu's ancestor ruled over Daiama and the rest of eastern part of Landu as 
one of the first temukung. 
Ecology is another factor that strengthens this social disparity. The Bolatena and 
Sotimori regions have more palm trees than Daiama. As a consequence the first two 
regions are populated prominently by fanners compared to Daiama, where most 
villagers are fishermen. However, important to the relatively low population of 
Sotimori and some hamlets of Bolatena is another factor that is mythically linked to 
the history of Landu. According to historical narratives, when the prisoners of war 
were taken to Batavia they swore an adat oath that Landu would never be fully 
populated and that there would be no palm tree growth in the region. Thus, Sotimori 
elders assert that the current population increase is due to migration from outside. 
One of the main reasons people migrated into Landu was to pursue livelihoods and to 
repopulate the almost empty domain. Millet (bete) cultivation originally attracted 
people from neighboring domains to practice swidden cultivation. Landu's ecology is 
suitable for millet, and this capacity of the environment provided the basic food 
needs for most people. Fishing was and remains another motive for people to move to 
Landu, especially for those who live along the coastal area of Bolatena and Daiama 
hamlets. Millet culture is gradually disappearing from Landu as · the younger 
generation is reluctant to cultivate millet. Millet is no longer important for most 
people in Landu because the padi gora and 'rice of the poor' (raskin) phenomena 
have changed their attitudes and also diet to be more dependent on rice. Moreover, 
successful seaweed cultivation has also diverted people's interest away from the 
swidden fanning of millet. Despite the changes that have turned most people away 
from millet, some people from Daiama still act as the guardians of millet culture. 
These people are few and from the older generation, and the reason they preserve the 
knowledge of millet cultivation and its associated rituals is to respect the ancestors 
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and to maintain Landu's cultural identity. This is another paradox of Landu social 
relations, in which outsiders are the custodian of tradition. 
This paradox can be traced to the symbolic power of dae /aka as the head of the 
domain. The dae /aka holds a spiritual power and leads the offering to the earth in the 
agriculture rituals. However, along with all the changes within the Rotenese political 
system, the power of dae /aka has also declined. Coinciding with this change, people 
of Sotimori and Bolatena have experienced another change in relation to gora 
cultivation, and the dae /aka does not play a role in gora cultivation. Thus, the role of 
dae ·/aka who traditionally performed the agricultural rituals has been further 
diminished. On the other hand, Daiama people, who are more closely attached to the 
millet culture, have replaced the role of dae lakli with a local ritual specialist who, in 
this context, is given the role of sacrificer (manasoko). The existence of this 
manasoko in Daiama sustains the ritual knowledge. This has political implications for 
Landu, as Daiama people have developed their cultural identity separate from the 
centre of the domain. There is a reluctance of the Daiama population to be identified 
as people of Landu and subjugated under the power of the 'insiders' from the centre 
of Landu. There is thus a paradoxical relationship between the insiders, who are 
called 'the children of the land' (Ind. anak tanah) and who traditionally should feel 
more responsible towards the local culture, and the outsiders, who are in practice 
more active in preserving the rituals. This unusual relationship between insiders and 
outsiders highlights a significant change in Landu' s social and political processes. 
Symbolic dualism in metaphors for living 
The narratives of the origin myths maintain the dualistic structure of the domain 
opposing the spiritual power of the Head of the Domain (dae /aka) clan to the 
political power of the ruler (manek) clan. The 'stranger outsider' from overseas is 
installed as the political ruler's clan and spiritual power is reserved for the 
autochthonous clan. A marriage prohibition between these two clans maintains the 
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power distribution of each clan and respects the sacred pledge of their brotherhood. 
The harvest share given to the dae !aka is a homage paid to the Head of the Earth as 
the representation of the spiritual power of the domain and the person who should 
perform the principal sacrifices of the agricultural ritual. 
An analysis of the agricultural ritual, which is mainly focused on millet (bete), 
reveals key principles of life. Symbolic dualism in agriculture rituals originates from 
the origin myth of millet. The millet origin myth and related ritual actions, including 
a series of sacrifices from the sowing to harvesting, enact a Rotenese cosmology. The 
harvesting ritual resembles the birth rite, in which there is a liminal stage that is 
crucial to obtain life. In this liminal moment, ritual silence is an obligation. Other 
ritual silences also happen during the birth ritual for hanging the afterbirth, the 
payment of fines when a wife delivers in her natal house, and in the journey to 
negotiate bridewealth. The question and answer between those who are present inside . 
and outside the hut or the house's chamber (uma dalek-uma deak) when the harvest is 
collected represent the expectation of life and food security. The fertility of the 
individual and the community, as well as of livestock and agricultural yields, is an 
important theme. In the most sacred chants such as Suti Solo and Bina Bane, fertility 
is the ultimate theme in which life is celebrated. The series of spatial movements of 
Suti Solo and Bina Bane -- as the representation of the widow and orphan (falu ina 
ma ana ma) -- constitute a journey of the life, which concludes in the rice field, the 
place that ensures the reproduction of food. 
Another example of dual complementarities in Rotenese culture subsists in the ritual 
language presented in the popora ritual, when the bride is escorted to the house of the 
groom. In the popora ritual, the roles of the wife-giver family and the wife-taker 
family are a reversal of the process of natudu sasao. That is, the wife-giver family 
who arrive from the outside are the callers (manamalo) and the wife-taker family 
waiting inside the house are the receivers (manasipo) or the waiters (manamahani). 
The verbal dialogues between manamalo and manasipo are other examples of the 
notion of complementarity, in which both parties are encouraged to respond to each 
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other. The dyadic sets used in the popora bini clearly exhibit a dualistic parallel 
pattern such as manamalo-manasipo, female-male, low status-high status, 
subordinate-superior, and powerless-powerful. 
Another structural principle that permeates Rotenese sociality is the system of 
exchange and reciprocity between wife-givers and wife-takers which is most 
importantly expressed during marriage and death rituals. The gifts and payments 
from wife-takers compensate the life which has been bestowed through the mother 
and mother's brother/MB (to'o hu). In tum, the wife-givers reciprocate with gifts for 
'supporting the house' (hata fua uma ), which means starting a new life. In the case of 
death, if the husband passes away, the wife-takers will bring the head of an animal 
(pa /aka) to the wife-giver, and in tum the wife-givers will pay the pou natika ei 
(literally 'sarong for stretching the feet' [during labour]) and symbolically return the 
widow to her natal house where her brother will perform a safe ao ritual. The 
objective of this ritual is to separate .life and death, the cool and the hot. In the life-
cycle rituals there is evidence of this principle of reciprocity operating in terms of 
complementarities of male and female, terms which designate wife-givers and wife-
takers. 
On the discourse of Christianity and culture 
In Dutch times, the mission of the church on Rote was to convert the population and 
to establish new congregations within the Calvinist tradition. Christian doctrines, 
hymns and liturgies introduced to Rote were translated from the Dutch Calvinist 
tradition. Even the robes worn by Christian ministers imitated the Dutch Calvinist 
tradition, giving the appearance of judges in the Netherlands. 
The coming of Christianity to Landu in the 18th century was initially a contributing 
factor to Landu's 'unification'. Christianity brought together the population of 
believers as members of a universal church. The establishment of the Protestant 
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Evangelical Church (GMIT) as an independent church in 1947 continued to provide a 
degree of unity in terms of religious affiliation until the 1980s when other Protestant 
denominations, such as the Pilgrims (Musafir), Pentecostal, Bethel and Reformed 
Churches, made their appearance in the domain. Kin and affine became divided 
among several churches in two villages, while in Daiama people kept their OMIT 
affiliation. 
It is clear that the conversion to Christianity is not a one-time event as earlier 
missionaries thought. The process of becoming Rotenese-Christians is a continuous 
process. The recitation of Biblical stories, such as the story of Creation as narrated by 
a ritual expert and a church elder, demonstrates the heavy influence of indigenous 
Rotenese culture. These recitations are evidence of a contextual mode of being 
Christian within a Rotenese milieu. The effort has come from ordinary people with 
limited formal education but with a genuine drive to preserve religious knowledge 
traditionally. The concepts behind the Rotenese version of, for example, Adam and 
Eve, their relationship and division of labour, the vision of Eden, and the temptation, 
are deeply embedded in the Rotenese culture. Even the names of God are translated 
using names of mythic origins. Unlike the name of God, Lama Tua, which is used in 
the Indonesian Bible translation, people in daily conversation and church services use 
the name Mane Tua Lain, a name which is based on Rotenese social organization. 
The same is true of the Christian hymns in which the term Mane Tua Lain is used in 
new hymns instead of Lama Tua. 
I have tried to present examples of Christianity and cultural discourse in which 
Biblical concepts permeate local world views. The evidence is noticeable in the 
origin myth of millet and its ritual. Firstly, in agriculture myths the upper-world and 
under-world relationship is a common theme; however, in Landu the relation of these 
two worlds is derived from the Biblical story which is further combined and modified 
by local myth and belief. As a result, for instance, in the Rotenese origin myth of 
millet, the family of the upper-world (lai) is represented by the Biblical figures 
Abraham [Ibrahim], his wife Sarah (Masarai) and daughter, who bestow millet on the 
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under-world. Congruent with Rotenese interpretative process, the Biblical story in 
which Abraham has a son Isaac is transformed. Thus, the Rotenese-Christians have 
'invented' a daughter for Abraham and not a son. Later, Abraham's wife and 
daughter have the significant role of transporting the millet to the upper-world and 
also to the earth (dae ina). So, as a common theme in the agriculture rituals of Asia, 
females have the capacity and power to generate food stuff for the world. To honour 
Masarai and her daughter, they are called the woman of the right (ina ona - ina mane) 
and the woman of the left (ina i - ina mantuka) in the myth and harvesting ritual of 
millet. 
The narrative of the blood-red millet is also influenced by the Biblical notion of the 
sacrifice of Jesus on the cross. According to the myth, the first millet bestowed on the 
world, the white millet, was insufficient for all human beings. To reach sufficiency 
blood-red millet was generated through the blood of a man who pricked his own 
ankle and walked in sufferance along the fields. The man's suffering and bloodshed 
resemble Jesus's suffering for the well-being of the world. Thus, Rotenese-
Christianity accommodates Biblical notions and adapts them to local cultural 
practices. In addition, all the sacrifices performed in the millet ritual are directed to 
Jesus's famous disciples, such as Peter, James, Andrew or other Biblical figures who 
are familiar to the Rotenese. The offering procedures follow local practices, but the 
addressees of the sacrifice are Biblical characters. A blend of Christian notions and 
indigenous belief inevitably creates distinctive forms of Rotenese Christianity. Thus, 
Christianity is not a strange plant which is cultivated outside of Landu culture, but it 
is well nurtured and grows within the indigenous Rotenese milieu. 
Future research on Rote should examine fully the dialogue between 
traditional/indigenous culture and Christianity which, in many aspects of life, 
permeates the identity of Rotenese-Christians. In the last chapter of this thesis, I 
focused on the relationship between culture and Christianity, using ritual language as 
the traditional media of religious expression in songs and the Biblical story. This is 
only a small step and an initial contribution to a broader theme of contextual theology. 
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The richness of "indigenous esoteric wisdom" (Fox 1980:30) will fade along with the 
departure of Rotenese ritual chanters. There is now no vibrant system (through 
formal education) for the transfer of traditional knowledge from one generation to 
another, and yet the church can provide channels for the ritual chanters (manahelo) to 
communicate their knowledge and wisdom. In other words, local culture will survive 
if it engages with church practices in its forms of liturgy. 
While narrowing the focus on Landu as an area of study, future research will need to 
study the changing conditions of Landu socially and politically. Rapid change began 
in 2000 when Rote was declared an autonomous district (Kabupaten Rote Ndao ). The 
development (Ind. pemekaran) of existing sub-districts into new sub-districts, such as 
Kecamatan Rote Barat and Rote Selatan, will have considerable consequences for 
Rote. In Landu, such changes could create new social disputes. The proposed name 
for a new sub-district is Kecamatan Landu-Leko. This name is perceived by some 
people as a sensitive issue, especially among the outsiders, since they considered 
themselves as non-autochthonous to Landu. Potentially the Daiama people might 
choose to merge with Ringgou, with whom they have a similar cultural background. 
Steps toward the development of this new sub-district must begin with the 
establishment of more villages in the Landu area to meet the basic criteria of a new 
sub-district. New basic roads from Sotimori to Pante Rote (in Daiama village), and 
from Kenamoen to Namohena (on the border of Sotimori and Bolatena village) have 
been opened to reduce the long isolation of the people and to improve the local 
economy (Pante Rote and Namohena are the best locations to cultivate seaweed in 
Landu). The Rote Timur Camat has begun a program of moving people close to the 
new road (Ind. trans-lokasi/translok) in 2007, which has prompted protests from the 
villagers. The main issue relates to the water sources, which are scarce in Landu. 
Another concern relates to the booming seaweed cultivation in Landu. Seaweed 
cultivation is perceived as an opportunity to improve family livelihoods. Thus, the 
Landu coastal area has attracted people from neighbouring domains such as Diu and 
Ringgou as well as Sotimori, Bolatena and Daiama, to cultivate outside their village 
territory. These developments have raised issues over the rights of the local 
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population to occupy the coasts versus the rights of outsiders, the payment of tax to 
the host village, and the passage for fishing boats in the narrow strait of Mulut Seribu. 
This thesis is thus the beginning of a continuing study of Landu, a domain whose 
exceptional development on Rote makes it a remarkable field of ethnographic 
research. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1. 
Landu dynastic genealogy of the J ohanis family as quoted from Staatblaadboek 
The ancestor of the Johanis family, Lasi Noa, came from Eastern Savu. He came to Rote 
due to the unsatisfactory distribution of heirlooms with his brother. He came to Rote in 
about 1625 by riding a crocodile, and he carried two swords and one spear with gold 
bananas and red sugarcane as his food. 
Lasi Noa met Landu L~ko, the ancestor of the Lelaanan family at Ba Namon (close to 
Oekae). Lasi Noa and Landu Leko were tied by family relationship, and both pledged at 
Landu Lain, "There will be neither fight nor marriage between their descendents". 
Lasi Noa later became Landu regent. 
Lasi Noa begat Terna Kuman Lasi. Terna Kuman Lasi begat Mai Terna. Mai Terna was 
replaced by his son, Mandi Mai. Mandi Mai's son is Poi Mandi. Poi Mandi's son is Lalai 
Poi, Lalai Poi's son is Kekeo Lai. Kekeo Lai's son is Ate Kekeo. Kekeo Ate's son is Lali 
Ate, and Lalai Ate's son is Feoh-Feoh Lai. Feoh-feoh Lai's son is Masu Feoh. Masu 
Feoh's son is Eba Masu. Eba Masu's son is Mada Eba. Mada Eba's son is Lai Mada. Lai 
Mada's son is Londa Lai. Londa Lai's son is Poi Londa. Anak Poi Londa's son is Tua Poi. 
Tua Poi's son is Tarmusu Tua. Tarmusu Tua's son is Leleu Tarmusu, Leleu Tarmusu's son 
is Dulu Leleu, Duku Leleu's son is Pepedu Duku, Pepedu Duku's son is Tu Pepedu, Tu 
Pepedu's son is Bake Tu, Bake Tu's son is Laynama Bake, Lainama Bake's son is Tapasik 
Lai, Tapasik Lai's son is Betu Tapasik, Betu Tapasik's son is Loleh Betu, Loleh Betu's son 
is Dua Loleh (Dusi Dua). Dusi Dua was replaced by his son, Kelonama Dusi. Kelonama 
Dusi was replaced by his son Kai Kelonama. Kai Kelonama was replaced by his son, Bula 
Kai, Bula Kai was replaced by his son, Leteba Bula (Ba Bula). Ba Bula was replaced by his 
son, Tetelai Ba, Tetelai Ba was replaced by his son, Keo Tetelai, Keo Tetelai was replaced 
by his son, Dale Keo Lima. 
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Dale Keo Lima was in power when the Portuguese came to Rote in 1521. Dale Keo Lima 
was followed by Nondi Keo, Nondi Keo was replaced by Keolima Nondi, Keolima Nondi 
was replaced by Bane Keolima, Bane Keolima was replaced Surah Bane. 
In the time of Bane Sura, the Portuguese government lost its power. At that time, Bane Sura 
was killed by his three sons named Puru Haik, Sina Fui Pelo and Sorn Lafa Taka. Surah 
Bane's other son, Dai Lafa Sura, became regent. 
After that, Dai Lafa Sura was replaced by Bane Dai Lafa. (During his time the Dutch took 
power in Rote in 1613). It is said that due to his sister's death (Ina Sepe Nondi), the regent 
was so sad he temporarily gave Ndu Adi, from Sura Teik clan, power to govern. Ndu Adi 
was only deputy regent for five years. 
It is said that there was disorder and anarchy in Ndu Adi's government, so the temukung-
temukung and board of adat took back the tongkat kerajan and returned it to Bane Dai Lafa 
Bane Dai Lafa was followed by his brother Dale Bane, who in turn was followed by his son 
Paulus Johanis. 
Paulus Johanis was replaced by Soleman Johanis. Soleman Johanis was replaced by 
Abraham Johanis; Abraham Y ohanis was replaced by Kristofel Johanis (deputy only). 
Kristofel Johanis was replaced by Wellem Johanis. 
Wellem Johanis was replaced by his son Johanis Wellem Johanis. He was replaced by his 
brother, Jusuf Wellem Johanis, and then he was replaced by his brother Daud Wellem 
Johanis. He was replaced by the son of Jusuf Wellem Johanis, Lazarus Jusuf Johanis. Then 
he was replaced by his younger brother Mateos Jusuf Johanis (26 August 1916). At that 
time, the fetor system was banned. He then was replaced by Marten Mateos Johanis as 
deputy regent until 1959, who became regent in 1961. In 1966 the swapraja system was 
abolished. 
Quoted from the Staatbladboek by 
D.E. Johanis, 3 July 1997. 
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Appendix 2. 
Households in each hamlet according to clan affiliation 
Village/hamlets Clans (leo) Total number of 
households in the clan 
I. SOTIMORI 
1. Oebafi Bateik 4 
Suramalai 11 
15 
2. Modale Suramalai 10 
Dael aka 5 
15 
3. Daeurendale Bateik 13 
Suraamalai 7 
Landu i 6 
Raioon 5 
Ledulu 2 
33 
4. Nusa Paralain Suraamalai 11 
Bateik 2 
13 
5. Sipou Suraamalai 9 
Remiku 6 
Surateik 4 
lkuseri 4 
Landu i 3 
Taetu 2 
Mo' 1 
Nondi 1 
30 
6. Oendui Suraamalai 9 
Ledulu 7 
Remiku 6 
lkuseri 5 
Surateik 3 
Bateik 3 
Daelaka 2 
35 
7. Kenamoen Anabako 11 
Surateik 9 
Remiku 7 
Suraamalai 5 
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Taetu 5 
37 
8. Inalo Surateik 32 
Remiku 17 
Anabako 2 
lkuseri 2 
Suraamalai 1 
54 
II. BOLATENA 
1. Oemasi Surateik 24 
lkuseri 10 
Mo' 7 
Deruteik 7 
Mali 5 
Remiku 3 
Teetu 3 
59 
2. Seleai Surateik 7 
Remiku 3 
Sani 1 
11 
3. Korlok lkuseri 13 
lngusudi 13 
Taetu 12 
Lulu' 12 
Sani 11 
Dolateik 9 
Remiku 8 
Surateik 2 
Nonditeik 1 
Mali 1 
82 
4. Nordale Remiku 15 
Mali 13 
lkuseri 13 
Taetu 10 
Nondi 8 
Mo' 7 
lngusudi 5 
Dael aka 2 
Sani I 
74 
5. Karfao lkuseri 16 
Henuteik 5 
Sani 5 
Mali 4 
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Bateik 3 
Kaikoe/bilba 3 
Suraamalai 2 
Tananggoe 2 
Remiku 2 
Mo' 2 
Loden/diu 2 
Surateik 1 
Daelaka 1 
Ingusudi 1 
Lulu' 1 
50 
111.DAIAMA 
1. Soao 
Raipo 29 
Naladai Toto 17 
Anakai 16 
Lamalu 10 
Anabako 8 
Ledulu 7 
Naladai Roki 7 
Naladai Kale 3 
Urusama 3 
Tutudila 2 
102 
2. Bakarolean Anakai 11 
Mansea 7 
Tutudila 5 
Naladai Roki 5 
Lamalu 4 
Naladai Kale 2 
Raipon 1 
Naladai Toto 1 
36 
3. Airani Anakai 11 
Naladai Kale 11 
N aladai Roki 4 
Lamalu 4 
Tutudila 2 
Raipon 2 
Ledulu 1 
35 
4.Maeoe ·Anakai 11 
Naladai Kale 4 
Lamalu 4 
Ledulu 3 
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Tutudila 3 
Anabako 2 
Raipon 1 
28 
5. Pante Rote Naladai Toto 11 
Kedati 10 
Tutudila 8 
Anakai 6 
Raipon 3 
Ledulu 3 
Taetu 2 
Kaikoe 2 
45 
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Appendix 3. 
The list offam of each clan (leo) in Landu. 
Villa2e Hamlets Clans (leo) Fam Domain of ori2in 
Sotimori 1. Deurendale, Bateik Johanis Landu 
Oebafi Ringgou 
2. Kenamoen, Surateik Matasisna, Surah, Landu, Dengka, 
Sipou, Oebafi Menoh, Bessi, Muris Termanu, 
Akulain, Adi, Haiain, Korbaffo 
Seubelan, Bulan, 
Haiama, Sina, Ballo 
3. Deurendale Landu I Ndun, Titus, Landu 
Bokomau 
4. Sipou, Suraamalai Bafadau, Lami, Landu, Ringgou 
Modale, Kedoh, Marolo, 
Oendui, Pisalen, Lapa, Nato, Masoda, 
Deurendale, Matau, Rikou 
Kenamoen 
5. Kenamoen, Remiku Hun, Iu, Surah Landu 
Oemasi, Lakabela, Falin 
Nordale 
6. Kenamoen, Raipon Risi Landu,Ringgou 
Nusaparalain 
8. Oendui, Daelaka Lelaama Landu 
Modale 
9. Oendui., Ledulu N adek, Marini Landu 
Modale 
Bolatena 1. Korlok Bateik Johanis Landu 
2. Oemasi Remiku Lakabela, Ruli, Hun, Landu 
Surah, Rote, Luki 
3 Korlok, Taetu Muris, Io, Teti, Tuti, Landu 
Nordale Paparu 
4 Oemasi Mali Fa'ah, Io, Oan. Ringgou 
Toulai, Meka 
5 Nordale Nonditeik Hun, Lakabela, Io, Landu 
Matasina, Fa'ah 
6 Oemasi Mo' Bulan, (Nordale), Korbafo, Timor 
Kause (Oemasi), 
Tokoh (Karfao) 
7 Karfao, Saniteik Hun, Surah, Henuk, Thie, Korbafo 
Korlok Todua, Tasi, Ledoh, 
Suenan 
8. Dolanamon, Dolateik Amseke Landu 
Korlok 
9. Korlok Ingusudi Sodakain, Mengana, Korbafo 
Ngeon. 
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10. Oemasi, Surateik Meno, Ngongoek, Termanu, Landu, 
Korlok Akulain, Sura, Besi, Dengka 
Ndolu 
11 Korlok, Lulu' Ndolu, Nalle, Oan, Ringgou, Timor 
Oemasi Ka use 
12. Korlok Ikuseri Matasina, Rai, Rui, Landu, Ringgou, 
Bane, Pelle, Lete, Bilba 
Bane 
Daiama 1. Soao, Anakai Anakai, Mada, Ringgou, 
Bakarolean Rili, Bola, Doma, Termanu 
Roan 
2.Soao Anabako- Rote, Ima, Reta, Ringgou, Bilba 
Rote Dedeo, Tulia, 
Laun. 
3. Soao, Maioe Lamaluk Leoh, Kolifai, Lai, Ringgou, Ndao 
Koek, Mandoi, 
Forah 
4.Soao Raipon Daiteik: Doro, Ringgou, Ndao 
Sisa, Raipon: 
Feroh, Mesa,Bero, 
Riu 
5. Soao, Maeoe, Tutudila Batuk, Lai, Poi Ringgou 
Pante Rote 
Man sea Non, Timu, Bilba 
Manafe, Liman, 
Dama 
Daemea Data, Soruh, Ringgou 
Eduoe, Sopa, 
Sina, Tali, Mesa 
Naladai Lai, Tenu, (Roen, Ringgou 
Kale Saik, Klass) 
Naladai Bulan, Keri Ringgou 
Roki 
Naladai Fa, Eik, Maku, Ringgou 
Toto Loko, Bea 
Urusama Tenu, (Lofa, Ringgou, Ndao 
Laelu, Faki, Doro) 
Doi, 
Ledulu Matara, Nadek, Landu 
Johanis 
Kedati Dama, Fatu, Ndao, Bilba 
Bunga, Ranoh, 
Ala, Fia, Lenan 
6. Usu Apaseri Seseli, Siki, Tari, Ringgou 
Dedeo 
Mansea Manafe, Liman Bilba 
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Appendix 4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
SUTI SOLO DO BINA BANE 
Manahelo: ALEXANDER MADA 
Tui feta leo Lale Ora (This is) a story about a woman 
called Lole Ora 
Ma ina Leo Noa Bafo And about a mother called Noa 
Bafo 
N anea neu tini (They) watched garden fields 
Ma na sala nai rene Guarded rice fields 
Nai mete neu mete neu Kept watching every day 
Ma relu neu relu neu Kept guarding all day 
Te bete a dio hu Because the bete seeds were full 
Dio hu e'etu (They) were ready to be picked 
Ma hade a kaboa peda And the rice was mature 
Kaboa o'oru (It) was ready to be harvested 
Boaema duas ka dedea reo Meanwhile the two started 
talking 
Ma duas ka nafada reo, And the two started chatting, 
rae: saying: 
Beka nae pena esa nai Rao Ma Once there was a cob of com at 
beba esa nai Rai Ndao and one stalk of palm at 
Rai 
Ma tui tua esa nai Safu And also there was a story about 
a palm tree at Savu 
Fo beba esa nai Safa And about one stalk of palm at 
Savu. 
Besa ki na duas dedea leo Then the two started talking 
Ma teluka rafada leo, rae: And the three started chatting, 
saying: 
De teli tadi beba esa A bamboo (knife) sliced a palm 
stalk 
Ma sosa ta lafa esa And a machete cut dried wood 
De ana bubui se 'o When she mounted these 'o 
Ma sea fepa dea It hit her back shoulder 
Ma teri kokondo rai She raised the rai 
Te rai a aha don The rai was made out of cotton 
threads 
Te rai e a dadi Then the rai grew 
Mase' o bui mori These' o developed 
Boema rae meti bai koa kako The sea was glossy 
Ma tasi bai dulu pi/a And the ocean was shiny 
De sua se 'o nai !aka Then they carried se 'o on their 
heads 
Ma rui rai nai arun They mounted rai on their 
shoulders 
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30. Tehu ria neme ria /eo The story ended just as such 
31. Ma na neme na leo It accomplished just as such 
32. Te tui tute na /eo And the core of the story such as 
this 
33. Ma nafada kalun na leo And the essence of the story 
such as this 
34. F ai na feto a Lasi Luli Once upon a time a woman 
called Lasi Luli (lit. sacred 
forest) 
35. Ma Ina na Nura Huta And a mother called Nura Huta 
(lit. deep jungle) 
36. Tu na Henu Sain (She) took Henu Sain (lit. deep 
sea) 
37. Ma sao na a Riti Liu (She) married Riti Liu (lit. dark 
ocean), 
38. De boki a ina Fe 'o Nura And bore a woman called Fe'o 
Nura 
39. Ma lae a Manu Oa Lasi And gave birth to Manu Oa Lasi 
40. Boeama Lasi Lulik o 'e beli Afterwards Lasi Luli requested 
bride wealth 
41. Ma Nura Huta hue pae And Nura Huta asked for bride 
price 
42. Baoema Riti Liu kekere So, Riti Liu was furious 
43. Ma Henu San namanasa And Henu Sain got mad 
44. De fai na Riti Liu ta fe Riti Liu refused 
45. Ma Henu Sai ta fe Henu Sain refused 
46. Boeama fe ruli a neu So, (he) offered storm 
47. Ma fe saku a mai And (he) produced a big wave 
48. De saku a na pode /eo Then the wave started bubbling 
49. Ma ruli a naedo leo The storm started blowing 
50. Boema saku na pode leo So, the wave bubbling 
51. Ma ruli naedo leo And the thunderstorm started 
52. Besakina ero heni Bina ki na It dug out the Bina' s intestine 
53. Ma pode heni Suti aten It scooped out the Suti' s heart 
54. Fo Suti aten lilo The Suti' s golden heart 
55. Ma Bina ma ki riti And the Bina's silver lymph 
56. De ria neme ria leo The story ended just as such 
57. Ma na neme na leo It concluded just as such 
58. De feto Lole Ora sua se 'o neu The woman Lole Ora carried 
lakan se'o on her head 
59. Ma ina Noa Bafo rarai rai neu And the mother Noa Bafo 
a run carried rai on her shoulder 
60. Meti bai dulu pi/a The sea was still shiny from the 
moon light 
61. Ma tasi bei koa kako And the ocean was glossy 
62. De mana rai rarano The rai woman scooped (the 
fish) 
63. Ma mana se 'o to to' o The se 'o mother clapped the se 'o 
arms 
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64. Tehu rai na Suti Solo But the rai scooped up Suti Solo 
65. Mase 'o a Bina Bane And the se'o shoveled Bina 
Bane 
66. Se 'o toto 'o heni The se 'o was then shaken 
67. Ma rai rarano heni And the rai was then rocked 
68. Boema Bina dedea a leo Then the Bina started to talk 
69. Ma .Suti nafada leo, nae: And the Suti started to speak, 
saying: 
70. Uma ta/a uma teu (I) Have no house to go to 
71. Ma lo ta/a lo teu (I) Have no place to take refuge 
72. De lo rao lo mai But now the refuge place comes 
73. Ma uma ta/a uma mai And the dwelling place comes 
74. Mai tasi tebu re lain (It) comes with the surface of the 
sea 
75. Ma lo'ofa lain (It) comes with the surface of the 
flood 
76. De feta Lale Ora nafada And the woman Lole Ora started 
to speak 
77. Ma ina Noa Bafo dedea, rae: And the mother Noa Bafo started 
to talk, saying: 
78. Mo tere tasi leo Go with the sea waste 
79. Ma mu mo hambau leo And move with the sea litter 
80. Boema Suti Solo ma Bina Bane So the Suti Solo and the Bina 
dedea rae: Bane responded, saying: 
81. A malolea so That is fine 
82. Tehu timu rasa dua dulu But when the east monsoon 
broke 
83. Fo ma fa heni hambau It swept away the waste ofthe 
sea 
84. Ma fa rasa fali !aka And when the head of the 
current flooded 
85. Fo koka heni tere tasi It creaked the sea wastes 
86. Ma Suti o u bea bali Then where would Suti go 
87. Ma Bina o u bea bali And where should Bina go 
88. Fo bolu no bea bali With whom would I cry 
89. Ma namatani bea bali With whom would I ask 
90. Boema Lale Ora nafada Than the Lole Ora told 
91. Ma noa Bafo dedea nae: And Noa Bafo said: 
92. Mu mo boa namo "Go and stay at the mangrove on 
the beach 
93. Sano ma mo pia oli Go and stay at the cliff on shore" 
94. Boema Suti Solo nafada Than the Suti Solo said 
95. Ma Bina Bane dedea,nae: And the Bina Bane spoke, 
saymg: 
96. Mo boa namo "staying with a mangrove at the 
beach 
97. Mapia oli And the cliff on shore 
98. A malole ma so Was fine as well 
99. Tehu leo a sosa doe tei pia sina But if the machete swings 
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100. Huka heni boa namo To chop the beach mangrove 
101. Ma atu asa pio oli lo 'o heni pia And the sand stone comes to axe 
oli the shore cliff 
102. Na u o bea bali? Then where should I go again?" 
103. Na sono mo timi di Then just go to the wood post 
104. Do halo tua And the palm pole 
105. Boema na au o timi di "If I will be with th~ wood post 
106. Do halo tua And the palm pole 
107. A maloleso That is fine 
108. Te leo bou tua hene uma But if jars of sugar palm fill the 
house 
109. Ma fati bete ae lo And buckets of millet are raised 
to the platform (of the house) 
110. Fo seld heni timi di To move the post 
111. Ma tefe heni halo tua To shift the palm pole 
112. Na u bea bali? Then where should I go again?" 
113. Na sono mu mo bu/an bibi rifun If so, just go to the moon of 
hundreds of goats 
114. Ma mu ledo apa natun na And just go to the sun of 
thousands of water buffaloes. 
115. "De a ledo apa natun a malole "It is fine (to stay) with sun of 
so hundreds of water buffaloes 
116. Ma o bu/an bibi rifun na a mara And it is fine also to stay with 
so the moon of thousands of goats 
'117. Tehu leo bu/an bibi ara mai But ifthe moon of goats comes 
lil 
118. Fo bibi rifun hake heni peu ai And thousands of goats shift the 
wood fence 
119. Ma ledo apa natun ara mai And the sun of the hundreds of 
water buffaloes move in 
120. Ma a fetu hai to batu To break the stone fence 
121. Na u bea bali? Then where should I go again?" 
122. Sano mu mo bou tua Than just go to the jars of the 
sugar palm 
123. Ma mu mo fati bete And with the buckets of millet 
124. Ma nae mu mo bou tua malole "It is fine to stay with jars of 
so sugar palm 
125. Ma mo fati bete a mara so And it is also fine to stay with 
buckets of millet 
126. Tehu /eo a pa 'u a ranoko mai But if guests come as much as 
the shading leaves 
127. Ma Jui a ranonda mai And visitors come endlessly 
128. F o hai heni bou tua To empty the jars of sugar palm 
129. Ma ra'afati bete And to eat up buckets of millet 
130. Nau o bea ba/i Where should I go again?" 
131. Na sono mu mo Lasi Lulik If so, just go to Lasi Luli 
132. MaNuraHuta And with Nura Huta 
133. Ma mae mo Lasi Lulik a malole " It is fine to be with Lasi Luli 
so 
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134. Te leo sosa dei tei sina a mai But ifthe machete swings in 
135. Ma huka heni Lasi Lulik And slashes the Lasi Lulik 
136. Ma atu asa oli mai And the sand stone of the beach 
movesm 
137. Fo lo' o heni Nura Huta To chop down the Nura Ruta 
138. Mau bea bali Then where should I go again?" 
139. Nae sono mu mo lete leo If so just go to be with 
mountaineers 
140. Ma mu mo nusa iku Go to be with villagers 
141. Ma nae nusa iku a malole so "It is fine to be in the village 
142. Ma nae mo lete le a amara so And it is also fine to be with the 
villagers on the mountain 
143. Te leo lete leo a hiru But if the villagers on the 
mountain go away 
144. Ma nusa iku a hai And the domain is unoccupied 
145. Ma u o bea bali Where should I go again?" 
146. Na sono mu mo isi tu/a If so, just go to be with the cord 
of the palm stalk 
147. Ma mu mo londafepa Just go to be with the cord of 
gebangpalm 
148. Fo ele puru mo londa fepa So that you could rot together 
with gebang cord 
149. Ma etu mo isi tu/a And be broken with the cord of 
palm stalk 
150. Nai a etu mo isi tu/a nai tini dale Be broken with cord of palm 
stalk in the field 
151. Ma puru mo londa fepa nai rene Be rotten with gebang palm in 
. dale rice field . 
152. Boema besa ka ta sefi so This story cannot be argued 
more 
153. Ma nate 'e na so It stopped there 
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DOLA/BOREU (BIN MAMATES) 
Mama Tin Anakay-Masi 
Awe papa e, papa e ma ua bali 
de, papa ma nale bali de papa te 
Awe ho au de papa ma, nale au 
papa ma, ua ana ma kai mai papa 
Ma nale falu ina a mai a papa de 
Awe papa e, au teteni neu lete leo 
Ma au tani neu le/a iku papa de 
De dedea mo lu mata 
Ma au atane no pinu idu papa te 
Awe papa e, mana bold o na 
Ma mana sue o na 
Mana sofa au o na 
Ma mana sue au o na 
Tu heni ne o sosota ma papa na 
Kari heni nai mamaku neu au 
papa te · 
Awe papa e, te tuka noi ana ma a 
hoe ma papa ma 
Nai falu ina a bali papa te 
Bea ri na nai sue au 
Ma bea ri na lai au ana ma papa 
. De Jo ri pa/a neu au 
Ma bati neu falu ina papa o 
Awe papa, papa bold o na 
Mana sue au o na 
Mana o'o au o na 
Mana pu balanau o na 
Bea ri na sipo au 
Fo kati neu mana bold 
Ma bea ri nai o 'o au sama leo 
mana lae 
De pu balanau papa o 
Awe papa o papa bold o na 
Mana sue au o na 
Au ande buko papa de 
H edis leo rao ia 
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Oh father, father, and how about my 
fortune, father and how about my fate 
Oh father, I, oh father, my fortune 
and my fate as an orphan, I walk 
here, father 
And fortune as widow, arrive here 
father 
Oh father, I am asking the mountain 
dwellers 
And I am questioning the plains 
people oh father. 
Asking with tears in the eyes 
And I am questioning with mucus in 
the nose, oh father 
Oh papa e, who bears me 
And who loves me 
He who is tired because of me 
And who loves me 
Cast away/dry out your tiredness, oh 
father 
Abandoning your tiredness for me, oh 
father 
Oh father, because I am not just an 
orphan only, and oh father 
But as a widow too, oh father 
Who will love me 
And who will give affection for me 
the orphan child, of father 
Because who else is sharing with me 
And distributes towards a widow, 
father 
Oh father, my real father who 
Who loves me 
Who cradles me 
Who has a soft lap 
Who else will receive me 
To replace him who beget 
And who else will cradle me like you 
the birth giver 
Because of the soft lap, o father 
Oh father, father who bears 
He is who loves me 
I assume, oh father 
Illness like this 
32 Ma raus leo-leo ria papa de And sickness such as this, father 
33 Hedis de namahai Illness will delay 
34 Ma raus de namahihi papa te And sickness will impede, father 
35 Awe papa e, selu dasi a mai Oh father, a voice is coming 
36 Ma lole hara a mai papa te And a good sound is de8cending, 
father 
37 Papa Im de na tikti nala balu lain Father has laid in the coffin 
38 Ma hene nala tonda lain de And has ascended into the casket 
39 Awe papa e lae lima ta nai na Oh father, hands that carry me have 
gone 
40 Ma toto 'o lima ta nai ria papa te And hands that clap have disappeared 
41 Du idu nai na Only grumbling over there 
42 De hede mata nai ria o And only false-hearted here 
43 Sele dale neu dale a Regret in my heart 
44 Ma tua tein nai teik And disappointed in my 
inside/stomach 
45 Sale dale ana ma Im papa Regret of you father 
46 Ma tua tein falu ina papa tei And disappointed as widow, oh father 
47 Awe papa e, nusa iku de tetekti au Oh father, island dwellers are 
fostering me 
48 Ma lete /eo de here au de papa And mountain settlers are picking me 
hoe up, oh father 
49 Here ma ana ma papa de Picking up the orphan, father 
50 Tetekti falu ina papa te And choose the widow, father 
51 Awe papa, au ua Im ria Oh father, this is my fate 
52 Ma au nale Im ria ma And this is my destiny 
53 De losa do na neu papa de And goes continually, father 
54 Losa neten na neu papa de Until it reaches its peak, father 
55 Mana sue au de He who loves me 
56 Mana lai au papa te He who cares for me, father 
57 Awe papa e, au doko doe mana Oh father, I hardly imagine my 
bokia begotten father 
58 Ma tae bani manalae papa And I reflect you who gave birth to 
me, father 
59 Tehu nitu mai pa/a mana boki a But the ancestor spirit came and 
separated him who bears 
60 Ma mu/a mai pa/a manalae papa And ghost came and divided him who 
de gave birth, father 
61 Awe ... e,fo ela noi ami ha papa e Oh father, left four of us, father 
62 Ami esa no uman a We are in each of our houses 
63 Esa no hai Ion a papa Each with their residence, father 
64 Tehu dale ana ma bai nai na But regrets as an orphan still there 
65 Te falu ina a bai nai ria And as a widow is here 
66 Tehu namahedi nai dale But sorrow is in my heart 
67 Ma tua tein nai .teik papa te And sadness is in my inside 
68 Awe papa e papa boki o na Oh father, my real father 
69 Ma mana sue au o na He who loves me 
70 Mana o'o au o na He who cradles me 
71 Bea ri na tekti anama a bali Who else will pick an orphan 
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72 Bea ri here na o falu ina Who else will choose a widow 
73 De ta sama leo papa bold o na Will not be the same as my real father 
74 Sama leo mana lae o na papa o Similar to him who gave birth, oh 
father 
75 Awe papa e, papa ete ami deta Oh father, father, we are like 
leo manu iku a papa de chickens of the land, father 
76 Nesu iku a ru papa a When the sound of mortar for 
pounding the rice, father 
77 Ami le reo ma/a nesu iku We are bringing ourselves to the 
mortar (for food) 
78 Ma ild tua ra to papana And when a crusher of the palm tree 
taper is beating 
79 Ami dili reo ao, We are carrying ourselves 
80 Ami ua ma/a basa sira papa na These are all our destiny, father 
81 Ami nala sira de, All our fate 
82 Aft tao-tao na nale papa de Considering our fate, oh father 
83 Du 'a tao o a nale papa e Thinking of our destiny, oh father 
84 Awe papa e, leo na papa e Oh father, if this is a situation, father 
85 Malole basa sira All are fine 
86 Ma mara basa sira papa te And all are right, father 
87 Tao-tao a na le Considering this fate 
88 Ma dua tau nale papa te And thinking of this destiny, father 
89 Ri malole de papa te Sounding fine, father 
70 Ri mara de papa o Sounding right, father 
71 Awe papa o, lao na mu de Jo Oh father, walk to find an answer 
teteni neu nitu among spirits 
72 Mu de mamatani neu mu/a Go and ask questions among the 
ghosts 
73 Manaboki a lai lain Who gave birth are still alive 
74 Ma manalae teteka buna ara And we are those who divided our 
flowers 
75 De hehere boa a de papa te . And picked up your fruit/child, oh 
father 
76 Awe papa, buna a retake/a Oh father, the flowers are spreading 
77 Boa a ratakari The fruits are extended 
78 Tehu retakari nai lete papa ma But extend on the mountain, father 
79 Ratakela a nai mo Spreading on the valley 
80 De teteka a bu ao And when we come across each other 
81 Ma de dili a reo ao And when we meet each other 
82 Tao-tao a na le Considering this fate 
83 Dua-dua ia le papa boki e Thinking of this destiny, oh father 
84 Awe papa bold o na Oh father, 
85 Namanene neu au na Listen to me 
86 Falu ina au na A widow lam 
87 Namanene au papa te Pay attention to me, oh father 
88 Ana ma neu au de I am an orphan 
89 Hata Id ta'a I have got nothing 
90 Ma nuld ta'a And poor I am 
91 Ta pa/a manaboki a na Nobody shares with me 
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92 Ta bati manalae fa papa te Nobody distributes with me who gave 
birth 
93 Pala uni lu mata Share with tears 
94 Bati uni neu pinu idu Distribute with snuffles 
95 Losa do na neu Goes continually, 
96 Losa neten na neu papa e Until reach the peak, oh father 
97 Awe papa boki o na Oh father, 
98 Mu de Jo ramo buna a rai na Leave and join with the flower/child 
over there 
99 Fode rai dia na Gather with them 
100 Mu de Jo toko mo manaboki rai Depart to assemble with them who 
na gave birth over there 
101 De bai Jo ola anama In order to tell the story of a spit out 
orphan 
102 Gafu ela falu ina ra de To shake out the widow 
103 De dili ma reo ao Because we are gathered 
104 Ma teteka ra bu ao anama And joined with each other as 
orphans 
105 Malole basa sira papa te All are just fine, father 
106 Saka tao a na le Considering our fate 
107 F o dua tao ia le papa boki e And thinking of our destiny 
108 Awe papa boki o na Oh father 
109 Mana sue au o na He who loved me 
110 Mana o'o au o na He who cradled me 
111 Mana ifa au o na He who puts me on his lap 
112 Te a namaneda bu/a sio a rara Because thinking of the nine months, 
papao father 
113 Teu telu rara papa a Three years, father 
114 Leku ala i- ala ona Leaning to the left and right 
115 Lao ela i a ona Gazing to the left and right 
116 Leku dulu-leku muri Leaning to the east and west 
117 Nafarene bu/a sio Remembering the nine months 
118 Nafarene teu ka telufe meti dale Remembering the three years makes 
iapapa a me miserable, oh father 
119 Tehu nai nitu papa/a But the spirit has come and divided 
120 Ma mu/a babati papa na And the ghost separates, oh father 
121 Sale dale ta nai na There is no regret 
122 Tua teik ta nai ria And there is no sadness 
123 Awe papa e, papa ae te malole Oh father, father, all are fine 
basa sira 
124 Ma te mara basa sira And all are right 
125 Te o oe a fa so bati lolo Because the sea divides the strait 
126 De fa basa deten de puafala bati And the stream floods and separates a 
kin love bonding 
127 Fa bas a don ia papa e Flooding and washing everything out, 
oh father 
128 . Awe papa boki o Oh father 
129 Mana sue au o na He who loved me 
130 Mana lai au o na He who gave birth to me 
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131 Tatakari lena tini papa de Sowing out the field border, father 
132 Tatakari losa do na neu Spreading to distant and far 
132 Tatabiti rota osi do Chewing an arbila bean's leaves 
133 Tate rete bete osi na neu papa e We are asking for food/millet from 
other, oh father 
134 Awe papa bold o na Oh father 
135 Mana sue au o na He who loved me 
136 Mana neaau He who protected me 
137 Ma de ma mananene falu ina a But listen to this widow 
138 Ma dete namatani neme le seri And she who is asking from the other 
river sides 
139 Ma bolu nai le tatada ia ma papa And crying at the river banks, oh 
de father 
140 Mana o 'o anama ia bei ta 'a He who cradled the orphan has gone 
141 Mana ifa falu ina rai bea And where is, he who carried on the 
lap 
142 Fo mana ifafo sama reo Whose carrying will be similar to the 
manaboki papa de beloved father 
143 Awe papa e, papa ate mete neu u Oh father, father look at the orphan 
anama 
144 Mete neu falu ina papa ma Look at the widow, father 
145 Re/u ala i, relu ala ona See to the left, see to the right 
146 Tehu relu neu lu mata But see towards the tearful eyes 
147 Tehu relu neu pinu idu papa But see towards the snuffling nose 
148 Ma/ale basa sira ma All just fine 
149 Du teteni neu /ete lea papa When asking the mountain dwellers, 
father 
150 Au teteni no dedea I am asking and speaking 
151 Ma au atani neu le/a iku papa o And I am questioning the land 
settlers, father 
152 . Au natane no nafada I am asking and telling 
153 Ma/ale basa sira neu anama ia All is just fine for me the orphan, oh 
papae father 
154 Na/efalu ina ia ma The fate of this widow 
155 Awe papa e, au peda nae dale Oh father, I keep all in my heart 
156 Fua neu teik losa do na neu And mounting in my inside forever 
157 Losa nete na neu Until eternally 
158 De ta bubua Until we will unite 
159 De ta nesa no esa Until we will find each other 
160 De ta tutui nai na And we will tell stories over there 
161 De ta neta na lai ala le seri papa And we will meet each other up there 
te on the other river banks, o father. 
162 Nai saka tao ia u How come like this 
163 Ri dua tao ia do For what reason have things 
happened this way 
164 Ma/ale basa sira All just fine 
165 Awe papa e, lea na papa o Oh father, if this is the way 
166 Sale dale neu tua teik Regret on my inside 
167 Nai teik ka papa te On my soul oh father 
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168 Ledo nai muri so papa te The sun is already in the West, father 
169 Tehu ina anama ka papa But this orphan, father 
170 Ina mana saka papa hoe papa The woman who searches for you 
father 
171 Ma falu ina tehu ledo nai muri And a widow, but the sun is already 
papa te in the West, father 
172 Bei teteni anama nai le seri Then consider orphans on the other 
side of a river bank 
173 Bei do do falu ina neu tatada Then think of the widow on the other 
papa te side 
174 Nai malole basa sira papa As all just fine, father 
175 Mara basa sira papa de All just right, father 
176 Awe papa ae, te ae mamaneda Oh father, but remembering the 
anamaa orphan 
177 Ana ka ha Jo ri ma lae ina a dua The four children who gave birth to 
the two women 
178 Fo bold tou ka dua de And delivered the two sons 
179 Neu bold feto a ma papa e And delivered a daughter, father 
180 Fo bold torono tou bold papa dei And gave birth to a brother, father 
181 Ma ma mara sira And all just fine 
182 Fofeto mara sira Because all are sisters 
183 Torono tou mara sira All are brothers 
184 Malole basa sira papa e All are just fine, father 
185 Saka tau nana neu And continually like that. 
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Appendix 6. 
BINIPOPORA 
Manahelo A. Mada 
1. Wife-givers Ami dale meti o 3x Allow us to come inside 
(3x) 
2. Wife-takers Dalemai o Please come in 
3. Ae mae boso bi Ascend, do not be afraid 
4. Ma hene mae boso mae And climb, do not be 
ashamed 
5. Wife-givers Au ae bifo bi I ascend with fear 
6. Au ae hene maae Jo mae I climb with shame 
7. Karena au e dele tatata Because I am not tidy 
enough 
8. Tehu tata tarule ere My clothes are not right 
9. Te au rapi tu/a kokoka And the belt of my sarong 
is not tight enough 
10. Tehu kokoka ta palu And the sarong is not 
paun enough to encircle my 
waist 
11 Wife-takers Leo mai rapi tu/a kokoka Although the sarong is not 
tightened properly 
12. Kokoka ta palu paun And the sarong does not 
encircle your waist 
properly 
13. Ma e de/en ta tata And (you) are trembling 
inside 
14. Tata ta rule ere Your clothing is not right 
15. Noi ae hia-hia mai Please ascend with joy 
16. Ma hene ho'o-ho'o mai Climb up with happiness 
17. Te ai o toru tean Because the o tree is 
strong 
18. Ma toru ta sala tean But plane it right to the 
core 
19. Ma tean nai uma lain And the core is inside (the 
upper room of the house) 
20. Ma bala mina tui don And the tui leaf is so soft 
21. Ma tui ta sala don But trace it to the leaf 
23. Don naraa bali Because it is the true leaf 
24. Wife-givers Leo hara matebe It sounds true 
25. Tehu tu bei /usu pao Though she marries, she is 
like a young mango 
26. Ma sao be buna ufa And though she weds, she 
is just like a bud of a 
jambu flower 
27. De bai nai sero soe She is still playing with 
mud 
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28. Ma bei nafiti Juli She is still playing with 
snails/marbles 
29. Wife-takers Leo ma nasero soe Although she is playing 
with mud 
30. Ma beifitifuli And playing with snails 
31. Noi ae hi' a-hi' a mai Just ascend accompanied 
with (female) laughter 
32. Ma hene ho'o-ho'o mai Just climb accompanied 
with (male) laughter 
33. Noi mahelu ai tabubulu Although she does not 
know how to collect fire 
wood 
34. Te te 'o nai uma lain But the FZ (te'o) is in the 
house 
35. Te' o dei naJada The te 'o will tell her 
36. Ma rui oe ta daka Although she does not 
know how to fetch water 
37. Ma susu nana ta nai uma And provide food/ susu to 
dale the house 
38. De mama naJada The mother (HM) will tell. 
her 
39. De te 'o dei nonorin And the te'o will coach her 
40. Wife-givers Hu au ae bi ho bi Sp I am ascending with 
fear 
41. Ma au hene mae ho mae And I am climbing up with 
shame 
42. Karena au bou tua Id Because I have no jars of 
ta'a lontar syrup 
43. Ma au Jati bete Id ta 'a And I have no baskets of 
millet 
44. De au ae bi Jo bi Therefore I am ascending 
in fear 
45. Ma au hene mae Jo mae And I am climbing up in 
shame 
46. Wife-takers Ma ae hene bi boso bi Just climb without fear 
47. Ma ae mae boso mae And ascend without shame 
48. Te bou tua ta 'a lain Although you have no jars 
of lontar syrup 
49. MaJati bete ta'a ion And no baskets of millet in 
the house 
50. Tehu tula esa bobokin Yet we were born from 
one cord of lontar palm 
51. Ma Jepa esa lalaen And we were begotten 
from one cord of gebang 
palm 
52. Wife-givers Mau ma mae leon na so Although you have said so 
53. Ma au hene bi ho bi I still ascend with fear 
54. Ma au hene mae ho mae And I climb up in shame 
55. De au deak boe mari 'i My back shoulder is 
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trembling 
56. Ma au pauk hoe marini And my waist is cold 
57. Karena au hene bulan Because I am ascending 
uma the house of the moon 
58. Hene lea ledo Ion And climbing into the 
dwelling place of the sun 
59. Au aefo mari'i I ascend in trembling 
60. Ma hene ho marini And climb in coolness 
61. Wife-takers Ae boso marini Ascend, do not be afraid 
62. Ma hene boso mari 'i And climb do not tremble 
63. Te fai na tula esa Because we come from 
hobo kin one stalk 
64. De tua kau bobokin And we are born from 
palm thorn 
65. Ma fepa esa lalaen, And one stalk that gave 
birth 
66. De ru bepa lalaen The stalk of gebang that 
gave birth 
67. De hene boso mari 'i So climb up, do not 
tremble 
68. Ma ae boso marini And ascend, do not feel 
cool 
69. Wife-givers Nae lea na de tebe It is true 
70. Tehu au hene ho mari 'i But I climb while 
trembling 
71. Ma ae ho marini And ascend in coolness 
72. Karena au tande pepeu Because I have planted the 
tua palm 
73. De au tande bei mo Ii 'a And I have planted it in a 
dry land 
74. Ma au sele soso 'a mo And I have sown it in all 
fields 
75. De sele mo dae hara And have sown it on the 
dry land 
76. De tande nai dae hara And have planted it on dry 
land 
77. Ma sale mo Ii 'a And sown it on poor soil 
78. Okan ta palu batu The roots do not penetrate 
the rocks 
79. Ma don ta sao daen And the leaves have not 
married the soil 
80. Wife-takers Leo mae don ta sao dae So, the leaves have not 
married the earth 
81. Ma okan ta palu batu And the roots have not 
penetrated the rocks 
82. Noi ae boso mari 'i But come, ascend, do not 
be cold 
83. Ma hene boso marini And climb do not be afraid 
84. Ae ho'o-ho'o mai Ascend up with joy 
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85. Ma hene hi'a-hi'a mai And climb with laughter 
86. Wife-givers Ma neu da na so If you said so 
89. Na au tande nai mo li'a So I plant on dry land 
90. De don ta sao daen Then the leaves do not 
join with the soil 
91. Ma sele neu daen hara And I sow on the poor soil 
92. De okan ta palu batu So its roots do not 
penetrate the rocks 
93. Sadi toli ae neu po/on But just pour water on its 
shoot 
94. Ma sa dae neu hu And add soil on its trunk 
95. Fo ela hu nabero aefo So its trunk climbs up and 
neni hia brings happiness 
96. Fo ela neni buna ra mai And brings out its flower 
97. Ma don nai lai fa-fa And its leaf trailing bit by 
bit 
98 Fo ela neni boan na mai Then brings its fruit 
99. Dua ka tamahena Both of us are happy 
100. Ma dua ka tabani And both of us are joyful 
101. Ela ita ana tabuna taboa Let our children 
be fruitful and be multiply 
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Appendix 7. 
BINI TO NARRATE LAKAMOLA (BINI PULE SIO) 
Manahelo: I. Therik 
1. Hida bei hata 
2. Ma data bei don 
3. Ma tate dua leme dulu 
4. Ma tau telu leme langa 
5. Leme Saum/aid mai 
6. Ma leme Saparua mai 
7. Kolu mai Timu do Sape 
8. Nai Timu do Sape 
9. Sama lea ana ma 
10. Sama lea falu ina 
i 1. Dadi neu ana ma mateka heni 
12. Matu mafuli heni 
13. Barna hai nai oli dale 
14. Ma hai mai le dale 
15. De bafi lua le dale . 
16. Ma sulu lea le dale 
1 7. Tungga noi lutu kue 
18. Ma sanga noi lae tasi na 
19. No pain susuen 
20. Ma no lain babatin 
21. Tate Haiama Tali 
22. Ma tau Pakuama Keo 
23. Neni Pule Sia a mai 
24. Hu sule sou bei ta 
25. Ma hani taka bei ta 
26. Neu lae Pule Sia 
27. Ma peda Poko Falu 
28. Neu batu a lain 
29. Ho Lakamola batun na lain 
30. Ma lae neu kai a lain 
31 .. Ho kai a baken 
32. Ana tule do fali boma bengan nae 
nafafada 
33. Nae tate dua nai na 
34. Ma tau telu nai na 
35. Beluba langan nai lia 
36. Ma Kai Laid nai na 
3 7. Tehu feta mana lui oe be ta 
38. Ma ina manahila kai be ta 
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When there is nothing 
And the time is still far 
And two boys from the east 
And three men from the head 
Come from Saumlaki 
And come from Saparua 
Descend at Timu and Sape 
At Timu and Sape 
Just like an mphan 
Just like a widow 
To become an abandoned oiphan 
Dry from its shell 
Then take a rest in a estuary 
And stop at a river 
The pigs loll in the river 
And the torch sweeps the river 
Follow the civet cat pile 
And search and go to the sea 
With heavenly care 
And with grant from above 
The boy Haiama Toli 
And the man Pakuama Keo 
Bring the Nine Seeds (Pule Sio) 
But there is no house 
And there is no home 
Go and put the Pule Sio 
And place the Poko Falu 
On top of a stone 
On the top of the Lakamola stone 
And touching the top of the tree 
At the branch of the tree 
They stop and return, the words are 
spoken: 
That there are two men over there 
And there are three men 
Beluba' s headland is there 
And Kai Laki is here 
But there is no girl who fetches the 
water 
And there is no woman who 
collects the firewood 
39. Bomo leni Sina Pasa mai 
40. Ma leni Soe Leli a mai 
41. Mai Lakamola batun na lain 
42. Neni Pule Sio a mai 
43. Ma Poko Falu a mai 
44. Tehu feta manasosoa 
45. Ma ina mana pi' o ao 
46. Fai la mai lakofafango 
47. Beluba langa fa fan go tatoka tei 
48. Ma tata dale 
49. Boma Sina Pasa a lope 
50. Ma Soe Leli a ana ngani 
51. Ngani kela oli a dale 
52. Ma ngani kela le dale 
53. Neu sanga tou uman 
54. Ma neu sangan sao Ion 
55. Lia na ngani. tunga bean a oli dadi 
naina 
56. Ma lope tunga bea na tasi dadi nai 
na 
57. Ngani ei na ki neu 
58. Neu losa Helo Sonabai daen 
59. Bolo Mardeka oen 
60. Bomo lae Rotenes 
61. Bomo Rotenes teteni 
62. Ma ana neu natane 
63. Hu hata de lia na 
64. Ho ngani mai losa ia 
65. Ma ko lope mai losa ia 
66. Bomo nae tein boso ngangele 
67. MaFoloManu nusanku 
68. Naifai hitun 
69. Ma nai ledo falun na 
70. Ngani un muli neu 
71. Lope lima siku neu 
72. Neu luku Tungga oli 
73. Ma neu losa a Namo Ina 
74. Neu boma nala lifu ka dale 
75. Ma nala lopo ka dale 
76. Tehu feta ia Sopa Latu 
77. Ma ina ia Ina Tunga 
78. Neu lai tasi 
79. Ma neu seko meti 
80. De tango neu Sina Lai Pasa 
81. Bomo neu nama teni 
82. De hu hata de ko mai 
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Then they bring Sina Pasa 
And bring Soe Leli 
Arriving at the top of Lakamola' s 
stone 
Bringing the Pule Sio 
And the Poko Falu 
But the girl who likes to flirt 
And the women who likes to "tum 
her body" 
There is the day when they came in 
a crowd 
The elders of Beluba live thriftily 
And tight inside 
Then Sina Pasa goes walking 
And Soe Leli is left 
Left behind in the estuary 
And left behind in the river 
Go search the man's house 
And go search the husband's home 
·Walking through places, the swamp 
is there 
And strolling through places, as 
they generate the sea 
Walk by foot to the left/South 
Go until the land of Helo Sonabai 
Draw from Mardeka water 
They say that Rotenes 
Then Rotenes raises his voice 
And he goes and asks 
What is the matter? 
Walk and reach this place 
And stroll until this place 
Then said: do not be angry 
And Folo Manu' s domain 
On the seventh day 
And at the hour of eight 
Walk out to the West 
Swing the arms and go 
Go stay at Tungga Oli 
And go reach N amo Ina -
Go then reach within the pond 
And reach inside the hut 
But this girl Sopa Latu 
And this woman Ina Tunga 
Go to the sea 
And go to scoop for tidal fish 
Then they meet Sina Lai Pasa 
Then go and ask 
For what reason, did you come here 
83. Lope ia dale 
84. Ma mai lifu ia dale 
85. Ana ta lai tasi so 
86. Ma ta seko meti so 
87. Bomo nae oso namanasa 
88. Ma oso ngengele o Sopa Latu ma 
Ina kon 
89. Te au suma me/a do mangu sota 
90. De au hanya hahaen aong 
91. Te au kae ngani lea Lao Nusa 
92. Ma au ku lea Folo Manu 
93. Neu losa Kali Oe 
94. Ma losa Euna Oe 
95. Bomafain a kapa ingu lai 
96. Ho Ii ana ngani tunga batun lain 
97. Ma mo lo tunga daen lain 
98. Nai Kali Oe 
99. Ma nai Euna Oe 
100. Mete nita batu Laka Mola 
101. Bomo nae neme le a dale mai 
102. Ma neme oli a dale mai 
103. Kapa a neu bake tasi 
104. Tehu Folo Manu fafan 
. 105. Bomo lae kappa ingu lai 
106. Bomo Folo Manu nahala 
107. Ma Folo Manu na dasi, nae: 
108. Biar a kapa kada kapa daen 
109. Ho kela bengan lafafada 
110. Ma dasi lama tutuda lae: 
111. Kapa inam nai Pada tehu kapa 
ingulai bunan 
112. Ma meni lilo hao le dalen 
113. Meni neu Dela muli 
114. Ma meni neu ana iko 
115. Bute babi anan kela neu losa Lao 
nus an 
116. Ma neu losa Folo Manu 
117. Kela benga lafafada lae: 
118. Lila inan nai Lao tehu lilo hao le 
dalen buten 
119. Bomo hu de lia na 
120. Feta ia Sina Pasa 
121. Ma ina Seo Leli 
122. Tango la tau Oli Lenguama 
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Swing inside 
And come into this pond 
She does not stay at the sea 
And does not scoop-fish in the tide 
Then it is said: do not be angry 
And do not be angry oh woman 
SopaLatu 
Because I am tired and need to rest 
So I only need to rest my body 
Because I walk through Lao Nusa 
And I go to Folo Manu 
Go to Koli Oe 
And to Buna Oe 
So one day when the buffalo of the 
village above 
Then the voice follows to the top of 
the stone 
And step to follow on the earth 
At Koli Oe 
And at Buna Oe 
Then see the stone of Laka Mola 
Then it is said: from the river 
comes 
And from the swamp 
The buffalo goes to kick the sea 
But Folo Manu stream 
Then they say: buffalo at the 
village 
Then Folo Manu delivers his voice 
And Folo Manu speaks, saying 
Let the buffalo stay at buffalo land 
And let us tell each other 
And voice falling says: 
Buffalo, your mother in Pada is the 
flower of the buffalo of the village 
above 
And bring gold from the river 
Bring it to Dela in the west 
And bring to its tail 
That small pig walks to reach the 
Lao domain 
And go through Folo Manu 
So let us telling each other that; 
Great gold in Lao (Ndao) but the 
gold in the river grew inner grain 
Then happened as it is 
This girl Sina Pasa 
And woman Seo Leli 
Meet the man Oli Lenguama 
123. Ma tate Sina Soloama 
124. Dadi neu Tako tei 
125. Ma dadi le dale 
126. Tunga tou Oli Lenguama 
127. Ma tate Sina Soloama 
128. Bomo lia ana nau 
129. Ma neu lia ma nalo neu lia 
130. Ho neme Pada daen 
131. De nai Kofi oe ma Euna be ele 
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And the boy Sina Soloama 
Becomes the Toko Tei clan 
And grows in the river 
Follow the man Oli Lenguama 
And the boy Sina Soloama 
Then they are eager 
And just like that and continue to 
stay there 
In the land of Pada 
And at Koli of the water and 
Buna's [land] 
Appendix 8. 
THE ORIGIN MYTH OF MILLET (TU/ BETE DADADI NA) 
Ba'i Mika Kolifai (Leo Lamaluk). 
The symbolic meaning of Mae Oe is said to be: Dusu dua Mae Oe ma Tio telu Tena La,in, 
ma Tio ara radino ao ma Dusu ra ne'e ao literally, 'Two dusu fish of Mae Oe and three tio 
fish of Tena Lain, the Tio are competing and Dusu are oppressing each other'. There was 
a brother and a sister (feto//na) who came from the sea; they came and named the place 
Maeoe. Previously their ancestor did not live on the sea shore, but in the middle of a forest 
and in the mountains . 
. One day he went fishing and his fish-hook got stuck at the sea king's residence. He walked 
to follow his fishing line and he ended up at the king's place. Apparently, the king's 
daughter has transformed into a fish and was caught by the fisherman's fish-hook. When 
the people there saw him, they were excited and thought, 'Hey, there's a stranger here, let 
us call him and make an arrangement as he might be able to heal the princess's illness'. 
They made a promise to the fisherman that anything he wished for would be granted if he 
could heal the princess. He agreed and asked for a permission to see the princess in her 
room. After he went inside the room, he reached his hand inside the fish's mouth and 
removed the fish-hook. He then said that he did not want anything except for two things 
which were hanging over there: 'Lamora, millet and maize (betel/pela)'. Afterwards he 
brought them here and that was how it became a source of food on this earth. 
There were two persons who received the Lamora and brought it towards the South. 
However, the source of origin (huhu) remained there. They walked and distributed maize to 
Helo, but millet and sorghum stayed behind there. The names of these two people are Ona 
E and Deli Dea and they lived in Lopu Modo or Batu Doe. In the past, whenever people 
wanted to pray for rain, they brought a goat and killed it there. Afterwards, rain would pour 
down relentlessly, and the millet stalks were long. 
Batu Ana Feto is where the first Lamora was planted. Then Ona E and Deli Dea went back 
to the sea and brought a seed, but it was called a fish and the lyrics went like this, 'It was 
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opened but it was not a fish and yet apparently it was also not a kind of seaweed, but it was 
Lamora'. So, Batu Ana Feto was the second sequence of the story, but in the beginning was 
the story, about the fish-hook, and then seed was first planted and rapidly grew here. So, in 
the north (tada i) millet has long stalks and is full of grain. 
They then carried it towards the north, on the right. But maize failed to grow there. Maize 
was brought to Helo. Sorghum was also planted here but the harvest was bad, as birds ate 
it. Afterward, sorghum was brought to Oepao. In Oepao, sorghum was number one .. 
Sorghum was grown here as well, but not much. However, rice came later. It came and was 
planted in the field at the places of Soao, Beluba, Oepao. But people from the villages came 
here to look for millet. They came and then danced in a circle (kaule), while telling stories 
about the process of how millet came and what happened with it. They came and resided 
here. Then they divided the land. The left side was for Anabako, the right side was for 
Kolifai, and Aanakai stayed in Usu Lain. 
So, the story of Lamora is the story of how a woman (ina) and a girl (feto) Ona E and Deli 
Dea, distributed millet to all places, including Landu as well as Maioe, Soao and Oeinalain. 
However, the source of origin millet (bete ina) remained in Landu. So, whenever people in 
the past wanted to take Lamora, they had to mention the names of the two people -- Ona E 
and Deli Dea -- at the ground where the prayer for rain (soko uda) was held. 
From Helo, Salupu, Sakala came to take maize from here, since the maize source was from 
here. So when they make sacrifice, they also perform the sacrifice here and people of Helo 
also said: Dusu dua Mae Oe ma Tio telu Tena Lain, because Lamora came and landed on 
the Usu and Mae Oe land. 
Lamora had nine children, which included millet, maize, cow pea, sorghum, and things that 
creep, such as pumpkin, yellow cucumber and red bean, whatever counted nine; you cannot 
exceed the nine, since it is the tradition. However, rice was taken to a far away place, to 
Pada/Termanu, Korbaffo and Bilba/Beluba. 
So, the basket has to be hung on the left comer, and the harvest prayer should be addressed 
to the women who hold the 'thing' or the small basket of the king's wife (boko ina mane). 
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When people were ready for the harvest time, they said that the 'ina mane' basket had to be 
taken down when the sun set. 
The person who carried the millet (ei la'o) on his shoulder was also responsible for 
collecting the millet. A large mat was laid in the middle and women brought and poured 
down millet on the mat. Then that special millet carrier took the millet inside the house. 
The person had to walk very cautiously, as the heavy load was not supposed to fall down. 
The millet's spirit must have guided that man so he did not fall, as what he carried was 
quite heavy. Once he arrived inside, he poured the millet on the mat. The millet then was 
stamped to get its grains out. Afterward, the women collected (huru) them and put the 
millet on the basket. The process had to be done in total silence to respect the millet spirit. 
If it was noisy, the two persons would be upset and take the millet away. After huru, people 
were allowed to talk again and to prepare meals and drinks. In the meantime, Ina Ona had 
to stand up during the entire process. She only sat after huru. 
Besides Lamora, animals also came from inside the sea, the underworld. Cows came from 
the sea and there had to be a sacrifice ceremony held for that. One time, there was a cow 
which had a horn more than one metre (depa) long. The horn was so long that the cow 
struggled hard to enter the field door. In the end, the villagers had to cut the cow. The horn 
is still kept in Airani hamlet until now. 
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Rotenese Text 
Maeoe na nade dinitiu, nana hue rae: dusu dua Maeoe, ma tio telu Tena Lain, de tio ara 
radino ao ma dusu ra ne' e ao. Lahenda sira feto na, lahenda sira reme liu sai mai, de mai de 
hu'e nade de Maeoe, de mai pinda mai tasi a su'un a. Sehelum ria hei-hai re nano, ta leo rai 
tasi su'un na, fo te leo rai nura talada ele dei, reu lete ele <lei. 
Boema mai de ana neu dolu, neu dolu hoema neu de a, tali dolu na a'ai na mane liu sai 
uman na, uma tasi dale. Boema nanama tuka tali dolu a neu, nahi isi leo lain mai neu te isi a 
a' ai na mane a uman, mane ana feto naodo nan, dadi ika de odonan. Boema rae lahenda esa 
mai ria de lahenda heheu ia de malon ho soha ita ator leo hea ho hisa namodo hedis ia a, 
namomodo na hedis. Boema ana nae so no au parmisi ho hisa dale u, te ana f eto a nai kaman 
dale. Boema neu de oro liman leo hafan lui lea heni isi a. Ma kalu namamado malan sono, 
ma nahi uhea. Boema ta nahi hata esa hoe, ma neu na de mahi uhea here aom. Boema nae 
au tanahi hate esa hoe, ahi neu hata dua lode-lode. neu sina yaitu Lamora, hete pela. Mai 
hoema nenis de mai hoema hesako nana dadi nai dae ina. 
De lahenda duas sipo na ia ria ra lalao lamora leo ona neu.Tehu, huhu na sono nai ia <lei. 
Boema lahenda sira dua ra lalao de neu losa reni pela mai, de pela hatin neu Helo neu, ma 
hete, pela dae sono nahani ada ia, ho na lao leo ona neu. De lahenda ho maneni leo ona neu, 
esa nade Ona E hoema esa nade Deli Dea. De lahenda a sira mamana leleo nara si Lopu 
Modo nai Batu Doe. De kalu lahenda a lasi maulu mamana sosoko hue uda nai na yaitu reni 
hihi esa ho pau nai na sono uda hahai ta' a ma nana hoe pule na leo ia so. Hedi hasa rou, na 
nana a pule na leo ia so. 
Batu Ana Feto a sono reni lamora mai selen hoema, de na Ona e ma Deli <lei reni mai selu 
nerile liu sai mai hali reni mai tehu ta nade nana fa de tau neu ika de rina hini nae: koka na 
ele ao te ande huka ika do posi peda ma tau tau na here aon te ane huka lamu do posi peda, 
pada hal Lamora. Ho ria Batu Ana Feto ara mahui ri no Batu Ana Feto, de partama na dolu 
<lei. Dulu sono ri dolu a mai reni mai de hai ran, hoema sele tande neu nura hoema dadi. 
Kalu nai tada i ia sono hete ria, hiar pulena naru ia te noi isi na mesan. 
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De mai hoema ralalao de ona neu hoema de nai ia ta dadi pela. Pela renin lei Helo neu. 
Boema pela dae hali selen nai ia tadadi natetu fa, namupui ara ran. Boema renin leo Ooepao 
neu. De Eepao kalu noi oka tine ho pela dae sono naina de nomor satu. Te nai ia dadi hoe 
tehu ta dodo fa Ma hade sono na mai mahui. Mai hoema rama tine nai ona, hasa rama tine 
nai ia, Soao, nai Beluha ma Oepao mai saka hete ia. Ho mai ho kaule ho hai ia nana nongo-
nongo hi ramtine, de ledo hesa ia, ho hasa tesa leu dae so. Kaule de ho tao hini sudi mae 
Lamora hihi-nanau leo hea. De mai de hai sira ratende rahere hata sira nai ia, hoema ara 
hati dae leo. Anahako soa tada i, Kolifai soa ona lalaen hoema Anakai soa Usulain. 
Lamora lalaen nana neu ina esa no na feto ana ra alao ana yaitu Ona E ma Deli Dea. Ana 
feto dua. Ra lalao lamora leo nusa-nusa, fo ralalao nahani tadi ia hoe, te Landu ia hoe, hete 
ina rahani Landu, Landu leo Maioe, Soao, Oeinalain. Noi tadi ona sona dae mo de hete ta 
na, noi pela dae na sele nai oka na dadi dae isi. Ho hei maulu sono naina hu' e Lamora, 
sono hu' e nade kaduas sira, Ona E ma Deli Dea, mamana soko uda 
Nai Helo, Salupu, Sakala hoe, hu'e pela neme ia, sehah pela dadadi neme ia de hesako sira 
soko hoe, soko rai ia, fo ria na Helo rae "Dusu dua MaeOe, ma tio telu Tena Lain. De 
Lamora mai de tena nai dae Usu ma Mae Oe. 
Lamora anan Sio/Pule Sio yaitu hete, pela, turis, pela dae, ma maloke malaha lalaen, kelas, 
honte, fufue ina pokoknya reke ma sio sono sira na so. Tahisa seki sio fa karena hiasa leo ri 
so. Ma hade sono mahui fen leo dae mo, dae oe yaitu Pada, Korhaffo, Beluha. 
Ma e'e lapaneu sono taon nesi poi ara. Doa nasarai ai ana fe ina ria hopu ina mana tada ri 
nae hata rina hoko ina mane. Kalu etu sono rae ma onda Ina mane leo (ledo tena). 
Ei la' o sono artina lahenda ma sa' a, tugas na ri raduru nai lafa lain, hela nea esa nai tine 
talada ho ina ara hau mai nana po' a neu lain, hesako ei la'o neu hali ho hau leo uma dale 
neu. Ma sa hoe tahisa maleu ho hara mu fa. Lahenda ria hopu ko de tahisa hara mu fa, ho o 
ma sa man dema-dema hasa na ta meleu ho hara mu fa. Ho hete isi hahau ria, hera na. Mai 
ho losa uma dale nana neu koko piro ana neu nea lain hasa nana nalalain ho hoe leo, nana 
isi na neu refa-refa neu nea lain leo, raduru ran dema. Ina a ho hesako hurun loo, ho taon 
neu lapaneu ra, dale ma nene, kalau makariti sono hete nalai, refa henin, nalai, lahenda sira 
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ete aon fo hela rafali isi na. Hu rian de nae boso mahahara, waktu huru. Hurn besa sono de 
besa ko mulai madedea leo, tao tasa ho de ra rinu. Ina Ona e tabisa natu fa, harus napa <lei 
na ro. Hurn basa <lei ho de natu. Ria fe tua fo, reni fe. 
De selain lamora banda, hoe neme liu sai mai. Apa e, apa lo reme liu sai mai ho lain mai, 
ho soko nai liu sai <lei. Ho lahenda dodou ri hue neme liu sai mai. Perna nai Airani apa esa 
mai nana susura na rea esa, mai de nakaseke oka bafa, de reo-reo nahani <lea, de fea besa ko 
fo ina nara <lea, reu de tukas de tati henin de susura na bai nai Airani uma na, susura apa lo. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
BPS 
OMIT 
GMMI 
GRC 
GBI 
GPdI 
Ind. 
Jv. 
KPS 
L. 
LMD 
LKMD 
NZG 
OHZ 
PBB 
Perdes 
PUS TU 
Rp. 
uu 
Badan Pusat Statistik- Central Bureau of Statistics 
Gereja Masehi Injili di Timar- The Protestant Evangelical Church of Timor 
Gereja Masehi Musa.fir Indonesia - The Pilgrims Evangelical Church 
Gereja Reformasi Calvinist - The Reformed Calvinist Church 
Gereja Bethel Indonesia - The Indonesian Bethel Church 
Gereja Pentakosta di Indonesia - The Pentecostal Church in Indonesia 
Indonesian language 
Javanese language 
Kepala Pemerintahan Setempat - The Head of Self-government 
Latin language 
Lembaga Masyarakat Desa - The Village Council 
Lembaga Ketahanan Masyarakat Desa - The Village Consultative Council 
Nederlandsche Zendeling Genootschap - The Nederlands Mission Society 
Oud,Hollandsche Zending- The Old Dutch Mission 
Pajak Bumi dan Bangunan - Tax for Land and Buildings 
Peraturan Desa - Village regulation. 
Puskesmas Pembantu - Health Clinic on the village level 
Rupiah - Indonesian currency 
Undang-Undang- Basic Law 
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GLOSSARY 
Glossary of Terms in Ringgou dialect 
A. A'au Cooked rice 
A'ana Small 
A 'ali To dig 
Abi Crusher 
Afu Ash 
Ae Climb 
Ahi Want 
Ahiua Want to eat 
Aida 1. Vegetable. 2. Medicine 
Aifo The marunggai tree 
Ai hu Wood trunk 
Ainulu Pillow 
Ai oka Root 
Ami We 
Ana Children 
Ane Swim 
Ao Limestone 
Ao ina Body 
Apa Buffalo 
Ape Saliva 
Ara Local palm gin 
Asa Buy 
Aso Fetch water 
Awe Wonder 
B. Baba/a Valley 
Babi' Hide 
Baja ·Mouth 
Bafo Surface 
Ba/ha Tomorrow 
Bai Grandfather 
Bais Crocodile 
Banda Animal 
Balanau Soft 
Bardema The day after tomorrow 
Basa Finish 
Bati-babati To divide 
Batu Stone 
Bau 1. To carry. 2. Waru tree. 
Be/is (beli//pae) Bridewealth 
Besa Grandmother 
Beu-bebeu New 
Bera Heavy 
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Besi ali dae Crowbar 
Bete Millet 
Bii Afraid, to fear 
Bibi Goat 
Bibia Apiece 
Bika Plate 
Binesa The day after tomorrow 
Boa Fruit 
Bo'a Small basket 
Boema And then 
Boko To carry 
Bola 1. To tide. 2. Coil (of rope). 
Bo Iii Throat 
Bolo Hole 
Bonu Floating 
Boto Bottle 
Bubue Sea snail 
Bue 1. Sea stone. 2. Wind (of thread) 
Bufu Fishing gear made of bamboo 
Bui Back 
Euna Flower 
D. Dadi To grow, to become 
Daadada Split it up 
Dae Land, soil 
Data Fish net 
Dali Whetstone 
Dama Lookup 
Dara Horse 
Dedea Speech 
Dedea rao Speak, talk 
Dedede Bum (wood, grass) 
Dedei Forehead 
Dedendi Share 
Dei More 
De ma High, deep 
Dii Post 
Dii-di Cricket 
Dino Suppress 
Diti Sticky 
Doo 1. Far. 2. Leaf 
Dode To cook 
Dodo Porridge made of millet 
Dodoo To think 
Dodou Abundance 
Do la To cry, to wail 
Dolu Fishing 
Dope Knife 
Dori Diarrhea 
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Doru Squat 
Dui-dudui To write 
Dui Bone 
Dula Weaving pattern 
DulaDalek Holy Spirit 
E. E-e'e To cut, to chop 
E'a Banyan tree 
Edin etu Cut completely 
Edin banda Animal trap 
Edin lahenda Human trap 
Ekau Cut the tom 
Ela To leave 
Emi You (pl.) 
Era Sister's husband (SH) 
Esa One 
Etu - e'etu Break it up, pluck 
F. Faa 1. Flood. 2. A kind of rattan 
Fadi Young sibling 
Fai Day 
Fali To return 
Fara ' Implanted 
Fau-fafa'u Pull out (root, wood, weed, grass). 
Fafa'u Tidy up 
Fe To give 
Feke Other 
Fe las Machete 
Fepa Palm cord 
Fepa tula Gebangcord 
Feta Party 
Feta Sister 
Feta ana Girl 
Fii Coarse grass 
Fifi ti Catapult 
Fila Wean a child 
Fiti To kick 
Foa To wakeup 
Foo-Joo To herd 
Fua To load 
Fufue Peanut 
Fula White 
Fu laa Kula tree 
Fuli Sea snail 
Funi Placenta 
Funu 1. Sign .2. sea star 
Futu Fleas on maize or rice 
Futunasa Shrub 
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H Hade Rice 
Hada ta' Stingy, impolite 
Hae To breath, breathing 
Hahae 1. Stop to do something. 2.Command 
Hai 1. Take. 2. Ray fish 
Hai iko Ray's tail 
Haiman To take it out 
Haioe Fetch water 
Ha/a/hara To slaughter 
Ha'o Manger 
Hao To feed 
Hapu To get 
Hara' Salty land 
Hara doi To pray, prayer 
Haraoe Voice, news 
. Hata Possession 
Hedis Illness 
Heke To tide up 
Helu Promise 
Henu 1. Full. 2. Bead necklace 
Heta Pack, full of 
Hida How many, how much 
Hohoro To saw 
Homu To hold 
Homuran Get caught 
Hu Tree 
Huku To punish, punishment 
Hundi Banana 
Hundipolo Banana stalk 
Huru Scoop a trash 
Huta Debt 
I. Ia Brother's wife (B W) 
!du Nose 
!fa To carry on the lap 
I 1. Left. 2. North 
Ika' Fish 
Iki Brush of a tapper 
Iko Tail 
Ima Oyster 
Ina Woman, female 
Ina ' Female (animal) 
Ina lasi Female ghost 
!ta We 
K Kabi Marry 
Kakabi Marriage 
Kadafu Rubbish 
Kadera Chair 
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Kanaa Red wood 
Kekeo 1. Dirty 2. sin 
Keo Black 
Kekes . Struck 
Koa 1. Crow 2. dumb 
Koi Bed 
Ko Jujube tree 
Kokis Cake 
Koro Village, hamlet 
Kosu rou Scabies 
Kukuti Scissor 
L. La di To tap a palm tree 
Lahenda Person, people 
Laka Head 
Laka do Hair 
La laillai-lai Hurry up 
Lalepak A carrying pole 
Lali To step 
Latu Rooster 
Lao Tree shade 
Lapaneuk Basket 
Ledo Sun 
Ledo sou Sun rise 
Le River 
Lena 1. The rest. 2. Sesame. 3. More than 
Leo 1. Stay, reside. 2. Clan 
Lere There 
Lesonallaisona Onion 
Lili Candle 
Lilinda Spin a thread or rope 
Lilo Silver 
Lilo pi/as Gold 
Loa Wide 
Loka Flat basket to put a meat 
Loloana Its width 
Londa To hang 
Losa Until 
Lulu To roll, coil 
Lu-lu Damar tree 
Lu tu Stone post 
Lu [mata} Tears 
M Madese Sultry 
Mae Sweet 
Maete Spicy 
Mafu Drunk 
Mai To come 
Mahaa Sunny day 
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Mahani To wait 
Maiu Dark 
Malada Taste good 
Male/a Knowledgeable 
Mali' Sour 
Mama Mother 
Mamates Death 
Mamanene Listen 
Manaudu Mengkudu tree 
Mane King, man, father, male 
Manori To teach 
Manori ta Impolite 
Manu Chicken 
Manupui Bird 
Mapadei To stand up 
Marini Cool 
Maroa Continue, continually 
Masaneda To remember 
Masarali Cheat 
Masi Salt 
Masada Alive 
Masufu Cold 
Mate To die 
Mamates Death 
Mei Table 
Meni To bring 
Meo 1. Cat. 2. War leader 
Me'o Gong 
Mesu To dive 
Mete Look 
Meu Go 
Mia Let us eat 
Mina Fat, oil 
Moo Plain 
Mua I eat 
Mudi (pa mudi) Local sausage 
Mudi ape Spit 
Muni To bring 
Muri West 
Muta Vomit 
N. Na Brother 
Na-aa Bite 
Nabani Hope 
Naboi To keep 
Nabete Full 
Nai At 
Nai ia Here 
Naina There 
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Nade Name 
Nadenu Give command 
Nafada To tell 
Nahii Want 
Nahuu Fight, quarrel 
Nairu Pregnant 
Namanasa Angry 
Nameda Wake up, conscious 
Namahena Wish 
Nambera Getting worse 
Namatu To sit 
Nana To imitate 
Nanana Food 
Nalai To run, escape 
Na/ai ela Abandon 
Nalamei Dream 
Naloo To call 
Napadei Stand up 
Napaullakan napau Headache 
Napeu To sleep 
Naraa Suit 
Nararaa Suited 
Naroo oe 1. Wash the face .2. Marriage fine. 
Naruu Long 
Nasamao To protect 
Nasarai Lean 
Nataa Respond 
Natane To ask 
Natetu To fulfill 
Natu To sit 
Neme From 
Neni To bring 
Neo Suspect 
Nininu Drink 
Nitu Ghost 
Noi To work 
Nonoi Job 
No Coconut 
No polo Coconut sprout 
Nu/nun To have 
Nura Jungle 
Nus a Island, domain 
0 0 1. You. 2. Bamboo 
Ofa Boat 
Ofe-o'ofe Unpack 
Oka 1. Garden. 2. fence 
Oli 1. Betel-nut basket. 2. bay. 
Ona Right, South 
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Onda Descent 
Onda' Serving of betel-nut or cigarette 
O'o To cradle 
Ooa ' Coast 
Opa Coffin 
Oro Grope 
Oso Do not 
P. Padoas Pity, complaint 
Pae Bride price 
Paes Abscess 
Pakana Dull 
Pala Brother's wife (B W) 
Papada Warning to enter the field 
Parapua Eagle 
Paru Wooden hammer 
Pau To kill 
Pauk 1. Hip. 2. shoot 
Papau Syringe 
Peda Keep it 
Pela Maize 
Pi nu Mucus 
Pode To spin 
Po in Above 
Po'in leo To set free 
Polo Sprout (of coconut, palm) 
Pori/po'i 1. Grow its flower. 2. School dismiss 
Po ti To wrap 
Po po ti A valuable present 
Pua Nut 
Pu Lap 
R Rabua To join 
Rae 1. To crawl. 2. hang the clothes 
Rae do Spinach 
Rae leo na According to 
Raido Betel 
Raso Poison 
Rarano To scoop 
Rarae Mortuary gift 
Ratane Asking 
Rau 1. To grab. 2. To note down. 
Reu Togo 
Rido Ears 
Rifu Thousand 
Rina Over there 
Rinu To drink 
Risi Teeth 
Roda Slip, crawl 
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s 
T 
Roroda 
Roke 
Rolo 
Ro po 
Rou 
Rui 
Ruma 
Rumu - rurumu 
Rusa 
Sao 
Sa di 
Safe 
Sele 
Sele tua 
Seluk - selu bai 
Se'o 
Seri 
Sira 
Soa dae 
Soba 
Soda 
Soroae 
Soru 
Sosa dae 
Sosoa 
Sosoba (susudi//sosoba) 
Sua 
Subai 
Sunda 
Sunda laka/idu 
Sudi 
Susudi 
Sue' 
Sue 
Ta 
Ta'a 
Tadalu 
Tamatini 
Tao 
Tao lo bea 
Tate 
Ta ti 
Tehu 
Teka - teteka 
Terna (tetu/ltema) 
Temukung 
Tantrum 
To dance 
To carry (by to people using a pole) 
Trouser 
1. Skin. 2. Stuff, utensil. 
To scoop 
Half 
Massage 
Deer 
Husband - wife 
But 
Wash 
To plant 
Sister's children (ZS/ZD) 
More, a moment 
1. To sell. 2. scoop net 
Across 
They 
Squeeze the soil 
Try 
1. Sing. 2. Safe 
Sand 
To great 
To loose of soil 
Playboy 
Temptation 
To carry on head 
Later 
To kneel 
Unfriendly behave towards someone 
To compare 
1. Basket. 2. trial 
Bracelet 
Love 
They eat 
No, nil 
Bad person 
Open a field 
To do 
How to do it. 
1. Boy - teen. 2. A group of guest 
To cut 
But 
Span 
Prefect 
Title used by the Dutch East India Company to 
refer to a clan leader; later used by Dutch 
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Tena 
Tentu 
Teu 
Ti mu 
Titimu 
Titimu do 
Titi 
Tois 
To'o 
Torono 
Tou 
Tua 
Tuka 
Tukadea 
Tula 
Tutusi 
u Ua 
Ua nale 
Uas 
Uda 
Uji 
Ule 
Uni 
Undu !aka 
Urns 
Usele 
Usi 
Usubai 
Utubai 
Utu !aka 
Colonial Government for village leader. Now 
the term applies to certain higher ranked clans 
in the domain 
1. Female cattle, goat, lamb. 2. set 
In ahurry 
1. To go. 2. year 
East 
Paw-paw 
Paw-paw leaf 
Mother's sister (MZ) 
Trumpet of snail or horn 
Mother's brother (MB) 
Brothers-sisters 
Male 
Palm juice 
Follow 
Follow behind, later on 
Gebangcord 
Massage 
I eat 
Fate, destiny 
Juicy tuber 
Rain 
Cassava 
Lak tree 
1. Yellow. 2. turmeric 
Knee 
Chili 
Yesterday 
To chase 
Later on 
Having a baby 
Louse (of head) 
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DYADIC SETS 
A. 
B 
D 
E 
F 
Dyadic sets used in the Ritual language 
Of Landu and Ringgou 
Dyadic sets 
Adul/taon 
Adu balo//tao tonda 
Ai liliu pe//batu posi peda 
Ama/lto'o 
Ana ma//falu ina 
Ana ma bika lete//falu ina kade sale 
Balapua//bakalama 
Balul/tonda 
Balu pao//tande ufa 
Beka rafafada//dasi ramatutuda 
Beli//pae 
Bolu-bolu//au-au 
Buallbuna 
Busa//manu 
Daelloe 
Dae bafo//batu poin 
Dae hara! I mo Ii' a 
Dale sue//sio meda 
Dalel/tein 
Dedea//nafada, ola-ola 
Di 'u dual/ soro Zele 
Do sutan// loke lilo 
Du 'a-du 'a//afi-afi 
Du idu//hede mata 
Dula Dalekl/Le 'u Teik 
Dulul/laka 
Eil/lima 
Ei kakani//lima lo/open 
Eka/llatu 
Eno/Ida/an 
Fai/lledo 
· F ai ia dalen/ lledo ia tein 
F ai ndule//ledo mahaa 
Falu ina//ana ma 
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Meaning 
Makel/do 
Make boat/ I do ship 
Shallow water//lower point of the tide 
Father! /uncle 
Orphan! /widow 
Bika Lete orphan// Kade Sale widow 
Black bird// grasshopper 
Boat//ship 
Young mango! /young bud 
Telling sound//sending down a voice 
Bride wealth! /bride price 
Wail/cry 
Fruit/ /flower 
Dog// chicken 
Landi /water 
Earth's mouth//stone's edge 
Dry land// death plain 
Warm hearted! /loving kindness 
Heart! /stomach 
Speak/ /talk 
Inside the tomb//been skeleton 
Dependent/ I entrust 
Think// consider 
Ridicule/mock 
Holy Spirit/ /Holy Ghost 
East//head 
Foot/hand 
Foot to walk//hand to swing 
Kind of seaweed// edible seaweed 
Path//way 
Day// sun 
To this day! /in this time 
Sunny day/ !heath sun 
Widow// orphan 
Falu//sio 
Fua daenl/totoli oe 
Fui uma lain//pau uma dale 
H Haral/dasi 
Heherel/teteka 
Helu ai tabubululldui oe ta dadaka 
Henu//lilo 
Hihi//nanau 
Huni//teJu 
I !fa lima//lolo ei 
Jfan//o'on 
Iko//muli 
K Kan ii /lo pen 
Kia sinal /koa tua 
Koal /pakana 
Koa//kia 
L Lail/sue 
Lainl/poin 
Lai ada e'en de soro ae e'en/ !sue ada 
pepesa na tasi oe pepesa 
Lai rurunil /sue e 'ese 
Lae atitika/ lboki asasapa 
Ledol/bulan 
Ledo//fai 
Le seri//tasi tada 
Lima/lei 
Loa-loa//naru-naru 
Lo/luman 
Lo no lo tulu//sipo Jo sipo Janda 
Lope//lao 
Lope saka lalaonl/lao saka ten tu 
Luku lakal /poe mata 
M Madasi//mahoo 
MaJarene//masaneda 
MaJarene lo-lol/asaneda ra-ra 
Makiu//maatu 
Malua//makaledo 
Mamaollbubua 
Manakura//manakopo 
Mandeta/lmansoru 
Manel/resi 
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Eight! /nine 
Loosing soil//pouring water 
Guest of the upper house//visitor of 
the inside house 
Voice// sound 
Pick// choose 
Not know how to collect firewood//not 
good in fetch water 
Jewelry (bead)// gold 
Wish// desire 
Banana! /sugar cane 
Folded arms// outstretched legs 
To cradle/Ito carry 
TaiV/west 
To walk/Ito swing 
Parrot// crow 
Stupid// dull 
Crow //parrot 
Carel/love 
Heaven! /height 
Care with limit//love with boundary 
Care with passion/love with interest 
Deliver in pain/ !labor in suffer 
Sun//moon 
Time// day 
Opposite side of the river//sea span 
Randi/foot 
Length y//extended 
Home/ !house 
Give with unwilling//take with 
hesitant 
Swing// go 
Swing for walk// go for search 
S wollen//abscess 
Groan// moan 
Keep in mind/ !bear in mind 
Continually bear in mind/continually 
remember 
Gloom// dark 
Sun //daylight 
Togetherness/ !unite 
Guider/ !provider 
Creator/ !maker 
King/ !prince 
Manel/feto Mani/woman 
Mansopu//mandaka Hunter/ !seeker 
Manu/lbusa Chicken// dog 
Manu iku//koa tua Village chicken//crow of palm tree 
Manu kai/ lbafi tofi Chicken's scrap//pig's ram 
Matal/idu Eye//nose 
Mata malual /idu makaledok The eye of day//the nose of light 
Mata teu ta/a mula/lidu teu teteni To see the spirit/Ito meet 
Matabi//Sina keo Batavia//Black Chinese 
Marini//masufa Cool// calm 
Marolu//malela Knowledgeable//well-informed 
Masaedu boboto/lamatani bobolu Sob in grumble//cry in groan 
Mina//masi Oil//salt 
Mori//dadi Grow up//develop 
N Namadilu neu kale//natasesu buku Wilted! /withered (death// demise) 
Namahena//nababani, namadale Happy//joy 
Namaloloan//namananarun Wider/longer 
Namanou//namadai Sufficient// adequate 
Namanasal/kekere, ngengele Angry/ !furious 
Nanorikl/nafadan Teach// coach 
Nataleko//naboti, natahi Out of place// out of order 
Nesu iku ra ru//iki tua ra to Mortar's sound//brush's beat 
Nitullmula Ghost/ /spirit 
Nunu lela//fi def a Banyan tree/ !grass 
Nusal/iku Island! /village 
0 Odellbafi Monkey! /pig 
Oke pael/hule be/is Right price//ask for bride wealth 
O'o/lifa Put on lap//cradle 
p Papalallbabati Share// distribute 
Papa/a dae//babati oe Share the land// distribute the water 
Pasa mata//sunda idu Meet/ /gather 
Pei tua//dui oe Mix the palmjuice//scoop the water 
Pelallroto Maize//arbila bean 
Pena riti//eke lilo Silver pencil// gold pen 
Pepedal/fufua Opinion//view 
Pinul/idu Mucus! /nose 
Pain susuen//lain babatin God's love/ !heaven care 
Poro poe/lhani ni Feeding scrimp//noshing crab 
R Rai/lse'o Scoop net//catch basket 
Ratakaril /ratakela Spread out/range out 
Rene anal Ilana mon Paddy field//paddy plain 
Reol/tai Drop/ !hang up 
Roa sele ai//lutu tande bau Bench of a planting wood//stone's 
mark of a sowing bau 
Roana tu//lutu nasarai Bench for sitting //stone's mark for 
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Rolul/lela 
S Sala//siko 
Saini/lo, liu 
Se' o to to 'on//rai rarano 
Se 'o meti/lrai tasi 
Soa lisun/lbuna ufa 
Soda molel /tetu tema 
Soi/ltefa 
Sue//lai 
Susue//lalai 
Susudi//sosoba 
T Tahu tuka suta lene/llope tuka lae mae 
Tabua//taesa 
Tale//.fia 
Tamahenal /takabani 
Tamaha 'o/ltatadale 
Tamasini lakaraol/tesa di nali folo 
Tande//sele 
Tande marebi//sele matahi 
Taneta//ratoko 
Tate Manda Aonl/Tou Mana Fua Daen 
Tate Mana Soi Sala//Tou Mana Tefa 
Siko . 
Tati/ldede 
Tasi//meti 
Te.fa mao/lhundi bua 
Tei esa e 'a !ail/dale esa oro nado 
Tesa teil/tama dale 
Telu//dua 
Teol/relu 
Tete/totolin 
Teteka/!hehere 
Teteni//natane 
Teteni no dedea//natene no nafada 
Tere tasi//hamu bau 
Teullbula 
Teu beu/lbula fe 
Tiallsena 
Tia deal /rada ara 
Tia lai//lepa lifa 
Tia tasi//sena meti 
Tika/lhene 
Tini//osi 
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leaning 
Knowledge/ !understanding 
Fail// sin 
()cean//deep-sea 
Catch repetedly//scoop continually 
Cathe the tide.I/scoop the sea 
Young bud/ ljambu flower shood 
Good life//perfect being 
Lean to open! /bend over 
Love//care 
Loving/fearing 
Trial//temptetion 
Step follow the track// swing follow 
the right path 
Unite//be one 
Tarro//yam 
Happy// contended 
Be pleased//joyful 
Proper//approriate [in doing things] 
Plant//sow 
Plant in group//sow in line 
Meet// gather 
J esus//Christ 
Savior/ !Redeemer 
Slash! /bum 
Seal/tide 
Sugarcane/banana 
()ne womb// one heart 
Arrive// gather 
Three//two 
Stare//see 
W atering//pour water 
Pick// collect 
Ask// request 
Asking with saying//request with 
telling 
Sea litters/ /mangrove roots 
Year/ !month 
New year//different month 
Friend// companion 
Friend for support//chest for lean on 
Close friend! /carer 
Friend of the seal/companion of the 
tide 
Climb// ascend 
Field// garden 
Tinolldama 
Tua//hade 
Tua do//fepa dea 
Tua timu/lhade safu 
Tu//sasaon 
Tuti ei//lae Zima 
Tonda//se 
Toto 'a//taa taa 
Tou//tate 
Tau Mana Sura Piol/Tate Mana Adu Lai 
Tau Mana Suru Dulul/Tate Mana Adu 
Laka 
Tou//ina 
Tau esa bobokin/lina esa lalaen 
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Look// observe 
Palm sugar! /rice 
Palm leaf//gebang cord 
East palm season/ /west rice season 
Marry//wed 
Obtain assistance//arms in arms 
Anchor! /tether 
In trouble//problem 
Mani/boy 
The Inscriber of the Height/ /the 
Creator of the Heavens 
Creator/ /Maker 
Male/ If emale 
Beget from one father/ !born from one 
mother 
